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EDUCATION OF THE SPANISH-SPEAKING

THURSDAY, JUNE 8, 1972

HOUSE OP REPRESENTATIVES,
CIVIL RIGHTS OVERSIGHT SUBCOMMITTEE,

COMMITTEE ON THE JUDICIARY,
Washington, D.C.

The subcommittee met at 10:10 a.m., in room 2237, Rayburn
House Office Building, Hon. Don Edwards of California (chairman of
the subcommittee) presiding.

Present: Representatives Edwards, Wiggins, and Keating.
Also present: Jerome M. Zeiftnan, counsel; Samueal A. Garrison III,

associate counsel; George A. Dailey, assistant counsel.
Mr. EDWARDS. The subcommittee will come to order.
This morning the Civil Rights Oversight Subcommittee begins its

Bearings on the reports of the U.S. Commission on Civil Rights on
the education of the Spanish-speaking.

We are honored this morning by having as guest for a few minutes
a colleague of mine from California who came into Congress with me
10 years ago, the most distinguished Congressmen from Los Angeles,
Mr. Ed Roybal, who will introduce one of our witnesses.

Mr. ROYBAL. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I wish to express my
appreciation to you for permitting me to introduce to this committee
a very old friend of mine, a man who has been active in the field of
civil rights for many years. He attended the University of Southern
California and in 1930 was the first Mexican American to receive a
law degree from that institution. Mr. Ruiz helped establish the Citizens
Committee for Latin-American Youth, which was the forerunner of
the Los Angeles Human Relations Commission. During the so-called
"zoot suit" riots in Los Angeles, it was then I met Mr. Ruiz, I was
a public health official and was working in the field of communicable
diseases and was assigned to Los Angeles during the time of the riots
and had the opportunity of working with our guests this morning on
many occasions.

I saw then his dedication to youth and to the Spanish-speaking
community of Los Angeles and later as the years went on I saw again
the great dedication that lie hasagain to youth and to the Mexican
American community of the United States, enlarging upon that and
including all Spanish-speaking people in this Nation.

Our guest this morning, Mr. Manuel Ruiz, Jr., has been active in
the field-of politics. Ho has been a member of the Mexican American
Political Association. This, Mr. Chairman, is an organization of Mexi-
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can Americans in California and various other States that is in fact
bipartisan. It-is not an organization that devotes all of its activities
to either the Democratic or Republican party.

Mr. Ruiz happens to be a Republican but again his main interest
has been the promotion of the best interests of the Spanish-speaking
and the oppressed in the Nation and he has done a tremendous job as
a member of that organization and various other organizations of
which he is a member in promoting the best interests of these people.

It then gives me a great deal of pleasure, Mr. Chairman, and with
a great deal of pride I wish to present to you and the members of this
committee a very dear friend, Mr. Manuel Ruiz, Jr.

Mr. EDWARDS. Thank you very much, Mr. Roybal, and Mr. Ruiz,
we are delighted to have you here. It has been a pleasure to work for
more than 10 years with Mr. Roybal with the important causes he
has devoted himself to because there is no more energetic champion
for the oppressed and for the Spanish-speaking people of the United
States. Congressman Roybal must now be off to an Appropriations
Committee meeting where I hope your committee will again take a
long look at the miniscule amounts of money being appropriated by
the U.S. Government for second language education and bilingual
education in trying to cure so many of the things that are going to be
brought out in the testimony this morning. It is really not a very good
indication of a great people when in the morning's paper I read that
we are going to spend $8.5 billion on two ABM sites and where the
testimony not only of these witnesses but the reports of the Civil
Rights Commission indicates that a paltry few millions of dollars per
year will go to bilingual education and for the desegregation of some
of the schools in the Southwest.

Mr. Ruiz. For purposes of the record, I would like to thank Con-
gressman Roybal for his presence here. It was a very pleasant surprise.
I did not expect to see him. As he stated, although he is a registered
Democrat and I am a registered Republican, I have, always referred
to him as my favorite Congressman.

Mr. ROYBAL. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. EDWARDS. The U.S. Commission on Civil Rights has had a

continuing Mexican American education study project since its 196S
hearings in San Antonio, Tex., on the problems encountered by Mex-
ican-Americans in the Southwest. The education problems which
were brought to light during that hearing led the Commission to make
a survey in the spring of 1969 of Mexican American education in the
five southwestern States of Arizona, California, Colorado, New Mexico,
and Texas. Questionnaires were sent to the superintendents of all 538
school districts in this five-State area with an enrollment of more than
10 percent Spanish - surnamed students. Other questionnaires were
sent to 1,160 principals in elementary and secondary schools within
the sample districts. The statistics derived from the questionnaires
have been augmented by investigations conducted by the Commis-
sion's Mexican American education study staff, resulting in the most
comprehensive survey ever made of the educational problems of
Mexican Americans in the Southwest.

The Civil Rights Commission has documented in its reports the
harmful effects of educational policies which have simultaneously
forced ethnic isolation and Anglo conformity upon Mexican American
students and Puerto Rican students.
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There is an equally harmful effect upon society as a whole from this
continuing failure to recognize and accept the diversity of our multi-
racial, multicultural society.

The subcommittee had invited, through our distinguished chairman
Emanuel Celle'. of New York, Henry M. Ramirez, chairman of the
Cabinet Committee on Opportunities for Spanish-Speaking people,
to appear and give testimony on this very important subject. 1 regret
to say, and am somewhat at a loss to understand how, Mr. Celler
could receive a letter from Mr. Ramirez dated May 31, 1972, stating
as follows:
"Dear Congressman Ce ller:

"I am sorry I will be unable to appear and testify before your subcommittee on
Thursday, June 8, 1972 at 10 a.m. I will be out of town during those hearings.

I hope we can hear more from Mr. Ramirez regarding the reason
why he does not seem to consider these hearings worthy of his per-
sonal presence. The subcommittee really would like to get the views
of this supposedly important Cabinet committee on these very im-
portant subjects we are discussing.

Mr. Ruiz. With respect to Mr. Ramirez, I telephoned his office
yesterday. He is ill, sick in bed and not attending his office. I simply
wanted to add that.

Mr. EDWARDS. Thank you very much, Mr. Ruiz.
I also have a letter from the distinguished Congressman from the

21st District of New York, Mr. Herman Badillo, which will be placed
in the record at this point.

(The letter referred to follows:)
CONGRESS OP THE UNITED STATES,

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
Washington, D.C., June 7, 1972.

I1011. DON EDWARDS,
Chairman, Civil Rights Oversight Subcommittee, Committee on the Judiciary, flouse

of Representatives, Washington, D.C.
DEAR MR. CHAIRMAN: I am very pleased to learn that Mr. Louis Nunez, the

new Deputy Staff Director of the U.S. Commission on Civil Rights, will be
testifying before your Subcommittee tomorrow morning on the problems of
discrimination in education. I very much regret that previous commitments make
it impossible for me to be with you but I commend you for inviting Mr. Nunez
to testify.

I have had the pleasure of knowing and working with Lou Nunez for a good
many years and I am especially delighted that he has recently joined the govern-
ment service. It is appropriate that he has been appointed to the highest ranking
position in the Federal Government attained by a mainland Puerto Rican as he
leaves belfnd him an outstanding and distinguished career as the National Execu-
tive Director of Aspira of America.

It is especially appropriate' that Lou should be addressing himself to the subject
of discrimination in education as this is something against which he has fought
and worked for many years. airing his service with ASPIRA he was at the fore-
front of the efforts to secure full and equal educational opportunities for Puerto
Rican students throughout the country.

I am confident the Civil Rights Oversight Subcommitteo will gain a great
deal from Mr. Nunez's testimony aud urge that it be given the most careful
consideration.

Sincerely,
HERMAN BADILLO,
Member of Congress.

Mr. EDWARDS. We will also include in the record at this point
without objection, my own introductory remarks for Mr. Louis Nunez.
Mr. Nunez, who has just come to the Commission, was formerly
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national executive director of Aspira, Inc. He is a member of the
steering committee of the National Urban Coalition, a former member
of the New York City Board of Higher Education and a member of
the board of directors of the National Reading Council, and the
National Center for Voluntary Action.

Mr. Nunez has participated in the development of the Puerto
Rican Forum and serves on its board of governors.

(The statement referred to follows:)

INTRODUCTORY REMARKS VOR LOUIS NUNEZ

Mr. Manuel Ruiz is accompanied by Louis Nunez, Acting Deputy Director
of the United States Commission on Civil Rights. Mr. Nunez, who has just
come to the Commission was formerly National Executive Director of Aspira
of America, Inc., a non-profit organization dedicated to educational and leadership
development for Puerto.Ricans. Mr. Nunez is a member of the Steering Committee
of the National Urban Coalition, a former member of the New York City Board
of Higher Education, and a member of the Board of Directors of. the National
Reading Council, and the National Center for Voluntary Action. Mr. Nunez
was born in New York's East Harlem and grew up in the East Bronx. He graduated
in 1953 from the Baruch School of Business Administration of the City Uni-
versity of Now York. He has done graduate work in the fields of education
and public administration at the City University and at New York University.

Mr. Nunez participated in the development of the Puerto Rican Forum and
serves on its Board of Governors.

Mr. Nunez, we welcome you this morning and look forward to receiving your
testimony.

Mr. EDWARDS. Mr. Nunez and Mr. Ruiz, we welcome you both.
You may come to the witness table and present your testimony.
Please introduce the gentleman accompanying you.

TESTIMONY OF HON. MANUEL RUIZ, MEMBER, U.S. COMMISSION ON
CIVIL RIGHTS; ACCOMPANIED BY LOUIS NUNEZ, ACTING DEPUTY
STAFF DIRECTOR; JOHN H. POWELL, JR., COUNSEL; MARTIN
SLOANE, ASSISTANT STAFF DIRECTOR, OFFICE OF CIVIL RIGHTS
PROGRAM AND POLICIES

Mr. Ruiz. On my right is General Counsel of the U.S. Civil Rights
Commission, Mr. John Powell, next to Mr. Powell is Mr. Nunez whom
you made reference to and to my left is Mr. Sloane, who is the head of
the Department involved in this matter as a member of staff.

Mr. EDWARDS. The subcommittee welcomes you, gentlemen.
I believe, Mr. Nunez and Mr. Ruiz, you have statements to make.
Mr. Ruiz. Yes, sir.
Mr. EDWARDS. You may proceed.
Mr. Ruiz. With the chairman's permission, I will speak first. I

feel very much at home. Tnere are two counsels, two attorneys, and the
chairman from my home State.

Note will be taken that there is a written statement that has been
filed.

Mr. EDWARDS. That will be printed in the record in full.
(The statement of Mr. Ruiz follows:)
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STATEMENT OF HON. MANUEL RUIZ

ACHIEVEMENT

The Commission sought to establish how well the schools of the Southwest are
meeting their responsibilities to provide a full education to Mexican American
students. The basic finding was that Chicano children do not obtain the benefits
of public education at a level equal to that of their Anglo classmates, whatever
the measure of school achievement.

Without exception, Chicano pupils achieve less well than Anglos. Their
dropout rate is higher, their reading achievement lower, their repetition of grades
more frequent, their overageness for grades more prevalent, their participation in
extracurricular activities considerably less.

Perhaps no measure of school achievement so vividly conveys the school's
failure to educate the Chicano than its inability to keep him in school. The
Commission estimates that of every 100 Chicano youngsters in the Southwest
who enter the first grade, only 60 will graduate from high school. In contrast 86 of
every 100 Anglo children will receive their high school diploma.

What of those who do make it through high schoolin a sense, the elite? How
does their later educational experience compare with that of their Anglo fellow
graduatesr Here too, they fare less well. The Commission found that 37 percent of
the Chicano high school graduates enter college, whereas 57 percent of the Anglos
do so. The highest proportion of Chicanos entering college is found in California.
In that State, slightly more than 4 of every 10 go on to college. By contrast, in
Colorado only 2 of every 10 do so.

Scho'il holding power represents only a quantitative measure of school effective-
ness. it does not measure the quality of education a child receives while in school.
Reading achievement has traditionally been recognized as an important key to
success and progress in other academic subjects. The ability to read is perhaps
the most crucial skill learned in school.

Schools of the Southwest have not performed as well in teaching Chicano children
to read as they have Anglos. At the fourth, eighth and twelfth grades the propor-
tion of Mexican American students reading below grace level is generally twice as
large as that of Anglos. Further, reading retardation worsens the longer the Chicano
youngster remains in school. In the fourth grade, about one half are reading below
grade level. By the twelfth grade, 63 percent are.

The ability of schools to hold Mexican Americans in school and to teach them
to read were not the only measures of educational effectiveness examined by the
Commission. We also looked at grade repetition and its correlate overageness.
Overall, Chicanos in Southwest schools are almost three times as likely to repeat
the first grade as are Anglos. The highest incidence of grade repetition for Mexican
Americans is in Texas, where 22 percent repeat the first grade.

As a result of the practice of holding students back in a grade, a large proportion
of Chicano children throughout the Southwest are two or more years overage
for their grade level. At the first grade, Mexican American children are four times
as likely to be overage as Anglos. At the eighth grade, eight times as many Chicanos
as Anglos are overage.

In its mail survey, the Commission sought information on the ethnic composition
of participants in extracurricular activities, such as student government, school
newspapers, homecoming events and cheerleading. In the schools surveyed, the
Commission found"that Mexican Americans are by and large underrepresented in
these activities. This is true whether Chicanos constitute a majority or a minority
of the student enrollinent at the school.

LANGUAGE AND CULTURAL EXCLUSION

Thus, by all measures of school achievement, Chicano children are getting less
out of school than Anglos. Why is this so? Why are the schools failing in their
responsibilities to this important group of children? The Commission is still seeking
the answer to this crucial question. One answer we already have found is the failure
of the schools to adopt programs and practices geared to the unique linguistic and
cultural background of Mexican Americans. Rather, the Commission has found
that they rigidly exclude Chicano culture.
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N its most obvious form this exclusion involves the prohibition of the use of
Spanish. Less obviously but just as effectively, the Chicano child's historical roots,
the community of which he is a part, and his very identity are all undervalued.
In its survey, the Commission sought out objective data concerning these charges.
Our third report details the Commission's findings.

Basically the Commission found that the school systems of the Southwest have
not recognized the rich culture and tradition of Mexican Americans and have not
adopted policies and practices that would enable their children to participate
fully in the educational process. Instead, Southwestern schools use a variety of
exclusionary devices which prohibit the child the use of his language, diminish his
pride in his heritage, and deny him support from his community.

There is much evidence of widespread belief among Southwestern educators
that a child who happens to speak Spanish is somehow educationally handicapped.
For many Mexican American children, Spanish is their first language. Based on
the responses to the principal's questionnaire the Commission calculated that
approximately one of every two Chicano ffist graders do not speak English as well
as the average Anglo first grader.

Instead of appreciating the difficulty facing *he Chicano child many educators
in the Southwest respond by imposing a "No Spanish" rule to insure the domin-
ance of English in the classroom and on the school ground. Slightly less than
one-third of all schools in the survey area discourage the use of Spanish in the
classroom. About one half of these schools, 15 percent of the total, discourage its
use on the school grounds as well.

A comparison among the States presents sharp contrasts in the frequency of the
use, of the "No Spanish" rule. In both elementary and secondary schools, in the
classrooms and on school grounds, Texas leads in prohibiting Spanish. Two-thirds
of all surveyed Texas schools discouraged the use of Spanish in the classroom and
slightly more than a third did so on the Behool grounds. In California the "No
Spanish" rule was rarely used on the school grounds and less than one fifth of its
schools indicated its use in the classrooms.

Now do the schools enforce the "No Spanish" rule? In most instances principals
admitted to suggesting 'or requiring staff to correct those who spoke Spanish.
A number of schools admitted punishing persistent Spanish speakers.

Several programs are available to meet the English language difficulty of
Chicanos. The three most important and widely used in schools surveyed by the
Commission were Bilingual Education, English as a Second Language, and Re-
medial Reading.

Bilingual Education is the use of two languages, one of which is English, as
means of instructing the same pupil population. It encompasses part or all of the
curricula and includes the study of history and culture associated with the mother
tongue.

What efforts have the school systems of the Southwest made to bring Bilingual
Education to the children of their schools? What support have these programs
received from the Federal Government? The picture is dismal. For the current
1971-72 school year, HEW statistics show that Title VI bilingual programs
reach only a very small proportion of the Chicago school-age population as well
as the Spanish speaking school-age population generally. In 1971-72 HEW
received an appropriation of $25 million to fund 163 Bilingual Education project s
in the entire United States, of which 144 were for the Spanish speaking. These
144 projects reached less than 1 of every 50 Spanish speaking children, 3 to 18
years of age in the U.S. In the Southwest, projects were provided for less than 2
percent of an estimated 3 million Mexican American children in that age category.

On May 25, 1970, IIEW issued a memorandum to districts instructing them to
take affirmative steps to rectify language deficiency for national minority origin
students. Yet, only 41 districts with significant Spanish speaking enrollment have
been or are in the process of being investigated by IIEW for compliance under
Title VI. Further, the relatively small expenditure of Federal funds for Bilingual
Education and the limitation of bilingual programs to small scattered pilot
projects belie a strong Federal commitment to rectification of language deficiency.

English as a Second Language (ESL) is a program designed to teach English
language skills without the presentation of related cultural material. According
to Commission statistics, 1111 estimated 5.5 pere,_nt of the Mexican American
pupils in the Southwest are receiving some type of ESL instruction.

Remedial reading is a long established educational method to help all students
who are reading below grade level. It focuses on reading achievement rather than
language deficiency. Nevertheless, because of its strictly monolingual approach
it receives much better acceptance by educators than either Bilingual Education

9
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or ESL, as witnessed by the fact that 50 percent of the public schools in the survey
area offer remedial reading courses. Even so, only slightly more than 10 percent
of the Mexican American pupils in these schools were enrolled in these courses.

An exclusionary practice that is more subtle than suppression of the use of
Spanish is adherence to established curricula which prevent the inclusion of such
elements as Mexican American history, heritage and folklore. The Commission
found that the curriculnin in almost all schools surveyed fails to inform either
Anglo or Mexican American students of the substantial contribution of the Indo-
Hispanic culture to the historical development of the Southwest. Commission
figures for total pupil enrollment in Mexican American History courses at the
elementary and secondary level is 1.3 and 0.6 percent, respectively.

School officials in the Southwest also exclude the heritage in school and class-
room activities. To the extent that these activities deal with Mexican American
culture, they tend to stress the superficial and exotic elementsthe "fantasy
heritage" of the region. This results in the reinforcement of existing stereotypes
and deprives the Chicano student of full awareness of, and a pride in his cultural
heritage.

The failure of schools to involve the Mexican American community in the
educational process is another form of cultural exclusion which is widespread. In
order to determine the extent to which the school is seeking to include the Mexican
American community, the study examined four areas of community-school affairs:
contacts with parents, community advisory boards, community relations special-
ists and consultants on Mexican American education.

Notices sent home and PTA meetings are the means most frequently used by
school officials and teachers to counnunicate with parents. Although about three-
fourths of the. total Mexican American population in the Southwest identify
Spanish as their mother tongue, only 25 percent of the elementary and 11 percent
of the secondary schools send notices in Spanish to Spanish speaking parents.

The Commission also found that approximately 8 percent of the surveyed
elethentary schools and about 2 percent of the secondary schools used Spanish
in conducting PTA meetings.

These data indicate that a large proportion of the population has been auto-
matically excluded from participation in school affairs, a clear violation of the
Civil Rights Act of 1964 according to the IIEW memorandum of May 25, 1970.

Another technique for involving the Chicano community in the problems of
the school is the use of community advisory boards on Mexican American educa-
tional affairs. These boards are normally composed of persons chosen for their
ability to reflect and articulate community needs and views. Yet only one district
in four in the survey area actually has such a board.

Community relations specialists may be called in when contacts with parents
and the use of community advisory boards prove unsuccessful in establishing
free communications between the school and community. However, about one
district in six of those surveyed employed community relations specialists.

In their continuing effort to improve the quality of education, school districts
spend hundreds of thousands of dollars annually for the services of enosultants
In recent years a growing number of specialists or consultants on Mexican-
Ameican education have developed in the Southwest. Yet, in spite of their
availability, specialists in Mexican American educational affairs are seldom
employed by school districts in the region.

Cultural exclusion is a reality in the schools of the Southwest. Until practices
and policies conducive to full participation of Mexican Americans in the educa-
tional process are adopted, equal opportunity in education is likely to remain
more myth than reality for the Chicano student.

ETHNIC ISOLATION

In its Spring 1969 survey, the Commission found t hat a large proportion of
Chicano pupils attend school isolation from their Anglo counterparts. This is
due, in part, to the segregation of Mexican Americans and Anglos in separate
school districts. More than 400,000 Chicano pupils throughout the Southwest
attend school in predominantly Mexican American districts. In Texas, where iso-
lation by district is most severe, nearly 00 percent of Chicano students are in
districts in which their own ethnic group predominates.

The heavy concentration of Mexican American people in South Texas is one
factor contributing to isolation by district. Thus, segregation of Chicano students
can be attributed, to some extent, to mere demographyin short, "natural causes."
But "natural causes" d, not entirely explain the matter. For in South Texas, as

10
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elsewhere in the Southwest, it is nut unwonnum to find a district that is ahmist
entirely Chicano sitting next to one that is almost completely Anglo. The presence
Of neighboring districts of such contrasting ethnic composition may have resulted
from deliberate segregation in violation of the Constitution and Title VI of the
Civil Rights Act of 1964.

The Department of Health, Education, and Welfare (HEW) has not taken a
very aggressive role in investigating the possildiity of such violations. To the
Commission's knowledge, in only one instance has HEW investigated the possibil-
ity of civil rights violations in the isolation of Mexican Americans by district.
To the extent HEW has undertaken any activities concerning segregation of
Mexican Americans, they have been directed toward alleviation isolation by school
within individual districts. Nor have these efforts proven effective in reducing the
proportion of Mexican Americans who are in ethnically isolated schools. In 1968,
54.1 percent of all Mexican American students in the Southwest attended predom-
inantly minority schools. By 1970 that proportion had increased slightly to 54.6
percent.

More recently, there has been evidence of greater HEW concern over educa-
tional opportunities for Chicano students. On May 25, 1970, the Department is-
sued a memorandum clarifying the responsibilities of school districts to provide
equal opportunity to national origin inivority children deficient in English lan-
guage skills in order to be in compliance with Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of
1964. Among IIEW's major areas of concern were practices that would tend to
segregate Mexican Americans within school walls, including ability grouping,
tracking, and placement in classes for the educable mentally retarded.

Untmblished data from the Commission's survey underscores the need for inten-
sive lederal effort to combat this kind of segregation. As of 1969, a year before
issuance of the May 25 memorandum, about 4 of every 6 schools in the Southwest
practiced sonic form of ability grouping. One of every six schools placed students
in one ability group for all subjects. 1?urther, the proportion of Mexican Americans
in MITI classes was about twice that of Anglos.

Since issuance of the Mat' 25 memorandum BEW, has, or is in the process of
conducting compliance reviews in 41 districts having Spanish-speaking enroll-
ments. Twenty-two of these districts are in Texas. However, there arc more than
2,900 districts in the Southwest. In view of the extent Chicanos are isolated by dis-
trict., by school, and even within schools, IIEW's efforts to date represent a very
small drop in a very large bucket.

HEW's Office of Civil Rights has been reluctant to take affirmative steps to
compel compliance in eases of civil; rights violations. Investigations conducted
with the hope of securing voluntary compliance have often been exercised in
futility. For example, in its 1968 hearing in San Antonio, Texas, the Commission
heard testimony on the segregation of Mexican Americans by district in Del Rio,
Texas. Anglo children from an air force base located in San Felipe School District,
which is predominantly Mexican American, were being bused from San Felipe to
the neighborhoring Del Rio School District, which is predominantly Anglo.
Despite the fact that the San Antonio and the Del Rio School District facts had
been brought to the attention of HEW as early as 1969, and even though HEW a
year later, on May 25, 1970, issued a memorandum urging school districts to
examine current practices and to assess compliance procedures, it was not until
1971 that HEW conducted compliance reviews in the two districts of San Antonio
and Del Rio. Before HEW had made much progress in negotiating a remedy, a
U.S. District Court judge ordered the two districts to consolidate. The Commis-
sion fully supports the guidelines contained in the May 25 memorandum. As we
have learned from experience in other parts of the country, however, school
segregation will not he overcome solely by the issuance of memoranda or other
pieces of paper. It, will yield only to careful monitoring and firm enforcement.

REPRESENTATION OF MEXICAN AMERICANS IN TIIE EDUCATIONAL PROFESSION

The Commiss:.-n's survey lint cans documents the extent to which Chicanos arc
ethnically isolated but also their underrepresentation in the educational profession.

Among classroom teachers, only about 1 percent are Chicanos, whereas about
18 percent of the region's enrollment is of this ethnic group. Moreover, most of
these teachers are in schools in which the majority of the pupils arc Chicanos.
Full one-third of the teachers arc in schools whnse enrollments arc 80 percent
Mexican American or more.

Nor does the Chicano have much of a chance to shape the policy of school
systems in the Southwest. He is, Et;,3 you might expect, underrepresented on boards
of education. Of 4600 school board members in the area surveyed by the Com-
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mission, 470 (or about 10 percent) arc Chicanos. Nearly 70 percent of these
Mexican Amerienn policy makers serve on boards of education where the majority
of pupils are of Mexican origin. About a third are in districts that are SO percent
Chicano or more.

Mr. Chairman, the facts the Commission has found so far concerning the
education, or mis-education, of Mexican American children are cause for national
concern. The educational status quo in the Southwest is unacceptable. It is
unacceptable when four of every ten Chicano children do not graduate from high
school. It is unacceptable when well over half of the Mexican American school
children are reading below grade level. The disheartening fact is that these child-
ren are not being equipped with even the most rudimentary tools by which they
can hope to suceed in later life. For Chicano children, the term equal educational
opportunity is a slogan without substance.

Let us be clear on one point. It is not the children who are failing. It is the
schools. The Commission is in the process of trying to find out the reasons why
the schools of the Southwest are failing our children.

In a report we issued last month, the Commission pinpointed one important
reasonsuppression of the cultural heritage of 'Mexican American children. Use
of the Spanish language is prohibited. Mexican American history, and tradition
arc ignored, and the parents of 'Mexican American school children are excluded
from participation in school affairs. These various practices add up to a compre-
hensive pattern of cultural exclusion which can only have the effect of undermin-
ing the Chicano child's confidence in the value of his ethnic background and of his
own inherent worth. In a Nation which has been enriched by the contributions of
people from so many diverse cultures, these practices shoula be unthinkable. Yet
they continue to exist.

The primary responsibility for education lies with the States. The Federal Gov-
ernment, too, has a responsibility, through laws aimed at preventing disoimination
against school children and through programs of financial assistance to help the
States provide quality education. If the States are failing to meet their responsi-
bility, to Mexican American students in the Southwest, so too is the Federal Gov-
ernment. Despite commendable policy announcements prohibiting discrimination,
the Federal Government has done little to end discrimination in fact. Segregation
of Chicano students has actually increased over the last several years. Practices
declared by the Department of Health, Education and Welfare to be in violation
of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 continue unabated. Moreover, Federal aid programs
geared to the needs of Mexican American students have been starved for funds and
have reached few of the children in need.

In the course of our study, we have urged the States and local school boards to
examine their own practices, to recognize their own inadequacies, and to reform
themselves. This, however, is not enough. What is needed is action on a national
levelnot a mere tinkering with the existing educational machinery, but massive
new programs of civil rights enforcement and financial assistance to enable the
schools of the Southwest to provide at long last, true equality of educational op-
portunity to Chicano students.

Mr. Ruiz. I would like to offer that as an exhibit for the record
In addition to that I have prepared a summary. The reason for. that
is in the first statement we are getting to hard. statistics and facts
and my statement will only refer to the summary and some obser-
vations that I have made with respect to the report.

On behalf of the U.S. Commission on Civil Rights, I wish to
express our appreciation for inviting the Commission to testify on
the subject of the education of the Spanish speaking.

In recent years the Commission has been engaged in important
investigations on this subject. With your permission I shall confine
my remarks to the work we have done with respect to Mexican
Americans, and Mr. Nunez, the Commission's acting deputy staff
director, will speak on the educational problems confronting Puerto
Ricans.

The Commission is nearing completion of one of the most ambitious
undertakings in its history. For 3 years, we have been conducting
an intensive investigation of the educational problems of Mexican
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Americans in the Southwestern hart of the United States. This
project ultimately will consist of six reports dealing with the unequal
educational opportunity for the Nation's second largest minority
group. Three reports have already been published, and I shall base
most of my remarks on the findings they contain.

These studies deal, respectively, with the school achievement of
Mexican- American schoolchildren and the degree to which the
school systems in the Southwest recognize and seek to meet their
linguistic and cultural needs, and the extent of their ethnic isolation.

A. fourth report, near completion, deals with school finance in
Texas.

This is a problem that is intriguing the entire United States in
relation to a Supreme Court decision as recently as last week. It
documents inequities in district school finance, by the ethnic com-
position and wealth of the district.

A fifth report will be based on an investigation of what goes on
inside the classrooms of the schools of the Southwesthow teachers
interact with Mexican-American students.

The data for all reports is based on an extensive mail survey of
schools and districts in the Southwest conducted by the Commission
in 1969, plus staff field trips and followup inv?stigations conducted
since that time.

The Commission is only in midjourney in its investigation of the
educational problems of Mexican Americans. In the three reports
we already have issued, we have tried to define the nature and extent
of educational inequities experienced by Mexican-American children.
We are not yet in a position to offer a complete comprehensive set
of recommendations for remedial action. Already, however, the evi-
dence suggests violations of existing civil rights laws and a need for
more vigorous enforcement action by relevant Federal agencies,
and the urgent necessity of Federal aid that can help bring Mexican-
American children and their parents into the mainstream of the
educational process. Later in my statement I will address myself
to some of the measures we believe need to be taken. When our study
is completed, the Commission hopes to be in a position to offer defini-
tive recommendations of a more comprehensive nature.

A brief description of the size and distribution of the Mexican
American enrollment may be helpful in placing the study in appro-
priate context. There are an estimated 2.3 million Spanish surnamed
pupils in the United States. They represent about 5 percent of our
total public school enrollment. Of these Spanish-surnamed pupils,
about 1.5 million are Mexican Americans who attend public school in
the five Southwestern Statesthat is Arizona, California, Colorado,
New Mexico, and Texas. In that region, Chicano students comprise
18 percent of the enrollment. That is almost one-fifth--more than SO
percent are found in Texas and California, with nearly 50 percent in
California alone.

One oftentimes hears the expression directed to a Mexican American.
"Why don't you go back to where you came from? If you don't like
your lot in the United States, and its system of education, go back
to Mexico."

The person who exclaims thus is under the erroneous impression,
that the language and culture of the southwestern part of the United
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States, is English, and that what exists lime came from the eastern
part of the United States, that the Mexican American is an outsider,
when in fact, it is the contrary.

The American genius in law and government has consisted in
adapting to its terrain much of the best, which preceded its arrival in
the family of nations. At the end of the English-American War, we
acquired from the 13 British Colonies in our northeastern borders, the
heritage of what was considered to be English law.

At the end of the Mexican-American War, we acquired from the
Mexican States which formed a part and were located in our present
southwestern borders, the heritage of the Mexican laws, and Mexican
customs, and the Spanish language, all of which had nothing to do
with Great Britain.

The English common law was presumed to exist in those States
of the Union, former colonies of England, or carved out of such
colonies, but such presumption did not exist in the southwestern part
of the United States, where an organized society already existed,
which was Mexican.

Cursory examination, in retrospect, indicates that the new arrivals
from the East accommodated their way of life to the system of the
prior sovereign Mexico, which by omission, our educational institutions
have failed to express, or distinguish, and which forms the subject
matter of our discussion today,

distinguish,
is, the isolation and exclusion

of the Mexican American in the educational process of our public
school systems.

As you know, my home is California. '11w California constitution
was originally written in both the Spanish language and the English
language. It was a bilingual constitution. The constitutional sessions
were opened each morning with a prayer in English by the Rev.
S. II. Willey, Padre Antonio Ramirez terminated the daily sessions
with a prayer in the Spanish language. The substantive Mexican laws
became the laws of the State of California.

Under our Supreme Court decisions they were not foreign laws but
we acquired them by succession and judicial notice was taken of them.

It is not known, because it is not taught, that in the Southwest our
municipal laws were copied from and based upon the laws of Mexico,
wherein the Pueblos were the agency of local government. The
responsibilities of the common councils were copied verbatim from
the Mexican laws, which have continued in effect until today.

Mr. EDWARDS. Mr. Ruiz, San Jose was the original capital of
California and was my birthplace.

Mr. Ruiz. Yes.
The laws of my own Sate of California continued to be printed in

both the English and the Spanish language until the year 1S74.
As long as the laws were printed in. Spanish, public discussion of the

issues involved took place in the Spanish-speaking communities.
Newspapers in the Spanish language abounded in California and the
Southwest. The "Californian" first English language newspaper issued
at Monterey, was printed with press and type brought from Mexico.

In addition to our municipal laws, our mining laws, all of our Federal
mining laws, our laws with respect to descent, our suits in partition,
and our community property laws in the relationship of husband and
wife, were laws of the prior sovereign Mexico and were copied and
adopted by our legislative bodies in

sovereign
Southwest. These laws have

remained in effect until today.
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When in 1970, the California Sate Supreme Court, in the case of
Castro v. California struck down the English' literacy requirement for
voting, and ruled that fluency in the English language was not indis-
pensable to exercise an intelligent judgment with respect to issues and
candidates, the California Supreme Court said :

We cannot refrain from observing that if a contrary decision were compelled
it would indeed be ironic that petitioners who are the heirs of a great and gracious
culture, identified with the birth of California and contributing in no small
measure to its growth should be disenfranchised in their ancestral land, despite
their capacity to cast an informed vote.

The Mexican American became a nonentity in the Southwest when
local legislation made possible his ethnic isolation in the public
schools and the provisions that the laws be printed in both the Spanish
language as well as the English language were repealed.

If you recall, we had antioriental legislation in section 804 of the
State of California Education Law. 1 recall when 1 was admitted to
practice law, the children of Japanese, Chinese, Mongolian, and Indian
parents could be segregated, there were no laws against the black
segregation. And they were segregating the Mexican Americans in the
public school system in California because they had Indian blood.

I recall the reason they did it; they misinterpreted the article with
respect to the Indian being antioriental legislation. It was the India-
Indian from the Orient that was being referred to. The law was re-
pealed finally. There were many good Anglos and many good black
people and we are grateful to them for assisting us in eliminating that
antioriental lc illation.

We in the United States accepted Mexican American institutions
and incorporated them into our legal structure, but rejected the 'an-
n. gua e which breathed life into them. This has constituted a provin-
z;
claim foreign to our asserted principles of democratic government
and world leadership.

Chicano children have hien discouraged from speaking Spanish in
the schoolroom and this restriction if frequently extended to the school
ground.

This is just beginning to disappear. This suppression of the Spanish
language is most overt of the exclusionary practices. Our reports indi-
cate that nearly 50 percent of all Chicano first graders in the Southwest
do not speak English as well as the average Anglo first grader. Although
school authorities officially deplore this, they continue to use methods
that will insure a guilt complex as a penalty for the use of the Spanish
language in school.

In a classroom, you could not have classes in Spanish but they would
speak Spanish. Fully one-third of the schools surveyed by the Com-
mission admit to discouraging the use of Spanish hi the classroom by
means which vary from enforcing a "No Spanish Rule" to actual
discipline.

While it is true that some schools have instituted more positive
measures for building the language skills of Mexican Americans,
these unfortunately, are too few. Three techniques are generally used :
bilingual education, English as a second language, and remedial
reading.

If you will make reference to our report No. 1, you will have a
breakdown on what that is.
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A subtle practice of exclusion consists of the omission to mention
Mexican culture in the school curriculum. Only 4 percent of the ele-
elementary schools and 7 percent of the secondary schools wherein a
significant portion of the students are Mexican American include a
course in Mexican American history. And even hero less than 2
percent of elementary school students and a fraction of 1 percent of
secondary school students are enrolled in these courses.

The Chicano student is not only the one excluded from the programs
the Anglo school systems in the Southwest. His parents and the leaders
of his community suffer the same fate. The Commission survey revealed
that they are kept from any actual involvement in the educational
decisionmaking process as was evident in four specific school-commu-
nity activity areas examined. These were school contacts with parents,
use of community advisory boards, use of community relations special-
ists and use of educational consultants.

Although an estimated 4 million persons in the Southwest identify
Spanish as their mother tongue, only 25 percent of the elementary and
11 percent of the secondary schools send notices in Spanish to the
homes of Spanish-speaking persons. Such notices and discussions at
PTA meetings are the methods most frequently used by the schools
to communicate with the homes. But with only about 8 percent of the
elementary and less than 2 percent of the secandary schools using
both Spanish and English at PTA meetings, it takes no great imagina-
tion to realize how meaningless and frustrating they are to parents
who do not know English.

I can recall my mother did not know any English.
The use of community advisory boards on Mexican American

educational affairs might have a salutary effect but only one district
in four has such a board and these meet infrequently. Again, com-
munity relations specialists could help bridge the gap, but only 15
percent of the surveyed districts employ such specialists. Sometimes,
if a district wants to do something and can do nothing else, it hires a
consultant on Mexican American educational affairs Although the
number of such consultants is growing, only 18 percent of the districts
were found to be using them at the time of the survey.

Our reports demonstrate that educational and cultural exclusion is
a reality in the schools of the Southwest. Somewhere in the history of a
country founded in a pioneer spirit that stressed individuality and
ethnic contribution, belief in the validity of only the dominant culture
has come to take precedence over all others.

The result is that schools in the Southwest are attempting to mold
MexiCan American children into the single image of the monolingual,
monocultural Anglo to the detriment of the entire society. Not only is
the constitutional right of an individual to equal opportunity being
violated by this process of exclusion but the richest source of American
strength is being diminished by ignoring the benefits of cultural
pluralism. We are confronted by a dual-learning challenge which
must be respected and cultivated so that, out of this generation of
students, will emerge enlightened, sensitive, and truly educated
American citizens.

The U.S. Commission on Civil Rights has carefully documented
that the schools of the Southwest fail to provide their minority students
with an adequate education. Five States were surveyed, Arizona,

82-425-72---2
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California, Colorado, New Mexico, and Texas. In none of these were
the levels of school achievement or other school outcomes of minority
students, however measured, on a par with the levels of their Anglo
peers.

Fully 40 percent of our Mexican American students in the Southwest
will never see their high school diploma. This is a wasted resource.
Educational opportunity, therefore, must be assessed as opportunity
for equal outcomes, not just opportunity to sit in a classroom and, only
too often, be perceived as little more than an extension of that class-
room's furniture.

Similarly, we find that minority youngsters are attending school,
yet they are often deterred, for a variety of reasonsfrom participat-
ing in the many socially satisfying and educationally enhancing extra-
curricular activities.

And that is gone into in detail in our reports.
Such students are not receiving an equal educational outcome, even

though they are officially enrolled in school.
The precise statistics and hard facts contained in our three reports,

°vies of which I hand to you, and there are yet three more to go,
document systematically what most of us have observed informally
for many years. The reports document the failure of the schools to
provide at least an equal educational system for this minority segment
as it provides for its Anglo youngsters.

(The first three reports referred to above are in the appendix at
p. 34S.)

Mr. Ruiz. There are an estimated 2.3 million Spanish-surnamed
pupils in the United States of which 1.4 million attend public schools
in the Southwest, 90 percent of which are Mexican American. It is
clear, from the data gathered and contained in our reports that the
schools stand indicted for their failure to reach and properly educate
the minority youngster.

What has and what should the Federal Government be doing to
assure equality of educational opportunity for Mexican Americans?
Because our study is still in process, we are not yet in a position to
offer a comprehensive set of recommendations for remedial action,
but we have made some observations.

However, the evidence suggests violations of existing civil rights laws
and a need for more vigorous enforcement action by relevant Federal
agencies and the urgent necessity of Federal aid that can help bring
Mexican American children and their parents into the mainstream
of the educational process.

On May 25, 1970, over 2 years ago, the Office of Education issued
a memorandum to all school districts with more than 5 percent
national origin minority group students to clarify their responsibilities
in providing equal education opportunities to these students.

The major provisions of the memorandum were that schools must
take steps to rectify students' language deficiencies; that schools
must not assign students to EMIR classesthat is educationally
mentally retarded classes, or academic tracks by criteria that are
heavily dependeht on English language skills, that classroom assign-
ments dealing with special language skill needs mist be only tempo-
rary, and that school districts be responsible for notifying parents of
national origin Students in their native language.

In the 2 years since the issuance of this memorandum little has
been done to enforce its provisions. HEW has completed compliance
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reviews in only 16 (listricts in the entire county. Currently 27 more
are under review. When one considers that there are 2,900, almost
3,000 school districts in the Southwest alone, this is a mere drop in
a very large bucket.

Our data show that in 1969 only S percent of the Chicano students
were enrolled in bilingual education or English as a second language
program. They also indicate that Alexican-American students are
twice as likely to be placed in EMR classes. Furthermore, as I have
mentioned, only 25 percent of the elementary schools and 11 percent
of the secondary schools surveyed sent notices home in Spanish as well
as English.

Given this situation, it seems highly likely that many school (listricts
in the Southwest are presently in noncompliance with title VI of the
Civil Rights Act of 1964 where there can be no discrimination by
reason of race, religion or national origin.

The Office of Education should provide the personnel and the
resources to enforce the provisions of this memorandum.

Likewise HEW has not had a very aggressive record in investigating
school segregation of Mexican Americans in schools and districts.
Their efforts have had no real impact in reducing the proportion of
Chicanos in isolated schools in the Southwest. In 1968 54.1 percent
of all Chicanos in the Southwest attended predominantly minority
schools. In 1970 this proportion had increased to 54.6 percent..

It appears as though we are sliding backwards.
The Federal Government has given little support to the school

districts of the Southwest to alleviate their pressing need for bilingual
education. In the present 1971-72 school year HEW received au
appropriation of $25 million to fund 163 bilingual education projects
in the entire United States. The 144 projects for Spanish-speaking
children 3 to 18 years of age in the United States. More funds should
be made available for initiation of bilingual programs and for the
adequate training of bilingual bicultural teachers.

There is little valid reason for this failure of the schools. Techniques
for teaching minority students are available to us today; adminis-
trative and legal changes to benefit minority students are possible for
is today; attitudes and behaviors for working effectively with minority
people can be developed today. All of these componentsand others
not here mentionedcan be effectively combined and put into opera-
tion in our schools under our equal protection and equal opportunity
concepts. And indeed, they have been put into operation in certain
locales and with good results. We need a strong commitment coupled
with fervant activity from the entire educational enterprise to imple-
ment success over the entire Southwest.

True the primary responsibility for education lies with the States.
The Federal Government, too, has a responsibility, through laws
aimed at preventing discrimination against school children and through
programs of financial assistance to help the States provide quality
education.

Quality education means the type of education that is needed. That
is one very succinct interpretation.

If the States are failing to meet their responsibility to Mexican-
American students in the Southwest, so, too, is the Federal
Government.

Is
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In the course of our study, we have urged the States and local
school boards to examine their own practices, to recognize their own
inadequacies and to reform themselves. This, however, is not enough.
What is needed is action on a national levelnot a mere tinkering
with the existing educational machinery, but massive new programs
of civil rights enforcement and financial assistance to enable the schools
of the Southwest to provide at long last, trite equality of educational
opportunity to N.lexican American students.

Mr. EDW.A.RDS. Thank you, Mr. Ruiz. We especially appreciate the
interesting and constructive historical background that you provided
at the beginning because oftentimes it is forgotten that Spanish-
speaking people were in theSouthwest quite a long time before Anglo s
and indeed had title to the property there and a marvelous culture of
their own.

Before asking Mr. Nunez to proceed with his statement, after which
we propose to have statements from the entire panel I would like to
yield to my colleague, the distinguished member from Los Angeles,
Mr. Chuck Wiggins.

Mr. WIGGINS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Ruiz, I am not sure here what is expected of me at this moment,

whether I am to proceed with questions I have to ask you, or simply to
greet you. I think it is the chairman's intention that I simply express
what I feel and that is, we are honored to have a distinguished Cali-
fornian testify before this coimMttee.

You bring great personal experience to the committee, some of which
the members of the committee may share because of our own life styles
but we can not hope to have the degree of expertise you have.
welcome your testimony and look forward to asking you some questions

iabout it in a few moments.
Mr. Ruiz. Thank you.
Mr. EDWARDS. Thallk you, Mr. Wiggins.
Mr. Nunez, you may proceed?

TESTIMONY OP LOUIS NUNEZ, ACTING DEPUTY STAFF DIRECTOR,
U.S. COMMISSION ON CIVIL RIGHTS

Mr. NUNEZ. Mr. Chairman and members of the subcommittee,
I am Louis Nunez, Acting Deputy Staff Director of the U.S. Com-
mission on Civil Rights. I wish to thank you for the opportunity to
testify today on the educational status of Spanish-speaking school-
children.

Although I am new to the Government, my interest in this subject
is not new. I am the outgoing executive director of Aspira of America,
a national Puerto Rican nonprofit organization whose main purpose
is to develop the leadership potential of the Puerto Rican community
through education. I was also for 5 years a member of the New York
City Board of Higher Education and am a member of the board of the
National Reading Council.

It strikes me as more than coincidental that one of my first tasks as a
Commission employee is to present this status report, since one of my
first actions as Aspira director 4 years ago was to commission a survey
of Puerto Rican children entitled "The Losers." That survey depicted
the losing status of the Puerto Rican student, handicapped by
language, confused by an alien culture, and thwarted by discrimina-
tion, which continues to this day.
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Commissioner Ruiz had just completed a general review of the pub-
lic education picture of Spanish-speaking students, and more par-
ticularly the results of the Commission's 4-year Mexican American
education study.

Mr. Chairman, I would like to relate the information gathered
through another Commission project that has examined the status of
mainland Puerto Ricans. Rather than describe the project which has
been ongoing since 1969, I will summarize briefly some information
about Puerto Ricans and the education problems they face.

The Puerto Rican is predominantly a migrant to the cities of the
Northeast and Midwest. He is perhaps the most highly urbanized
minority in our country. Nearly 1 million of the mainland's estimated
1,500,000 Puertoriquenos are residents of New York City. Substantial
populations are also located in northern New Jersey, Hartford, and
Bridgeport, Conn.; Springfield and Boston.

The Puerto Rican population is a young one. The average age is 19.
About half of the Puerto Rican population is of school age. Education,
therefore; is a priority concern of the Puerto Rican community.

The Puerto Rican child constitutes a relatively large minority in
urban school systems already plagued by racial imbalance, tight
budgets, and outmoded school buildings. The 260,000 Puerto Ricans
in the New York public schools comprise 23 percent of the school
population. Hoboken's school system is 45-percent Puerto Rican, and
in Bridgeport, Conn., it is 20 percent.

One continuing problem that all investigators of the Spanish-
speaking encounter is the unreliability of statistics. The 1970 census
does not count Puerto Ricans separately. No accurate census of the
Puerto Rican public school population exists. No one knows whether
all Puerto Rican children even attend school. In fact, in Boston a
study indicated that one-third of the Spanish-speaking children aged
6 through 17 were not attending school.

The Department of HEW only recently initiated a requirement
that local school districts report the number of Spanish surnamed
individuals. Many local school districts still maintain only a white-
minority categorization without breaking down "minority" to show
numbers of Spanish-surnamed individuals. An accurate census of
Spanish- origin Americans is needed, including where appropriate, a
breakdown treating Mexican-Americans, Puerto Ricans, Cubans and
other Latin groups as separate entities.

Any consideration of educational strategies for Puerto Ricans must
take into account the special social, economic and educational char-
acteristics of the population; Lower income levels than for blacks or
whites, a lower level of educational attainment than for the. other two
groups and a language barrier.

In 1969 the Bureau of Labor Statistics reported that Puerto Ricans
25 years of age and over living in New York poverty areas had com-
pleted, on the average, only 8.3 years of school. This figure contrasts
sharply with the median of 12.1 years of schooling for the city popula-
tion as a whole and 11.8 years for nonwhites in 1970. Where 53.4
percent of New York City's white population 25 years of age and over
had earned a high school diploma, only 15 percent of the Puerto Rican
residents had graduated from high school, a figure far below the 48
percent of nonwhites who had earned a high school diploma. This
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means Puerto Ricans are at a competitive disadvantage on the job
market. This disadvantage, coupled with discrimination, threatens to
trap the population in an endless cycle of poverty.

Recent education figures show no improvement on the horizon. In
the 1970-71 school year only a third of the Puerto Rican students who
had been enrolled 2 years before in the 10th grade actually grad-
uated from high school; 67 percent of their group left at some point
between September 1968 and June 1971.

In Boston, Mass., with approximately 2,000 Spanish-speaking
students enrolled in public schools, seven graduated from high school
in 1970. Springfield, Mass., graduated 11 in 1971.

Bridgeport, Conn.'s sizable 22 percent Puerto Rican enrollment in
elementary school clips down to 13 percent in high school. The number
of Puerto Rican graduates from a high school total enrollment of 844
Puerto Rican students should be significantly greater than the 104
Puerto Ricans who graduated from Bridgeport's high school in 1971.

The metropolitan reading achievement test is administered annually
by the New York City schools to children in grades one through nine.
This test measured working knowledge and reading comprehension and
is based on national norms. All around, New York City students com-
pare favorably with the national norm only at the second-grade level.

Yet in a sample taken by the board of education of predominantly
Puerto Rican schools, predominantly black schools, and predominantly
white schools, the average reading score for Puerto Rican students was
lower at each grade level than that for blacks or whites.

At each level a higher percentage of students in the Puerto Rican
schools were reading below grade level than for either of the other two
groups. The testimony which I have submitted for the record contains
a table detailing these figures for second, fifth, and eighth grades.

(The table referred to follows:)

TABLE I.-2D, 5TH, AND 8TH GRADE READING SCORES (APRIL 1969) FOR SELECTED SCHOOLS WITH
PREDCMINANTLY PUERTO RICAN, BLACK, AND WHITE STUDENTS

Percent below
grade norm Average score

Predominantly Puerto Rican schools:
2d grade 70 2.28
5th grade 82 4.58
8th grade 81 6.20

Predominantly black schools:
2d grade 56 2.59
5th grade 74 4.78
8th grade 73 6.75

Predominantly white schools:
2d grade 22 3.76
5th grade 34 6.69
8th grade 35 9.08

I Includes other Spanish-surnamed students.

Source: Courtesy of the MARC Corp.

Mr. NUNEZ. The number of college graduates within the Puerto
Rican community in New York City is miniscule. In 1960, nine-
tenths of 1 percent of Puerto Ricans 25 years of age and older had
graduated from college. Ten years later that percentage improved
slightly. The best estimates are that, as of 1970, about 1.5 percent of
this group had graduated from college. This figure should be compared
to percentages for nonwhites, 6 percent and whites in the city, 12.3
percent in 1970.
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As national director of Aspira, I had an opportunity to assist many
ymmg Puerto Ricans seeking a college education. For a number of
years we were successful in annually placing an increasing number of
young men and NV0111011 in college. But of late our placements have
evened out. We have reached a plateau in our efforts to increase the
numbers going to college. A basic cause of this phenomenon is that so
very few graduate from high schools with the minimum requirements
for college admission.

Much of the Puerto Ricans' problems in the public schools can be
attributed to language. Many Puerto Rican children do not speak
English, the language of instruction of our public schools. The number
of pupils with serious to severe lanoline difficulties in New York City
in October 1970, was 135,000 or 11.3 percent of the school population.
Puerto Ricans Onnstitute 94,S00 or 70 percent of these students. More
than one out of every three Puerto Rican pupils-38.7 percenthas a
serious-to-severe language difficulty.

For these 94,800 Puerto Ricans in New York City and their class-
mates in other cities, school is a disorienting experience. They do not
understand the teacher or their schoolbooks. Guidance counselors
advise them only in English. There is evidence that some school
sytItems in Connecticut and Massachusetts place Puerto Rican children
in the lowest tracks or in educationally mentally retarded (EMR)
classes without adequate testing in Spanish.

I would like to state for the record a young man who is a summer
law intern with the commission this year by the name of Hector Na va,
who came to New York City and vas placed in a class for educationally
mentally retarded, subsequently struggled through, went on to a
vocational high school, which was rather a poor school but he did
manage to go to a college oil& in Maine and then he subsequently
transferred on to Harvard and ff from Harvard with high
honors and is now a law student at Georgetown University. If
anything, this is a very clear and immediate example of what we are
talking about.

Mr. EDWARDS. If I may interrupt, my executive assistant in San
Jose, Jesse Delgado, had the same experience as a young Chicano
coming from Mexico. In elementary school he was placed in a class
for those considered retarded, yet he was graduated not only with all
A's from the high school later, but also had an exemplary record from
San Jose State College. That is a parallel case.

Proceed, please.
Mr. NUNEZ. Spanish language testing is almost nonexistent. New

York City does not administer any standardized tests to its non-
English-speaking students.

The programs and personnel available to these language-disad-
vantaged students fall far short of their needs. One response has been
English as a second language instruction, a course in English language
skills that utilizes a phonetics approach. The class is given for a limited
number of hours per week, perhaps 4 or 5, by-teachers with no foreign
language competency.

A small number of bilingual programs represent the second response
of the city school system to the needs of disadvantaged Puerto Rican
and other linguistically-hindered students. It is a sad commentary
on the sensitivity of the school system to note that the impetus for
most of the programs, however, comes from concerned parents and
responsive local administrators, not front the board of education.

2.4
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A look at school system personnel further reveals the disadvantaged
position of Spanish-speaking students. In 1969, of 59,104 teachers,
89.4.percent were white, 9.1 percent were black, and 0.8 percent were
Puerto Rican.

There were 969 principals, four were Puerto Rican and 37 were
black. The remainder, 95.3 percent, were white. In that year 3.8
percent of the total staff were Puerto Rican while the Puerto Rican
student population amounted to 21.5 percent. There were 464 Puerto
Rican teachers as against 240,746 Puerto Rican students. Although
guidance counselors are the key personnel in student adjustment, there
were only 10 Spanish-surnamed counselors for the entire Puerto Rican
student population. In Bridgeport there was not one Puerto Rican
counselor for 5,000 Puerto Rican students.

In 1970-71 the employment of Spanish-surnamed persons in New
York City schools had improved somewhat but the Spanish-surnamed
student population had also increased. In 'that year out of 71,634
full-time professional employees, 1,111 or 1.6 percent were Spanish
.Tirnamed compared to a student population almost 23 percent Puerto
Rican. According to a New York State survey, Puerto Ricans are the.
most underrepresented of any ethnic groups in the city in terms of
professional personnel. There are 294 Spanish-surnamed pupils to
-every Spanish-surnamed school personnel. The ratio for whites is only
7 to 1. The underrepresentatmn of Spanish-surnamed faculty is
reflected further in the districts and high schools with the heaviest
concentration of Puerto Ricans.

Table II in my statement submitted for the record indicates this
-situation.

(Table II follows:)
TABLE II

Percent of Percent of
Spanish- Puerto

surnamed Ricans
staff enrolled

District:
1 2.3 66.2
4 3.3 63.9
7 5.7 64.1

12 4.6 55.7
14 2.6 62.2

High school location

Percent of Percent of
Puerto Rican Spanish-

student speaking
population staff

Benjamin Franklin, Manhattan 48.8 5.3
Herren, Manhattan 46. 7 2.9
Morris, Bronx 60.4 7.2
Eastern District, Brooklyn 61.6 2.8

Mr. NUNEZ. Public education in America is still a matter of local
finance and control. But increasingly, Federal dollars are assuming a
:greater role in public education. In 1970-71, New York City received
:$125 million under title I of ESEA for aid to disadvantagea children.
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Two of the options available under title I which are of a particular
concern to Spanish-speaking students are English-as-a-second language
and bilingual programs.

The school districts in New York City collectively spend $85,756,905
on title I programs. Of that amount they currently are spending
$4,126,417 on programs designed to deal with language difficulties of
disadvantaged students. Not more than 14,400 of the 135,000 pupils,
the majority of whom are Spanish speaking, are served by these
programs, however.

I might point out that this represents a sharp improvement over
the previous school year when barely $1 million was spent on bilingual
and English-as-a-second language programs.

The central board cf education administers several city wide title I
programs on the elementary and junior high school level and also
has responsibility for title I programs in the high schools. The board
spent $1,024,000 of its title I funds this year on a program of recruit-
ment and training of Spanish-speaking teachers. A program that is
over 4 years has placed about one-half of the 1,000 Spanish-speaking
teachers in the public schools.

None of the other centrally administered programs are geared
specifically toward non-English-speaking students. This is not to say
that Spanish-speaking students do not derive some benefits from
some of the other title I programs administered by the Central Board.
The $12 million college-bound program operates in 31 high schools
including such predominantly Puerto Rican high schools as Benjamin
Franklin, Harren, Eastern District, and Morris. This program aims
to raise the academic level of students from poverty backgrounds and
help them gain admission to college. There is no reliable evidence that
many Puerto Rican students benefit from the college-bound program
because of the high dropout rate among Puerto Rican students in
New York City.

Tital VII of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act author-
izes the Office of Education of the U.S. Department of Health, Educa-
tion, and Welfare to fund bilingual-bicultural programs operated by
local school districts. These demonstration projects are designed to
meet the special educational needs of children from low -mcome
families who have limited English-speaking ability and in whose
home environment the dominant language is one other than English.

The fiscal year 1971 congressional appropriation was $25 million.
New York received slightly more than $1 million.

According to title VII officials, grants are awarded solely on the
basis of proposal merit. Awards are not based upon a criteria of need
since the amount of appropriated funds has never been large enough
to deal with the scope of the non-English-speaking problems.

Title VII officials state that the amount of money going to the
northeast has increased significantly in the current fiscal year. This is
an encouraging trend, but much more needs to be done to correct the
gross disparities of past years when disproportionate amounts went
to two States, California and Texas.

The total number of pupils reached by title VII bilingual programs
in New York is n00only a small portion of the 135,000 non-
English-speaking Lioy schoolchildren who need such programs and
services.
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RECOMMENDATIONS

The Commission will be making its major recommendations when
it releases its report of the Puerto Rican project. There are, however,
three immediate actions which can be initiated now by the executive
branch, and which could go far in helping the Spanish-speaking
student.

First an accurate census of Spanish origin groups should be con-
ducted. HEW should require that local., school districts annually
report their Spanish origin populations where this group is significant
in number. Such reports by local school districts should include
information on non-English speaking students and student achieve-
ment by ethnic group.

Second HEW should require State title I plans and local school
districts to program funds for the special needs of linguistically
disadvantaged students.

Third, the Departmen t of HEW should initiate a title VI compliance
review of the New York City school system, the "schoolhouse" for
perhaps 70 percent of the Nation's Puerto Rican schoolchildren.

This presentation demonstrates the disadvantaged position of
Spanish origin non-English speaking children in the New York City
schools. The failure to use Federal funds to meet the mods of Spanish-
speaking children violates title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 and
the implementing May 25, 1970, memorandum. The failure of that city
to develop an affirmative nondiscriminatory program for this popula-
tion should receive a high priority at HEW.

The urging by the members of the subcommittee of such adminis-
trative action or the sponsorship of appropriate legislation would do
much for the aspirations of your fellow citizens, the Nation's 12 million
Chicanos, Puertoriquenos, Cubanos, and Latinos.

Thank you.
Mr. EDWARDS. Thank you very much. I am not sure that the sub-

committee did not err in grouping the problems of the Spanish-
surnamed people of the Southwest with the problems of Puerto
Ricans, although theiproblems seem to run along similar lines. Would
both you gentlemen agree that there are significant parallels in the
discrimination and in the disadvantaged conditions?

Mr. Ruiz. Yes, insofar as language is concerned, the bilingual
part of it and the lack of funding for those problems.

Mr. EDWARDS. Would you prefer to see these problems treated
separately?

Mr. Ruiz. Yes.
Mr. NUNEZ. As I pointed out in my statement, the majority of

Puerto Ricans do live in Nov York City, 70 percent roughly. It is an
abnormal situation where you have so many people concentrated in
a system that is utterly failing our community.

. The Commission has experienced quite a lot of difficulty in develop-
ing, this study over the years and has noted the increasing disparity
in Puerto Rican communities across the country.

At one time there was a feeling in the States that in general the
Puerto Ricans were nice people, docile, and what you see is an increas-
ing sense of frustration and militancy. A lot of it is emerging in schools.
I remember as a member of the board of education there were many
confrontations the board had to have with students at the different

25
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colleges, With all the new programs, they really have just not made
enough of an impact on the problem. If you look at them and analyze
as the statement shows, that 5 or 10 percent of the problem, the prob-
lem will not be resolved until this country makes a determination that
we arecroing to make some funding into this to make a difference.

Mr. EDWARDS. Has the Commission asked HEW for these three
immediate actions which could be initiated now or have you formally
suggested to the executive branch that the recommendations con-
tained in your testimony be implemented?

Mr. SLOANE. With respect to both the Mexican American study
aft_ Puerto Rican studies, we are in midjourney: we have tried to find
out the scope and extent and nature of the problem. We have not
worked out comprehensive recommendations with respect to either.

We have not made formal recommendations to any agency. For
this hearing we made it our business to find out what HEW and other
Federal agencies were doing to meet the problems. Our reports are
public and we find out they have been doing very little.

Mr. PowEuu. We requested HEW to make a study of New York
City schools; we have made that request.

Mr. EDWARDS. What has been HEW's response?
Mr. PowELL. I do not know that we have a formal response. It is

my understanding they are beginning to initiate such a study. I think
the determination to make such a study is in process, whether they
will make it or not, I do not know.

Mr. EDWARDS. The subcommittee will be very interested hi the
results of that study.

I yield to Mr. Wiggins.
Mr. WIGGINS. Thank you.
I direct the first question to Mr. Ruiz. Our clear national policy, as

we all know, is that students shall not be segregated on the basis of
race or other nongermannfactors in attendance of public schools. And
yet your report fully documents that Spanish-speaking youngsters
have special education problems.

iDo you find that it is difficult to deal with those special education
problems without segregating the children who have those problems
for purposes of giving them the special instructions that they may
need and, if so, is it really going to be possible for us to deal with those
unique problems without, if not separating them in different schools,
at least separating them in different classes for special instruction?

Mr. Ruiz. We are not talking of racial segregation. But of segrega-
tion in the sense of teaching persons who have special problems. The
persons, whether they be in urban populations or out in the country,
are more or less together defective and an input is absolutely required
in these situations in order to keep from perpetuating a situation
where your Mexican, as you know him, a Mexican American speaks
English with a Spanish accent and Spanish with an English accent
and goes nowhere. These are special problems of language. In those
areas where this de facto matter does not exist, if you can escape it,
the dropout rate, unless you have an exceedingly bright youngster, is
even greater.

In many of those instances he is completely lost by virtue of the
language situation.

Mr. WIGGINS. I would agree with you if your statement is that
segregation of young children on the basis of educational capabilities

gts
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Mexican American children are conscious of being not only separate
but unequal. This is driven home to them from the day they enter
school. It seems to us the bilingual solution is the best of all.

Mr. WIGGINS. Does it occur to you that English-speaking children
might have no desire to speak Spanish? I think it would be an un-
fortunate choice, but to compel them to attend a Spanish class not for
their benefit but a class primarily for the Spanish-speaking does not
seem to me to be the answer.

Mr. Ruiz. It would be a rich cultural loss to the Anglo child.
Mr. WIGGINS. Bilingual education classes in my district and else-

where are regarded as devices and techniques to be encouraged to
help Spanish-speaking youngsters master English sufficiently to pro-
gress normally with their education. But compelling Anglo students'
attendance at these classes has the impact of retarding their education
somewhat.

Mr. NUNEZ. I do not think we can advocate compelling anyone to
attend a bilingual class. I recall a few demonstrations being done in
New York. The non-Spanish-speaking in those schools are eager to
attend the classes.

You raise the question of segregation; the fact of the matter is
every large urban school district in the United States, particularly in
the Northeast, is a segregated institution.

I would say black and Puerto Ricans in New York City attend
schools that are predominantly black and Puerto Rican. That will
not change unless we work with the suburbs. Those are the realities
we face. While we work on the problem of segregation, we must develop
and have significant programs that will focus on the special needs.
As we cited in our statement, in New York City there are 135,000
young people who have a severe language difficulty. My experience
in working with Puerto Rican high school graduates and trying to
place them in college, it is not a question of they do not speak English,
but the process of their going through the school system and learning
it. We find perhaps they are 2 or 3 years behind their grade level in
reading.

When they go to college, they have an immediate and enormous
problem. We are talking of high school graduates, not the youngsters
that dropped out.

Mr. WIGGINS. Do you think it would offend the law or the policies
we are implementing if a fairly administered testassume that fact
for the momenta fairly administered test were given to all students
without reference to ethnic or racial background and those with a
language problem were separated not for all purposes, but for purposes
of special language instruction, even if it developed in a given school
district that that special class was wholly Spanish-speaking, Mexican
American? Would that segregation offend you or offend the law?

Mr. NUNEZ. Not particularly. Out of the 135,000 students in New
York City with a language disability, our figures indicate only 70
percent are Spanish speaking or Puerto Rican; they are French speak-
ing from Haitipeople from all over the worldGreeks, Italians,
and so on.

I think we are interested in getting to the problem. We aro talking
about not putting them in a class for the mentally retarded but putting
them together to beef up their English competency and I see no
difficulty with that. I do not believe the Commission would.

28
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Mr. WIGGINS. Let me tell you an experience Mr. Ruiz, may know
about, personally. I was born in El Monteyou know where that is?

Mr. Ruiz. I certainly do.
Mr. WIGGINS. El Monte is a city with a. heavy population of

Mexican- or Spanish-speaking citizens. When the city was snffler, it
was the policy of the school district back in the thirties and forties-

Mr. Ruiz. His Camp is in El Monte.
Mr. WIGGINS. It used to be Wiggins Camp.
Mr. Ruiz. I remember.
Mr. WIGGINS. I try to forget it.
I am speaking of the sins of omission and commission of great -

grandparents of mine. I was born there, my father and his father
and his father were born in El Monte.

Mr. Ruiz. We had a lot of trouble in His Camp.
Mr. WIGGINS. When the city was smaller, it was the policy of the

school district to take all Mexican students beginning in the elementary
schools and place them in a. separate school for the first three grades.
It was Lexington School. After graduation, in the fourth grade they
went to the school where all children went. Bilingual teachers were
assigned to Lexington School. Mexican was the predominant language,
practically the only language in Lexington School. It was a difficult
task for teachers to introduce the English language to these youngsters
for the first dine. Their homes were monolinguistic and it was wholly
Mexican.

That practice was abandoned, as it should have been. It probably
was clearly unconstitutional.

Mr. Ruiz. That was abandoned about 1946.
Mr. WIGGINS. Yes.
Mr. Ruiz. I was part of it.
Mr. WIGGINS. It was clearly, unconstitutional. The vice was that it

placed all children without reference to their special educational
problems, solely on the basis of their ethnic background, in a segregated
school, but it represented an attempt, I think, by a school district to
deal with the problem. That same school district now has a terrible
problem of youngsters coming in to the first grade speaking literally
no English, but they feel they are compelled to keep them. together
with Anglo children at all levels of instruction.

The consequence is that nobody gets a very good education out of
that. I hope that we do not become so sensitive to the problems of
race and ethnic background that we are incapable of dealing with
genuine educational problems.

Mr. Ruiz. I will be happy to check into the elementary situation.
I am well acquainted with the historical elements of the city of El

Monte. I will make a report to you personally on that with respect to
certain resource material that I can

of
into.

Mr. WIGGINS. The whole thrust ot my remarks is perhaps embodied
in my effort to sum up, that is, that we should not limit the right of
school districts, in my opinion, to segregate youngsters on the basis of
their educational need and to deal with those problems. If, as a by-
producta wholly unintended byproductthe classes became tempo-
rarily segregated on the basis of race or ethnic background, that is a
consequence we have to endure in order to deal with the educational
problem.

ti
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Mr. SLOANE. My problem with that is that it is based again on an
assumption which is somewhat defeatist. I do not think the schools
are powerless or so lacking in imagination as to work out devices
for children of different ethnic backgrounds through other tha2
segregation.

As Mr. Nunez pointed out, it is not forcing children to learn another
culture. Our experience has been many Anglo parents would like their
children to have some experience with the culture of the area.

It is not really a question if imposing this on a child in the area.
Mr. WIGGINS. I think it would almost be accepted without argu-

ment that a class that has to be conducted practically in two languages
is going to proceed more slowly than one conducted in one.

Mr. Rutz. I have learned, Congressman, that the comparative
concept is wonderful. In this sense, my specialty in law is comparative
law, international private law. I learned my California law a heck of
a lot better by learning Mexican law, by virtue of the fact that in order
to learn one, you improve on the other. When we get down to com-
parative language, 'a student will learn his English language better if
he is exposed to a comparison.

This is a psychological process which, in these things, may have to
be considered when we finally work out the proper gimmick.

This i, comparatively new: bilingual education. It is not something
that has been going on for the last 15 or 20 years. It is in the experi-
mental stage and there have been some instances of great fruition to
all students that are exposed to it.

Mr. WIGGINS. 1 hope this discussion could be resolved by studies
and achievement tests that have been conducted to determine whether
or not my fears are genuine.

I will conclude with this observation, Mr. Chairman. In your pre-
pared testimony, Mr. Ruiz, you indicated opposition to the grouping
of students on the basis of their educational attainments.

I think that probably was based upon the belief that those having
language difficulties would be at the bottom of the scale and there
would be feelings of discrimination, a feeling of second-class student
citizenship, which I understand, but on the other hand, I do not think
we should discriminate against a brilliant student, either. He should
be allowed to .proceed as fast as his capabilities allow.

If we put bright kids with those not so bright) I hope it does not
become a civil rights matter to do so.

Mr. NUNEZ. I recall at the University of the City of New York, at
the beginning those arguments were put forth, "Why would you want
to bring them to this university that has such high standards?" What
we were saying is that we have not given up on young people yet.
Our society sort of makes a judgment, you drop out of high school,
that means you will not go any further.

You go to a vocational high school, that means you will never go to
college. I think the educational system should be more concerned
about the final product rather than what the youngster brings to the
school, so that he can come out a better person. I think a lot of edu-
cators in our society are concerned with guaranteeing success.

In cities like New York, they have these highly specialized high
schools, like Stuyvesant and Bronx Science. Every student has to
have a certain average, like practically an A average before being
eligible to enter. Then the school says 99 percent of these youngsters
go to college and the school was a success.
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My feeling is that the youngster would have gone to college even
if he had not gone to that school. The school has the better teachers
and equipment. It does not prove anything that they went to that
school. I think a lot more could be proved in certain of these programs
where you get a youngsterI think you are doing more in an educa-
tional sense when you get a youngster who does not look as though
he will make it but, because of the educational intervention process,
you light a flame for knowledge in that youngster and he spurts out.

The situation with Spanish-speaking youngsters is we do not
know that much; the school system does not know that much. They
do not understand them. Do ,.not understand the culturewhere
they come from. They make a judgment that they are a failure at
the beginning. It will take a while, 3 or 4 years, but they have to be
given this opportunity.

The incident of citing that they be put in for 3 or 4 years, there
was already a judgment that they will not make it.

Mr. WIGGINS. That was bad.
I do not support that.
The fact is, as we all know, the teachers make this judgment every

day anyway. My young son is attending a school here in Washington
and his teacher puts the class in reading groups when they study
reading, little circles of five or 10 youngsters in a group. The kids
know that those are identifiable reading groups, one, two and three,
based on their capability to read.

I take it, it is easier for the teacher to instruct on that basis and
the kids are mindful of the fact they are in reading group 1, or 2 or
3what have you.

I hype they aspire to rise to the top.
Mr. Rutz. They do not feel segregated, do they?
Mr. WIGGINS. I cannot tell you whether they are emotionally

scarred as a result of these reading groups.
Mr. Rutz. This is what we are interested in.
Mr. WIGGINS. My son reads very well and he is very proud of the

fact he is in reading group 1.
Mr. POWELL. I think you misconstrued our statement. I do not

think we say anything about assigning people on the basis of their
intelligence but we decry that you give a Spanish-speaking child an
intelligence test in English and he is assigned as a result of that. It
is probably illegal. Nowhere do we address the assignment based on
intelligence. What we address is inquiring into the intelligence of a
Spanish-speaking child and that is to make the test valid.

Mr. KEATING. On that point, not only the English language is a
handicap but also the background of' the individual child, the cultural
background. If you are questioning based on one cultm.e as opposed
to the other, or on other experiences, if you will, he is not going to
score as high as someone else if you use a standard he is not accustomed
to. It is more than just a language.

Mr. Rutz. They had one, "Put the tail on the donkey." Most young-
sters flunked and they changed it to "Put the tail on the burro" and
all got good grades.

Mr. KEATING. Let me just say that I would like to see a co»y of the
report because this area of discussion is of great interest and what you
]provide Congressman Wiggins I can possibly obtain from him on this
El Monte situation.



I would like to have that available to me if I can. I do not happen
to have the bilingual problems in my district, but I think it is a
matter of great interest and concern. We have a school in our district
that is college preparatory and is, 1 guess, 60 percent white and
40 percent black, but if it were not a college preparatory school and
did not draw from the enilre community it would probably be 90
percent black and 10 percent white.

There is busing to this school by reason of people wanting to go to
the school because it is a select school and it has a mix in it, really,
and they are going through the throes of discussing what should they
do in our community. They had a big vote and decided to keep it as
it was.

I suspect on an annual basis, they will be trying to decide what to
do with it or about it. It is based on an entrance examination.

Mr. NUNEZ. One point of commonality between Mexicans and
Puerto Ricans is the way they become American citizens, that is,
they were made American citizens. In Puerto Rico, Spanish is legal
and they are all American citizens. I understand this is and was the
case according to Commissioner Ruiz' statement earlier in California.
It is not a question that immigrants came here and had to learn the
language of the country. They were here already and were made
Americans. It was the , legislation authorizing this when the United
States gave the Puerto Ricans the right to use their language. I think
we can begin to look at America as a bilingual society. It is not that
unique. There are several countries where several languages are
spoken.

I think it is legitimate. Sometimes onr critics feel this is wrong. We
are not saying people will communicate solely in Spanish, we are
saying they should be allowed to communicate equally in Spanish
and English. I think it is a legitimate aspiration for our communities
in the Southwest and Northeast.

The other fact is that it is clear that the current way of educating
Spanish speaking in a traditional way does not work for our people
and we have to develop special cultures, bilingual cultures with
English as a second language, all the special programing. What has
happened shows no evidence we, are moving from where we are at.
It is very discouraging and we have to take new directions.

Mr. KEATmo. Let me ask you as a man interested as I know you
are in equal and civil rights for all Americans: Does it bother you that
we have selected those minority groups that are racially identifiable,
identifiable by physical characteristics, for specialized treatment
and have not considered other minority groups in our society?

Mr. Ruiz. We are considering other minority groups, other ethnics
are coming into this at the present time because this is being expanded.
With respect to the specialized treatment, there is really nothing
wrong with that. For example, first I am an American but I urn a very
special kind of American. I inn a Mexican American. By virtue of
that I have two cultures and two languages. I have a little bit more by
virtue of that than a lot of people around us here that would give their
right arms to be bilingual.

Mr. KEATING. We do not intend to say that, if I am a Pole, however.
Mr. Ruiz. No, as I say this, in the last statement from HEW, they

are going into that field, they feel this is remedial and necessary. Wo
have to start someplace. We start with the Mexican Americans in the
Southwest because there are so many of us.
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Mr. KEATING. I notice that not just in the language field but in
the programs to enrich the curriculum by providing opportunities to
learn about the culture, the heritage of the predominant minority,
they are pretty well confined to Chicanos and blacks right now.

Mr. Ruiz. Yes.
Mr. KEATING. I have not heard of any major effort to isolate the

Polish precincts of Detroit, if there two any in Detroit.
Mr. Ruiz. The Jews are setting up their own colleges.
Mr. KEATING. That is true. That is a large minority group. I do not

know whether the public schools of New York have special classes
with respect to Jewish culture.

Mr: EDWARDS. Mr. Ruiz, and Mr. Nunez, both of your testimonies
have allegations with proof attached thereto that have very much to
do with the jurisdiction not only of the Civil Rights Conunission,
but of this subcommittee, the House Subcommittee on the Judiciary.
They have to do with the deprivation of rights for equal opportunity
and education.

Also it seems to me in both of your testimonies there are parallel
accusations, shall we say, of deficiencies and inequities and violations
of the law. One, that there are a lot of school districts that remain
segregated in violation of the Board of Education. Is that correct?
Certainly in the Southwest and to some extent in New York.

Mr. NUNEZ. It is more de facto in New York.
Mr. EDWARDS. It is de jure in the Southwest. We will not go into

the question of whether they are illegal. However, you do find specific
things that could be cured if local, Federal, and State governments
were interested in curing them.

For example, the teachers and administrators are largely Anglo.
There apparently has not been a real effort made to permit or have the
appropriate proportion of Chicanos or Puerto Rican teachers; is that
correct?

Mr. NUNEZ. Yes, sir.
Mr. EDWARDS. TilCIT is no real effort by the school districts to have

decent community relationships insofar as language is concerned at
PTA meetings, is not that correctthere is a refusal to include the
two cultures, and to develop an Appreciation of the second culture.
In both areasthe Northeast and the Southwest, the Anglo culture
is emphasized to some extent its though the Spanish-speaking culture
does not exist. Insofar as the language difficulty in both areas, there
is a minimal effort being made to provide remedial help. Yet there
are some very definite things that should be done.

Mr. Ruiz. For example, the Office of Education has on its payroll
nearly 3,000 full-time persons in WaShington and regional offices.
Only 50 are Spanish-speaking. To the best of our knowledge, only one
of the Spanish-speaking personnel has direct-funding authority for a
program which is allocated on a basis other than a set formula, one
chicano supergrade GS-16, one person who would have anything to
say about where money would go. You need someone there with a
comprehension of these things.

Mr. NUNEZ. I was thinking. of what you said, Mr. Wiggins, as to
why just the Chicanos, and Puerto Ricans, why should they have
these special programs and why should not any other group have them?

The point is the traditional method of instruction is not working
for us. The same way you might have enriched curriculum for some-
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one, we are asking for special programs that will work for these people.
Congress has approved this. You have your Bilingual Education
Act. It is the law of the land. There are many laws that have endorsedthis concept, the point being that they are not applied equally. There
is little funding involved in it but the concept has been accepted bythe Congress of this special programing.

If Puerto Ricans and Mexican-Americans had the same educa-tional level, the same income level, the same access to all governmentpositions and to the business world, I am sure there would not be ademand for special programs to begin to bridge this gap. This is aproblemthat is what we are trying to deal with and you need newapproaches for this problem.
Mr. WIGGINS. You will not have any problem with me ever if wedeal with the problems of individuals. However, I do have sonicreservation when we start dealing with racial classes as classes,without reference to the problems that may be embodied generally

in the members of that class.
Mr. EDWARDS. Mr. Garrison?
Mr. GARRISON. Have there been any successful, demonstrably suc-

cessful, educational techniques that have been utilized cn a pilot orexperimental basis in either the Southwest or New York that youwould like to call to the attention of the subcommittee?
Mr. NUNEZ. Yes, sir. Most of the funded bilingual programs arefunded on an experimental program. You are talking of the educationof a child and it takes a while to determine whether any of thisthis $25 million is funding several bilingual projects around thecountry and I do not believe they have come out with any reports.They are in the second year and I believe they have to come cutsoon with reports as to which have succeeded.
Mr. SLOANE. In terms of showing objective evidence on achieve-ment scores, there is nono yet.
Mr. GARRISON. Are you saying that is the case both with respectto bilingual programs and other types of experimental education?
Mr. Ruiz. I know of one in Los Angeles. It is not a public educa-

tional school but a parish school where they have bilingual education
and the result is surprising. The children in this school have learned
English expertly as well as their native origin tongue.

Mr. GARRISON. If you could supply the subcommittee with anyreports of this type that you are aware of or become aware of, thatcould be helpful.
Has any State other than California adopted a State policy ofattempting to overcome ethnic imbalance in the public schools? Ibelieve that as of the time that the first report was .made only Cali-fornia had such a policy. Has any of the other States?
Mr. NUNEZ. I understand Massachusetts passed a law recently.The young man that headed up our study project, we understand will

have results soon of their bilingual program. We will try to get a copyof that report and send it on to you as soon as it is released. I believe
it is one of the first reports of the findings of bilingualthey have beenin operation for 2 years so they are coming out with a report.

Mr. GARRISON. What is the State of New York's policy toward the
question of racial imbalance within individual schools?

Does it have any systematic policy to overcome that imbalance? Ihave had the impression there must be within the city of New York
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a large number of schools which are predominantly Puerto Rican, or
black in some casesclearly racially or ethnically identifiable schools.
I also take it that the State of California has a policy designed to
minimize such imbalance, whether or not constitutionally required,
simply as a matter of State policy.

Mr. NUNEZ. You are raising the legal question.
Mr. GARRISON. I am raising the question of State law.
Mr. POWELL. We will be glad to provide the subcommittee infor-

mation in that regard.
At one time, eor 5 years ago, the then commissioner of education,

Mr. Allen, did implement such a policy. The status of that has changed
with the passage of laws by the State legislature and decisions of the
courts. It is my belief there is not now in being a policy which would
affect what is described as de facto segregation but we can give you
particulars on that.

Mr. Ruiz. In answer to Congressman Wiggins' query as to the proj-
ects funded under the educational program, it stated they were con-
cerned with 19 languages in addition to English and this included
Spanish, French, Portugese, Chinese, Russian and 13 American Indian
languages. So you see we are going into that field. This has just started.
It was 1972.

So, apparently there is some reason that they have decided that this
should be done.

Mr. GARRISON. In the State of New York, isn't there a very large
Italian-American community.

Mr. Ruiz. Yes.
Mr. GARRISON. Don't you have comparable problems in that many

of those parents do not speak English?
Mr. NUNEZ. Not really. They are second or third generation Ameri-

cans and the young people, you do not reallyas I pointed out in my
testimony, there arethe school system in New York City has iden-
tified approximately 135,000 37oung people with language handicaps
and 70 percent of them are Spanish speaking. Obviously, the other
30 percent are other languages, maybe Italian, Greek, all sorts of
immigrantsIsraelis or Haitians from Haiti, who speak French. There
are all sorts of language problems in New York City.

Mr. POWELL. The provision of title VII would apply to other foreign
language students, they would be entitled to the program where the
need is demonstrated.

Mr. GARRISON. I suppose that if you go back a sufficient number of
years, you get to a point where there would have been in New York
a much larger contingent of first-generation Italians and there would
have been fewer Puerto Ricans at that time. Did the city of New York
at any time in the past conduct programs for another ethnic group,
such as the Italian Americans, similar to what you are advocating be
done for Puerto Rican Americans?

Mr. NUNEZ. Yes, they did conduct classes in Italian but it was more
in an ad hoc sort of way, 50 or 60 years ago in New York City. What
we are advocating is the law of the land; it has been accepted by the
Congress, all these programs have been approved, and HEW is making
some effort to implement them around the country.

The Federal presence in education is relatively a new phenomenon
that has occurred in the last 20 years. I do not believe it was very
existent at the time you are citing, at the time of the great migrations.
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Another point we should be aware of is probably 95 percent of those
immigrants dropped out of school after 3 or 4 years. We are in a
different society where if you do not have a high school diploma, you
are in trouble and that was not the case 50 or 60 years ago. Education
was not the requirement for successful work. Today the connection
between education and success in your adult life is very close. It be-
comes the key to the advancement of any community education. You
look at Mexican Americans and Puerto Ricans, the median age of
Puerto Ricans is 19 years and the median age Of Americans is 29, I
believe. We will salvage our community if we change our educational
program. We believe education is the vehicle through which we can
enter American society through our community.

Mr. Ruiz. Some of the people came from Europe and they were cut
off by the Atlantic Ocean. In the Southwest we have been going north
and south and south and north over the border. This continues to this
day. I recall not so long ago where members, of the family couldn't
care less whether a child was born in the United States ur in Mexico
because of this migration back and forth. It is like East and West
Germany. You see it is an artificial wall, for these people who have
been here so long, there is an artificial line and they have perpetuated
this. Now, we have to solve the problem. We will not be able to solve it
by sayingas hi tory indicatesby saying you have been cut off from
members of your families, from cousins and so on as is the situation
with other ethnics and this is the problem we have to attack.

Mr. GARRISON. Have any of the educators of the Southwest tried
to justify the exclusive use of English for classroom instruction for
first-grade students who do not speak English on any educational
basis? Have they alleged that the best way to teach the language and
to get the childto force him, in effectto learn English is to go
ahead and teach in English so that lie has no choice?

Mr. Ruiz. That has been part of the historic 1a. area. The youngster
comes in and the teacher is speaking in English and he does not know
what iss.oing on. Therefore, he is a dummy.

Mr. GARRISON. Has it been
Mr. POWELL. Yes.
Mr. GARRISON (continuing). A conscious belief of the school author-

ities that they were forcing the child to learn English?
Mr. PowELL. They have consciously done that by saying if you

want to learn English, listen to the English language as spoken.
Mr. GARRISON. You do not believe that the process of forcing the

child to learn English would yield more benefit than harm to the
student?

Mr. POWELL. No, it does not. There is a lack of comprehension and
when you start falling out, you do not fall out at the 8th grade, it is 11,
historical process, as you are developing. You become a dropout in
the first grade.

Mr. NUNEZ. I do not believe there is any responsible educatorI
am sure there is some principal of some small school who might say
what they have to do is forget Spanish and learn English. That is the
problem, but I think most people looking at this, regional educators in
the Southwest do advocate these new approaches.

Mr. SLOANE. Just on the basis of our survey and investigations we
found there is a widespread belief among the Southwest educators that
a child speaking Spanish is somehow educationally handicapped in
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entering the society he will enter. We sent out an extensive question-
naire to school superintendents and one of the questions was the ex-
tent to which they had a no-Spanish rule and we got a surprisingly
large affirmative response, people who readily say they prohibit
Spanish to the point of disciplining children who speak Spanish in the
classroom or on the school grounds. They do feel this is educationally
sound and good for the child in the long rum.

We believe that is unsound but it is still widespread: Our survey
was 3 years ago but in view of the recent HEW memorandum dealing
with language problems, we believe the overt no-Spanish rule has
died down. The beliefs underlying it are still prevalent, though.

Mr. GARRISON. Do you know whether there has been any type of
empirical study done by sociologists or psychologists on the educa-
tional psychology side of this argument? What I am concerned about
here is whether we are not witnessing an argument within the educa-
tional community over what is the best educational policy, rather
than something which should be viewed as a constitutional question.
If "experts" disagree as to which policy is educationally sound, that
leaves the impact of the 14th amendment, for example, somewhat
unclear.

Mr. NUNEZ. Our investigation clearly indicates that what we are
using now is inadequate, a failure. At least there should be an obliga-
tion to try new techniques. It seems to me the theory of teaching
English while a person speaks in Spanish, in and of itself is a failure,
that children should be taught subject matter in their native language
and at the same time be taught English until they develop the facility.
At the same time they are being taught English, they need to be
taught mathematics, English, and-sciences.

In the meantime, this present educational approach is not working
with Spanish-speaking children.

Mr. GARRISON. On a common sense basis, I would agree. It seems
only sensible that, if the child does not speak English, you should at
least begin teaching him substantive material in the language he uses.

Mr. NUNEZ. Unfortunately, all too often that does not happen.
They are sent to remedial classes to learn English and mathematics
is taught in English, not Spanish.

Mr. GARRISON. My question is whether there have been any studies
that have tried really to determine the validity of that common sense
analysis.

Mr. Ruiz. Yes, there are studies.. One very excellent one by a
Ph. D., Dr. Manuel Guerra, from the University of Southern Cali-
fornia and there is a lot of literature by sociologists and psychologists
available that can be procurred which affirms that.

Mr. GARRISON. The only reason that I explore that point at this
length is that I have some recollection of reading that people who
operate the professional language schools, like Berlitz for example,
and others, have said that total immersion is the best way to learn a
language.

I do not know whether that is true, and certainly not whether it
is true for children even if true for adults. But what would appear to
be a common sense answer does not always prove true upon rigorous
study of the matter.

Mr. Ruiz. Dr. Carter has a tremendous book on the question with
a lot of citations on the matter you are suggesting.
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Mr. SLOANE. While, perhaps, a thorough immersion may work in
Berlitz, while in the five Southwestern States two out of three
Mexican American kids will never see a diplomathe system is not
working there. We have measured, achievements and consistently
there is a wide gap for the Mexican American children and the
achievements of the Anglo children as the situation operates now.
Scientists may differ on the best methods to improve the system
but clearly the system as we have it now with the no-Spanish rule
is not working.

.Mr. POWELL. Even if the Berlitz people are right, would the
Berlitz try to teach the American people mathematics in Spanish?
It seems to me they have to learn the subject matter in their native
language. It does not go to the point.

Mr. bAERISON. I agree that those are legitimate questions, which I
will not try to answer. I only wanted to know what studies have been
made of the problem.

Mr. NuNEz. There is a professor on the board of education that
has made a study. We will try to get a copy for the committee.

Mr. GARRISON. Thank you.
Mr. EDWARDS. I regret we must adjourn now because the House

is calling with three lights up there. Gentlemen, we appreciate the
work that the Civil Rights Commission is doing in this very important
area and the chairman feels, to some extent, encouraged by your
optimism that there are certain things that can be done that will
result in a marked improvement in education for Spanish-surnamed
people.

I think you will agree there are many things these governments,
State, local and Federal, are not doing, that would help the local
situation, is that correct?

Mr. NUNEZ Yes.
Mr. EDWARDS. You are going to point up in future reports what

should be done and make recommendations to the executive or the
Congress. This subcommittee will be with you during the entire time.

Commissioner, we welcome you and hope to see you, Mr. Nunez,
and you other gentlemen again. Thank you very much.

We are adjourned until next Wednesday.
(Whereupon, at 12:20 p.m. the, subcommittee adjourned until

Wednesday, June 14, 1972.)
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EDUCATION OF THE SPANISH-SPEAKING

WEDNESDAY, J.IINE 14, 1972

HOUSE op REPRESENTATIVES.
CIVIL RIGHTS OVERSIGHT SUBCOMMITTEE,

COMMITTEE ON THE JUDICIARY,
Washington, D.C.

The subcommittee met at 10 a.m., in room 2237, Rayburn House
Office Building, Hon. Don Edwards of California (chairman of the
subcommittee) presiding.

Present: Representatives Edwards and Jacobs.
Also present: Jerome M. Zeifman, counsel; Samuel A. Garrison III,

associate counsel; and George A. Dailey, assistant counsel.
Mr. EDWARDS. The subcommittee will come to order.
This morning, the Civil Rights Oversight Subcommittee of the

House Committee on the Judiciary, resumes its hearings on the
reports of the U.S. Commission on Civil Rights on the education of
the Spanish-speaking.

On Thursday, June 8, 1972, the subcommittee received testimony
from Commissioner Manuel Ruiz and Deputy Staff Director Louis
Nunez of the U.S. Commission on Civil Rights. Commissioner Ruiz,
testifying on the findings of the Commission's Mexican American edu-
cation study project, presented an effective statistical indictment of
the failure of the schools in the Southwest to reach and properly edu-
cate the Chicano student. Mr. Nunez, reporting on a Civil Rights
Commission study of the status of mainland Puerto Ricans, informed
the subcommittee that the problems of ethnic isolation, educational
failure, and cultural exclusion afflicting Chicano students in the South-
west were also the problems suffered by Puerto Rican students in the
Northeast.

Today, we welcome representatives of the Department of Health,
Education, and Welfare, Mr. J. Stanley Pottinger, the Director of the
Office for Civil Rights in the Office of the Secretary, and Mr. Dick W.
Hays, Special Assistant in the Office of Special Concerns of the Office
of Education:We hope to hear from these gentlemen about what the
Federal Government is doing to overcome the problems encountered
by Spanish-speaking students and to assure these students the equality
of educational opportunity guaranteed them by the Constitution.

Mr. F.Atinger, we are pleased to have you with us. Would you
identify the gentlemen with you, for the stenographer, and then pro-
ceed with your prepared statement, as you wish.

(37)
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Mr. POTTINGER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I am Mr. Pottinger.
On my immediate left is Mr. Christopher T. Cross, the Deputy
Assistant Secretary for Legislation (Education), Department of EIEW;
on my immediate right is Mr. Dick W. Hays, the Assistant Commis-
sioner for Special Concerns, USOE. On his right is Mr. Gilbert Chavez,
the Director of the Office for Spanish Speaking American Affairs,
and behind me, not seated at the table, is Mrs. Dorothy Stuck, who
is the Regional Director of the Office for Civil Rights in the Dallas
Regional Office.

TESTIMONY OF J. STANLEY POTTINGER, DIRECTOR, OFFICE FOR
CIVIL RIGHTS, DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH, EDUCATION, AND
WELFARE

Mr. POTTINGER. Mr. Chairman and members of the subcommittee,
I am pleased to have this opportunity to testify today on the Depart-
ment's effort to help assure equal educational opportunity for Spanish-
speaking s tudents.

As you know, the Department's Office for Civil Rights administers
title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, which provides that no
person shall, on account of race, color, or national origin, be excluded
from participation in, be denied the benefits of, or be subjected to
discrimination in federally assisted programs and activities.

In enforcing this provision of law, the three reports issued by the
U.S. Civil Rights Commission, outlining the impact of educational
practices on Mexican American students in the Southwest, have been
most helpful. More than this, we hope that the reports will serve as a
catalyst for needed educational change, in conjunction with the
efforts of the Office for Civil Rights to investigate and mandate
corrective action where shortcomings in public education have a
proven discriminatory effect in violation of title VI.

Mr. Chairman, in September 1969, the Office for Civil Rights
began to review civil rights and educational literature addressed to
the question of discrimination against national origin minority group
children. This review, together with discussions with the Commis-
sioner of Education and members of his staff, led to the conclusion
that Mexican American children were, as a group, in many school
districts, being excluded from full and effective participation in
programs operated by such districts.

Accordingly, the Office for Civil Rights moved to prepare a depart-
mental policy statement which would create a set of operating prin-
ciples to protect the right of national origin minority group children
to a truly equal educational opportunity. In doing so, the Office
relied in part on the record that the U.S. Civil Rights Commission
produced in its conference in San Antonio, Tex., in December 1968.

The policy statement took the form of a memorandum issued to
local school districts by the Department on May 25, 1970, about 2
years ago. I would like to submit a copy of this memorandum for
the record.

Mr. EDWARDS. Without objection, it will be included in the record.
(The document referred to follows:)
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DEPARTIviENT of HEALTH, EDUCATION, AND WELFARE,
OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY,
Washington, D.C., May 25, 1970.

MEMORANDUM

To: School districts with more than 5 percent national origin-minority. group
children.

From: Stanley Pottingcr, Director, Office for Civil Rights.
Subject: Identification of Discrimination and Denial of Services on the Basis of

National Origin.
Title VI of the Civil. Rights Act of 1964, and the Departmental Regulation

(45 CFR Part 80) promulgated thereunder, require that there be no discrimina-
tion on the basis of race, color or national origin in the operation of any federally
assisted programs.

Title VI compliance reviews conducted in school districts with large Spanish-
surnamed student populations by the Office for Civil Rights have revealed a
number of .common practices which have the effect of denying equality of educa-
tional opportunity to Spanish-surnamed pupils. Similar practices which have
the effect of discrimination on the basis of national origin exist in other locations
with respect to disadvantaged pupils from other national origin-minority groups,
for example, Chinese or Portugese.

The purpose of this memorandum is to clarify D/HEW policy on issues con-
cerning the responsibility of school districts to provide equal educational oppor-
tunity to national origin-minority group children deficient in English language
skills. The following are some of the major areas of concern that relate to com-
pliance with Title VI:

(1) Where inability to speak and understand the English language excludes
national origin-minority group children from effective participation in the educa-
tional program offered by a school district, the district must take affirmative steps
to rectify the language deficiency in order to open its instructional program to
these students.

(2) School districts must not assign national origin-minority group students to
classes for the mentally retarded on the basis of criteria which essentially measure
or evaluate English language skills; nor may school districts deny national
origin-minority group children access to college prepartery courses on a basis
directly related to the failure of the school system to inculcate English language
skills.

(3) Any ability grouping or tracking system employed by the school system to
deal with the special language skill needs of national origin-minority group chil-
dren must be designed to meet such language skill needs as soon as possible and
must not operate as an educational dead-end or permanent track.

(4) School districts have the responsibility to adequately notify national
origin-minority group parents of school activities which arc called to the attention
of other parents. Such notice in order to be adequate may have to be provided in a
language other than English.

School districts should examine current practices which exist in their districts
in order to assess compliance with the matters set forth in this memorandum. A
school district which determines that compliance problems currently exist in that
district should immediately communicate in writing with the Office for Civil
Rights and indicate what steps are being taken to remedy the situation. Where
compliance questions arise as to the sufficiency of programs designed to meet the
language skill needs of national origin-minority group children already operating
in a particular area, full information regarding such programs should be provided.
In the area of special language assistance, the scope of the program and the process
for identifying need and the extent to wb'eh the need is fulfilled should be set
forth.

School districts which receive thin memorandum will be contacted shortly
regarding the availability of technical assistance and will be provided with any
additional information that may be needed to assist districts in achieving com-
pliance with the law and equal educational opportunity for all children. Effective as
of this date the aforementioned areas of concern will be regarded by regional
Office for Civil Rights personnel as a part of th,ir compliance responsibilities.
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Mr. POTTINGER. The drafting of the memorandum reflected the
operational philosophy that school districts should create a culturally
relevant educational approach to assure equal access of all children to
its full benefits. The burden, according to this philosophy, should be on
the school. to adapt its educational approach so that the culture,
language, and learning style of all children in the school (not just those
of Anglo, middle-class background) are accepted and valued. Children
should not be penalized for cultural and

accepted
differences, nor

should they bear a burden to conform to a school-sanctioned culture
by abandoning their own.

Specifically, the May 25 memorandum identified four major areas
of concern relating to compliance with title VI:

(1) Where inability to speak and understand the English language
excludes national origin minority group children from effective partici-
pation in the educational program offered by a school district, the
district must take affirmative steps to rectify the language deficiency
in order to open its instructional program to these students, and not
the true potential or intelligence of the children involved.

(2) School districts must not, assign national origin minority group
students to classes for the mentally retarded on the basis of criteria
which essentially measure or evaluate English language skills; nor may
school districts deny national origin minority group children access to
college preparatory courses on a basis directly related to the failure of
the school system to inculcate English language skills.

(3) Any ability grouping or tracking system employed by the school
system to deal with the special language skill needs of national origin
minority group children must be designed to meet such language skill
needs as soon as possible and must not operate as an educational dead
end or permanent track.

(4) School districts have the responsibility to adequately notify
national origin minority group parents of school activities which are
called to the attention of other parents. Such notice in order to be
adequate may have to be provided in a language other than English.

In order to develop a legally supportable case for requiring school
districts to initiate programs to rectify the language deficiencies of
national origin minority group students, we have concluded that
three basic propositions must be substantiated as a matter of law:

(1) National origin minority students in the district enter the
schools with different linguistic and cultural backgrounds which
directly affect their ability to, speak and understand the English
language.

(2) National origin minority students are excluded from effective
participation in and the full benefits of the educational program
(including success as measured by the district) of the district on a
basis related to English language skills.

(3) The district has failed to take effective affirmative action to
equalize access of national origin minority students to the full benefits
of the educational program offered by the district.

The Beeville Independent School bistrict, a medium-sized south
Texas district in the Rio Grande Valley with a student population of
approximately 50 percent Mexican Americans and 50 percent Anglos,
became the focal point for initial policy development activity.
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IN/Ir. Chairman, with your permission, I should like to submit for
the record charts and tables providing a full description of the data
collection and analysis techniques employed in regard to the Beeville
review.

Mr. EDWARDS. Without objection, the charts and tables will be
included in the record.

(The documents referred to follow:)

THE BEEVILLE MODEL

DATA COLLECTION AND ANALYSIS TECHNIQUES

From a legal standpoint, three basic propositions need to be proven in order to
outline and demonstrate noncompliance with Section 1 of the May 25 Memo-
randum:

(1) national origin-minority students in the district enter the schools with
different linguistic and cultural backgrounds which directly affect their ability to
speak and understand the English language;

(2) national origin-minority students are excluded from effective participation
in and the full benefits of the educational program (including success as measured
by the district) of the district on a basis related to English language skills;

(3) the district has failed to take effective affirmath -ration to equalize access of
national origin-minority students to the full benefits of the educational program.

Support for the first proposition was gathered by the program development
staff from two primary sources: (1) the collection and analysis of data related to the
home language and culture of national origin minority children at the time they
enter the system and (2) the collection and analysis of data related to the English
language skills of the nations origin minority children at the time they enter the
system.

Chart I is an Analysis of Language Skill Data of Spanish Surnamed First Grade
Students. Information collected for each Spanish-surnamed first grade pupil (1969-
70) includes (1) the home language (Spanish or English) of the child as entered by
school officials on an information sheet used by the district for vital data; (2) the
home language (Spanish, English or other) of the child entered by the child's pre-
first grade leacher in a box on the score sheet of the Inter-American Test of Oral
English. (3) the English skill level (good, average, little or none) of the child as
assessed by the child's parent on the Hcadstart Application used by the district;
(4) the score of the child on the Inter-American Test of Oral English (0-40)
administered at the end of the pre-first grade program (May 1969); and (5) the
score of the child on the Reading Readiness Test developed in Dallas for Texas
school districts (percentile scores) administered at the end of the pre-first grade
program.

Data was separated into categories (e.g., performance on a specific test) and a
criterion was developed for each data category which clearly indicated either a lack
of facility with English language skills or the presence of primary home language
skills in Spanish. The data was collected with a consistent bias against low achieve-
ment indicators. The folders from which the data was obtained were those of 1970-
71 second graders. Consequently, low scoring students who failed or were held back
in first grade were not included. Only clearly failing (as opposed to marginally
failing) scores (based on data supplied by the test publishers) were utilized for the
criteria.

OCR and °GC concurred that the first proposition was clearly supported by
the evidence so developed.

Collecting evidence to support the second and third propositions was again
separable into two approaches. The first, the synchronic focus, involved a review
of the educational performance of all students at grade level during the same time
period. The third and sixth graders were used as the sample grade levels and data
was obtained from the results of the Iowa Test of Basic Skills (the test utilized
by the school system to evaluate academic performance/success of elementary
school children), given in the Spring of 1969. Investigation was, thus, focused on
early childhood performance because of its clearly demonstrated educational
significance. Because of the emphasis in the May 25 Memorandum on language
skills, performance of students on three sub-batteries of the test clearly keyed
to language related skills (General Vocabulary, Language Usage and Composite)
was selected for close analysis after consultation with the test publisher, Houghton-
Mifflin and Company. .

13
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In Charts II, III and IV the data so collected was analyzed on a classroom-
by-classroom, school-by-school basis. The average raw score and percentile rank
of students of each ethnic group in each classroom were calculated. This analysis
revealed, at the third grade level, an average performance gap between Mexican-
American students and Anglo students in General Vocabulary of 17%iles
(_35%ile vs 52%ile), in Language Usage of 0%iles (45 %ile vs 54%ile), and in
Composite score of 16%iles (45%ile vs 61 %ile).

At the sixth grade level the performance gap between Mexican-Americans and
Anglos had widened to an average of 28 %iles in General Vocabulary (21%ile vs
49%11e), 10%iles in Language Usnge (44%ile vs 54%ile) and 28%iles in Compos-
ite score (30%ile vs 58%ile).

A question arose as to whether Mexican-American students were actually losing
ground year by year or whether the current third grade Mexican students
were doing better than their sixth grade counterparts had done.

To answer this question, an analysis of the scores and percentile rankings of
current eighth grade students (the diachronic focus) was made (Chart V). The
educational history of the class starting with performance on the Iowa Test of
Basic Skills administered at the third grade and terminating with performance
on the Lorge Thorndike Intelligence Test, a compatibly normed test administered
at the seventh grade, revealed the following:

(1) 70% of the 8th grade Mexican-American students received lower percentile
rankings on the 7th grade test than on the third grade vocabulary test ; 84% of
these students received lower percentile rankings on the 7th grade test vs 3rd
grade composite test; 82% of the students received lower percentile rankings on the
6th grade language skill test than on the 3rd grade test; 90% of the students
received lower percentile rankings on the 6th grade composite test than on the 3rd
grade test.

(2) The average decline of Mexican-American students in percentile rankings
(compared with their earlier performance against national norms) varied from a
decline of 15.1 percentiles in Language Skills to a decline of 20.5 percentiles in
Vocabulary.

(3) As measured against their Anglo counterparts, the performance gap of
Mexican-American students had increased from 10.4 percentiles in Vocabulary
at the 3rd grade (36%ile vs 26%ile) to 29.5 percentiles at the 6th (52%ile vs
23%ile); from 11.2 percentiles in Language Skills at the 3rd grade (38%ile vs
27%ile) to 28.5 percentiles (59%ile vs 31 %ile) at the 6th; and, staggeringly, from
8.0 percentiles in Composite Score at the 3rd grade (37 %ile vs 29%ile) to 33.8
percentiles at the 6th (5S%ile vs 25%ile).
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II. Checklist for collecting Data Related to the Use of Federal Funds To
Provide Equal Educational Opportunity.

I. ESEA Title I Program Guide #57, February 26, 1970.

WASHINGTON, D.C., January 4, 1971.

EQUAL ACCESS TO EDUCATIONAL OPPORTUNITY
STAFF BRIEFING MATERIALS, OFFICE FOR CIVIL RIGHTS

Prepared by Martin II. Gerry, Catherine A. C. Welsh, Secretarial Staff, Office of
the Director and Deputy Director

DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH, EDUCATION, AND WELFARE,
OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY,
Washington, D.C., May 25, 1.970.

MEMORANDUM

To: School districts with more than 5 percent national origin-minority group
children.

From: J. Stanley Pottingcr, Director, Office for Civil Rights.
Subject: Identification of Discrimination and Denial of Services on the Basis of

National Origin.
Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964; and the Departmental Regulation (45

CFR Part 80) promulgated thereunder, require that there be no discrimination
on the basis of race, color or national origin in the operation of any federally
assisted programs.

Title VI compliance reviews conducted in school districts with large Spanish-
surnamed student populations by the Office for Civil Rights have revealed a
number of common practices which have the effect of denying equality of educa-
tional opportunity to Spanish-surnamed pupils. Similar practices which have the
effect of discrimination on the basis of national origin exist in other locations with
respect to disadvantaged pupils from other national origin-minority groups, for
example, Chinese or Portugese.

The purpose of this memorandum is to clarify D/IIEW policy on issues con-
cerning the responsibility of school districts to provide equal educational oppor-
tunity to national origin-minority group children deficient in English language
skills. The following are some of the major areas of concern that relate to com-
pliance with Title VI:

(1) Where inability to speak and understand the English language excludes
national origin-minority group children from effective participation in the educa-
tional program offered by a school district, the district must take affirmative
steps to rectify the language deficiency in order to open its instructional program
to these students.

(2) School districts must not assign national origin-minority group students to
classes for the mentally retarded on the basis of criteria which essentially measure
or evaluate English language skills; nor may school districts deny national origin-
minority group children access to college preparatory courses on a basis directly
related to the failure of the school system to inculcate English language skills.

(3) Any ability grouping or tracking system employed by the school system to
deal with the special language skill needs of national origin-minority group children
must be designed to meet such language skill needs as soon as possible and must
not operate as an educational dead-end or permanent track.

(4) School districts have the responsibility to adequately notify national origin-
minority group parents of school activities which are called to the attention of
other parents. Such notice in order to be adequate may have to be provided in a
language other than English.

School districts should examine current practices which exist in their districts
in order to assess compliance with the matters set forth in this memorandum. A
school district which determines that compliance problems currently exist in that
district should immediately communicate in writing with the Office for Civil
Rights and indicate what steps are being taken to remedy the situation. Where
compliance questions arise as to the sufficiency of programs designed to meet
the language skill needs of national origin-minority group children already
operating in a particular area, full information regarding such programs should
be provided. In the area of special language assistance, the scope of the program
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and the process for identifying need and the extent to which the need is fulfilled
should be set forth.

School districts which receive this memorandum will be contacted shortly
regarding the availability of technical assistance and will be provided with any
additional information that may be needed to assist districts in achieving compli-
ance with the law and equal educational opportunity for all children. Effective
as of this date the aforementioned areas of concern will be regarded by regional
Office for Civil Rights personnel as a part of their compliance responsibilities.

EXCERPT FROM LETTER WITH ENCLOSURES Fnoht ELLIOT L. RICRARDSONA SECRE-
TARY, DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH, EDUCATION, AND WELFARE TO SENATOR
WALTER F. MONDALE, SUBCOMMITTEE ON EDUCATION, DATED AuousT 3, 1070

The effects of ethnic isolation, rural and urban, on the educational development
of Mexican, Puerto Rican and American Indian children are both severe and
long term. Ethnic isolation often creates a homogeneity of educational environ-
ment in which a perception of cultural diversity, without an assumption of cultural
superiority, cannot occur. Moreover, this homogeneity effectively precludes the
interaction of children from different socio-cconomnic and ethnic home environ-
ments. Every major report or research project dealing with the educational
problems and needs of "disadvantaged" children has concluded that educational
development (learning) is greatly hindered by a homogenous learning environ-
ment. Children learn more from each other than from any other resource of the
educational environment. To create and perpetuate homogeneity is to greatly
reduce the pool of experience, ideas and values from which children can draw and
contribute in interaction with other children. In a heterogenous educational
environment cultural diversity can be presented in an exciting interaction/
awareness/growth process which is education in its truest sense. This diversity
can be presented and perceived as enriching the total human environment rather
than as threatening to a particular cultural insularity.

Another important problem related to ethnic isolation relates to the effect of
such isolation on educational motivation and psychological development of the
isolated child. While the segregated Anglo child is equally deprived of n hetero-
geneity, of educational environment which could lead to increased educational
development, he is rarely confronted with n school environment which directly
rejects his language and, less directly, but just ns devastatingly, rejects the culture
of his home environment: lifestyle, clothes, food, family relationships, physical
appearance, etc. The Mexican- American, Puerto Rican and American Indian child
is constantly isolated by an educationally sanctioned picture of American society
which produces nconsciousness of separation and then exclusion and then infe-
riority. Realizing his exclusion from the dominant Anglo society (as presented by
the mass media, advertising, textbooks, etc.), the child perceives a rejection by the
society of his home which he personalizes as n rejection of his parents; and finally,
a rejection of himself. This shattering process of self-concept destruction often
lends to withdrawal from or hostility toward the educational system. Attitude or
posturing toward the learning environment is the single most important factor in
the process of educational development.

Finally, the maintenance of ethnic isolation creates for the Spanish- speaking or
Indian language - speaking child the additional disadvantage of depriving him of
the most important resource for English language skill developmentregular
interaction and communication with English-speaking children.

In summary, some of the most important needs of Mexican-American, Puerto
Rican and American Indian children related to ethnic isolation are:

(1) The need for ethnic or cultural diversity in the educational environment:
Heterogeneity.

(2) The need for total institutional reposturing (including culturally sensitizing
teachers, instructional materials and educational approaches) in order to incor-
porate, affirmatively recognize and value the cultural environment of ethnic
minority children so that the development of positive self-concept can be accel-
erated: Bi-Cultural Approaches: with, as an important corollary.

(3) The need for language programs that introduce and develop English language
skills without demeaning or otherwise deprecating the language of a child's home
environment and thus without presenting English as a more valued language:
Bi-Lingual Component.

To meet the needs of ethnically isolated children described in numbers 2 & 3
above, participation of Anglo children in the Bi-Cultural/Bi-Lingual program is
essential.
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CHARTS I-ANALYSIS OF LANGUAGE SKILL DATA-SPANISII SURNAMED FIRST
GRADE STUDENTS, BEEVILLE INDEPENDENT SCHOOL DISTRICT, 1969 -70

1. Total Spanish-Surnamed First Grade Students, 182.
2. Home Language-From Information Sheet:

(a) Total items, 111 (G1% of 182).
(b) English, 15 or 13.5% of 111 (8.2% of 182).
(c) Spanish, 55 or 49.5% of 111 (30.2% of 182).
(d) Spanish and English, 41 or 37% of 111 (25.2% of 182).

3. Rome Language from IATOE score Sheet:
(a) Total items, 112 (61.5% of 182).
(b) Spanish, 109 or 97% of 112 (59.9% of 182).
(c) English, 3 or 3% of 112 (1.6% of 182).

4. English Skills-As recorded on Headstart Application:
(a) Total items, 09 (54.4% of 182).
(h) Good, 21 or 21.2% of 99 (11.5% of 182).
(c) Average, 24 or 24.2% of 99 (13.2% of 182).
(d) Little, 48 or 48.5% of 99 (26.4% of 182).
(e) None, 6 or 6.2% of 99 (3.3% of 182).

5. Inter-American Test of Oral English-3/69:
(a) Total students tested, 156 (85.7% of 182).
(b) Mean Score, 29.38.

6. Inter-American Test of Oral English-5/69:
(a) Total students tested, 153 (84% of 182).
(b) Mean Score, 29.89.

Number of students scoring between:
(c) 0-15--1 or .65% of 153.
(d) 16-20-5 or 3.3% of 153.
(e) 21-25-28 or 18.3% of 153.
(f) 26-30-54 or 35.3% of 153.
(g) 31-35-51 or 33.33% of 153.
(h) 36-40-14 or 0.15% of 153.

7. Reading Readiness Test-5/69
(a) Total students tested, 162 (90.5% of 182).
(b) Mean Score, 65.89 or 47%ile.

Number of students scoring in percentiles between:
(c) 0-15-20 (18% of 162).
(d) 16-30-11 (6.8% of 162).
(e) 31-45-22 (13.6% of 162).
(f) 46-60-15 (9.25% of 162).
(g) 61-75-34 (21% of 162).
(h) 76-90-43 (26.5% of 162).
(i) 90- -8 (5% of 162) .

I NTERCORRELATI ONS

Criteria indicating lack of facility with English language skills or primary language skills in Spanish:

I II III IV V

2 (c) or (d) 3(b) 4(d) or (e) 6(c), (d) or (e) 7(d), (e) or (f)

Number of students with-
5 criteria: 12 or 7.4 percent.
4 criteria: 30 or 18.5 percent.
3 criteria: 59 or 36.4 percent.
2 criteria:102 or 63 percent.
1 criteria: 162 or 100 percent.

1 11

1. and
2(c) or (d) 3(b)

1 III
2. and

2(c) or (d) 4(d) or (e)

3. ll and
3(b) 4(d) or (e)

IV V
4. and

6(c), (d), or (e) 7(d), (e), or (f)

82-425-72-4

64 instances: 56+, 8(-) correlation coefficient=.875+

41 instances: 28+, 13(-) correlation coefficients .=.683+

78 instances:48+, 30(-) correlation coefficient=.615+

147 instances:107+, 40(-) correlation coefficient =328+
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BEEVILLE INDEPENDENT SCHOOL DISTRICT

LANGUAGE SKILL DATASPANISH-SURNAMED 1ST GRADE STUDENTS

[Key: E=English; S =Spanish; E, S=EnglIsh and Spanish; G=good; A=average; L=litlle; N= none]

Home language English
Total

IATOE
score

March 1969

VI

rola!
IATOE
score

May 1969

VII

Reading
readiness

test,
May 1969

score/
percentile

VIII

From From
information IATOE

Name and school sheet form

I, II III IV

skills
from
Headslart
application

V

S
S
S

... E, S S
S
S

'... S S

S... S
S

:.. S S
S S

'... El S
... E, S

S

... E S

_. S S
'.... El S

S
S

... E, S
L.. E, S S
.... S S
:... S

.
,... S S

S
S

;... S S
,... E S
i... E,S S
1... E S

1... S
E,S

S
i... E,S
L.. E, S

S
L.. E, S S

S

1 S
S

1-.. E, 5 S
1. S

E, S
S

E S
E, S
E S
S S

S
,.... E, S S

(
S

S
.... S S

S
S

l S
S

L. E,S S
S

I_ E,S S

G
L
L
L
G
A
A

N
N

A
A
A

G
L
L
A

A
A

N
L
L
L

G
L

A

L

A
L
L
A

L

L

N
L
L

L
L
L
G

N

G

33
19
26
22
33
33
24
22

18
25
35

30
27
29
35
22
34
29
18
25
33
20
27
28
30
24
24
21
24
19
26
17
28
32

27
22

29

31
29
21
32
26

23
12

31
28
22
23
30
26
25
24
22
31.
26
32
25

25

28
27
32

38
30
30
31
32
37
26
30
34
24
23
28
31
32
35
37
25
30

24
30
38

30
29
35
30
3

18
16
18
30
30
31
38

34
27

31
31

36232
23
32
34

30
26

37
27
21
28
33
25
31

23
31
30
31
29

35

25
30
31

8639%9394

66/47

8771/9601

7482/6142

64/41

61/34
7274062

38/09
72/62
43/04
78/77
31-03
76/11

24/04
78/17
89/94
70/59

6071/3641

/84864ft24

63/69
43/11
41/10
36/08
58/31
7209//6003

84/84

78/17
67/50

77296622

49115

814808
48 31

77/14
59/32
36/08
91/98

69/56
74/66
87/90
64/41
72/62
66/47,
60/34

67/50
82/82
40/10

61/36

28/39
66/47
61/41

4S)
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BEEV I LLE INDEPENDENT SCHOOL DISTRICTContinued

LANGUAGE SKILL DATASPANISH-SURNAMED 1ST GRADE STUDENTSContinued

Name and school

I, 11

Home language English
skills
from
Headstart
application

V

Total
IATOE

score
March 1969

VI

Total
IATOE

score
May 1969

VII

Reading
readiness

test,
May 1969

score/
percentile

VIII

From From
information IATOE
sheet form

III IV

'S 28 33 73/64
S S L 23 29 66/47

S A 22
S S 19 28 32/04

. E, S S 27 35 62/38
,S S L 22 25 55/27

G 26 32 4010
E G 31 35 80 /80
S L 21 26 78/77

E,S 20 27 72/62
S S 22 26 53/24
S 67/50

. S 23 28 82/82
. E,S S L 30 32 73/69

S G 20 23,18
. E, S

E 31 33 39/10
E,S S L 31 37 84/84

26 30 82/82
.S
. ES L 726
. E,,S S N 19 23 30/17
_ E,S 26 26 87/90
_ E 7774
_ S S 24 15 35/06
. S 73/64

S G 32 39 79/79
_ S S L 22 28 76/71

S S L 16 25 60/34
F

S - L
20
32

25
30

56/28
63/39

E G 35 35 74/66
_ E,S L 26 32 73/64
_ E,S 27 32 82/82

S G 28 31 31/03
S 25 2 8

S L 28 37 82/82
. S 28 33 81/81

25 34 58/31
S 30

E,S 33 35 86/88
S L 25 29 70/59
S L 30 30 82/82

_ S 25 31 79/79
. E S A 18 28 61/36

S 33 24 82/82
_ S S A 26 29 70/59
- E,S 26 31 86/88

30 35 86/88
54/26

. E,S 27 35 73/64
E,S G 26 31 86/88

. E,S S L 27 31 75/69
E S 34 78/77

_ ES 37/08
S 20 25 44/11

. ES, 25
_ E, S S L 21 24 71/61

G 30 32 59/32
_ 1,S S 21 24 71/61
_ S 25 32 90/96

S G 33 33 80/80
A 29 31 79/79

_S
S A 29 32 89/94

_ S S 18 20 40/10
S L 528 28

S 28 851/191/81
_ _ S S 25 22 78/77
_ _ S S L 18 22 27/2
.._ E,S S L 23 25 80/80
L. S a 26 24 56/28
L. E,S S L 27 30 59/32

E,S S A 21 27 59/32__
I
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BEEVILLE INDEPENDENT SCHOOL DISTRICTContinued

LANGUAGE SKILL DATASPANISHSURNAMED 1ST GRADE STUDENTSContinued

Home language English
skills
from
Headstart
application

V

Total
IATOE

score
March 1969

VI

Total
IATOE

score
May 1969

VII

Reading
readiness

test.
May 1969

score/
percentile

VIII

From From
information IATOE

Name and school sheet form

I, II III IV

21 30 5222
S 29 38 81/81

23 31 81/81
.... E,S L 24 61/36

G 30 34 86/88
S L 30 22 83/83

L 69/56
.... S S 29 33 7569
.... S 32 35 71/61

S A 33 39 76/71
S 17 29 46/12

L 76/71
S 26 31 71/61
S 16 26 50/17
S G 31 37 86/88

29 79/79
A 28 34 71/61

S G 29 30 76/71
G
A 35 33 73/64

60/34
L 71/61

S L 24 25 45/12
S L 21 29 56/28

, S A 27 35 59/32
S A 25 28 68/53

E, S S L 29 30 66/47
S S L 27 27 44/11

33 36 870
S G 22 27 49 /15
S 35 35 70/59
E G 31 33 82/82
S A 27 29 81/81
S L 24 26 47/13
S A 29 30 73164

...._ S S 23 29 88/92

I "Yes," written In.

CHARTS IIBEEVILLE INDEPENDENT SCHOOL DISTRICT ANALYSIS OF IOWA
TEST OF BASIC SKILLS SCORES, AND PERCENTILE RANKINGS OF TIIIRD GRADE
AND SIXTH GRADE STUDENTS-1969-70

BEEVILLE INDEPENDENT SCHOOL DISTRICT

COMPARISON OF PERCENTILE RANKINGS OF 3D GRADE AND 6TH GRADE STUDENTS ON IOWA TEST OF BASIC

SKILLS-1969-70 (ALL SCHOOLS)

'Percentile]

3d grade
students

(381)

6th grade
students

(288) Variation

General vocabulary:
Spanish-surnamed students 35 21 14
Non - Spanish - surnamed students 52 49 3

Language usage:
Spanish-surnamed students 45 44 1
Non - Spanish- surnamed students 54 54

Composite:
Spanish-surnamed students 45 0 15
Non-Spanishsurnamed students 61 58 3

SAMPLE

3d grade: 208Spanish-surnamed students; 173 nonSpanish-surnamed students.
6th Grade: 128 Spanish-surnamed students; 16D non-Spanish-surnamed students,
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SELECTED SCORES ON IOWA TEST OF BASIC SKI LLS, 1959-70

3D GRADE STUDENTS

All All
Sec. 1 Sec. 2 Sec. 3 Sec. 4 Sec. 5 sections schools

FMC ELEMENTARY SCHOOL

Number of students enrolled 20 23 19
Number of Spanissurnamed (SS) stu-

dents enrolled 7 3 6
Number of no n-Sna nisMsurnamed (NSS)

students enrolled 13 20 13
General vocabulary:

Average score in percentile:
All students 39.2/54 38/52 37/49
SS students 39.0/54 28/22 25.2117
NSS students 39.2/54 39. 5/59 42. 3/65

Average ethnic deviation (percen-
tiles) 0 37 48

Percent of NSS students below SS
average 46, 1 5 0

Language usage:
Average score in percentile:

All students 41.1/62 38.7/51 41.2160
SS students 38.1/52 25. 7/24 32. 3/36
NSS students 41.362 40.7/58 45.8/68

Average ethnic deviation (percen-
tiles) 10 34 32

Percent of NSS students below SS
average___ ... 46.1 10 15.4

Composite:
Average score in percentile:

All .-,L'idents 39.8/59 40.1/61 40.9/64
SS students 37,5/52 32.7/38 30.2/27
NSS students 40.8:62 41. 2/64 45. 1/76

Average ethnic deviation (percen-
tiles) 10 26 49

Percent of NSS student below SS
average 30.7 5.0 7.7

TYLER ELEMENTARY SCHOOL

Number of students enrolled 29 27 28
Number of Spanish-surnamed (SS)

students enrolled 9 12 10
Number of non-Spa nisMsurnamed (NSS)

students enrolled 20 15 18
General vocabulary;

Average score in percentile:
All students 36.10/47 36/47 38. 4/52
SS students 31.88/35 31/33 34.7/41
NSS students 38.00/52 40/57 40.8/62

Average ethnic deviation (percent-
iles) 17 24 21

Percent of NSS students below SS
average 15.0 6. 66 16.7

Language usage:
Average score in percentile:

Alt students 39.80/55 34. 8/45 41.6/60
SS students 39.44/54 27. 6/28 36.8/49
NSS students 40.00/56 39. 7/56 44,3/72

Average ethnic deviation (percent-
iles) 2 28 23

Percent of NSS students below SS
average 33.0 26. 7 22.2

Composite:
Average score in percentile:

AU students 39.50/61 37. 3/51 42. 4/67
SS students 38.33/56 32. 3/36 38.4/56
NSS students 40.35/62 41.4/65 44.5/76

Average ethnic deviation (percent-
iles)_. 6 29 20

Percent of NSS students below SS
average. 40.0 13.3 33.3

HALL ELEMENTARY SCHOOL

Numberof students enrolled 24 25 25
Number of Spanish-surnamed (SS) stu- 15 16 19

dents enrolled.
Average number of noSpanish-sur- 9 9 6

named (NSS) students enrolled.
General vocabulary:

Average score in percentile:
All students 29.3/27 31.9/35 28.3/25
SS students 27.9/25 30. 3/30 27.3/22
NSS students 31.6/35 34.2/41 33.3/38

Average eth nic deviatlo n (percentiles) 10 11 16

Percent of NSS students below 33.3 22.2 16.7
SS average.

51

20

6

14

82

22

60

381

208

173

39.4/54 38.4/52 34.6/44
35. 1/44 32.7/38 31.8/35
41.2/62 40.4/59 38. 2/52

18 21 17

14.3 15 25. 2

38.6/54 39.8/56 36.9/49
34. 7/45 33.9/42 34. 9/45
40. 2/56 41.8/60 39. 3/54

11 18 9

35.7 25 31

39.1/58 40/61 37. 5/55
35.3/45 34. 3/41 35. 3/45
40.6/64 41.8/68 40/61

I

19 13 16

21.4 15.0 24.3

28 27 139 381

10 12 53 208

18 15 86 173

30. 8/33 37. 1/49 35. 7/47 34. 6/44
27.3/22 34.4/41 31.8/35 31. 8/35
32.7/38 40.3/59 38.2/52 38.2/52

16 18 17 17

33. 0 26.7 19.7 25.2

33.8/42 33.8/42 36.8/49 36.9/49
33. 1/40 33.1/40 33.6/42 34.9/45
34. 1/42 34.1/43 38. 6/54 39.3/54

2 3 12 9

55. 5 26.7 33.3 31. 0

34. 1/41 38.3/56 38.3/56 37. 5/55
32. 5/38 34.7/45 35. 1/45 35,3/45
35.0/45 41.7/67 40. 1/61 40/61

7 22 16 16

27.8 33.3 30.2 24.3

74 381
50 208

24 173

29. 8/30 34.6/44
28.4/25 31.8/35

33/3B 38.2/52
13 17

25.0 25.2
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SELECTED SCORES ON IOWA TEST OF BASIC SKILLS, 1969-70-Continued

3D GRADE STUDENTS-Continued

Sec. 1 Sec. 2 Sec.3 Sec. 4 Sec.5
All

sections
All

schools

HALL ELEMENTARY SCHOOL-Con.

Language usage:
Average score in percentile:

All students
SS students
NSS students.

Avteilreasg; ethnic deviation (percen-

Percent. of NSS students below SS
average.

Composite:
Average score in percentile:

All students
SS students
NSS students

Average ethnic deviation (percen-
tiles).

of NSS students below SS'
Average.

JACKSON ELEMENTARY SCHOOL

Number of students enrolled
Number of Spanish-surnamed (SS)

students enrolled
Number of non-Spanish-surnamed (NSS)

students enrolled
General vocabulary:

Average score in percentile:
All students
SS students
NSS students

Average ethnic deviation (per-
centiles)

Percent of NSS students below SS
average

Language usage:
Average score in percentile:

All students
SS students
NSS students

Average othnic deviation (per-
centiles)

Percent of NSS students below SS
average

Composite:
Average score in percentile:

All students
SS students
NSS students

Average ethnic deviation (per-
centiles)

Percent of NSS students below SS
average

30.4/30 35.2/45 33.5/42
30.9/33 34.6/45 31.4/35
29.4/27 36.4/47 40.2/56

-6 2 21

55.6 44.4 16.7

30.4/2' 35.2/45 32.6/38
29.4/23 .i.: 3/41 31.4/30
32.1/34 36..751 36.3/48

11 JO 18

44.4 P.1 16.7

29 30 27

27 29 27

2 1 0

31.9/35 35.4/44 33.1/3B
31.8/35 35.4/44 33.1/38
38. 0/52 42/65 ....

17 21

0 0

32.9/40 47. 4/70 31.6/36
33/40 47.4/70 31.6/36
36/47 58/89

7 19

0 0

34.2/41 46/78 33. 2/38
34.0/41 46/78 33.2/38
41.0/64 45/76

23 -2
0 100 ...

33.1/40
32.3/38
34.7/45

7

41.7

32. 8/38
31.7/34
34. 9/45

11

25, 0

86

83

3

33.5/41
33.5/41
37. 1/49

8

0

37. 5/53
37. 5/53
43.3/62

9

0

38/54
37. 9/54
42.3/67

13

33. 3

36.9/49
34.9/45
39.3/54

9

31.0

37.5/55
35.3/45

40/61
16

24.3

381

208

173

34.6/44
31.8/35
38.2/52

17

25.2

36.9/49
34.9/45
39.3/54

9

31

37. 5/55
35.3/45

40/61

16

24.3

6TH GRAOE STUDENTS

R. A. HALL ELEMENTARY SCHOOL

Number of students enrolled
Number of spanish-surnamed (SS) stu-

dents enrolled
Number of non-Spanish-su rnamed (MS)

students enrolled
General vocabulary:

Average score in percentile:
All students
SS students
NSS students

Average ethnic deviation in percen-
tile

Percent of NSS students below SS
average

27 27

16 18

11 9

55.2/25 53.3/22
46.3/13 59.1/19
68.2/52 59/33

39 14

0 22.2

54

34

20

54.3/24
48.3/17

64/43

26

10

288

128

160

49.9/35
50.8/21
67.4/49

28

14.7

52
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SELECTED SCORES ON IOWA TEST OF BASIC SKILLS, 1969-70-Continued

3D GRADE STUDENTS-Continued

All All
Sec. 1 S ec. 2 Sec. 3 Scc. 4 Sec. 5 sections schools

R. A. ELEMENTARY SCHOOL-Con.

Language usage:
Average score in percentile:

All students 65. 5/49 62. 1/42 63.8/46 67. 2/49
SS students 61.5/42 63. 7/45 62. 7/44 62. 8/44
NSS students 71/56 58.9/37 65.6/49 70. 3/54

Averate ethnic deviation In percen-
tile 14 8 5 10

Percent of NSS stucents below SS
average 18.2 55.6 36.9 36

Composite:
Average score In percentile:

All students 63.8/44 59. 5/34 61.7/39 64. 7/46
SS students 58.1/30 47. 3/30 57. 7/30 57. 9/30
NSS students 72/63 63. 8/44 63. 3/54 69. 5/58

Average ethnic deviation in percen-
tile 33 14 24 28

Percent of NSS students below SS
average 9.1 22.2 75 15.6

FMD ELEMENTARY SCHOOL

Number of students enrolled 25 25 26 76 288
Number of spanish-surnamed (SS)

students enrolled 5 10 7 2 128
Number of non - Spanish - surnamed(NSS)

students enrolled 20 15 19 54 150
General vocabulary:

Average score in percentile:
All students 60.1/35 56. 8/29 66. 3/47 61.1/37 59.9/35
SS students 53.4/22 49/18 55.6/27 52.1/21 50.8/21
NSS students 62.5/41 62.7/41 70.2/56 65.3/45 67.4/49

Average ethnic deviation (per-
centiles) 19 23 29 24 28

Percent of NSS students below SS
average 15 13.3 10.5 13 14.7

Language usage:
Average score in percentile:

All students 63.0/44 65.1/47 70/54 66/49 67. 2/49
SS students 58.4/37 56.8/35 67/49 60.4/39 62.8/44
NSS student, 64.2/45 66.6/49 71.2/56 67. 3/50 70. 3/54

Average ethnic deviation (per-
centiles) 8 14 7 11 10

Percentage of NSS students below
SS average 45 23 52.6 40.4 36.4

Composite:
Average score in percentile:

All students 62.5/42 62.1/39 67. 9/54 64. 2/44 64. 7/46
SS students 53/20 55.6/26 60/34 56. 4/26 57. 9/30
NSS students 65/46 65.5/49 70.8/60 67.2/51 69.5/58

Average ethnic deviation (per-
centiles) 26 14 7 11 10

Percent of NSS students below SS
average 20 7.7 5.3 11 15.6

JACKSON ELEMENTARY SCHOOL

Number of students enrolled 24 24 288
Number of spa nish-surnamed (SS)

students enrolled 24 24 128
Number of non - Spanish - surnamed (NSS)

students enrolled 0 0 160
General vocabulary:

Average score in percentile:
All students 53.3/23 53.3/23 59.9/35
SS students 53.3/23 53.3/23 50.8/21
NSS students
Average ethnic deviation (per-

centiles)
Percent of NSS students below

average
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SELECTED SCORES ON IOWA TESTS OF BASIC SKILLS, 1969-70-Continued

30 GRADE STUDENTS-Continued

Sec. 1 Sec. 2 Sec. 3 Sec. 3 Sec. 5
All

sections
All

schools

JACKSON ELEMENTARY SCHOOL-Con

Language usage:
Average scare in percentile:

All students 62. 5/44 62. 5/44 67.2/49
SS students 62. 5/44 62. 5/44 62.8/44
NSS students
Average ethnic deviation (per-

centiles)
Percent of NSS students below

SS average
Composite:

Average Score percentile:
All students 58.8/32 58.8/32 64.7/46
SS students 58.8/32 58.8/32 47.9/30
NSS students

Average ethnic deviation (per-
centiles)

Percent of NSS students below SS
average

MADDERRA-FLOURNOY

ELEMENTARY SCHOOL

N umbel of students enrolled_ 26 27 27 27 27 134 288
Number of Spanishsurnamed (SS) stu-

dents enrolled 11 9 10 7 11 48 128
Number of non-Spanish-surnamed (NSS)

students enrolled 15 18 17 20 16 86 160
General vocabulary:

Average score in percentile:
All students 60. 2/35 66.4/47 65. 1/43 60.9/37 60.8/37 62.7/41 59.9/35
SS students 45.6/13 53.6/24 55.3/25 50.9/19 49/17 50.7/20 50.8/21
NSS students 70.8/58 72.9/63 71.2/62 64.5/45 68.9/54 69.5/56 67.4/49

Average ethnic deviation (percent-
iles) 45 39 37 28 37 36 28

Percent of NSS students below SS
average 0 5.6 23.5 10 12.5 17.6 14.7

Language usage:
Average score in percentile:

All students 68.2/51 75. 0/62 68. 1/51 69.2/54 69. 8/56 70/56 67.2/49
SS students 54.2/26 68.0/51 68.8/53 64.1/45 67.5/51 64.3/45 62.8/44
NSS sludents_ 78.5/69 78.4/67 67, 7/51 71/56 73.3/62 73.6/62 70.3/5

Average ethnic deviation (percent-
iles) 43 16 -2 11 11 17 1

Percent of NSS students below SS
average 0 22.2 41, 2 40 31, 2 33.8 36.4

Composite:
Average score in percentile:

All students 66. 4/49 70. 5/60 66. 9/51 66. 5/51 65. 7/49 67. 2/51 64.7/46
SS students 56.4/26 61.9/39 52.9/20 62.9/41 59.4/32 58.3/30 57.9/30
NSS students 73. 8/68 74. 8/70 69. 7/58 68/54 70. 1/58 71. 2/60 69.5/58

Average ethnic deviation (percent-
iles) 42 31 38 13 26 30 28

Percent of NSS students below SS
average 0 11.1 11.8 30 18.8 18.3 15.6
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CHARTS III-ANALYSIS OF SCORES AND PERCENTILE RANKINGS OF SELECTED
SPANISH SURNAMED EIGHTH GRADE STUDENTS ON STANDARDIZED TESTS
MEASURING VERBAL SKILLS-1909-70

ANALYSIS OF SCORES AND PRECENTILE RANKINGS OF SELECTED SPANISH-SURNAMED 8TH GRADE STUDENTS ON

STANDARDIZED TESTS MEASURING VERBAL SKILLS (1969-70)

Sampled students Sampled students Average
receiving higher receiving lower gain (+) Average

1
percentile rankings percentile rankings or decline variation

t
t

Analysis item Number Percent Number

Comparison of percentile rankings of sampled stu-
dents showing individual progress:

Coll versus col. V 10 30. 0 23
Col. I versus col. VII 5 16.0 26
Col. III versus col. VI 7 18.0 31
Col.IV versus col. VII 14 39.0 22
Col. V versus col. VII 4 10.0 36

Comparison of percentile rankings of sampled
students versus average percentile rankings of
non.Spanish-surnamed students:

Col. I (59) 5 10.0 44
C01.11 (52) 8 7.0 105
C01.111 (59) 29 25.7 84
Col.IV (58) 18 16.0 94
Col. V(36.4) 3 13 14.8 75
Col.VI (38. 7)3 28 32.0 60
Col. VII (37.6) 3 20 22. 7 68

( ) of of sni-
Percent sampled pled stu-

students dents

70.0 1 16.9
84.0 I 20.5 8
82.0 x15.3 (2)
61.0 1 15. 1 8SO. 0 I 16.5

90.0
93.0
74.3
84.0
85.2
68.0
77.3

29.0
29. 5
28.5
33.8
10.4
11.2
1 8. 0

I Percentile average of declining students only.
2 Not available.
3 Comparison with 1965-66 districiwide averages.

8TH GRADE STUDENTS (60 OF 334 STUDENTS) 1969-70

Name

Large Thorn-
dike intelli- Iowa test of basic skills, 5th or Iowa test of basic skills, 3d
Bence test, 6th grade (grade equivalent/ grade (grade equivalent/grade

level E (7th grade percentile) percentile)
grade) verbal

battery, raw General General
score/ vocnbu- Language Com- vocabu- Language Com-

percentile lary usage posits lary usage posite

I II III IV V VI VII

26/12 38/6 51/-5 49/12 26/20 35/45 27/1
26/1 76/64 51/16 26/20 13/40 31/30

42/46 44/1 1 6547 566
27/14 35/4 68/51 53/2/20 36/47 39/54 36/48

51/67 73/63 87/81 77/74 53/91 52/80 50/88
51/67 66/47 82/73 74/68 32/35 49/74 38/55
29/17 41/9 68/51 50/14 22/11 21/12 20/12
37/34 47/15 62/42 51/16 30/30 28/28 34/41

32/2 62/42 47/09 26/20 21/12 30/27
22/07 54/24 49/23 55/24 20/07 24/19 26/12
41/43 64M3 82/73 67/51 33/38 44/64 37/51
28/15 56/27 64/47 60/34

40/16 48/33 44/17 24/15 26/24 30/27
27/14 61/37 76/64 57/28
52/23 56/27 54/30 53/20
25/10 38/06 49/23 45/06 26/20 26/24 26/12
34/28 64/43 71/56 58/30

32/02 46/19 46/07 22/11 28/28 27/15
27/17 47/25 43/15 53/20 28/25 37/49 34/41
41/43 56/21 74/60 71/60 37/49 50/76 43/70
37/34 54/24 65/47 59/32 28/25 37/49 37/51

22/01 39/19 32/01 18/05 24/19 28/19
43/48 70/56 51/25 63/42 38/52 44/64 39/58
22/07 26/01 43/15 45/6
25/10 41/09 60/39 51/16 37/49 32/38 38/55
40/41 64/43 82/73 64/44 40/59 46/68 40/61
37/34 E6/27 65/47 54/22 33/38 46/68 40/61
30/19 b0/19 36/07 50/14 30/30 30/33 30/27
19/04 60/35 43/15 49/12
32/23 56/27 71/56 60/34
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8TH GRADE STUDENTS (60 OF 334 STUDENTS) 1969-70Continued

Name

Large Thorn-
dike intelli- Iowa test of basic skills, 5th or Iowa test of oasic skills, 3d
Bence test, 6th grade (grade equivalent/ grade (grade equivalent/grade

level E (7th grade percentile) percentile)
grade) vette(

battery, raw
score/

percentile

I

General General
vocabu- Language Com- vocabu- Language Com -.

lary usage posite lary usage posite

II III IV V VI VII

22/07 58/31 82/73 56/26 37/49 43/62 37/51
22/07 52/21 57/35 50/14 25/25 15/02 27/15
35/30 44/11 49/23 58/30
42/46 60/35 93/89 78/76
41/43 35/09 56/43 56/48
48/60 56/27 76/60 65/46 33/.33 43/62 37/51
28/15 44/11 54/30 47/09 33/38 21/12 31/30
68/96 79/76 104/99 86190 40/54 54/83 49/86
31/21 44/11 49/23 51/16
25/10 50/19 54/30 53/20 26/20 24/19 33/38
36/32 56/27 87/81 65/46 42/65 44/64 48/83
47/58 66/47 76/64 70/58 34/41 43/62 42/67

*42/19 20101 38/06 30/30 24/19 30/27
42/46 62/39 76/64 76/72

5424 4315 4912 32/35 35/45 3545
43/48 64/45 57/35 73/65 37/49 54/83 48/83
33/25 64/43 60/39 59/32 36/47 40/56 38/55
34/28 50/19 49/23 57/28
36/32 38/06 65/47 62/39
33/25 50/19 54/30 53/20

47/15 60/39 58/30 36/47 38/47 37/51
42/19 54/44 47/24 24/15 35/45 31/30

54/74 73/63 87/81 81/82 37/49 56/86 49/86
34/28 50/19 60/39 60/34
38/36 60/35 76/64 61/37
42/46 75/68 76/64 79/68

32/02 46/19 49/12
44/50 66/47 71/56 67/51 37/49 52/80 40/61

CHARTS IVASSIGNMENT OF PUPILS TO A. C. JONES HIGII SCHOOL, 1970-71
SCHOOL YEAR

SUMMARY STATISTICS
9th Grade:

1. Average Deviation of classes from racial composition of grade level popula-
tion, ±36.7 %.

2. Average Maximum variance between sections of a course, 81.9%.
10th Grade:

1. Average Deviation of classes from racial composition of grade level popu-
lation, ± 47.2 %.

2. Average Maximum variance between sections of a course, 67.0%.
11th Grade:

1. Average Deviation of classes from racial composition of grade level popula-
tion, ±48.0 %.

2. Average Maximum variance between sections of a course, 38.1%.
12th Grade:

1. Average Deviation of classes from racial composition of grade level population
± 51.7%.

2. Average Maximum variance between sections of a course, 143.1%.
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ASSIGNMENT OF PUPILS, A. C. JONES HIGH SCHOOL-1970-71 SCHOOL YEAR-10TH GRADE

Deviation of SS
pupils enrolled

Number of from racial Maximum
Spanish- SS pupils compositien of variance

surnamed as a percent grade lekil popu- among
Total (SS) pupils of total lation expressed sections

Course enrollment enrolled enrollment as a percent (percont)

I I I III IV V VI

English II:
All sections 312 12 40.7 ±30. 6(-19. 6)

Sec. 1 32 1 50.0 +1.2
Sec. 2 28 32. 1 -36.6
Sec. 3 29 1 55.1 +8.2
Se. 4 24 .04 -100.0
Secc. 5 16 0 -100.0
Sec. 6 29 31.0 -38.7
Sec. 7 26 1 40,
Sec. 8 32 1 58.90 +1.2
Sec. 9 33 1

Sec. 10 31 1 57.5 +12.0
Sec. 11 33 1 36. 3 -28.3

Plane Geometry:
All sections 139 4 30.2 ±40. 2(-40. 3)

Sec. 1 27 1 37.0 -26.9
Sec. 2 28 21.4 -57.7
Sec. 3 27 1 37.0 -26.9
Sec. 4 29 27.5 -45.7
Sec. 5 28 28.5 -43.7

Rel. math II:
All sections 50 3 74.0 +31. 6(+31. 6)

Sec. 1 26 1 73.0 +30.7
Sec. 2 24 1 75.0 +32.5

Geometry II:
All sections 36 3.8 -92. 5(-94. 5)

Sec. 1 23 0 -100.0
Sec. 2 13 7.6 -85.0

Biology I:
All sections

Sec. 1
141

2
4 34.0

37.5
±25.32.9 (-32. 8)- 8

Sec. 2 24 33.3 -34.2
Sec. 3 23 34.7 -31.4
Sec. 4 24 1 41.6 -17.7
Sec. 5 23 30.4 -39.9
Sec. 6 23 26.0 -48.6

Biology II:
All sections 99 5 59.6 ±14. 1 (-15.1)

Sec. 1 31 1 51.6 +2.9
Sec. 2 35 2 65.7 +22.9
Sec. 3 33 2 60.6 +16.5

Western history:
All sections 275 13 47.6 ±14. 6 (-5.9)

Sec.) 42 2 66.6 +24.0
Sec.? 24 1 54.1 +6.4
Sec. :I 31 1 48.3 -4.5
Sec. 31 1 45.1 -10.8
Sec.!: 41 1 34.1 -32.6
Sec. I 31 1 38.7 -23.5
Sec.', 38 1 44.7 -11.6
Sec. I. 37 1 48.6 -3.75

Spanish la: .

All ser tiJr.s 92 9 98.9 ±48.9 (+48.8)
S ',:. 1 21 2 100.0 +49.4
Sec. 2 41 4 97. 5 +48.1
Sec. 3 30 3 100.0 +49.4

Spanish lb:
All sections 77 2.6 ±94.8(-94. 8)

Sec. 1 38 2.6 -94.8
Sec. 2 39 2.6 -94.8

Latin II:
All sections 28 14.2 ±71.9 ( -71.9)

'Sec. 1 14 14.2 -71.9
Sec. 2 14 14.2 -71.9

11TH 'GRADE

English Ill:
All sections 237 105 44.3 ±23. 9( - 9.6)

Sec. 1 28 17 60.7 +19.3
Sec. 2 28 9 32. 1 -34.5
Sec. 3 28 15 53.5 +8.4
Sec. 4 34 14 41.1 -16.1
Sec. 5 32 14 43.7 -10.8
Sec. 6 32 20 62. 5 -F21.6
Sec. 7 30 8 26.6 -45.7
Sec. 8 25 8 32.0 -34.7

60

141.3

51.6

2.7

200.0

45.9

23.7

68.2

2.5

0

0

76.9
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ASSIGNMENT DF PUPILS, A. C. JDNES HIGH SCHDOL-1970-71 SCHOOL YEAR-10TH GRADE-Continued

Deviation of SS
pupils enrolled

Number of from racial Maximum
Spanish- SS pupils composition of valiance

surnamed as a percent grade level papu among
Total (SS) pupils of total lotion expressed sections

Course enrollment enrolled enrollment as a percent (percent)

I II III IV V VI

English I I I h:
All sections 45 11 24.4 -50. 6(-50. 2) 50.4

Sec. 1 22 4 18.1 -63. 1
Sec. 2 23 7 30.4 -38.0

Algebra II:
All sections 83 25 30A - 38.6( -38.6) 15.3

Sec. 1 29 8 27.5 -43.9
Sec. 2 26 8 30.7 -37.4
Sec. 3 28 9 32. 1 -34.5

Chemistry:
All sections 47 14 29.4 f39.8( -40.0) 82.6

Sec. 1 24 10 41.6 -15.1
Sec. 2 23 4 17.3 -64.6

American History:
All sections 212 113 53.6 14. 05(-8. 5) 44.9

Sec. 1 35 23 65.7 +25.4
Sec. 2 12 5 41.6 -15.1
Sec. 3 45 19 42.2 -13.8
Sec. 4 42 24 57.1 +14.1
Sec. 5 11 6 54.5 -10.1
Sec. 6 18 11 61.1 +19.8
Sec. 7 11 5 45.4 -7. 3
Sec. 8 38 20 52.6 +6.8

American history -CVAE:
All sections 33 31 93.9 47. 80-47. 8) .4

Sac. 1 17 16 94.1 +47.9
Sec. 2 16 15 93.7 +47.7

Spanish I la:
All sections 49 37 75.5 (35.3(+35.1) 32.4

Sec. 1 20 18 90. 0 +45.5
Sec. 2 29 19 65.5 +25.1

Spanish I lb :
All sections 43 0 0 -100.0

Sec. 1 22 0 0 -100.0
Sec. 2 21 0 0 -100. 0

12TH GRADE

English IV:
All sections 197 77 39.1 31. 75(-21. 3) 159.8

Sec. 1 21 0 0 -100.0
Sec. 2 28 11 39.2 -21.1
Sec. 3 30 13 43.3 -12.9
Sec. 4 30 11 36.6 -26.4
Sec. 5 32 20 62.5 +20.5
Sec. 6 27 13 48.1 -3.2
Sec. 7 29 9 31.0 -37. 6

English IV-(RL): All sections 19 4 21.0 -57.8
English IV-CVAE: All sections 29 27 93.1 +46.6
Consumer math :

All sections 107 51 47.7 (31.5( -4.0) 112.3
Sec. 1 29 12 41.3 +16.9
Sec. 2 29 15 51.7 +3.9
Sec. 3 advanced 20 1 5.0 -89.9
Sec. 4 29 17 58.6 +15.2

Advanced algebra:
All sections 37 2 5.4 - 89.5( -89.1) 194.4

Sec. 1 19 2 10.5 -78.9
Sec. 2 18 0 0 -100.0

Trigonometry:
All sections 37 8 21.6 -59. 2(-56. 5) 34.2

Sec. 1 25 6 24.0 -51.7
Sec.2 12 2 16.6 -66.6

Physics: All sections 20 3 15.0 -69.8
American Government:

All sections 209 85 40.7 (36.1( -18.1) 214.9
Sec. 1 54 14 25.9 -47.8
Sec. 2 CVAE 30 28 93.3 +46.7
Sec. 3 17 1 5.8 -I-88.3
Sec. 4 18 8 44.4 -10.6
Sec. 5 21 10 47.6 -4.2
Sec. 6 24 5 20.8 +58.1
Sec. 7 21 7 33.3 -33.0
Sec. 8 24 12 50.0 -I-. 6

Spanish III: All sections 13 10 76.9 +35.3
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NONSPANISH SURNAMED 7TH-GRADE STUDENTSLORGE THORNDIKE INTELLIGENCE TEST, VERBAL BATTERY,
OCTOBER 1968

Score Frequency Percentile Score Frequency Percentile

76 2 99 59 5 80
75 1 98 58 2 78
72 1 98 56 2 77
71 1 97 55__ 5 74

70 1 96 54 5 71
68 2 95 53 6 68
67 3 93 52 4 65
66 1 93 51 8 60
65 2 92 50 2 59
64 3 90 49 8 54
63 3 88 48 5 52
62 2 87 47 3 50
61 4 84 46 4 47
60 3 83

SPANISH SURNAMED 7TH-GRADE STUDENTSLORGE THORNDIKE INTELLIGENCE TEST, VERBAL BATTERY,
OCTOBER 1968

68 1 99 42 6 7
61 1 99 41 6 73
58 3 97 40 7 69
55 2 96 39 7 65
54 1 95 38 5 62
53 2 94 2L 10 55
51_ 3 92 36 5 52
50 1 91 35 4 50
49 2 90 34 10 44
48 3 88 33 10 38
47 2 87 32 5 35
45__ 1 87 31 6 31
44 4 84 30_ 9 26
43 6 80

NONSPANISH SURNAMED 7TH-GRADE STUDENTSLORGE THORNDIKE INTELLIGENCE TEST, VERBAL BATTERY,
OCTOBER 1968

Score Frequency Percentile Score Frequency Percentile

44 10 39 32 5 9
43 4 37 31__ 1 8
42 10 31 30 1 8
41 2 29 29 1 7

40 6 26 28 2 6

39 3 24 27 2 5
38 11 17 26 2 4
37 3 16 25 1 3
36 1 15 24 3 2
35 2 14 22 1 1

34 1 13 16 1 1

33 2 12 11 1 0

SPANISH SURNAMED 7TH-GRADE STUDENTSLORGE THORNDIKE INTELLIGENCE TEST, VERBAL BATTERY,
OCTOBER 1968

Score Frequency Percentile

29 2 24
28 7 20
27 7 16
26 3 14
25 5 11
24 2 10

Score Frequency Percentile
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SUPPORTING INFORMATION
Terms used

A=Percent of Spanish-surnamed pupils in all sections of a subject, taken as a whole.
Ai, Ax, ALAI, As=Percent of Spanish-surnamed pupils in each section of a subject.
A.=Percent of Spanish-surnamed pupils in that section of a subject which has the "highest" percentage of such

students.
A,=Percent of Spanish-surnamed pupils in that section of a subject which has the "lowest" percentage of such

students.
0=Percent of Spanish-surnamed pupils in the school population.
Fr --FsScores of Spanish-surnamed pupils in a given section.
G= Number of Spanish-surnamed pupils in a given section.
H1-311s=Scores of non-Spanish-surnamed pupils in a given section.
i = Number of non-Spanish-surnamed pupils in a given section.

1970-71 school year:
Grade level population-9th grade:

49.7 percent Mexican-American.
.8 percent Black.

49.5 percent Anglo.
Grade level population-10th grade:

50.6 percent Mexican-American.
1.5 percent Black.

47.9 percent Anglo.
Grade level population-11th grade:

49.0 percent Mexican-American.
3.5 percent Black.

47.3 percent Anglo.
2 percent Oriental.

Grade level population-12th grade:
49.7 percent Mexican-American.
1.7 percent Black.

48.6 percent Anglo.
Column V.Let x=deviaticia of the percentage of Spanish surnamed from the grade level population

If 0>Ar, then x= 0

If 0<f0, Then

Column VILet x=maximum variance between sections of a subject expressed as a percentage of Spanish-surnamed
pupils in all sections

x=
A

Column VtlLet x=sum of the raw scores of Spanish-surnamed pupils enrolled in a given section divided by the number
of Spanish-surnamed students enrolled

x=Fs +Fs
G

Column VIIILet x=the sum of the raw scores of non-Spanish-surnamed pupils enrolled in a given section divided by the
number of Spanish - surnamed students enrolled

Ili

Column XlLet x=the verbal skill assignment index .

Average score of non-Spanish-surnamed pupils (col. VIII)
X= Deviation of Spanishsurnamed pupils

Average score of Spanish-surnamed pupils (col. VII) enrolled from racial composition of
grade level (col. V).

Column XIILet x=the ethnic group verbal skill assignment index
Ranking of Spanishsurnamed pupils as percentile of all Spanish-surnamed

pupils at grade level (col. IX)x= Verbal skill assignment Index (col. XI).
Ranking of nonSpanish-surnamed pupils as percentile of all non- Spanish-

surnamed pupils at grade level (col. X)

REvtl:w OF ASSIGNMENT OF CHILDREN TO FAIR CLASSES

Operative Question.Is the system for the assignment of children to special edu-
catione ciasses for the mentally retarded* operated or administered in a racially dis-
criminatory fashion?

A. What are the state requirements (usually accompanying special financial
assistance programs) relating to MIR classes?

13. What standards does the school district maintain for assignment to EM
classes?

Three major types of discriminatory action are: (1) overinelusion of minorhy
groups, (2) underinclusion of whites or Anglos and (3) different standards of effort
for different ethnic groups.

'Classm for the mentally retarded (hereafter referred to as EMIt classes) refers to any doss to which
students arc assigned other than by random, for causes related to atieged mental, learning or emotional
deficiencies or problems, or any elass which is historically traceable to the above-mentioned classes,

82-421-72-5
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APPROACH ONE

On the basis of the state and local standards allegedly utilized for assignment
of all children there has occurred an overinciusion of minority children.

a. Determine whether the percentage of minority children (each minority
groups) in EMR classas within a school exceeds by 5% minority children as a
percent of all children at chronological age level in the school.

b. Review the cumulative records/assignment records of all children assigned
to EMR classes, and note whether any of children (note race or national origin)
assigned fail to meet the standards for assignment set up by the state or local
school system.

For example:
(a) No individually administered IQ test administered
(b) Test which was administered not on state approved list
(e) IQ test score was higher than state and local standard
(d) No record (or incomplete record) of parental permission having been

given
(e) No teacher referral memorandum
(f) No periodic review of placement
(g) No medical examination

POINT TWO

On the basis of the state and local standards allegedly utilized for assignment of
all children there has occurred an undeiinclusion of white or Anglo children.

a. Determine whether the percentage of white lr Anglo children in EMR
classes within a school differs by 5% or more from white or Anglo children as a
percent of all children at chronological age level in the school.

b. Review the cumulative records of all children considered for assignment to
EMR classes and note whether any children not assigned to EMR classes met the
objective standards (test scores etc.) for assignment set up by the state and local
school system. Record ethnic identification and which subjective standards, if any,
were not met and which, if any, were.

c. Review the group intelligence scores of early elementary school (eg. Beeville
3rd grade ITBS) and screen for those scores which (in the test manufactures
judgment) correlate with au IQ score below that prescribed (by state or school
district) for assignment. After selection of the group of children described above,
review cumulative record folders of each and note race or ethnic group and whether
any objective standards for assignment (eg. individual IQ test score) are revealed.

POINT THREE

The local school district is employing a different standard of effort as regards
the evaluation and assignment of minority group children as compared with non-
minority group children.

Review the cumulative records of all children currently assigned to EMR classes
or currently enrolled and previously considered or currently being considered for
assignment to EMR classes. Note (1) the number of evaluation instruments
which have been utilized (eg. name, date and score of each test); (2) the number,
nature and detail of any medical, psychological or educational evaluation or
analysis which is included in the folder; (3) the number, nature and detail of post-
asmignment reviews or re-evaluations; and (4) the number, nature and detail of
other types of background information which has been developed.

SUMMARY OF CO-ORDINATED APPROACH

a. Compare the ethnic population of EMR classes with the ethnic population of
the school (or school district) as a whole.

Key.Does the ethnic population of EMR classes, for any group, vary by 5%
or more from the ethnic population of the school?

b. Clearly establish the standards (state imposed or locally imposed) by which
the school district alleges it assigns children to EMR classes and differentiate be-
tween subjective and objective standards.
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c. Review the cumulative record folders of all children:
(a) currently assigned to EMR classes
(b) currently enrolled and previously considered or currently being

considered for assignment to EM.R classes
(c) who have scores on group aptitude or achievement test which correllate

with an IQ score consonant with the District's IQ score standard for as-
signment,
and in all cases, note:

(a) the ethnic group of the child
(b) whether or not each of the objective and subjective standards of

assignment have been complied with or whether there is evidence that
objective standards have been met but assignment has not been made.

(c) the standard of effort employed by the school district in the evaluation-
assign inentin o n-assign ment process.

CHECKLIST FOR COMA:UTE.* 1 DATA RELATED TO THE USE OF FEDERAL FUNDS
TO PROVID:: EQUAL EDUCATIONAL OPPORTUNITY

1. (a) For each person occupying the following positions in a school in which a
Title I project is operated, obtain name of person, source of salary, nature and
extent of Title I services performed (if any):

Superintendent, Clerical Assistant, Consultant, Teachers, Custodian, Attend-
ance Service Personnel, Counselor, Nurse, Librarian, any other person whose
salary is classified under the 200 series in OE Handbook 22017 Financial Account-
ing for State and Local School Systems.

(b) For teachers.Obtain specific information as to subjects taught; hours
per subject (including overtime) other services rendered; relation of subjects
taught and services rendered to Title I projects (if any); names of students
receiving instruction or services in classes financed in pa or whole by Title I.

2. Copies of any audit or evaluation related to the Title I project.
3. Obtain detailed expenditure information including specific items (title and

number) purchased and names of students receiving benefits for the following
items:

Textbooks; audio-visual equipment; general instructional supplies; guid-
ance and testing supplies, equipment and services; instructional support
supplies and services.

4. Obtain a list showing names of students identified as from low income housing,
a description of method by which the Title I eligibility of student was determined,
current grade level and school attended.

5. Obtain a breakdown by school of the concentration of low income children
in the district.

6. Enrollment by grades for each school; average class size per grade; per school;
per district.

7. Inquire as to the means by which the educational need of non-Title I children
were analyzed regarding participation in the Title I program.

8. Obtain an accounting of Federal, State fnd local revenues available to the
school districts and average per pupil instructional expenditure therein:

1969-70 1970-71
school year school year

(a) Dollars from Federal revenue sources
b) Dollars from State revenue resources
c) Dollars from local revenue sources

(0 Dollars of average per pupil instructional expenditure';
(1) In tho district, as a whole
(2) In school or schools in which the proposed program would be operated

I Average per pupil instructional expenditure in the school district or in school or schools thereof means the aggregate of
current pupil service expentlitures(as defined below, but otherwise without regard to the sources of funds from which such
expenditures are made) divided by the aggregate number of children in average daily membership for the month of March
1970 in the case of the 1969-70 school year and for the 1st 2 weeks of the 1970-71 school year in the case of the 1970-71
school year to whom free public education is provided. "Current pupil service expenditures" means expenditures (or
instruction, attendance and health services, but not including expenditures for pupil transportation services, operation and
maintenance of plans, fixed charges, community outlay and debt service expenditures to cover deficits for food services and
student body activities,or any expenditures made from funds granted under titles 1,11, and III of ElementaryandSecondary
Education Act of 1965, terms as set forth In the classification and definition accounts in the 200 series (instruction and
300-400 series (attendance and health services) OE Handbook-22017 on "Financial Accounting (or Local and State School
Systems."
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9. Obtain a list (with amount received from each source) of State revenue
sources from which the school district (1) received funds during the 1969-70
school year and, (2) has received or expects to receive funds for the 1070 -71
8D11001 year.

Specific source
1969-70 school year 1970-71 school year

(state amount) (state amount)

10. Ascertain the average daily membership of the school district and the school
or schools in which the proposed program would be operated for (1) March 1970
and (2) for the first two weeks of the 1970-71 school year.

Average daily membership schools Nonminority Minority Total

11. Inquire, and describe any program identical or similar to any program
contained in the current Title I project application which has been operated by
the district (in any school therein) during the preceding three years, including it
description. How such programs were funded? Whether they are currently
operating.

Program

Amount of
Source of financial expenditures Dates of

support (general for program and operation;
Program School or schools program and instructional current

description in which operated instructional cost) costs status

SPECIFIC QUESTIONS REGARDING EACII TITLE I PROJECT ACTIVITY

1. How were students selected for particiPation in the activity?
2. Was the activity open to all students in the target schools?
3. What arc the names of the pupils receiving specific services?
4. What services did participating students receive that non-participants

did not?
5. What were the total number of hours of instruction offered in X subject

matter to students wino Ilaticip1V. od in the Title I program?To students who
did not participate?

6. What is the relationship between needs of children and Title I program
design/services.

7. What are names and hours spent of instructional and non-instruction per-
sonnel performing services directly related to activity.

8. What materials are used for Title I activity? What materials are used for
non-participating children in the same activity area.

DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH, EDUCATION, AND WELFARE,
OFFICE OF EDUCATION,

Washington., D.C., February 26, 1070.
RE: ESEA Title I Program Guide No. 57.

MEMORANDUM TO CHIEF STATE SC110014 OFFICERS

The Office of Education continues to receive it number of questions about the
comparability requirements outlined in ESEA Title I Program Guides 44, 45,
and 45A, especially the opening paragraph of Section 7.1 in Program Guide 44:

The Title I program and the regular school program have been planned
and budgeted to assure that Federal funds will supplement and not supplant
State. or local funds and that State and local funds will be used to provide
services in the project areas that are comparable to the services provided
in non-project areas.
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In his letter of July 31, 1969, Associate Connnissioner Lessinger made clear
what is expected of the States with respect to assuring comparability of services
provided from State and local funds in Title I schools and in non-Title I schools.

Despite these statements, reports of lack of comparability continue to come to
our attention. It is necessary, therefore, to clarify further the requirements for
assurance of comparability. This communication revises previous program guides,
and will serve as the basis for evaluating all Title I applications for the 1970-71
school year.

WHAT COMPARABILITY MEANS

Title I funds must not be used to supplant State and local funds which arc al-
ready being expended in the project areas or which would be expended in those
areas if the services in those areas were comparable to those for non-project areas.
Within a district instructional and auxiliary services and current pupil instruc-
tional expenditures provided with State and local funds I for children in project
areas must be comparable to those services and expenditures provided for children
in non-project areas. These services and expenditures must be provided to all at-
tendance areas and to all children without discrimination.' Services that are al-
ready available or that will be made available to children in the nonproject areas
Must be provided on at least an equal basis in the project areas with State andlocal
funds rather than with Title I funds.

ASSURANCES OF COMPARABILITY

The State educational agency shall require each local educational agency either
(a) affirmatively to demonstrate to the State educational agency in the project
application that a comparability of services and expenditures provided with State
and local funds currently exists in the school district between project and non
project areas, or (b) to submit a plan to achieve such comparability by the opening
of school in the Fall of 1970. This responsibility includes the preparation and
submission by the local educational agency (with the project application or before
the project is approved) of factual information that fully supports assurances of
current or forthcoming comparability in the application or in the plan.

CRITERIA FOR DEMONSTRATING COMPARABILITY

The State educational agency shall prescribe criteria by which local educational
agencies are to demonstrate their adherence to the requirements of comparability,
and shall submit these criteria to the Commissioner for approval by April 1, 1970.
Where the data submitted by the local educational agency suggests it lack of
comparability the State educational agency most require the local educational
agency to submit it plan to overcome inequities in the basic programs provided in
Title It schools and determine whether the plan submitted by an applicant is ade-
quate to achieve comparability.

As noted above, the State educational agency is to decide upon whatever cri-
teria it deems necessary to insure adherence to the requirements of comparability.
However, the criteria so prescribed by the State educational agency shall, as n
minimum, include Criterion A below, and either Criterion B or Criterion C below:
Criterion. A (Includes two indicators)

As part of its criterion, the State educational agency shall require the submission
by the local educational agency of information concerning both groups of compar-
ability indicators outlined below.

1. Comparability of distribution of staff:

Each school
included in Average

project nonproject
application area schools

(a) Pupil/teacher ratio
(b) Pupil/nonteaching professional staff ratio
(c) Pupil/instructional nonrofossional staff ratio

I For the purpc,ie of this policy statement, funds provided under P.L. 874 will be considered the same as
State and local hinds in determining local examatituts.
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In computing pupil/teacher, pupil/non-teaching professional staff and pupil/
instructional non-professional staff ratios, the full-time equivalent of part-time
personnel or personnel whose time is divided among at least two of the three ratio
areas shall be entered in each respective area. In computing pupil/teacher, pupil/
non-teaching professional staff and pupil/instructional non-professional staff ratios,
if a person is paid in part with Federal funds and in part with State and local
funds, only the full-time equivalent of the proportion of his time paid for with
State and local funds shall be entered in each respective area.

For the purposes of this criterion, a "teacher" is a professional person employed
to instruct pupils or students in a situation where the teacher and the pupils or
students are in the presence of each other. Teachers who are assigned administra-
tive and other non-teaching duties are not to be counted in computing the pupil/
teacher ratio. Principals, librarians, guidance counselors, psychologists, social
workers, cte., are to be. considered as non-teaching professionals.

2. Comparability of specific service prior to addition of title I funds:
For services to be provided through a Title I project grant, the local educational

agency shall certify that the specific Title I funded service does not simply match
services already being provided in non-project schoohi. Iri.so doing the local
educational agency shall describe . the services (of the type applied for) already
provided by State and local funds in project and non-project schools. For example,
if a local educational agency requests Title I funds to firinnee a food service
program in a project area school, it shall provide comparative data on the provision
of food services to that school and to non-project area schools before the addition
of Title I funds to the project area school.

and
Criterion B (Includes one indicator):

The average per pupil instructional expenditure in each project area school is
equal to or greater thav the average per pupil instructional expenditure in non-
project area schools.

"Average per pupil instructional expenditure" is defined as the aggregate of
"current pupil instructional expenditures" (in turn defined as expenditures from
State and local funds for salaries of principals, teachers, consultants or super-
visors, other instructional staff, secretarial and clerical assistants; other salaries
for instruction; expenditures for textbooks, materials and teaching supplies,
school libraries, and audio-visual equipment, all as set forth in the 200 Series of
Expenditure Accounts in Financial Accounting for Local and State School Systems
OE 22017) divided by the aggregate number of children in average daily member-
ship in each school.

or
Criterion C (Includes one indicator):

COMPARABILITY OF TOTAL INSTRUCTIONAL PERSONNEL EXPENDITURE PER PUPIL

Each school
included in Average

project nonproject
application area schools

Total instructional personnel expenditure per pupil

The local educational agency shall provide data comparing the total instruc-
tional personnel expenditure per pupil in project area and non-project area schools.
This figure should include the salary expenditures for teachers and non-teaching
professionals; and should include non-professional staff serving in an instructional
capacity. The salaries of part-time employees shall be included on the basis of
their full-time equivalent and the State and local portion of salaries paid to per-
sons who are paid in part with Federal funds and in part with State and local funds
shall be included on the basis of their full-time equivalent.
Points of Clarification and Definition for Criterion A, Criterion B and Criterion C

1. "Project Area Schools" is defined as those schools within the school district
participating in a Title I project. "Non-Project Area Schools" is defined as those
schools within the district not eligible for Title I assistance.

2. Data submitted by the local educational agency to the State educational
agency shall be based on information derived from the most recent school year for
which complete data is available.
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3. The State educational agency shall request the local educational agency to
specify the standard accounting procedures employed.

4. Data shall reflect expenditures and services during the academic year (ex-
cluding stnnmer session) and should he presented on the basis of schools servicing
similar grade levels. Schools with 12-month Title I programs should be able to
demonstrate equivalence to comparability for the regular school year.

5. The State educational agency may wish to consider in its criteria the differ-
ences betw1.3311 small and large schools within a district. In particular, the informa-
tion requested under Criterion B or Criterion C may vary significantly from schools
of 200 to schools of 500 to schools of 1000 students; if this is the ease in a district,
the State's criteria might reflect these .differences.

6. To he eligible for Title I funding of summer sessions, the local educational
agency must demonstrate that its project area schools were comparable to those
in non-project areas during the previous school year.

7. The cost of determining comparability may be allowed as part of Title I
administrative costs.

8. For the purposes of examination, the State agency shall require local ed-
1.cational agencies to submit comparability information on separate sheets attached
to the main body of the application.

Mr. POTTINGER. Thank you.
The approach utilized in gathering and analyzing this data con-

firmed the results noted by the Civil Rights Commission in Report
No. II as to the educational outcomes for Mexican American students.
The Office for Civil Rights, following the same approach as the
Commission, placed primary emphasis on data-measuring reading
skills.

In 1964the beginning of the performance periodthe achieve-
ment levels (as measured against national norms) of the Mexican
American children in Beeville were significantlj lower than those of
their Anglo peers. However, measuring the performance of all children
in the district from the fall of 1964 through the spring of 1970, the
analysis demonstrated that there. had been a dramatic decline in the
educational performance of the Mexican American students as coin-
pared to their own prior performance (an average of 29 percentile
points). In addition, the study showed that over the same period, the
educational performance of Anglo children improved. substantially
when compared to their own prior performance (an average of 19
percentile points). Thus, not only was the performance of the Mexican
American children declining toward early dropouta damaging trend
in itself- -but the trend was the opposite of that experienced by Anglo
children.

The results of this analysis in Beeville have become a pattern for
similar in-depth reviews of 11 other Texas districts by our Office. It
should be noted, Mr. Chairman, that the Beeville school district is
currently implementing a comprehensive educational program designed
to remedy the compliance problems we have identified.

A program of proving that minority children are sometimes placed
in classes for the mentally retarded on the basis of tests that are
unfair because of language or cultural bias was developed by means
of a review of permanent record folders of students assigned to classes
for the educably mentally retarded (EMR). The tests utilized and
the scores attained (particularly on the verbal IQ subtest) revealed a
heavy bias hi favor of the evaluation of English language skills of the
children. The other major assignment criteriateacher evaluation and
achievement test resultswere heavily oriented to educational per-
formance in the language skill area (for example 'reading and ability
to communicate ideas in English). Evidence of discrimination in the
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assignment of children to EMIR classes has also been developed with
primary attention devoted to: (1) the discriminatory overinclusion
of minority group students in such classes, (2) the discriminatory
underinclusion of Anglo students, and (3) tlie use of a different
standard of effort and thoroughness in the evaluation of minority
students who are tested by the district.

In the development of an enforcement approach related to the
memorandum's provisions concerning ability grouping, the Office rec-
ognized the need for distinguishing between educationally beneficial
strategies for meeting the special needs of minority children in an
ethnically isolated setting, and lock tracking and other permanently
isolating procedures of little or no educational value to the children.
Accordingly, the Office currently requires that a school district be
able to show a comprehensive, educationally coherent rationale for
any racially or ethnically isolated ability grouping or trackino. scheme.
The rationale must include a clear statement of success criteria (re-
lated to upward movement), a detailed analysis of the nature and
extent of resources for the separation, and an outline of both the
instructional methodology to be employed in each grouping and the
evaluation program to be utilized by the district, IP'shoulirsay on a
prompt and regular basis, to evaluate the success of the methodologies.

The Office is currently reviewing the responsibility of school districts
to notify and involve national origin minority parents in school
affairs and activities. Proof 'of noncompliance with this section of the
memorandum has been developed by (1) reviewing the written records
of the school district with regard to notification of parents (PTA.
meetings, truancy notices, school activity notices, etc.) ; (2) interview-
ing community and school district personnel to ascertain the effective-
ness of communication at school meetings and other official school
activities; and (3) surveying the home language of parents of students
through home language data collection.

To date, the Office for Civil Rights has negotiated comprehensive
educational plans with 12 Texas school districts found to be in non-
compliance with the memorandum. Currently 28 districts in Califor-
nia, Arizona, Texas, Colorado, Alichifftnan, Indiana, Kansas, New
Jersey, New York, Massachusetts, New Mexico, South Carolina, and
Wisconsin are under review for possible violations of the provisions of
the memorandum. Of these districts now under review, seven involve
significant numbers of Puerto Rican children, four involve significant
numbers of native American children, two involve significant numbers
of Asian children, and eight involve significant numbers of black
children.

We intend to incorporate the investigative, analytical and remedial
techniques successfully field tested in the Southwest in all elementary
and secondary educational compliance activities. The principles set
forth in the memorandum are, of course, applicable to educational
practices which discriminate in like fashion against Puerto Rican,
native American, Asian. and black children.

We are currently holding a series of training pi ograms for all of
our regional education staff. Three major training efforts focusing on
discrimination against Puerto Rican, native American, Asian, and
black students will be held this fall.

In view of the rapid development of techniques for proving non-
compliance; the Office for Civil Rights, with the aid of the Office of
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Education, established an Intra-Departmental Advisory Committee to
develop strategies for the rendering of program assistance to school
districts found to be in noncompliance with the memorandum under
title VI.

A group of 75 outstanding Mexican American, Puerto Rican, and
native American educators, psychologists, and community leaders
met in San Diego on April 28-30, 1971, to begin. the identification of
bilingual/bicultural program models for the Office of Education.

In the development of comprehensive educational models, it became
apparent that at least the following component areas would be
addressed by a plan likely to achieve success in equalizing educational
opportunity:

(a) Curriculum design and content.
(b) Instructional methodology.
(c) Staff development.
(d) Parent and community involvement.
(e) Student assignment and classroom organization.
(f) Special education.
(g) Assessment and evaluation of the plan.

The committee had been operating for more than 4 months when
on. August 13, 1971, Judge William

operating
Justice of U.S. District

Court for the Eastern District of Texas entered an order pursuant to
United States v. Texas requesting the Department of Health, Education
and Welfare to develop and submit to the court by August 19, 1971,
a comprehensive educational plan containing sufficient educational
safeguards to insure that all students in the newly consolidated San
Felipe Del Rio School District would be offered equal educational
opportunities. The court specifically ordered that:

Safeguards shall include, but shall not necessarily be limited to, bilingual and
bicultural programs, faculty recruitment and training, and curriculum design
and. content.

An educational program. team fielded by the Intro.-Departmental
Advisory Committee on Bicultural Education, and including Texas-
based educational experts, visited the consolidated district from
August 14-17, 1971.

On August 22, 1971, a comprehensive educational plan, prepared
by the Intra-Departmental Advisory Committee, was submitted to
the court by the Department of Justice. The plan was supported by
San Felipe School District representatives.

The plan outlined the educational needs and disparities existing in
the school district and then set forth a comprehensive educational
framework for creating a high quality, culturally and linguistically fair
educational environment.

On September 2, 1971, an order of the court incorporatina the entire
plan submitted by the department was issued. I should add, San Felipe
was prior to this time a separate school district from the Del Rio
School District. An appeal from the order was taken by Del Rio school
officials to the .Filth Circuit Court of Appeals. However, HEW and
Justice Deptdtment officials were able to successfully negotiate
a final plan with the appellants.

Again, Mr. Chairman, with your permission, I should like to offer
for the record an outline of the specific components of the bilingual/
bicultural model developed by the committee.
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Mr. EDWARDS. Without objection, it will be inserted in the record
at this point.

(The document referred to follows):

MODEL (S) DEVELOPED BY INTRA-DEPARTMENTAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE

Specific Components of the model(s) as currently developed include:

(1) EARLY ClIILD110 OD EDUCATION PROGRAM

The program focuses on the development of basic cognitive skills as well as the
development of bilingual capabilities in 3, 4, and 5 year old children. The program
should:

(a) provide instruction in the language system of the child as one or more
additional language systems are developed;

(b) provide for teaching methodology reflective of the child's learning style,
including his: (1) preferred mode of communication, (2) preferred mode of
relating, and (3) motivational style;

(c) provide i-znr the systematic development of basic cognitive skills in-
cluding (1) problem solving, (2) auditory discrimination, (3) sensory-motor,
(4) language development, and (5) perceptual;

(d) provide for a process-oriented curriculum;
(c) provide for the development of autonomy and choice-making skills;
(f) provide for the reinforcement of the . child's cultural heritage and

ethnic identity;
(g) provide for small group arid individualized instruction;
(h) provide for the utilization of community personnel reflective of the

subject population in terms of ethnicity, economic status, and area of resi-
dence in paraprofessional roles;

(i) provide for meeting the non-instructional needs of the children including
health, nutritional, and family services assistance.

(j) provide for comprehensive parental involvement at both the planning,
implementation, and evaluation level of the program as well as at the
instructional level as parent volunteers fully engaged in the learning-teaching
process.

(2) BILINGUAL CURRICULUM AND INSTRUCTIONAL METHODOLOGY

The component involves a program of instruction in each of the district's
elementary schools, at all grade levels, that would reflect a bilingual/bieultural
approach to small group instructional methodology.

Such an approach would require the use of both English and Spanish as
languages of instruction for all children, with the concurrent development of the
primary and secondary language skills of all children, so that reading and writing
are introduced in the child's primary language at the same time initial language
development is begun in the second language. The ultimate goal of such an
approach is to create a learning situation in which each child should be able to
use both languages interchangeably as modes of learning and communicating.

The success of the above described program of instruction depends upon the
reflection of the cultural pluralism of the student population in the curricular
materials, teaching styles and learning environment of the classroom. The
learning and ineentive-motivational styles of all students should be carefully
and regularly evaluated, and teaching strategies developed, modified and expanded
accordingly. Diagnostic testing and teacher observation should be utilized to
identify individual learning profiles.

(3) STUDENT ASSIGNMENT AND CLASSROOM OltGANIZATION

Elements of this component include provisions that:
(a) Migrant students should be assigned to regular heterogenous classrooms.

Provision for classroom spaces (to be reserved for migrant students) should be
made at the beginning of the academic year, in order that migrant students be
assured of placement in regular classrooms.

Special educational needs of migrant students may necessitate the instructional
grouping of such students for a portion of the regular school day. Such grouping,
however, need not and should not exceed one hour of the regular school day.
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(b) Classroom and other instructional environments should be heterogeneous in
terms of race, etlmicity and socio-cultural background so as to assure that the
process by which each child can draw from a pool of experience, ideas, and values,
in order to contribute in interaction with other children not stifled by a homogen-
sity of educational environment in which cultural superiority or inferiority, rather
than cultural diversity, is perceived. Classrooms should be reorganized so as to
execute small instructional groupings to meet the individual educational needs of
the students.

(4) STAFF DEVELOPMENT

Elements of this component include:
(a) Initiation of a Special Career DIvelopmCnt Program. This program will

provide and support the identification; multiple-level entry and placement of
Mexican-American and other minority toup members into all levels of the school
system (i.e. administrative, supervisory, pupil personnel services, guidance and
counseling, teaching, and other supportive staff).

To insure effective implementation of this component, the Multi-Ethnic Ad-
visory Committee shall designate a three-person subcommittee from its member-
ship to monitor this aspeet.of the plan.

(b) Initiation of a system-wide staff training program developed through joint
staff and community effort which would include at least the following components:

(1) Cultural awareness training that would include School Board members,
key community leaders, administrative staff, teaching personnel, counseling
and guidance personnel, and parents;

(2) Bicultural curriculum development;
(3) Pupil diagnosis, proscriptive teaching, and behavior modification

strategies;
(4) Bilingual, oral language assessment, and ESL training;
(5) Team teaching and differentiated staffing;
(6), Tests and measurements techniques for measuring bicultural student

performance.
(c) Immediate initiation of systematic and intensive efforts to recruit minority

group staff at the professional, Para- professional, and non-professional level.

Mr. POTTINGER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I have recently urged all school districts with significant national

origin minority -group enrollments to reexamine their programs in
light of the May 25 memorandum and to duplicate the model bi-
lingual/bicultural plans implemented in certain school systems. I
have also appointed a task group on implementation of the May 25
memorandum to define for us new areas requiring OCR's attention.
A list of the task group members is offered for the record.

Mr. EDWARDS. Without objection, it will be inserted in the record
at this point.

(The document referred to follows:)

TASK GROUP ON IMPLEMENTATION OF MAY 25 MEMORANDUM

Mr. Martin H. Gerry, Chairman, Assistant Director (Special Programs), Office
for Civil Rights Department of Health, Education, and Welfare.

Mr. Frank Ne gron, Director of Puerto Rican Stu- dies, City University of New
York, New York City.

Dr. Jose Cardenas, Superintendent of Schools, Edgewood Independent School
District San Antonio, Texas.

Dr. 1Jvaldo Palominos, Director, Human Development Training Institute,
President, Institute for Personal Effectiveness for Children, San Diego, California.

Dr. Armando Rodriguez, Assistant Commissioner for Regional Office Coor-
dination, Office of Education, Department of Health, Education, and Welfare.

Dr. John Aragon, Director/Consultant, The Technical Center of the University
of New Mexico.

Mr. Philip Montez, Regional Director, Western Field Office, U.S. Commission
on Civil Rights.

Dr. Manuel Ramiriz, Professor of Education, Director, Bicultural/Bilingual
Project, University of California, Riverside.

Father Henry J. Casso, Education Director, Mexican-American Legal DefnEe
and Education Fund, San Francisco, California.
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Dr. Henry M. Ramiriz, Chairman, Cabinet Committee on Opportunity for
the Spanish Speaking.

Dr. Edward De Avila, Director, Multilingual Assessment Project, Stockton,
California.

Mr. Manuel Carrillo, Director, Office for Spanish Surnamed Americans, Office
of Special Concerns, Office of the Assistant Secretary for Planning and Evaluation,
Department of Health, Education, and Welfare.

Dr. Alfredo Castancda, Chairman, Mexican-American Studies, Professor of
Education, University of California, Riverside.

Dr. David Us lan,_ Director, Educational Systems Division, Computer Sciences
Corporation, Falls Church, Virginia.

Dr. Simon Gonzales, Assistant to the Chancellor, University of California
Los Angeles.

Dr. Jane Mercer, Associate Professor of Sociology, University of California,
Los Angeles.

Dr. Mbar Pena, Chief Bilingual Educati6o Program Branch, Bureau of Ele-
mentary and Secondary Education, Office of Education, Depart:meta of Health,
Education, and Welfare.

Mr. Rudolph Munis, Education Program Specialist, Office of Education,
Department of Health, Education, and Welfare.

Mr. Gilbert Herrera, Chief, Texas Branch, Rural Fields Operations Division,
Office of Economic Opportunity, Dallas.

Mr. Gilbert Chavez, Director, Office for Spanish-Speaking American Affairs,
Office of Education, Department of Health, Education, and Welfare.

1)r. Rene Cardenas, Bay Area Bilingual Education League, Berkeley Unified
School District, Berkeley, California.

Mr. Donald K. Morales, Office of Regional Director, Region IX,. San Francisco,
California.

Mr. POTTINGER. Mr. Chairman, the President underscored the
commitment of this administration to equal educational opportunity
by incorporating in his proposed Equal Educational Opportunities
Act of 19i2, as a specifically defined action in denial of such
opportunity:

* * * the failure by an educational agency to take appropriate action to overcome
language barriers that impede equal participation by its students in its instructional
programs.

This commitment will continue to be translated by the Office for
Civil Rights into concrete enforcement action under the provisions of
title VI.

I am confident that this compliance activity can provide the impetus
for widespread change in improving the quality and delivery of
educational services for all children,

Mr. Chairman, with your permission, I would also like to provide
for the record excerpts from an earlier letter to Senator Mondale
from the Secretary of Health, Education and Welfare, Elliot Richard-
son.

,
Mr. EDWARDS. Without objection, it will be included in the record.
(The document referred to follows:)

APPENDIX D
MAY 25, 1970.

MEMORANDUM

To: School Districts With More Than Five Percent National Origin-Minority
Group Children.

From: J. Stanley Pottingcr, Director, Office for Civil Rights.
Subject: Identification of Discrimination and Denial of Services on the Basis of

National Origin.
Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1994, and the Departmental Regulation

(45 CFR Part 80) promulgated thereunder, require that there be no discrimina-
tion on the basis of race, color or national origin in the operation of any federally
assisted programs.
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Title VI compliance reviews conducted in school districts with large Spanish
surnamed student populations by the Office for Civil Rights have revealed a
number of common practices which have the effect of denying equality of educa-
tional opportunity to Spanish surnamed pupils. Similar practices which have the
effect of discrimination on the basis of national origin exist in other locations
with respect to disadvantaged pupils from other national origin-minority groups,
for example, Chinese or Portuguese.

The purpose of this memorandum is to clarify IIEW policy on issues concerning
the responsibility of school districts to provide equal educational opportunity to
national origin-minority group children deficient in English language skills. The
following are some of the major areas of concern that relate to compliance with
Title VI:

(1) Where inability to speak and understand the English language excludes
national origin-minority group children from effective participation in the educa-
tional program offered by a school district, the district must take affirmative
steps to rectify the language deficiency in order to open its instructional program
to these students.

(2) School districts must not assign national origin-minority group students to
classes for the mentally retarded on the basis of criteria which essentially measure
or evaluate English language skills; nor may school districts deny national origin-
minority group children access to college preparatory courses on a basis directly
related to the failure of the school system to inculcate English language skills.

(3) Any ability grouping or tracking system employed by the school system to
deal with the special language skill needs of national origin-minority group children
must be designed to meet such language skill needs as soon as possible and must
not operate as an educational dead-end or permanent track.

(4) School districts have the responsibility to adequately notify national origin-
minority group parents of school activities which are called to the attention of
other parents. Such notice in order to be adequate may have to be provided in a
language other than English,

School districts should examine current practices which exist in their districts in
order to assess compliance with the inatters set forth in this memorandum. A
school district which determines that compliance problems currently exist in that
district should immediately communicate in writing with the Office for Civil
Rights and indicate what steps arc being taken to remedy the situation. Where
compliance questions arise as to the sufficiency of programs designed to meet the
language skill needs of national origin-minority group children already operating
in a particular arca full information regarding such programs should be provided.
In the area of special language assistance, the scope of the program and the process
for identifying need and the extent to which the need is fulfilled should he set forth.
School districts which receive this memorandum will he contacted shortly regarding
the availability of technical assistance and will be provided with any additional
information that may be needed to assist districts in achieving compliance with
the law and equal educational opportunity for all children, Effective as of this date
the aforementioned areas of concern will be regarded by regional Office for Civil
Rights personnel as a part of their compliance responsibilities.

ExcimpT Fnom LETTER WITH ENCLOSURES FROM ELIJOT L. RICHARDSON, SmnE-
TART, DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH, EDUCATION, AND WELFARE TO SENATOR WALTER
F. MONDALE

The effects of ethnic isolation, rural and urban, on the educational development
of Mexican, Puerto Rican and American Indian children are both severe and long
term. Ethnic isolation often creates a homogeneity of educational environment
in which a perception of cultural diversity, without ,an assumption of cultural
superiority, cannot occur. Moreover, this homogeneity effectively precludes the
interaction of children from different socio- economic and ethnic home environ-
ments. Every major report or research project dealing with the educational prob-
lems and needs of "disadvantaged" children has concluded that educational
development (learning) is greatly hindered by a homogenous learning environ-
ment. Children learn more from each other than from any other resource of the
educational environment. To create and perpetuate homogeneity is to greatly
reduce the pool of experience, ideas and values front which children can draw and
contribute in interaction with other children. In a hcterogcnons educational
environment cultural diversity can be presented in an exciting interaction/
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awareness/growth process which is education in its truest sense. This diversity
can be presented and perceived as enriching the total human environment rather
than as threatening to a particular cultural insularity.

Another important problem related to ethnic isolation relates to the effect of
such isolation on educational motivation and psychological development of the
isolated child. While the segregated Anglo child is equally deprived of a hetero-
geneity of educational environment which could lead to increased educational
development, he is rarely confronted with a school environment which directly
rejects his language and, less directly, but just as devastatingly, rejects the culture
of his home environment: lifestyle, clothesood, family relationships, physical

Pappearance, etc. The Mexican-American, Puerto Rican and American Indian
child is constantly isolated by an educationally sanctioned picture of American
society which produces a consciousness of separation and, then exclusion and then
inferiority. Realizing his exclusion from the dominant Anglo society (as presented
by the mass media, advertising, textbooks, etc.), the child perceives a rejection
by the society of his home which he personalizes as a rejection of his parents;
and finally, a rejection of himself. This shattering process of self concept destruc-
tion often leads to withdrawal from or hostility toward the educational system.
Attitude or posturing toward the learning environment is the single most important
factor in the process of educational development.

Finally, the maintenance of ethnic isolation creates for the Spanish-speaking or
Indian language-speaking child the additional disavdantage of depriving hint of
the most important resource for English language skill developmentregular
interaction and communication with English-speaking children.

In summary, some of the most important needs of Mexican-American, Puerto
Rican and American Indian children related to ethnic isolation are:

(1) The need for ethnic or cultural diversity in the educational environment:
Heterogeneity

(2) The need for total institutional re posturing (including culturally sensitizing
teachers, instructional materials and educational approaches) in order to incor-
porate, affirmatively recognize the value the cultural environment of ethnic
minority children so that the development of positive self-concept can be accel-
erated: Bi-cultural approaches: with, as an important corollary:

(3) The need for language programs that introduce and develop English language
skills without demeaning or otherwise deprecating the language of a child's home
environment and thus without presenting English as a more valued language:
hi-lingual component.

To meet the needs of ethnically isolated children described in numbers 2 & 3
above, participation of Anglo children in the Bi-Cultural/Bi-Lingual Programs is
essential.

Mr. EDWARDS. Would you like Mr. Hays to present his statement at
this time?

Mr. POTTINGER. Yes.

TESTIMONY OF DICK W. HAYS, ASSISTANT COMMISSIONER FOR
SPECIAL CONCERNS, U.S. OFFICE OF EDUCATION

Mr. HAYS. I am Dick Hays, Assistant Commissioner for .Special
Concerns for the Office of Education, and with me is Mr. Gilbert
Chavez, Director of the Office for Spanish Speaking American Affairs.
We appreciate the opportunity to be here today to share with you our
perceptions of the educational problems facing Spanish-speaking
Americans and to discuss with you some of the efforts the Office of
Education is making to help them overcome these critical problems.

That the educational attainment of America's Spanish-speaking
people has been severely hampered by linguistic, culturally related,
and economic factors has been amply documented with statistics.
Dropout rates, average level of educational attaimnent, scores ob-
tained on standardized achievement and other tests of student per-
formance all indicate that a greater effort is needed by the educational
system to provide Spanish-speaking pupils with real equality of
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educational opportunity. For example, while the median number of
school years completed by Anglos is 12.2 years, the median number of
school years completed by their counterparts of Spanish-speaking
origin is 9.3 years. In the Southwest, 86 percent of the Anglo students
graduate from high school, while only 60 percent of the Spanish-
speaking students complete their high school education.

I need not belabor these statistics. Time three published Civil Rights
Commission reports on Mexican American education dramatically
illustrate the problems faced by the Spanish speaking. The problems
are great and the task of solving them is an urgent one. The responsible
levels of government must work together to find solutions. This means
a partnership between the local school districts and the State agencies
to eliminate discrimination Against national origin minority students.
'rho Federal Government, through agencies such as OCR and OE,
must find better ways for its programs to assist in this effort. I would
like to turn to a brief discussion of the resources the Office of Education
is directing toward ending the educational problems of the Spanish
speaking.

Federal and State officials are working with local education agencies
in several cooperative program efforts to improve the educational
experience afforded Spanish-speaking pupils. In order to enable these
children to succeed in the school environment, comprehensive efforts
must address their special educational needs. Under title I of the
Elementary and Secondary Education Act, which I might add is the
largest single program in the Office of Education, compensatory
education projects are designed and implemented by the local educa-
tion agencies serving economically and educationally disadvantaged
children. In fiscal year 1972 some $60 million was provided for title
I, ESEA programs and projects directed toward an estimated 312,000
Spanish-speaking children throughout the United States. While our
data concerning education programs for children of migratory agri-
cultural workers is incomplete, we do know that Spanish-speaking
children constitute a very significant portion of the target population
being served by the $64.8 million in funds that went to this title I
activity in fiscal year 1971.

Language difficulties are one of the most serious educational handi-
caps experienced by Spanish-speaking children. To help them, as well
as all non-English-speaking children, develop their full potential for
learning, a program based on the concept of bilingualism was estab-
lished in OE. The amount budgeted for bilingual education grants
under title VII, ESEA, has increased from $25 million in fiscal 1971
and $35 million in fiscal 1972, to $41 million requested in fiscal 1973.
More than 80 percent of the $35 million in fiscal year 1972 funds went
for the support of projects for the Spanish speaking.

In kindergarten and the early primary grades, additional support
is provided many Spanish-speaking youngsters to help them "follow
through" on their potential for intellectual and physical growth. The
Follow Through program allocated an estimated $7.5 million in fiscal
year 1971 to meet the needs of young Spanish-speaking children.
Besides academic help, the Follow Through participants received
important health and nutrition services.

Early in the process of aiding the disadvantaged student, it became
widely recognized that reading, ability was central to almost all
achievement in school. The right to read program was established
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to coordinate OE's attack on illiteracy. Right to read, with emphasis
on the best possible means of providing reading assistance to educa-
tionally and economically disadvantaged students, reaches people
across the Nation, many of whom are Spanish speaking.

The bilingual, Follow Through, right to read, and similar programs
were not conceived and designed to bring massive Federal operational
assistance to bear on the respective target problems. Instead, the
techniques and solutions demonstrated by these programs must be
adopted and multiplied on the State and local levels.

USOE's efforts to combat the educational problems faced by
Spanish-speaking students are not restricted to the elementary and
secondary school levels. In fiscal year 1971, the Spanish speaking
accounted for approximately 23 percent of the people reached by
projects funded by the States under the adult education program. A
total of more than $10 million was involved in these projects. An
additional $1.3 million \V tIS allocated for activities related to the
Spanish speaking under the special projects and teacher training
sections of the adult education program.

In the area of higher education, one of the most significant of OE's
activities on behalf of the Spanish speaking occurs in the area of
student financial aid. About 105,000 (2 percent) of the Nation's college
students are Spanish surnamed; over 90,000 of them are estimated to
be benefiting from Federal student assistance. Approximately $28
million was allocated to these students through national defense
student loans, educational opportunity grants, and college-work
study programs. In addition, approximately $31 million was generated
to assist Spanish-speaking students by the guaranteed student loan
program.

The Civil Rights Commission has documented that the holding
power of the educational system at all levels is poorer for minority than
for majority students. The recruitment, preparation and retention of
minority studen is in higher education is the specific task of three OE
programs. Some $3.3 million was allocated to serve the Spanish-speak-
ing in fiscal year 1971 through OE's -limo" programsTalent
Search, Special Services, and Upward Bound. These programs have the
specific legislative mandate to assist economically and educationally
disadvantaged students to aspire to, enter, and/or complete post-
secondary education. An estimated total of 20,264 Spanish-speaking
students participated in these programs in fiscal year 1971.

In responding to problems on the other end of the educational
spectrum, OE is funding a national television series for Spanish-speak-
ing preschool children to improve their self-image and to develop basic
academic skills and problem-solving activities. I might add that the
recently passed education amendments of 1972, include a provision
that will set aside 4 percent of the emergency school assistance funds
for bilingual education programs.

In addition to reviewing with you these encouraging program ef-
forts, Air. Chairman, I would also like to mention the activities of the
Office of Spanish-Speaking American Affairs, under the directorship of
Mr. Gilbert Chavez.

USOE's Office of Special Concerns consists of six units, one of w4tich
is the Office of Spanish-Speaking American Affairs. This unit was es-
tablished in July 1967 to enable the Office of Education to develop,
coordinate, and implement policies and programs relative to the needs
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of Spanish - speaking Americans. Members of this unit Work to assure
that the interest of the Spanish-speaking are represented in policy-
making councils; they function as advocates for them in the review of
program and project proposals; they serve as OE's door to communi-
cation with the Spanish-speaking community. This unit strives to in-
form the Spanish-speaking of opportunities available to them through
OE programs and provides them with the technical assistance needed
to apply for and manage project grants. In summary, OSSAA is well
aware of the problem outlined by the Civil Rights Commission and
operates cn behalf of the Spanish-speaking to make OE programs and
policies more conducive to their solution.

Mr. Chairman, I have tried to give you a brief orientation to OE's
concerns and activities relating to the education of the Spanish-speak-
ing. I hope this presentation will be of value to your committee in its
deliberations. We will be glad to address any questions you might have
have at this time.

Mr, EDWARDS. Thank you, Mr. Pottinger and Mr. Hays for your
statements, and I am pleased that you share the sense of urgency
that this subcommittee feels with regard to the lack of educational
advantages for the Spanish-speaking in our country.

It is not a situation that is showing any statistical improvement,
insofar as evidence presented to this subcommittee.

For example, you don't see any great improvement, either, Mr.
Pottinger or Mr. Hays?

Mr. POTTINGER. On a national basis, no, I do not. In the areas
where we have had our resources make an impact, we have seen
improvement, but unfortunately, they arc not nationwide.

Mr. EDWARDS. Let's talk about resources for a moment. One of the
most promising programs is bilingual education, according to the
report and testimony of the Civil Rights Commission. I believe that
is generally accepted, and title VII of the Elementary and Secondary
Amendments of 1967, did create the bilingual education proaram.

In 1971, only $10 million was requested by the Presidentbfor bilin-
gual education although. $50 million was authorized by the Congress
and $25 million was appropriated.

In 1972, the fiscal year just ending, $25 million was requested by
the President, $100 million authorized by Congress, and $35 million
appropriated.

And, now, this afternoon, I believe we have an appropriation bill
before the House of Representatives, with $41 million to be appro-
priated for bilingual education, with Congressman Herman Badillo of
New York offering an amendment to increase the amount. These title
VII programs, bilingual education, reach only 1.9 percent of the
Chicano students in the five states studied by the Civil. Rights Com-
mission. What is wrong with our programs? What is wrong with the
funding, what is wrong with the commitment of the administration to
asking for some decent amounts of money?

Mr. Him. Well, Mr. Chairman, I think this year we have asked
for an additional and substantial amount more than we have in the
past. I think the other consideration to keep in mind is that this was
not intended to be a massive operational program. It was to be a
demonstration effort working in conjunction with our other programs
for the disadvantaged such as title I. Hopefully, Ahrough the new
legislation coining to us, as such an interaction develops between the
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bilingual program and the larger grant programs, I believe ire will be
better able to address the many needs, and touch more than 1.9
percent of the Spanish-speaking in the Southwest.

Mr. POTTINGER. Could I add another point, to answer another
part of your question about the nature of the commitment of the
administration.

It seems to me that one of the most important things we could
establish would be that a special funding program does need to be
increased and substantially, and I believe that is reflected both in
the secretary's appeals and also with regard to the Emergency School
Aid Act, with the specific set asides. But in addition to that, no
special bilingual programs will ever do the job. What we have to do
is to make each school district, with a substantial number of national
origin minority students, understand that it is their duty to extend
non-Federal funds on an. equal basis. So long as school districts are
of the opinion that they can use all of their other funds for their
Anglo students and only serve national origin minority students by
special Federal funding, we are never going to get to the root of the
problem. What we have undertaken to do, in addition to seeking
funds for school districts that have difficulties in this area, is not
only to identify for them new programs where they might seek new
funds, but to help them reorient their existing programs. The amount
of waste and the lack of priorities are monumental.

In some cases, school districts refuse to do this because of their
own willful disregard for the programs. In other cases we find school
districts that have never had a model in front of them to understand
what to do.

I think Beeville is a good example. When we had a program made
up by people both inside and outside of the Government, go into
Beeville and lay out to them how to use their funds, we found sub-
stantial progress could be made without the necessity of a hassle
with the Government or Congress.

Mr. EDWARDS. Do you have any evidence, Mr. Pottinger, that
these State and local education agencies are now proceeding with
appropriate planning and programs for bilingual education?

Mr. POTTINGER. We have what I consider to be very clear and
convincing evidence that they are certainly not doing that, both
because of an insensitivity to the urgency of the problem and also,
with that, a lack of technical knowledge in dealing with what is
admittedly a very complex educational problem.

Mr. EDWARDS. But you intend to proceed with your urging to
them to provide this type of educational program?

Mr. POTTINGER. Frankly, we think that under title VI of the Civil
Rights Act, for them to fail to use all of the resources available on
an equal basis is, in itself, discrimination under the Constitution
and under title VI. Again, as a practical matter, if we don't take that
route, we are not going to have an impact. As a legal and philosophical
matter, it is important that the district recognize that it has an
equal obligation to all of its children.

We do intend to pursue this and we hope the kind of models we
are now developing will not have to be duplicated with the same kind
of effort in each district, but might serve, we hope, to induce the
other districts to see what needs to be done and allow us to make
progress more promptly with the resources we have.
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Mr. EDWARDS. Mr. Pottinger, back in May of 1970, according to
your testimony, the Office of Education did issue a memorandum to
all of the school districts with more than 5 percent national origin
minority group students to tell them what their responsibilities are
in providing equal opportunity education to these particular students.
Now, more than 2 years since the issuance of this memorandum,
HEW has completed compliance reviews in only 16 districtsis that
what you saidand 27 more are under review. When you consider
that there are 2,900 school districts in the southwest alone, it seems
to me that the surface has barely been scratched.

(The memorandum referred to is at p. 39.)
Mr. POTTINGER. Yes. I think this is an excellent point to raise,

and a very important one for us to both acknowledge where the
deficiencies exist, what we are doing about them, and why they
exist.

Incidentally, Mr. Chairman, the May 25 memorandtim was issued
by my office, the office for civil rights, not the office of education, so
to the extent there is blameor credit on that, it goes to our office
and not Commissioner Mar land.

On the credit side, we appreciate the support we got from the
office of education. The numbers are, to update the figures you have,
as follows:
To: Bill Van den Toorn. MAtten 17, 1972.
From: Catherine Welsh.

The following pages provide a list of the elementary and secondary school
districts in each Region which have been reviewed under the May 25, 1970
Memorandum and which:

(1) presently are under review
(2) scheduled to be reviewed
(3) notified by letter of non-compliance and have negotiated plan
(4) notified by letter of non-compliance and have not yet negotiated plans
(5) notified of non-compliance and will not negotiate or submit plans

Summary sheet, March 17, 1972

Number of districts presently under review 24
Number of districts scheduled to be reviewed during the 1971-72 school

year
Number of districts notified of noncompliance and have negotiated plans_ __ 12
Number of districts notified of noncompliance and have not yet negotiated

plans
Number of districts notified of noncompliance and will not negotiate or

submit plans

REGION I: BOSTON
Districts presently under review

Boston Public Schools.
REGION II: NEW YORK

Districts presently under review
Hoboken, New Jersey.
Perth Amboy, New Jersey.
Buffalo, New York.

Districts scheduled to be reviewed
Passaic, New Jersey (no date set).

REGION III: PHILADELPHIA

Districts presently under review
None.

Districts scheduled to be reviewed
OCR 101 forms are being reviewed in order to select districts to review.
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REGION IV: ATLANTA

Districts presently under review
Aiken, South Carolina (Blacks/special education).

Districts scheduled to be reviewed
None.

REGION V: CHICAGO

Districts presently under review
East Chicago, Indiana.
Saginaw, Michigan.
Shawano, Wisconsin (Native Americans).
Ulysses, Kansas.
Good land, Kansas.
Garden City, Kansas.
Holcomb, Kansas.

Districts scheduled to be reviewed
Sites are being selected.

REGION VI: DALLAS

Districts presently under review
Victoria ISD., Texas.
El Paso ISD, Texas.
Santa Maria ISD, Texas.
South San Antonio ISD, Texas.
Hobbs, New Mexico.

Districts which received letters of noncompliance and have negotiated plans
Ozona ISD, Texas.
Bishop ISD, Texas.
Lockhart ISD, Texas.
Beeville ISD, Texas.
San Marcos ISD, Texas.
Weslaco ISD, Texas.
Los Fresno ISD, Texas.
Sierra Blanca ISD, Texas.
Rotan ISD, Texas.
Pawnee ISD, Texas.
Fort Stockton ISD, Texas.
Carney Rural ISD, Texas.

Districts which received letters of noncompliance and have not negotiated plans yet
La Feria ISD, Texas.

Districts which received letters of noncompliance and will not negotiate or submit plans
Uvalde ISD, Texas.
Karnes City ISD, Texas.
Taft ISD, Texas.

Districts scheduled to be reviewed (before end of present school year)
Raymondville ISD, Texas.
Eagle Pass ISD, Texas.
San Benito ISD, Texas.
Socorro ISD, Texas.

REGION WM DENVER

Districts presently under review
None.

Districts scheduled to be reviewed
Fort Lupton, Colorado.

REGION Ix: SAN FRANCISCO

Districts presently under review
Tempe, Arizona.
Tucson, Arizona.
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Winslow, Arizona.
Pomona, California.
Delano, California.
Bakersfield, California.
Fresno, California.

Districts scheduled to be reviewed
San Bernadino, California (Maw).
Sweetwater Union, California (no date).

nkGro:: x: SEATTLE

Districts presently under ret1iew
None.

Districts scheduled to be reviewed
Alaska State School System (preliminary in April-May).

Mr. POTTINGER. The number of districts presently under review is
28. Still scheduled to be reviewed are 10. The number of districts
notified of noncompliance, which have negotiated plans, is 12. The
number notified of noncompliance where plans have not yet come in is
one. The number of districts notified of noncompliance, and which will
not negotiate or submit plansin other words, who have said we can
go fly a kite in effectis three.

Now, let me talk about these figures in light of the 2,900 school
districts you mentioned in one part of the country. And we should add
that the problem is even greater than that in your State, as the record
indicates. In the State of California we have not yet made the kind
of headway that we have in Texas. What are the reasons for that?

First, it seems to me that there has been a systematic neglect on the
part of all agencies of the Government, and even in the private sector,
until very recently. Just 24 months ago, in the Office for Civil Rights,
almost all of our resources in the education area were devoted, of
necessity, to the dismantling of the dual system, largely in the South.
I believe that was a priority mandated by the law and the Nation's
conscience. It did have a regrettable side effect however, and that
was a lack of attention to the national origin portion of the population
and their protection under title VI.

Second, you find that same pattern existing throughout the Govern-
ment, including the Civil Rights Commission itself, and in the early
days, including the Congress, so we in the Government have come
upon an awareness today which must be galling to those who, for
many years, suffered from this kind of discrimination.

Third, in view of the limited number of people and resources we had,
and the need to continue efforts to deal with our priority of ending
dual systems, what we did was to carve out a substantial part of our
staff and address ourselves specifically to the issue of national origin
discrimination.

Fourth, you mentioned that the memorandum was issued 2 years
ago. That is correct. You mentioned, also, we have not had a sub-
stantial or profound nationwide impactthat is also correct. But I
don't know that there is any more that could have been done-than that,
which we are doing with vigor in our office. I mean, it has been neces-
sary, before having an outside review capacity in these 2,900 districts
or so, to develop the technical expertise necessary to do the job right.
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A rough analogy that comes to my mind would be the development
of a cure for cancer. It could be done in one place at one time, and once
it is done successfully, can be reproduced massively.

We are learning from what we are doing, and in addition, we are
teaching other people how to make an impact. I suspect and I hope
this is not unduly optimisticthat we will find a kind of geometric
progression in this program as we go from a small number of districts,
and we and they develop the expertise to help the other districts, to
make the kind of national impact we want to see.

Other than that, I cannot give you a more fair or zomplete explana-
tion as to why the issuance of the memorandum has not, itself, cured
the problem. I can say this in defense of its issuance, however. We are
always caught on the horns of a dilemma. If we do make policy state-
ments, almost invariably we find the issuance of a statement or policy
positionor even a law such as the. Civil Rights Act of 1964does not
have the immediate impact it is designed to have. In other words, we
are not unique in this problem. We issued it, but we stand behind it,
we are proud to have issued it, we do not believe the

Mr. EDWARDS. How many people do you have working on this
particular problem of compliance, Mr. Pottinger?

Mr. POTTINGER. I don't have the figures at hand.
Mrs. STUCK. We have assigned five in Dallas and I think it would

go like that, five out of a staff of 12, and it would probably go like
that across the country.

Mr. POTTINGER. I think, in the Dallas region, five out of 12 pro-
fessional compliance officers in the education field are assigned to
this problem and that this is a fair representation, if you use popula-
tion parity as a rough indicator.

The same would be true in the western and New York regions. To
be complete, I think I should supplement the record on this point, but
I think that gives an indication.

(The information referred to follows:)

OCR PuonisszoNAts ASSIGNED TO TITLE VI NATIONAL ORIGIN Gnour PRODI.EMS
IN EDUCATION

There are currently 18 professional staff members who devote all or part of
their time to Title VI compliance work in this area.

Mr. EDWARDS. I am sure you would like a lot more staff?
Mr. POTTINGER. Very definitely.
Mr. EDWARDS. And you have problems, do you, in getting an

increased budget?
Mr. POTTINGER. The staggering problem is, within any reasonable

bounds, if we asked for the kind of numbers we needed to have an
onsite impact, within a 12-month fiscal year, the problems become
less those

In the first place, they become those of priorities in the budget
scheme. Beyond that, we have found, to have the impact we need
immediately, we probably could literally not train a thousand com-
pliance officers in any year.

Mr. EDWARDS. Would you have to have compliance officers? Most
of the information is from questionnaires; is it not?

Mr. POTTINGER. That is a primary tool, too. What we have clone
is use questionnaires. They must be a little more accurate than those
used by the Civil Rights Commission. That is not to depreciate their
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efforts, but to point out that we are a law enforcement agency, not an
oversight or reporting agency. By that I mean that, whether we like
the difficulties or not, we have to live within the Constitution, and
that sets certain due process evidentiary standards that require us to
have, when we make our case, a level of evidence that will support
our case. What that means is, we must ask for and get, through
questionnaires, through interviews, and onsite discussions with the
school officials, a level of evidence and a specific case that may be
generalized in the form of a conclusion by the Civil Rights Commis-
sion, but probably and accurately so, in terms of making a legal case,
is not quite enough, unless you have concrete and specific information.

With regard to the question of our receiving additional staff, the
Office for Civil Rights, in the last 3 years, has grown by greater
percentages than ever in its history. We have more people, a greater
budget. This is, across the board, not specifically designed only for
this program. On a comparative basis, we have less to complain
about than other agencies. But we still don't have enough people
to do the job on an absolute basis.

Mr. EDWARDS. Well, the Spanish-speaking communities in five
States in the Southwest are daily getting more restive, feeling they
are being denied constitutionally guaranteed rights of education,
and they can statistically prove it, the Civil Rights Commission can
prove it. I can prove it in San Jose, Calif., where you can look in the
phone book and see there are 1,600 lawyers and only two or three
are Chicano, so they are underrepresented in the legal field, and under-
represented in the medical field, and all through all of the testimony
we have haul, and all through the statistics that are available to this
committee, we find a consistent pattern of underrepresentation in
the professions. In education, for example, of 4,600 school boards
studied by the Civil Rights Commission in the southwestern States,
only 10 percent had significant Chicano representation; 70 percent
of the pupils in this large area were Mexican Americans.

Now, this underrepresentation of Chicanos in the educational
process occurs throughout all of these school districts. In all of the
school districts studied by the U.S. Civil Rights Commission, only
4 percent of the teachers were Mexican American, and yet these
schools were predominantly Chicano. How do you reply to that?

Mr. POTTINGER. The process of representation through an elective
democratic process or by appointment is not within the ambit of
title VI or my office, but the obviousness of what you have pointed
out rather vividly has not escaped our attention. We have given some
thought to tho problem despite the fact we don't have jurisdiction
over it, and the conclusions we reached, in addition to those reached
by the Office of General Counsel, were that unless there were a change
of legislation or the Constitution in those particular areas where school
districts elect their representatives to school boards, there is no way to
assure a population parity of Chicanos on school boards, without
altering the elective process. In those feu States, perhaps you are aware
of this, where school board members are appointed, not elected,
in those cases, it might be possible to come to a conclusion that there
is a denial of equal protection of the law under the 14th amendment
if representation on school boards does not reflect in any way the
composition of the population that is served by the boards. This is a
matter that may be tested in the courts, would have to be, unless, of
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course, the Congress were to legislate on the issue, or make suggestions
and recommendations. All I can say is, we are completely in sympathy
and agreement with the point you raised. The situation ought to be
changed and I would be pleased, as the director, to do anything I can,
consistent with my constitutional obligations, to help effect that
change.

Mr. EDWARDS. I gather, from what you say, you believe brown
children as well as black children, have constitutional rights to equal
education under the 14th amendment; is that correct?

Mr. POTTINGER. I think that is beyond the pale of any question
..

absolutely.
Mr. EowAnos. The approach of the Justice Department in the

Corpus Christi case appears to reflect some doubt about that
proposition.

Mr. HATS. Excuse me. I wonder if I might comment in a different
vein. I would like to talk about some of the positive affirmative
actions we have taken to provide technical assistance to the Spanish-
speaking educational leaders in the Southwest. Perhaps Mr. Chavez,
who is the director of the Office for Spanish-Speaking American
Affairs, can comment on that.

Mr. CHAVEZ. Thank you. In the last year, I have traveled through-
out the United States. 1, like yourself, have also been very concerned
about the lack of representation on school boards. Only in the last
year have I seen a great interest in this lack of representation on the
part of the Mexican Americans.

Mr. EDWARDS. The problem of tmderrepresentation includes, prob-
ably your own organizationit includes all Government employment,
especially Federal employmentthe Spanish-speaking citizen has
been cheated out of billions of dollars in wages, since World War II,
as a result of not being proportionately or appropriately represented
in the Federal employee range.

Mr. CHAVEZ. I wanted to emphasize that in the last 2 or 3 years,
there has been more of a concern on the part of Government to direct
more of its resources to Spanish-speaking citizens. I think particularly
in the Southwest, I have seen more school board members who are
working to change the employment patterns of school districts. In the
Southwest I have seen the unconcerned attitude of sonic school
districts toward the monolingual Spanish-speaking child. The bilingual
program has certainly made an impact in these areas. With regard to
what the USOE is trying to do, we have funded a group of educators
in order to provide technical assistance to school districts, including
sessions with prospective board members. At the same time this group
of educators has been working with the USOE regional offices to
insure that school districts and board members are aware of educational
opportunities that exist in the regional office. Although the group
originated in California, it has been expanded to include more South-
western and Northwestern States.

In the last couple of years, more Mexican Americans and Puerto
Ricans have gone to college. than ever before, basically because of the
availability of funds under the EOG program. The education amend-
ments just passed will certainly provide additional assistance. These
young people will come out of collego and will have some effect on
employment patterns in the UniteeStates. I hope that the amend-
ments will also have: a significant impact on those elementary and
secondary schools which relate to Spanish-speaking people.

86.
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Mr. ZEIFMAN. Mr. Pottinger, with reference to the chairman's
question concerning the 14th amendment, do you see any basis for
a difference in the treatment of Mexican Americans under the 14th
amendment and the treatment of blacks who have a history of in-
voluntary servitude?

Mr. POTTINGER. I (10 not.
Mr. ZEIFMAN. Has your office issued any policy statements with

respect to that consideration?
Mr. POTTINGER. The May 25 memorandum does deal with that

issue. It makes clear, as the Supreme Court has made clear, both in
the area of black-white relations and other civil rights cases, that our
jurisdiction is limited to cases where we can show some official in-
volvement in discrimination. That is probably the largest single
constraint our program has, but we have addressed it in that memo-
randum to make clear that: any official action which results in dis-
crimination is a violation of the 14th amendment and title VI.

Mr. ZEIFMAN. What do you mean by official action in that context?
Mr. POTTINGER. Well, it means that where there is any affirmative,

knowledgeable, willful action by school officials which results in a
disparity that could be corrected under programs that the school
district itself operates. Obviously, there will always be disparities
in the learning levels of all children, but the effects should not be
racially identifiable. If you have white children along certain achieve-
ment ranges, the same percentages ought to be found among minority
children.

Mr. ZEIFMAN. Are you familiar with the Corpus Christi case?
Mr. PorriNGEn. To some extent. I am not totally familiar with it.

I was at the time it was in current litigation last fall; yes.
Mr. ZEIFMAN. In the Corpus Christi case, the defendant school

board argued that the scope of the 14th amendment was not as broad
with respect to Mexican Americans as it was with respect to blacks.
The Justice Department has subsequently filed a brief with the
appellant court, essentially supporting the position of the school board
on a number of issues in that case. Without going into the question of
the Corpus Christi case, which is before the courts, does your office see
any need, in view of the fact that the official policy of the Justice
Department in the Corpus Christi case could be construed in some
quarters to sanction the notion that there is a distinction under the
14th amendment between blacks and Chicanos, under the circum-
stances,.do you see any need to clarify the position of the Department
of HEW in that regard?

Mr. POTTINGER. I haven't seen it to the extent that we have had
that problem in our office. I certainly think that if it exists, that is, the
misimpression on the extent of coverage of the 14th amendment, it
very definitely ought to be corrected.

My understanding last fall of the Justice Department's position was
not quite as you phrased it. It was not that the Justice Department,
said the 14th amendment equal protection did not apply in the same
scope to all minorities, but it was a fact question of whether the State's
involvement in discriminatory laws had existed historically. That is
consistent with the Swann decision and also with the notion that the
14th amendment does apply equally, because you do have a difference
of history with regard to State law segregating black citizens as
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against no State law segregating brown students. However, in regard
to the scope of the 14th amendment, I would very much think it is our
obligation, in our department and elsewhere, to make clear that no
such racial or ethnic distinction does exist, because) clearly, neither
the concept of tee 14th amendment or the case law under it would
support such a distinction.

Mr. ZEIFMAN. Have you compiled any ethnic data with respect to
the employees of HEW? How many are Spanish speaking?

Mr. POTTINGER. No, our office has not done that. We are solely an
enforcement agency. I think there is an office responsible for that.
Perhaps Mr. Chavez can speak to that.

Mr. CHAVEZ. I think some information is available on that. Within
the OE, there are basically, right now, 35 professionals. That is pro-
fessional, from GS-9 to GS-15. There are 17-in the regional offices,
which makes a total of about 52-52 professionals. There are eight
secretaries, making a total of 60 within the OE. Within the depart-
ment, there is a total of 1,200, which would include the 60 I have
just named.

Mr. ZEIFMAN. How is the determination made? Who makes the
determination that a particular employee falls within your count of
1,200?

Mr. CHAVEZ, These are statistics kept by the department.
Mr. ZEIFMAN. Who, in the department, makes the distinction that

they fall in your statistical group?
Mr. CROSS. We would be glad to supply that for the record. We

would have to consult the employment people.
Mr. ZEIFMAN. What are the standards in making such a deter-

mination?
Mr. CRoss. We will be glad to supply that.
(The information referred to follows:)

[Memorandum from the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare)

JUNE 26, 1972.

To: Judy Pitney, Special Ass't to the Deputy Ass't Secretary for Legislation
(Education).

From: Stuart H. Clarke, Deputy Assistant Secretary for Personnel and Training.
Subject: Material Needed for Submission to Civil Rights Oversight Subcommittee.

Reference your June 19, 1972 memo on this subject, the following is submitted
as requested:

(a) item 2: HEW classifies employees as Spanish-speaking based on the "super-
visors identification" procedure; i.e., supervisors by looking at, and talking with.
employees, determine the appropriate minority category, if any, that the em-
ployee is to be assigned to.

(b) item 3: The number of Spanish-speaking employees in HEW as of May 30,
1972 is 1818. All Spanish-speaking employees carry the same designation thus
we make no effort to differentiate between Mexican-Americans, Cubans and
Puerto Ricans.

STUART H. CLARKE.

Mr. ZEIFMAN. Suppose a person is Chicano, a Mexican American,
married to an Anglo American by the name of Smith, but is Slianish
speaking?

Mr. CHAVEZ, We have a Limbo in our department.
Mr. ZEIFMAN. Suppose the person's name is Cardoza, would you

count that as Spanish speaking?
Mr. CRoss. I think we will have to just find out what the standards

are.
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Mr. Dm, Altos. If you will yield a moment, Commissioner Reese
testified last week, out of approximately 3,000 staff positions in the
Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, only 50 are held by
Spanish speaking peoplefurther, that only one of the Spanish speak-
ing personnel has direct funding authority for a program allocated
on the basis other than a set formula and there is only one Chicano
in a GS-16. Does that sound accurate to you?

Mr. POTTINGER. Do you know what standards Commissioner Ruiz
used? In other words, the same question counsel has asked?

Mr. EDWARDS. I don't know.
Mr. POTTINGER. Perhaps, it would be helpful if we did not only

give the basis for our count, but
Mr. ZEIFMAN. What is the standard for conducting your com-

pliance?
Mr. POTTINGER. There are two standards. In cases where students

are of an age where they are able to distinguish national origin, the
students choose. We don't believe it is the Federal Government's
business to go in and look at people by name or by skin color or by
other information, and make that determination unless there is no
other means that can be used. In other words, the problems you have
raised are solved when the person filling out the form, if you will,
chooses for himself or herself, what ethnic origin he or she believes is
appropriate.

In cases where students are not of an age at which they are asked
to do that or could rightly be asked, we use a teacher count and the
teacher determines for us, on a national school survey, her belief as
to what the ethnic makeup of the class is. We believe, aside from the
fact these are the only two methods we know of, we believe there is a
high degree of accuracy.

Mr. ZEIFMAN. In conducting the ethnic count of the students,
supervisors are requested to make a head count, so to speak. I also
recall that when Mr. Ramirez testified before the subcommittee, he
recommended a procedure similar to what you were using in your
compliance reviews, Mr Pottinger. Don't you find something basically
inconsistent with the notion that the procedure you are using in your
compliance reviews is not the procedure which you are using internally
in compiling your own ethnic data within the department?

Mr. POTTINGER. I am not sure it is because I don't know, frankly,
what the department's methods are. I think we will have to furnish
you with that information. If, on the other hand, the inconsistency
should arise, that is, if there are basically different standards, I think
we ought to look at it.

Mr. ZEIFMAN. With the 1,200 persons included in your count, can
you provide us with any data, including the internal ethnic breakdown
within that group, what percentage are Puerto Rican, what percentage
are Cubans, what percentage are Latin Americans, etc?

Mr. CROSS. We will be glad to do so.
Mr. &MEAN. Do you have any of that information available at

this time?
Mr. CHAVEZ. We do for the office of education but not for the

department.
Mr. ZEIFMAN. In terms of the bilingual programs, can you provide

us with any data concerning the extent to which the Federal funds
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going into bilingual education are being used for the training and
education of Mexican Americans as distinct front Puerto Ricans,
Cubans, and other types of groups?

Mr. CHAVEZ. Yes, we can.
Mr. HAYS. We will be happy to provide, for the record, the location

of these and the participants being served.
Mr. EDWARDS. Without objection, we will include the data in the

record as part of your testimony.
(The data referred to follows:)

FISCAL YEAR 1972 BUDGET ANALYSIS FOR ESEA TITLE VII
eln1111111i

Estimated obligation $35, 000, 000
Estimated obligation for Spanish-surnamed Americans (86 per

cent) 30, 100, 000
Total amount funded by title VII in fiscal year 1972 to date for all

bilingual projects 33, 749, 939
Total amount funded by title VII in fiscal year 1972 to date for all

dominantly Spanish-speaking projects (83 percent) 28, 057, 030
Total amount funded by title VII in fiscal year 1972 to date for the

Spanish speaking (81.4 percent) 1 27, 328, 820
Total amount funded by title VII in fiscal year 1972 to date for:

A. Mexican-Americans (50 percent) 1
B. Puerto Ricans (23 percent) 1
C. Cubans (2 percent) 1

18,
7,

923,
010,
062,

1 58
174
914

D. Other Spanish-speaking (0.4 percent) 1 132, 580
I This percentage may be sUbstantially higher since this dollar estimate does not reflect those Spanish

speakers which may bo found in other title VII projects.

NOTE: The dollar Ileum is prorated on the basis of the, number of Spanish- speaking students in predomin-
antly Spanishspeaklue title Vii projects.

MEXICANAMERICAN PROJECTS-PROJECTS CURRENTLY BEING FUNDED UNDER ESEA TITLE VII
WHICH SERVE THE SPANISHSPEAKING

Local school district Location Ethnic group served

earFiscal y1972

amount

Arizona:
Nogales Elementary School District I Nogales MexicanAmerican $53, 939
Wilson Elementary School District 7 Phoenix do 36, 473
Phoenix Union High School do do 40, 610
Somerton School District Somerton do 42, 405
Tucson Elementary School District I Tucson do 76,929
Douglas Public School Douglas do 80, 000

California:
Bakersfield City School District Bakersfield do 90, 000
Placer County Office of Education Auburn do 173, 800

Do do do 80,600
Barstow Unified School District Barstow do 47,106
Berkeley Unified School District Berkeley do 541,248
Brentwood Union School District Brentwood do 61, 750
Los Nietos Elementary School District (2)..._ Los Nielos do 99, 950
Marysville Joint Unified School District Marysville do 79.928
Jefferson Elementary School District Daly City do 46, 248
Hayward Unified School District Hayward do! 100, 000
Oxnard Union High School District Oxnard do 100, 000
Montebello Unified School District Montebello do 220, 000 el
Orange Unified School District Orange do 84, 790
El Rancho Unified School District Pico Rivera do 230. 000
Pomona Unified School District Pomona do 119,000
Redwood City School District Redwood do 56,070
Office of the Riverside County Superintendent

of Schools.
Riverside do 552, 749

1
Rowland Unified School District RowlandHeights do 120, 940
Sacramento City Unified School District
St. Helena Unified School District

Sacramento
St. Helena

do
do

220,108
39, 423

,1

Salinas City School District Salinas do 120, 000
Coachella Valley Joint Union High School Coachella do 69,650

District,

See footnotes at end of table.
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MEXICAN-AMERICAN PROJECTSPROJECTS CURRENTLY BEING FUNDED UNDER ESEA TITLE VII

WHICH SERVE THE SPANISHSPEAKING

Local school district Location Ethnic group served

Fiscal vea
1972

amount

Calexico Unified School District Calexico
Sweetwater Union High School District - Chula Vista
Compton Unified School District Compton
Cucamonga School District Cucamonga
El Monte Elementary School El Monte
Mountain View School District do
Escondido Union School District Escondido
Fountain Valley School District Fountain Valley_
Fresno County Department of Education Fresno
Fresno City Unified School District do
Gilroy Unfired School District Gilroy
Gonzales Union High School District Gonzales
Healdsburg Union ElementarySchool District__ Healdsburg
King CityJoint Union High School District King City
Hacienda La Puente bided School District__ La Puente
Los A ngeles Ci ty U nified School District Los Angeles
San Bernadino City Unified School District__ _ San Bernadino____.._
San Bernadino County Superintendent of do

Schools Office.
San Diego Unified School District do

do 188,298
do 305,785
do 102,401
do 96,700
do 48,960
do 162,204
do 88, 900
do 72, 540
do 189,810
do 222,470
do 59, 570
do 67, 038
do 46,105
do 38,500
do 216,000
do 525, 000

. r do 12D,000
do 520,200

Special service project,2 591, 000
Mexican-American, Cuban,
Portuguese, multiethnic
Spanish-speaking.

Mexican-American 191, 781
do 120,000
do 120,690
do 108, 400
do 155 181
do 328,

,

990
do 186,927
do 87,658

Special service project! 342, 502
multiethnic Spanish,
Mexican-American, Cuban,
Puerto Rican.

Mexican-American! Pomo 98, 449
Mexican-American 215, 000

do 29,916
do 120,000

do 40, 000
do 203.000

Mexican- Americans Ute, Navajo 136, 000
Mexican-American 49, 423

do 177,115

do 90 000
do 180,

,

584
Special service projects! multi- 796, 000

ethnic Spanish, II/lexicon-
American, Puerto Rican.

Mexican-American 100, 000

Multiethnic Spanish! Mexican- 100, 000
American, Puerto Rican,
Cuban.

do s 266,929
dos 125, 000
dots 100, 000

San Francisco Unified School District San Francisco
San Ysidro School District San Ysidro
Sanger Unified School District Sanger
Santa Clara County Office of Education Santa Clara
Alum Rock Union Elementary School District._ San lose
Santa Ana Unified School District Santa Ana
Santa Barbara County School District Santa Barbara
Santa Paula School District Santa Paula
Stockton Unified School District Stockton

Ukiah Unified School District Ukiah
New Haven Unified School District Union City
Tulare County Department of Education_ ____ Visalia
Pa aro Valley Unified School District Watsonville

Colorado:
Colorado Springs Public Schools Colorado Springs
San Luis Valley Board of Cooperative Alamosa
Southwest Board of Cooperative Services Cortez
Denver Public Schools Denver
Arkansas Valley Board of Co-op Educational La Junta

Services.
Weld County Reorganized School District 8___ Fort Lupton
WELD Board of Cooperative Services LaSalle

Florida: Dade County Public Schools Miami

Idaho: Canyon Board School District Caldwell_

Chicago City Board of Education (Kosciuszko) Chicago
District 7 and 8.

Chicago Board of Education do
Chicago Board of Education District 5 d3
Chicago Board of Education District 7 do

(Jackson).
Indiana:

School City of Gary Gary
East Chicago Public Schools East Chicago

Michigan:
Lansing School District Lansing
Detroit City School District Detroit

New Mexico:
Clovis Municipal Schools
Albuquerque Public Schools
Artesia
Espanola Municipal Schools
Grants Municipal Schools
Las Cruces School District 2
West Las Vegas schools
Santa Fe Public schools
Taos municipal schools

Oregon: Woodburn School District 1030

doll 122,193
do ix 125,000

doll

Clovis
Albuquerque
Artesia
Espanola
Grants
Las Cruces
Las Vegas_.
Santa Fe
Taos
Woodburn

120, 033
150, 000

Mexican-American 80, 000
do 217,643
do 167, 500
do 56, 805

Mexican-Amencan,ls Keresan 69,185
Mexican-American 125, 706

do 173,158
do 79,429
do 116,205

Russian, Mexican 16 139, 600

See footnotes at end of table.
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MEXICANAMERICAN PROJECTS-PROJECTS CURRENTLY BEING FUNDED UNDER ESEA TITLE VII
WHICH SERVE THE SPANISH-SPEAKING

Local school district Location Ethnic group served

Fiscal year
1972

amount

Texas:
Eagle Pass ISD Eagle Pass Mexican American.. 55, 575
Abernathy ISD Abernathy do 78, 102
Abilene ISD Abilene do 139, 580
Alamo Heights ISD San Antonio do 120, 351
Alice ISD. Alice do 86,453
Region XIII Education Service Center Austin do 724, 341
Bishop CISD Bishop. do 88, 880
Brownsville ISD Brownsville do 185,540
Colorado City ISD Colorado City do 69, 534
Crystal City ISD Crystal City do 175, 000
Corpus Christi ISD Corpus Christi do 97, 367
Dallas ISD Dallas do 260, 000
Del Valle ISD Del Valle do 93, 320
Del Rio ISD Del Rio do 154, 893
Edinburg CISD San Antonio do 122,749
Edgewood ISD do do 316,494
El Paso ISD El Paso do 145, 950
Rio Grande City Cons. ISD Rio Grande do 90, 000
Robstown ISD Robstown do 80, 000
San Diego ISD San Diego do 79, 315
Fort Worth ISD Fort Worth do 722, 003
Galveston ISD Galveston do 53, 284
Harlandale ISD San Antonio do 196,000
Houston ISD Houston do 239, 620
Kingsville ISD Kingsville do 70, 736
La Joya ISD La Jaya do 118, 800
Laredo ISO Laredo do 88, 450
Laredo UCISD do do 118,550
Lubbock ISD Lubbock do 98, 279
McAllen ISD McAllen do 109, 419
Orange Grove ISD Orange Grove do 100, 512
Pharr-San Juan-Alamo ISD Pharr do 189, 802
Port Isabel ISD Port Isabel do 180, 910
Edinburg San Antonio do 192, 762
San Angelo ISD San Angelo do 136, 000
San Antonio ISD San Antonio do 400, 000
South San Antonio do do 117, 400
Southside Sari Antonio San Antonio (South) do 98,971
Weslaco ISD Weslaco do 141, 937
Zapata ISD Zapata do 115,000

Washington:
Intermediate School District 104 Ephrata do 130, 071
Intermediate School District 105 Yakima do 137, 872

Wisconsin: Milwaukee Public Schools Milwaukee Multi-ethnic Spanish,17 178, 713
Mexican-Am erica n, Puerto
Rican.

SPANISH SPEAKING ETHNIC BREAKDOWN

160 percent Mexican-American 40 percent other.
2 40 percent Mexican - American 20 percent Cuban; 20 percent Puerto Rican; 20 percent other.
3 40 percent Mexican-American 20 percent Cuban; 20 percent Puerto Rican; 20 percent other.
4 50 percent Mexican-American 50 percent other.

34 percent Mexican-American 66 percent other.
375 percent Mexican-American 25 percent Puerto Rican.
7 50 percent Mexican-American 40 percent Puorto Rican; 10 percent Cuban.
s 50 percent Mexican-American 40 percent Puerto Rican; 10 percent Cuban.

50 percent Moxican-American 40 percont Puerto Rican; 10 percent Cuban.
50 50 percent Mexican - American 40 percent Puerto Rican; 10 percent Cuban.

50 percent Mexican-American
12 50 percent Mexican-American
1070 perdent Mexican-American
1175 percent Mexican-American;
is 67 percent Mexican-American;
1x34 percent Mexican-American;
or 51 percent Mexican-American;

40 percent Puerto Rican; 10 percent Cuban,
40 percent Puerto Rican; 10 percent Cuban.
30 percent Puerto Rican.
10 percent Cuban; 10 percent Puerto Rican; 5 percent other Spanish-speaking.
33 percent other.
66 percent other.
49 percent Puerto Rican.

vrinsauw=1111=111111MINIMITJMEMINOIMMINI.MM=1.111111M
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PUERTO RICAN PROJECTS

PROJECTS CURRENTLY BEING FUNDED UNDER ESEA TITLE VII WHICH SERVE THE SPANISH SPEAKING

Local school district Location Ethnic group served

Fiscal year
1972

amount

Connecticut:
Board of education Bridgeport Puerto Rican $97, 750
Hartford Board of Education Hartford do 195, 000
New Haven Board of Education New Haven do 114, 000

Massachusetts:
Chelsea School Department Chelsea Multiethnic Spanish spealing 1 80,000
Boston School Department Boston Multiethnic Spanish speaking 3 81, 806
Holyoke public schools Holyoke Puerto Rican 109, 805
Lawrence public schools Lawrence do 100, 456
Springfield public schools Springfield do 91, 320

Michigan: School district of the city of Pontiac.... Pontiac Multiethnic Spanish speaking 3. 119,368
New Jersey:

City of Lakewood school district Lakewood Puerto Rican 301, 405
New Brunswick Board of Education New Multiethnic Spanish speaking 1. 90, 000

Brunswick.
City of Vineland school Vineland Puerto Rican 330, 871

New York:
New York City Board of Education, Brandeis New York City do 125, 000

High.
Beacon City schoo district Beacon do 80, 000
Buffalo Board of Education Buffalo do 143, 800
Community Schoo District 2 New York do 157, 700
Community Schoo District 3 do do 293, 250
Community Schoo District 4 do do 111, 400
Community Schoo District 5 do do 100, 000
Community Schoo District 8 do. do 250,000
Community Schoo District 9 Bronx do 230, 000
Community Schoo District 12 do do 180, 000
Community Schoo District 16 Brooklyn do 125, 000
Community Schoo District 17 do do 161, 000

New York City Board of Education:
Demo High School New York City Multiethnic Spanish speaking 3 125, 000
District 20 do Puerto Rican 100, 000
Auxiliary service do do 175, 000
District 24 Queens Multiethnic Spanish speaking 5 100, 000

City school district of the city of New York:
District 1 New York Puerto Rican 176, 250
District 2 do do 164, 500
District 6 do Multiethnic Spanish speaking 7 143, 750

District 7 do Puerto Rican 242,000
District 10 do do 111, 222
District 13 do do 190,000
District 14 do do 150,000

New York City Board of Education Brooklyn do 367, 215
City school board, District of Rochester....._ Rochester do 250, 000
North Rockland Central School District Stony Point do.. 178, 300

Ohio: Lorain City schools Lorain Multiethnic Spanish speaking 118, 904
Pennsylvania:

School District of Philadelphia Philadelphia__ -. Puerto Rican 536, 600
West Chester Area School District West Chester. do 75, 078

Puerto Rico: Puerto Rico Department of Education. Hato Rey do.. 88,000
Rhode Island: Pawtucket School Department Pawtucket Puerto Ricante Portuguese, and Eng-

lish.
85, 000

Virgin Islands: Department of education St. Thomas Puerto Rican 100,000

175 percent Puerto Rican
2 90 percent Puerto Rican
3 80 percent Puerto Rican
1 60 percent Puerto Rican
5 50 percent Puerto Rican
e 26 percent Puerto Rican
7 60 percent Puerto Rican
5 95 percent Puerto Rican
050 percent Puerto Rican

SPANISH SPEAKING ETHNIC BREAKDOWN

5 percent Cuban; 20 percent other Spanish speaking.
10 percent other Spanish speaking.
19 percent Mexican-American; 1 percent other.
1 percent other Spanish speaking; 39 percent Anglo.
10 percent Cuban; 40 percent other Spanish speaking.
24 percent Cuban; 50 percent other Spanish speaking.
20 percent Cuban; 20 percent other.
5 percent MexicanAmerican.
50 percent other.

Mr. POTTINGEII. May I also offer another document for your
consideration? Secretary Richardson has spoken on more than one
occasion of the need for affirmative action programs within the de-
partment to redress the kinds of ethnic and racial imbalances in
employment that exist. Each department head was thereafter required
to present his own program to implement it. We have done so in the
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office of civil rights, and I would like to submit it to you because we
believe it is as far reaching as any we know of in the Federal Govern-
ment. This may be obviously self-serving, but we are proud of it and
would like to submit it for the record.

Mr. EDWARDS. Without objection, the document will be received
as part of the record.

(The document referred to follows:)

OFFICE FOR CIVIL RIGHTS

AFFIRMATIVE. ACTION PROGRAM
I. General statement

OCR is firmly committed to affirmative action for minorities and women in all
aspects of hiring, promotion, and upward mobility. We have a special obligation to
establish a poliev and program which can serve us a model to other agencies in the
Department. Ode's Affirmative Action Program will receive the highest priority
;Ind attention from the Director and all personnel. This program in no way Mims
Civil Service Commission rules or !my other regulations with regard to Equal Du-

.ployment Opportunity, grievance rights, or Affirmative Action Guidelines al-
ready in effect; its purpose is to supplement such regulations and make them more
effective.
II. Specific actions

1. This Affirmative Action Program will be effective December 30, 1971, and
will remain in effect until further notice. Elections will be held prior to this date to
choose two representatives (at least one of whom will be female) for each head-

, quarters Division and Regional Office. Two representative will also be chosen to
represent the combined stnffs of headquarters Assistant Directors. These repre-
sentatives will serve for one year at the end of which time new elections will be held.
They will act as points of contact for implementation of this program and will
receive and forward complaints and suggestions to appropiratc supervisors for
necessary' action.

2. The Director, Division Chiefs, and Regional Civil Rights Directors will
meet with elected representatives at least once every three mouths, or more fre-
quently if necessary. Written reports of these meetings will be distributed to all
mupluyees outlining items discussed and actions taken. Complaints will be consi-
dered at any time.

3. All qualified OCR employees will be given priority consideration for any
varancy Wore outside recruitment k undertaken. OCR employees, upon their re-
quest, will I-A, informed of the reason(s) for their non-selection to any vacancy for
which they have applied. Age or physical disability will mu be considered in re-
cruitment or promotion actions.

4. All staff members supervising three or more employees will be required to at-
tend appropriate supervisory training within the next year if they have not done
so within the oast three years. The Assistant Director (Management) is responsi-
ble fur insuring that this is accomplished.

5. All employees have a right to know where vacancies are located, what the
specific requirements for positions arc, and, most importunity, to be given fair
consideration fur any available job. Vacancy annonneements will he posted in
prominent places throughout the Office (including the regions) with sufficient time
(at least two weeks) for those interested to apply. In the future, employees can
be assured that till vacancy announcements are legitimate (i.e., that a position is
not being advertised solely to conform to merit promotion requriments; but that
all applicants will receive fair consideration). In no instance will pre-selection for
vacancies be permitted; selection for vacancies will occur only after all applica-
tions are reviewed. These provisions are basic to effective Affirmative Action and
will be strictly adhered to by all personnel.

6. For purposes of fair evaluation, all supervisors will dismiss work performance
with individual employees at least two months in advance of the actual written
evaluation date. Of course, this does not preclude the desirability of discussing
performance on a regular and continuing basis. This will provide a fair chance
for improvement in the event of possible shortcomings and can avoid misunder-
standings with regard to performance ratings. All employees will be evaluated
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annually and furnished a copy of their evaluation. Anyone not receiving an
evaluation within the past year will be evaluated within the next two months.
Anyone not receiving a copy of his last evaluation will be furnished with such a
copy immediately. Supervisors will be evaluated on their performance in the
equal employment opportunity area as well as other standard criteria.

7. OCR, in conjunction with the Office of the Secretary Personnel Office and
individuals concerned, will establish and publish guidelines for secretarial grade
levels. These guidelines, while necessarily flexible to acconunodate different
situations, will be based on the level and number of supervisors, workload and
functional responsibilities of the organization and the supervisor, required qualifi-
cations of employees filling the position, and the actual duties of the job. The
Assistant Director (Management) is responsible for coordination of the final
product.

8. To insure uniformity and fairness for all employees in the determination of
grade levels, the Classification Branch of OS Personnel will be auditing all position
descriptions. Supervisors will be required to review and update duties and respon-
sibilities of jobs in conjunction with individual employees. Any changes recom-
mended will he discussed with those concerned before changes are made.

9. An Upward Mobility Coordinator will be recruited within the next three
months and assigned full time to implement this Affirmative Action Program
and the OCR Upward Mobility Program. The Coordinator will be responsible
for the design and implementation of procedures for. selection and training for
upward mobility as well as for liaison between OCR personnel and the elected
Affirmative Action representatives.

10. Division Directors, Regional Civil Rights Directors, and Assistant Directors
will submit a statistical breakdown of their staff by grade level, race, and sex to
he Assistant Director (Management) every six months. This report will also

include anticipated recruitment and promotion plans by grade level, race, and
sex for the next six months together with the rationale for arriving at these goals.
The overall minimum office goal is for at least 50 percent of those recruited or
promoted over the next year to be minorities or females. Progress reports on reach-
ing this goal will be distributed to all employees. Initial goals for recruitment and
upgrading of females and specific minority groups for each Regional Office and
headquarters Division will be distributed by the Director after review of these
required submissions.

11. To insure that our Affirmative Action goals are met, all promotions, transfers,
or likings at the GS-13 level and above will be reviewed by the Assistant Director
(Management) and approved by the Director before any final commitments are
made. Justifications accompanying requests for these actions will include an
account of efforts to recruit minorities and females, background information on
minorities and females considered, and a listing of all OCR employees in the
Division or Region qualified for the position in question.

12. Greater use of the Civil Rights Assistant Series (GS-7, 8, 9, 10, and 11) is
necessary to abolish as nearly as possible the existence of dead-end jobs. The
Upward Mobility Coordinator will reassess the duties of personnel in lower grade
jobs. This is necessary to permit the use of potential undeveloped or under-utilized
skills, as well as provide the opportunity for progressing to higher grade levels.
The development of Para- professionals competent to assume the more routine
duties of specialist positions now in existence is a high priority item of this program.

13. All employees will he informed of the Merit Promotion and Equal Oppor-
tunity Programs of the Department and the procedures contained in these pro-
grams for resolution of complaints. They will also be ad,,ised of the counseling
services available through the Personnel and EEO Offices in the Office of the
Secretary designed to provide advice and assistance by experts in these areas.
The Upward Mobility Coordinator is responsible for insuring distribution of these
materials.

14. This OCR Affirmative Action Program is subject to modification and im-
provement by the Director. Changes may also be made by suggestions of a majority
of the elected representatives subject to approval by the Director. Additiondl
comments and suggestions by all OCR employees are welcome. All employees will
be kept informed of progress and modifications as they occur.

Approved:
J. STANLEY POTTINGERv

Director, Office for Civil Rights.
Date: December 7, 1971.

B2-425 0-72-7
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OCR AFFIRMATIVE ACTION PROGRAM

Action areas Responsible official Target date

1. Election of Affirmative Action representatives (sec.
II; par. 1 of plan).

2. Meetings with elected Affirmative Action represen-
tatives and distribution of report on items dis-
cussed and actions taken (II; 2).

3. Supervisory training for those supervising 3 or more
employes (II; 4).

4. Discussion of work performance with individual
omployees (II; 6).

5. Establishment of guidelines for secretarial grade
levels (II; 7).

6. Audit of existing position descriptions (II; 8)

7. Recruitmentof Upward Mobility coordinator (II; 9)
8. Coordination of Upward Mobility and Affirmative

Action efforts (II; 9).
9. Statistical report of staff by grade level, race, and sex

(II; 10).

10. Recruitment and promotion goals and timetables by
grade level, race, and sex (II; 10).

11. Review and approval of all pronolipn, transfer, and
hiring action GS-13 and above (II; 11).

12. Reassessment of clerical jobs to develop Civil Rights
assistant positions (II; 12).

13. Dissemination of EEO, Merit Promotion, and related
material to all staff (II; 13).

Regional Civil Rights Director, OCR Dec. 30, 1971.
division directors, OCil assistant
directors,

Director, division directors; regional Dec. 30, 1971, and
directors. quarterly

thereafter.
Assistant director (management) By Dec. 15, 1972.

All OCR supervisors At least 2 months
in advance of
evaluation date.

OS personnel, Assistant director By Dec. 15, 1972.
(management).

OS personnel, classification branch Do.
OCR supervisors.

Assistant director (management) By Mar. 15, 1972
Upward Mobility coordinator Continuing.

Regional directors, division directors, Jan. 1, 1972, and
assistant directors, semiannually

thereafter.
Regional directors, division directors, Do.

assistant directors.
Review by assistant director (manage- Continuing.

ment); approval by director.
Upward Mobility coordinator Do.

do Jan. 1,1972, and
continuing.

OFFICE FOR CIVIL RIGHTS

Sex Racial ethnic group

Male Female
Black White

Spanish- American
surnamed Indian Oriental Total

Grade:
18 1 1 1

17
16 2 1 1 2 3

15 26 3 10 17 2 29
14 47 6 21 29 3 53
13 71 8 31 43 5 79
12 38 10 20 21 7 48
11 15 11 9 13 3 1 26
10 1 2 2 1 3
9 12 25 12 18 5 2 37
8 3 3 3
7 2 28 17 12 1 30
6 30 19 9 2 30
5 37 21 12 3 1 37
4 4 44 19 19 6 3 1 48
3 2 12 8 2 2 2 14
2
1 2

3
1

2
3

1 3
3

Mr. POTTINGER. The second point I would like to make, we believe
very strongly that the need for a higher representation of minority
groups served by all programs in HEW, not simply in the office for
civil rights, is very acute, and could not agree more with the implica-
tion of your questions that this is needed. I would have no hestitation
in agreeing with that. At the same time, I would like to say, on behalf of
our staff, to the extent that it does not represent a population parity
nationwide and even though our office happens to have a higher
number of Chicano and blacks than most office:, to the extent we
don't reflect a nationwide parity, I think it is fair to say persons of
other backgrounds; -have a very strong committment to do what is
right and lawful. The lack of a particular ethnic employment ratio

36
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does not indicate necessarily a lack of commitment and effectiveness
in our office, any more than I trust an absence of minorities reflects a
lack of concern on the part of your committee or any other group.

Mr. EDWARDS. Mr. Jacobs?
Mr. JACOBS. No questions.
Mr. EDWARDS. Mr. Garrison.
Mr. GARRISON. When you speak of announced budgets for bilingual

grants, do you generally mean the instruction of Spanish speaking
students in Spanish or do you mean the instruction of both Anglo land
Spanish speaking students in Spanish and English? Is the focus upon
the Spanish specking student or both?

Mr. HAYS. The purpose of that law is to aid children who have
language difficulties getting into the mainstream of educational sys-
toms. We are focusing on those who are coming to school speaking a
basic language other than English. We are trying to provide that
transition for them to became part of the school system so, obviously,
you are focusing on the Spanish speaking, those who come to school
speaking Spanish and need a reasonable and rational transition period
to enter into the mainstream of the educational activities.

Mr. CHAVEZ. The bilingual programs that exist throughout the
country would not be in compliance with civil rights if they were
searegated. They also want to make sure the Anglo and black students
also become aware of the various cultures in that classroom. The
child who speaks Spanish would learn from the others.

Mr. GARRISON. Do the local school districts resist bilingual programs
because they impose a burden on them?

Mr. POTTINGER. Those who do not understand do resist on that
ground. It is only by explaining why it is that a bilingual and bi-
cultural program does not unfairly penalize or burden white Anglo
children, that school districts begin to take the kind of acute interest
that is necessary. I think, unfortunately, many school districts are
of the opinion that a bilingual program would penalize Anglo students
by neglecting their language and the facility to perform, and perhaps
that is as high an indicator of the culpability of school districts as
anything we see. As soon as you say, you would have\ a bilingual
program, they assume that first, second, and third graders will be
learning, from the day they walk into school, history, math, and other
subjects, exclusively in a language other than English. For this reason,
the white Anglo proprietors become very concerned and the response
is, first of all, to point out that this is precisely what they are now
doing with the English language, which is adversely affecting the
ability of the Chicano students to learn. When you establish that as
a point of intent, you can begin to demonstrate, in a very technical
way, how it is possible to teach children English, how to teach the
language in a way that will respect the rights and cultures of the
Mexican American children, and why it is that what they have been
doing in the past constitutes discrimination.

Mr. CHAVEZ. I think it is well to understand that within a bilingual
program, a 6-hour day is not taught 100 percent in Spanish. Some of
the people in the community sometimes don't really understand the
bilingual program. It could be a half hour during a day, it could be
3 hours, it depends on the numbers of kids in the classroom and how
it will be brought about.
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Mr. POTTINGER. The difficulty with this is, and I don't mean to
stress it, if you issue a report or a statement or a policy or the Civil
Rights Commission report to all of the school districts in the country,
and say "here is what the problem is, can't you see it?" without
following up with the very difficult, arduous, onsite presence, to show
them how to (10 it, to answer the kinds of questions you have just
raised, you will only get a small amount of movement, certainly not
enough to make a difference. Consequently, you don't get a resolution
of the problem. We think it is a key to use the Civil Rights Commis-
sion report and all of the advocates of equal education we can find.
But we have a responsibility, to go beyond that. Certainly people
have been pointing out this problem for years, and nothing has
happened. The only way it is going to happen, in my opinion, is when
we take the road that is difficult, perhaps, but the only productive one,
and get to the district, look at pupil achievement test scores, point
out where the deficiencies exist, and design a specific plan for that
district. I would like to add, since the chairman has been good enough
to permit us to supplement the record with the Beeville file, that you
will find progress between 1970 and 1971, in Beeville, under that
specific plan.

Mr. Chairman, you spoke of the need for teachers, which probably
is the most acute, initially. We have found the number of minority
professional staff in Beeville has doubled, that is to say, of Mexican
American professionals, has doubled between those 2 years, before
and after the plan. The clerks doubled from one to two. The secretaries
doubled. Bilingual aides went from three to 56 in 1 year. Teachers went
from nine to 15. Bus drivers stayed the same. Cafeteria Iv orkers rose
slightly and maintenance workers rose slightly. In the professional
teachers area, there was an immediate impact. The beauty of that is
not so much in putting it on paper and submitting it to you, but to
go to Beeville and see the specific schools that we dealt with before,
without any kind of plan, and see what is happening there now. We
trust this will continue. This is not the end of the program.

Mr. GARRISON. Mr. Chavez suggested a moment ago that perhaps
a bilingual program in which the Spanish-speaking students were
segregated for purposes of instruction in Spanish may run afoul of
the 14th amendment. I note in your memorandum for 1969 to 1970,
point No. 3 does address itself to "Any ability grouping or tracking
system employed by the school system to deal with the special lan-
guage skill needs of national origin-minority group children". Ap-
parently, as a general statement, you approve of such tracking systems,
if they are generally directed toward ultimate reintegration of the
students without regard to ethnic origin. Has any school district
actually undertaken to submit to you a bilingual education program
which has been disapproved because of the segregating effect, either
initally or on a long term basis?

Mr. POTTINGER. I think that it is fair to say that in the initial
proposals, almost all of them, are either questioned or disapproved
until it is very clear that what they are proposing is lawful. The old
ability group patterns are difficult for school officials to break away
from. I don't know whether any bilingual plan has been ultimately
rejected, where we have been unable to show what they propose is
inadequate.
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Mrs. STUCK. Even during negotiations, if there is anything in the
plan that is submitted that indicates that the practice will be con-
tinued, then we do not accept it. In some of the material I provided
Mr. Pottinger, the Beeville district took 18 students out of their
CVAE programs where many Mexican American children wound up.
That is cooperative vocational academic program. In Bishop, Tex.,
they did away with the CVAE programs, because it appeared to be
a dead end track for Mexican American children. Those are the two
specific instances I can think of. In Beeville, there are 18 children
that have been given the opportunity to transfer from that program
into the regular academic program. Four are graduated; five are making
passing grades; two dropped out of school; and three were having diffi-
culty. Over 50 percent were successful, and we feel that that kind of pro-
gram will have an effect in helping us negotiate with other districts, too.

Mr. GARRISON. Now, in the proposal you made for models that
you show to local school districts, do you allow for the possibility of
grouping students for purposes of instruction on the basis of English
language schools, and then administering to them some objective test
of competency in the English language, as a condition of their being
removed from that program and put into the general school popula-
tion? I am not talking about the cultural problem, the IQ test. I am
not even talking about achievement in school subjects. I am only
talking about allowing the school district to teach school students
who have an English language deficiency separately until such time
as those children pass certain objectively arrived at tests for English
language proficiency.

Mr. POTTINGER. If I understand your question correctly, certainly
in the early period, particularly in districts where there is no preschool
childhood program, if a child came to the school district without any
English speaking ability at all, and went into the first grade, obviously,
that child would be in a class where the substance of his learning would
be in Spanish, initially, but in addition, where the substantive knowl-
edge does not need to be imparted, we would insist he not be kept in
any Spanish-speaking group. An easy example would be playground or
cafeteria time or study hall and the like, all recreation and the like.
Certainly, there is no educational justificatizin for any form of ability
grouping in those areas. You begin to get into a gray area from here.
So we are also saying, under point 1 of the memorandum, that the
school district has an immediate responsibility from the day the child
enters the school system to teach the English language and to do so,
not in terms of English as a second language program which accounts
for many of the very adverse things that Mexican-Americans and other
Spanish-speaking children have been subjected to, but in a setting
where a child is not forced to renounce or look derisively upon his
culture, background, and language. Those things happen all at once
in a good plan. As the child progresses, yes, he may, she may be
tested, of course. There is no objection to standardized testing as such,
but such testing should not be the measure for assignment of children
to their classes. It can only be used as measurement of what the
achievement level of a child at a given time is in the English language
or Spanish language. However, to use an English standardized test,
as the basis for assigning the child to a group, is both illegal and wrong
from a policy viewpoint since such a test doesn't measure the child's
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capability to learn. To remedy such practices, we require, in our plan,
any child identified as having been assigned to any ability grouping
classes on the basis of such standardized English tests, to be tested in
his native tongue in order to determine his IQ and level of potential
performance.

Mr. GARRISON. I take it that one of the principal deficiencies of the
plans that local school boards tend to propose in the bilingual area,
is an assumption that all of the school activities must be segregated
if some of them are. It is simpler to say, "we will put the Spanish-
sneaking students in this school," but you are saying it is unnecessary
i1ey be segregated in all aspects of school life, even to correct language

deficiencies.
Mr. POTTINGER. Absolutely, it is unnecessary. There is no question

about that. There is no justification we have ever seen, or any edu-
cator has been able to show us, for a. total, all-day segregation of any
person on language or cultural grounds. Incidentally, you said, segre-
gation to a school. We have been talking about segregation within
schools. Segregation of schools by such testing is all the more so
prohibited because of this point, not the less so.

Mr. GARRISON. Thank you.
Mr. EDWARDS. Speaking of the segregation of schools, I believe the

testimony that we have to date indicates that there are approximately
2.3 million Spanish surnamed pupils in the United States, and that
half of the Mexican American students in the Southwest attend
segregated schools right now. Is that correct?

Mr. POTTINGER. I believe it is. I would have to confirm that from
the national school survey. It is probably not far from the mark. By
segregated, Mr. Chairman, I assume you mean in a school where their
composition is all, or substantially all, of one race or ethnic origin?

Mr. EDWARDS. Predominately minority, yes.
Mr. POTTINGER. May I quickly supplement the point you just

made from the national school survey: 2.3 million are Spanish sur-
named, 33 percent of those children are in schools that are 80 to 100
percent minority enrollment. I underline minority because the survey
does not, at that level, separate out black and Chicano kids. There
may be both when I give you the 33 percent, so a full third of the
Chicano children are in schools where 80 to 100 percent of the students
are black or Chicano. Fewer than 2 percent are in all-minority schools.
Still, the 80 to 100 percent is a substantial figure-44 percent of the
Spanish-surname students are in majority white schools, that is to
say, majority Anglo schools.

Mr. EDWARDS. Mr. Pottinger, last week, when Deputy Staff Di-
rector Louis Nunez of the Civil Rights Commissior, was here, he said,
in his opinion, the failure of the New York City School system to use
Federal funds to meet the needs of Spanish-speaking children was a
violation of title VI of the 1964 Civil Rights Act, and urged the
Department of Health, Education, and Welfare to initiate a title VI
compliance review of New York City and its school system, where
approximately 70 percent of the national mainland Puerto Ricans
attend school. Have you received the recommendation from Mr.
Nunez aid have you in mind initiating a title VI review of the New
York City system?

Mr. POTTINGER. To answer the first part of your question, we have
received his request. In fact, I read it last night, in the form of his

3
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testimony. In addition to that, we have received a similar request
from a number of other sources, including Senator Javits. We believe,
on our own motion, a review would probably be wise, without regard
to complaints. Having said that, I should also say that we are, right
now, in the process of evaluating the typo and kind of review that
ought to be undertaken. We do not have an answer for you hero
today, because the Now York City school system is the largest
system in the country by far. We estimate that on a man-hour basis
a comprehensive review of the kind we do in other districts would
require all of our education resources to be devoted to New York City
for 2j¢ years. We can't do that. So what we are doing now, is designing
a kind of model review to allow us, on the basis of a computer program
and on the basis of statistical data that exists, to determine how we
can target a review which won't take that amount of time and remove
our resources from other important areas of our education program.
That is whore we are today, and we expect to have a conclusion drawn
on that soon. It is actively under consideration now by the assistant
director for special programs and the education division chief, and
I hope, within tho next 60 days, we will have an answer.

Mr. EDWARDS. Out of the testimony today, I have reached the
understanding that these bilingual education programs are advan-
tageous and although in insufficient quantities, as a matter of fact,
almost insignificant quantity, that they are the leading hope for the
future. Would you say that is correct?

Mr. POTTINGER. I would agree completely.
Mr. HAYS. Particularly when we find the real commitment at the

local level to take that program and recognize the needs in their own
localities and address it to their particular needs.

Mr. EDWARDS. Their own money?
Mr. HAYS. I think, after a while, they are going to have to use

their own money.
Mr. EDWARDS. How much more expensive would it be for a school

district to maintain an adequate bilingual program as opposed to
what they are doing now?

Mr. POTTINGER. I don't think we have an answer. We might be
able to generate, on the basis of the reviews, some mean or average
figures, but I don't have an answer at this time. I would like to saya
point I think I made on the record a while agowhile we are trying
to point out the ultimate need to convert and adapt the resources
of the State and local level, I am not thereby objecting to Federal
increases for bilingual programs.

Mr. EDWARDS. I am sure you would like to see a hundred million
or so like this committee would.

Mr. POTTINGER. From my perspective, I think it would be a great
help.

Mr. CRoss. One guessI think, in New Mexico, Chicano or
Spanish-speaking people represent a majority of the population.

Mr. JACOBS. I would like to ask a question. I was wondering if
you could say, for the record, what percentage of school districts in
the United States, which obtained a significant number of other
tongues, have comprehensive preschool programs and how do you
define the term," comprehensive," in your answer?

Mr. POTTINGER. I don't know how many. I think we could generate
the figures necessary to give some ball park figure on that.

(The figures referred to follow:)
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PRELIMINARY FIGURES TAKEN FROM 1970 CENSUS AS REPORTED IN GENERAL SOCIAL AND ECONOMIC CONDI-
TIONS, U.S. SUMMARY

Public Parochial Other private Total

Children enrolled in school 3 yr. old and over of Spanish
heritage 3,167, 719

Children under 5 of Spanish heritage 1, 164, 924
Children enrolled in nursery school of Spanish heritage. 27. 482 2.659 20, 906 51.047
Children enrolled in kindergarten of Spanish heritage... 163, 941 9,528 15, 143 188, 612

Mr. POTTINGER. Regarding the second part of 3 our question, we
are requiring, as a part of our May 25 memorandum, that preschool
comprehensive .programs are extended, at least in those cases where
the school districts have a preschool program. Our jurisdiction is over
matters of discrimination and that implies that people are treated
differently. Existing programs must be extended to all people. If you
have a school district that has a preschool program, and I guess
virtually all of them do, that gives us the jurisdiction and capability
of making it clear it must be a comprehensive program, must be
extended to Mexican American children, too.

Mr. JACOBS. Lets try this out. A blind student might be treated
equally, might he not, simply by the issuance of a seeing eye dOg. I
am sure that you would not allege that the clog should then be available
to others not blind. I am thinking in terms of the special education
need for a child who speaks English but finds himself a German
citizen. I understand the bilingual idea means equal opportunity. I
might say, Mr. Chairman, the program alluded to a moment ago,
which cost $42 million is sort of a bilingual program. I am persuaded
that an effective preschool program, in terms of linguistics, whether
those linguistics involve one other tongue or many other tongues, or
whether they involve a single mother tongue, in the case of some
citizens, as distinguished from others, that such a program cannot be
effective unless it begins at birth, and it seems to me, and I am talking
about, of course, neighborhood clay care centers, that sort of thing,
where hopefully mothers could participate along with others.

It seems to me, if we fail to get ourselves together as a people
that this area of preschool would be a very significant part of our
historyif we fail to do it and that is exactly what they are doing in
the Soviet Union. They had a problem, they made a national commit-
ment and solved it, not after it was too late. When you are 6 years old,
you are an old man in linguistics already, and there are studies to
show if a child is taught to walk before he is taught to roller skate, he
will have to unlearn a number of things, but if he is taught to do both
at the same time, that he will be very skilled at both. It has to begin
at the very beginning. I just wondered if I might say, I think your
testimony has been refreshingly articulate and to the point, but I
wonder how you feel about the proposition that in order to be
effective linguistically, that a preschool bilingual system should really
begin at birth and should be a national commitment?

Mr. POTTINGER. I would certain agree it should be for many of the
reasons you said, and I am sure we could go on. But the fear of our
office is that we not become focused solely on the issue of quantity,
which has been the thrust of the testimony before this committee.

But in this area, perhaps more than or as much as any I. know in the
education field, the issue of how you go about implementing these
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programs is every bit as critical as the financing of them. If I may
give a personal opinion based on my work for 12 years as the Director
of this office, and with experience with the Chicano community before
that, no single institution has more impact on little kids outside of the
family than do teachers. Unless you have teachers that understand
the issues, not simply the English language, but the cultural differ-
ences, you have tremendous problems. For example, take a typical
Spanish-speaking first grader. He goes to school the first day and
misses the bus that takes him to the school, and so he gets there late.
He comes into the back of the room and is seated in his chair and the
teacher says, "Juan, why are you late," which is not an unfair question.
And he says, "the bus left without hie," and she says, "wait a minute,
all of the other children were there on time, the bus didn't leave
without you; you missed the bus." Of course, Juan translates "El
autobus me dejo," which literally would mean 'The bus left without
me." That is the way the language is written, so he is not blaming the
bus, as the English-speaking teacher thinks. But literally translated,
the teacher thinks he is trying to cop out. She brings him to the front
of the class and she doesn't call him Juan, she calls him John, and he
says again, translating into English at her request, "the bus left
without me." Then she gets angry and says, "look me in the eye and
tell me the truth." Now, in Juan's culture, looking a person of author-
ity in the eye is a sign of contempthe would never do that with his
father and mother. She is saying to this little boy, "be forthright, be
candid, be honest, don't lie," all of which is a contortion for this child.

You can go on with this kind of thing, so that finally, a shattering
experience occurs for Juan the first day of school. Sadly, there are
many ways you can find this occuring throughout the Spanish-speaking
community. Gym teachers yell and shout at kids without con-
troversy in our culture, but this is not regarded as the proper way
to conduct one's self in the Spanish-speaking culture. The point of all
of this is that unless you have, in addition to implementing directives
from the Government, an understanding of what needs to be done,
you might et more quickly than we are getting now a broad implemen-
tation of English-speaking programs, but I would hate to begin to
measure the cost of this approach in terms of the cultural damage.
Money and directives are not the sole answer, nor are good intentions.

If 1 could leave you with any single piece of thought in my testi-
mony, in addition to the need for dollars, advocacy by Federal agencies
and "guidelines," it would be the need for an increased concentration
on the quality and understanding of what it is we are really trying to
achieve. I have never run into anyone who has this issue at heart
who doesn't want to achieve an objective which is truly bilingual.

Mr. JACOBS. You do come back to the experience of training such
teachers?

Mr. POTTINGER. Very definitely. .
Mr. JACOBS. Today's police officers who do not understand com-

munity relations can learn and acquire an entirely different attitude
from the one they picked up from the night school of 1936. Doesn't
that come back to the expense of developing such teaching staffs, too?

Mr. POTTINGER. I would agree. May we hear from Mrs. Stuck?
Mrs. STUCK. I am the regional director for the Office of Civil Rights

in Dallas, and you may have missed some of the earlier testimony
relative to Beeville, Tex., but it seems to fit what Mr. Pottinger has
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said. We negotiated a comprehensive educational plan with that dis-
trict last year an it has just completed its first full year. It includes
early childhood education. At first the superintendent was reluctant
to introduce any bilingual education for staff. They had a 2-day session
of their own during the year, but we have just finished, in the f ast
month, assisting them in making contact with the cultural awareness
center at the University of New Mexico. and they are going to under-
write a program that will begin with their own funds a full 3-day
session in August and then follow it up with consultant services through-
out the year, and I think this indicates that the district, itself, through
1 year's experience, has developed an understanding of what is needed,
and they have involved 56 parents and young people from the cilium()
community. Part of them are now attending Beeville County Junior
College and the district is paving half of the hourly cost for each
person. We feel this indicates if the district accepts the responsibility,
the understanding will follow.

Mr. JACOBS. That is very comforting to hear that they are.
Mr. EDWARDS. I only have one last question. You really already

answered it very beautifully, Mr. Pottinger. If you had your way,
what one thing would you like to see the Federal Government do?
What would be of the highest priority to help Spanish-speaking pupils
achieve equal opportunity in our country?

Mr. POTTINGER. I guess, without translating this into a specific
proposal in the sense it would be a blueprint, I would reiterate what
I said a moment ago, that is, to have each of us who have the respon-
sibility in this aria, at the Federal level as well as the State and local
level, to take the time and the effort to understand the point so that
thereby we will join the issue of quality with the issue of quantity.

Mr. ZEIFMAN. Mr. Pottinger, have your views been sought by the
Subcommittee on Civil Rights of the, Domestic Council?

Mr. POTTINGER. I hope the record doesn't show the time I am
taking to answer.

Mr. ZEIFMAN. To refresh your recollection, earlier the administra-
tion, the President, announced he was creating a Domestic Council,
and in the Domestic Council a Subcommittee on Civil Rights was
created, headed by Mr. Schultz.

Mr. POTTINGER. Yes, we have definitely been consulted by them.
I am sorry I didn't recognize it in the first way you put it, which was
a p3rfectly appropriate description, but I didn't. The answer to your
question is, yes, we have been consulted by them on a number of
topics and are in fairly regular direct contact with the Domestic
Council on civil rights matters.

Mr. ZEIFMAN. Are you consulted separately with respect to Chicano
problems; that is, with respect to Mexican American and other
Spanish-speaking types of civil problems? Are they dealt with
separately from the problems of blacks and other minorities?

Mr. POTTINGER. On occasion, yes, and on occasion, in a broader
respect, the whole problem of education matters for minority students
is discussed, and we deal with them on that point. The answer to your
question is "Yes."

Mr. ZEIFMAN. Are there separate officials in the White House on the
Domestic Council with different responsibilities in this area?

Mr. POTTINGER. I OM sure there are, but I can't say that that has,
to my knowledge, a substantial effect on how we address the questions
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they pose to us. My communication with them is as Mr. Cross
indicated a moment ago, to Secretary Richardson, who I report to
directly and to my knowledge, there are a wide variety of people
involved, including the staff of OMB and the Domestic Council
itself, the Cabinet Committee on Education.

Mr. ZEIFMAN. Do you deal with and confer with Mr. Garment on
Mexican American problems?

Mr. POTTINGER. I have, yes, on occasion. I think lie has a very
strong and earnest interest in the problems that have been brought
to his attention or that he has identified.

Mr. ZEIFMAN. To what extent have you made any types of formal
recommendations to either the Domestic Council or the Cabinet
Committee?

Mr. POTTINGER. Well, I would have to look at the record. As I say,
in a real sense as well as a formal sense, our recommendation goes
through the Secretary of the Department so I would have to go back
and look to see to what extent we have clone so, and on what specific
issues.

Mr. ZEIFMAN. Has the Cabinet Committee made any specific recom-
mendations to either your office or Mr. Hays office that you are
apparently implementing? I am talking, now, about the Cabinet
Committee for Equal Opportunity for Spanish-Speaking People.

Mr. POTTINGER. That is still another agency I neglected to mention
when I was trying to speak ofthere is the Cabinet Committee

Mr. ZEIFAIAN. Dealing not with the Domestic Council but the
Cabinet Committee on Equal Opportunities for the. Spanish speaking,
has the Cabinet Committee made any recommendations to the Office
of Education or your office,. which you are currently engaged in
implementing?

Mr. POTTINGER. In this sense, yes. I have met with Mr. Ramirez
and others on his staff to discuss our May 25 program and other
matters roughly related to it. They have both advocated the solutions
we have discussed with them, and given whatever level of support
they have at their command. In that sense, I would say yes. With
regard to any specific kind of directive, in a formal document, that
identified a deficiency in our office in their view, the answer would be
no. It is a more informal situation.

Mr. HAYS. I can't recall any specific direction either, but I guess
there is so much direction from a lot of people, I don't have them com-
pletely sorted out. In terms of the informal attitude, both Mr. Chavez
and myself maintain the same sort of communication.

Mr. EDWARDS. Thank ycu very much fer a very valuable testimony
and dialog. As I am sure you know, this subcommittee is not hostile; it
is interested only in the enforcement of the law and the achievement of
equal opportunity. We agree with you that we are not making satis-
factory progress towards these goals. We want to make some great
strides forward and, working with you, try to be of some help. We
do appreciate your being here today and hope we can keep in com-
munication with you. We are all working for the same go Is.

(Whereupon, at 12:05 p.m., the proceedings were adjourned.)
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The U.S. Commission on Civil Rights is a
temporary, independent, bipartisan agency
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to:

Investigate complaints alleging that citizens
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protection of the laws under the Constitution;
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to equal protection of the laws:

Serve as a national clearinghouse for informa-
tion in respect to denials of equal protection
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Submit reports, findings, and recommendations
to the President and the Congress.
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LETTER OF TRANSMITTAL

US. COMMISSION ON CIVIL RIGHTS
Washington, D.C.
April 1970

TO: THE PRESIOENT
THE PRESIOENT OF THE SENATE
THE SPEAKER OF THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Sirs:

The Commission on Civil Rights presents to you this report pursuant to
Public Law 85.315, us amended,

This report deals with the extent of ethnic isolation of Mexican Americans
M the public schools of the Southwest. Based on data gathered by the Department
of Health, Education, and Welfare in its 1968 survey pursuant to Title VI of
the Civil Rights Act of 1964 and information collected by this Commission
through its own 1969 survey, the report sets forth in detail the extent to which
Mexican American students in the States of i,,rizona, California, Colorado, New
Mexico, and Texas attend school in isolation from Anglo students. This report
also describes the participation of Mexican Americans in the education process as
principals, teachers, and in other official school capacities, and sets forth the
extent to which they are isolated from their Anglo counterparts. We believe the
facts presented concerning the extent of ethnic isolation in the public schools of
the Southwest give cause for national concern.

The report deals with a subject about which little is currently known.
Further, we believe the report can be of help to Federal, State, and local officAs,
as well as to all Americans concerned with problems of equal opportunity, and
we wish to make the report available to them before the start of the coming school
year. In addition, national attention is currently focused on the educational
problems of Mexican Americans and the Commission is anxious that its report
contribute to the public dialogue.

We urge your consideration of the facts presented in this report.

Respectfully,

Rev. Theodore M. Hesburgh, C,S.C., Chairman
Stephen Horn, Vice Chairman
Frankic M. Freeman
Maurice B. Mitchell
Robert S. Rankin
Manuel Ruiz, Jr.
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Howard A. Glickstein, Staff Director
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PREFACE

During recent years the United States Commis-
sion on Civil Rights has become increasingly
aware of the acute educational deprivations faced
by Mexican Americans.1 Testimony at Commis-
sion hearings in San Francisco and San Antonio
and statements at meetings of the Commission's
State Advisory Committees in Los Angeles, Calif.;
Clovis, N. Mex.; and Corpus Christi and Rio
Grande City, Tex. have brought these problems
into sharp focus. This information points to the
tat that a growing number of Mexican Ameri-
cans, particularly in the Southwest,' are dissatis-
fied with the quality of education afforded them
and arc seeking changes in educational institutions
which will ensure them equal educational opportu-
nity.

A number of studies have been conducted con-
cerning the education of Mexican Americans.
Most of these works have been limited in scope,
either in terms of the aspects of education which
they have examined or in the school population
they have encompassed. The basic factors con-
cerning equal educational opportunities for the
majority of Mexican Americans remain virtually
unexplored.

The main purpose of the Commission's Mexi-
can American Education Study is to mckc a com-
prehensive assessment of the nature and extent of
these opportunities for Mexican Americans in the

In this report. the term Mexican American refers to per.
sons who were born in Mexico and now hold United States
citizenship or whose parents or more remote ancestors
immigrated to the United States Don Mexico. It also refers
to persons who trace their lineage to llispanic or Inds, -
Hispanic forebears who resided within Spanish or Mexican
territory that is now part of the Southwestern United States.

The term Spanish surname or surnamed is used in two
different respects: (I) to refer to all persons of Spanish
surname in the United States, including thou outside the
Southwest. except when such persons are referred to specif
catty by national origin, i.e., Mexican American, Puerto
Rican, Cuban and others, and (2) to refer to persons of
Spanish surname within the Southwest when the term is
used by secondary sources other than the Fall 1968 ethnic
and racial survey conducted by the U. S. Department of
Health, Education, and Welfare (HEW). (Most of the in
formation in this report is based on data gathered in this
survey.)

The term Anglo refers to white persons who are not
Mexican American or members of other Spanish surnamed
groups and Is used in the same connotation as It is used In
the Southwest.

'The Southwest includes the States of Arizona, California,
Colorado. New Mexico, and Texas.

public schools of the Southwest. To accomplish
this goal this study has been designed to answer
three basic questions:

1. What current practices in Southwestern
schools appear significantly to affect edu-
cational opportunities for Mexican Amer-
icans?

2. What current conditions in Southwestern
schools appear significantly to affect edu-
cational opportunities for Mexican Amer-
cans?

3. What are the significant relationships be-
tween practices and conditions and the
educational outcomes for Mexican Amer-
icans?

A secondary objective of the Mexican American
Education Study is to awaken educators to the
effects of their programs on the performance of
students of individual ethnic groups.

SOURCES OF INFORMATION
This report draws its information from two

major sources: the Commission's Spring 1969
mail survey of Mexican American education in the
Southwest and the Commission's tabulations of the
Fall 1968 Elementary and Secondary School Sur-
vey conducted by the U.S. Department of Health,
Education, and Welfare (HEW) under Title VI of
the Civil Rights Act of 1964.'

In the HEW survey, questionnaires were sent to
a random, stratified sample of school districts
throughout the continental United States' These
questionnaires sought information on the ethnic
background of all pupils and staff in every school
in these districts. The rate at which districts were
sampled was determined by the size of the enroll-
ment of the school districts in the 1967-68 school
year as follows:

'These sources are hereinafter referred to as the USCCR
Spring 1969 Survey and the Fall 1968 HEW Title VI Survey,
respectively.

'Hawaii was not included in the Fall 1968 IIEW Title VI
Survey.

i14
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1967-68 Enrollment
Size of

School Districts
Percentage of

Districts Sampled

3,000 or more pupils 100
1,200-2,999 75
600-1,199 50
300 599 25

Less than 300 ' 0

Approximately 1,200 [40 percent] of the more
than 2,900 districts in the Southwest received
HEW questionnaires.' All but three districts re-
sponded. Utilizing data from this survey, the fol-
lowing elements of the educational environment in
the Southwest can be described: (1) the ethnic
background of more than 95 percent of the pupils;
(2) the ethnic composition of the schools and dis-
tricts in which these pupils are found; (3) the
ethnic background of the teachers and principals
in these educational institutions; and (4) the eth-
nic composition of the, schools and districts in
which these staffs are located.

The Commission's Spring 1969 survey sought
more extensive information on educational oppor-
tunities for Mexican Americans than that gath-
ered by HEW. For its Spring 1969 survey, the
Commission drew a subsamplc of districts and
schools which had responded to the HEW survey.
The subsamplc was designed to reduce the number
of districts and schools included in the HEW sur-
vey and still obtain information on a sufficient
number of Mexican American pupils to arrive at
reasonably accurate estimates and projections for
the Mexican American school population in the
Southwest. The Commission survey encompassed
only those districts which had a Mexican Ameri-
can enrollment of 10 percent or more. Within
these districts, a stratified random sample of
schools was also included. This survey enabled the
Commission to describe many aspects of the edu-
cation provided nearly 80 percent of the Mexican
American pupils and about 50 percent of the total
school population of the Southwest. Among them
were the condition of the educational environment,
the policies and practices of school and district

'only about 1.6 percent of all pupils in the Southwest are
enrolled in school systems that have less than 300 studeus.

'Copies of the HEW questionnaires are reproduced M Ap-
pendix A on pp. 65-66

8

administration, and the educational outcomes for
students.

DistrictsQuestionnaires were mailed in the
second week of April 1969 to superintendents of
all 538 districts who had reported to HEW that 10
percent or more of the total district enrollment
was Spanish surnamed., A total of 532, or 99
percent, of the superintendents' quzmionnaires was
eturned to the Commission' These forms sought
information from school district offices on such
items as ethnic background and education of dis-
trict office professional personnel and board of ed-
ucation members, use of consultants and advisory
committees on Mexican American educational
problems, and availability of and participation in
programs of in-service teacher training."

SchoolsIn addition to the 538 district super-
intendents, the principals of 1,166 elementary
and secondary schools located within the sample
districts were sent questionnaires. The sample of
schools was stratified according to the Mexican
American composition of the schools' enrollment.
Questionnaires mailed to individual schools re-
quested information on such topics as staffing pat-
terns, condition of facilities, ability grouping and
tracking practices, reading achievement levels, and
student and community participation in school
affairs.'' Approximately 95 percent of the schools
returned the questionnaires."

'Thinpfive districts with an enrollment at least 15 per.
cent Spanish surnamed had not responded to the IIEW
survey at the time the subsample fisting was made available
to the Commission. The majority of these was in California.
The Commission estimates that about 5 percent of all Mexican
American students and of total pupils in the Southwest are in
these 35 districts.

'This includes a 500 percent response from districts In
Arizona. In the other States, 11. following school districts
did not respond:

Kingsburg Joint Union ElementaryKingsburg. Calif.
Lucia Star Unified School DistrictPismo Beach, Calif.
North Conejos School Districtla lam. Colo.
Sitter City Consolidated School District No. I--Silver

City, N. Mex.
EdcouchEisa Independent School DistrictEdcouch,Tex.
Houston Independent School DistrictHouston, Tex.

Houston Independent School District declined to respond
because it was engaged in court litigation involving the dis-
trict, HEW, and the U. S. Department of Justice at the
time the Commission survey was made.

'A copy of the superintendent? questionnaire Is found In
Appendix Bon pp. 67-73.

"The principals' questionnaire is exhibited in Appendix C
on 9P. 75-59..

"Thirtpthree for 60 percent/ of the 56 schools that did not
return the principal? questionnaire are in the Houston lode.
pendent School District. Had these questionnaires been
returned, the response rate of the sampled schools would hate
been about 98 percent.
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The results of the Commission's Mexican
American Education Study arc being published in
a series of reports. This first report examines: (1)
the size and distribution of the Mexican American
enrollment, educational staff, and school board
membership; (2) the extent of isolation of Mexi-
can American students; and (3) the location of
Mexican American educators in terms of the eth-
nic composition of schools and districts in which
they are found. This report also describes the size
and distribution of the Spanish surnamed enroll-
ment throughout the United States. The major
part of the information contained in this first re-
port is based on data obtained from the Fall 1968
HEW Title VI Survey. However, data concerning
school staffs (other than classroom teachers and
school principals), professional personnel at the
district level, and board of education members arc
drawn from the USCCR Spring 1969 Survey.

Future reports will make more extensive use of
data from the USCCR Spring 1969 Survey. Two
reports being prepared at present deal with some
of the educational outcomes for Mexican Ameri-
can students (reading achievement, attrition, and
post-high school activities), and with provisions of
the schools for the unique cultural characteristics
of Mexican Americans. Other reports will treat
such topics as:

Conditions of facilities
Some aspects of educational finance
Qualifications of staff (education and experi-

ence)

Student attendance
Student participation in extracurricular activ-

ities

Ability grouping and tracking
Placement in classes for the educable men-

tally retarded

Subject matter and grade repetitions
Discipline
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INTRODUCTION

The Southwest has had a long history of ethnic
isolation and segregation of Mexican Americans
from the remainder of its society. Although segre-
gation probably never has been required by statute
in any of the five Southwestern States, it has been
practiced not only in the schools of the region, but
in other aspects of life as well."

A Segregated SocietyTypically, according to
several students of the subject, the ethnically
mixed community itv.the Southwest has consisted
of a hierarchy with Anglos on the top and Mexi-
can Amerimns on the bottom. One scholar, who
reviewed the literature of the past 40 years on
Mexican Americans in California, described this
State as having "a caste-like social structure ... in
which Anglos have always been on top of the hier-
archy and the Mexican Americans (have been)
isolated on the bottom."" Prior to the Second
World War, according to another authority, Mexi-
can Americans in Southern California were fre-
quently refused housing in Anglo neighborhoods,
excluded from certain public facilities such as res-
taurants and swimming pools, and denied employ-
ment because of their ethnic background."

In Texas, Mexican Americans have traditionally
been even more deliberately segregated film the
Anglo world than elsewhere in the Southwest.
Writing about the Corpus Christi area (Nunes
County) in the early 1930's, one author found
that restrictive covenants in deeds frequently pro-
hibited the sale of property to Mexican Americans
in the Anglo sections of the city." Employment
for most Mexican Americans in this part of the
State was limited to manual labor in the cotton
fields," Unequal service often was provided them
in restaurants and stores. Thus, Anglo employees

"In California. however, !wing of segregation by school
was implied. Under a law enacted in 5885 and amended In
1893, it was possible to segregate Indians and Mongolians in
California public schools. To many Anglo administrators, this
included Mexican Americans. Cooke. Henry W., The Sere.
cation of Mexican American School Children in Southern
California," School and Soclty, Vol. 67, No. 1745, June 5,
1948, p. 411.

"Parsons. Theodore W., Jr., Ethnic Cleavage in a Call.
lornla School. unpublished Ph.D. Dissertation. Stanford Un.

1965. pp. 6.7.
"Cooke, of t. elk pp. 418.419.
"Taylor. l'aul S.. An American Mexican Frontier, Chapel

Hill. The University of North Carolina Press, 1934. p. 226.
"Md., pp. 100-115.

in a drugstore in Seguin, Tex. made distinctions in
the service offered Anglo, Negro, and Mexican
American customers. In the words of an Anglo
clerk: "We serve Mexicans at the fountain but not
at the tables. We have got to make some distinc-
tion between them and the white people. The Ne-
groes we serve only cones.""

In more recent times the segregated pattern of
living has continued to persist in south Texas
communities. As late as 1961, one scholar de-
scribed these communities as:

... populated by both Anglos and Mexican
Americans who live in separated residential
districts divided by a highway or railroad
tracks. Anglo isolation from the Mexican
American is not only spatial but social. Virtu.
ally the only relationship between the two
ethnic groups is economic. . . . The pre-
dominant relationship ... Is that of an em.
ployer to an unskilled employee."

In Arizona there is also evidence to indicate
that the Anglo community has viewed itself as
racially and economically superior to the Mexican
American. For example, an Arizona newspaper in
the 1930's referred to the situation as follows:

... the Arizona Mexicans have been segre-
gated from the more fortunate Arizonans,
both as strangers belonging to an alien race of
conquered Indians, and as persons whose en.
forced status in the lowest economic levels
make them less admirable Man other peo-
ple."

Segregation in the SchoolsAlthough detailed
statements of an historical nature are not available
documenting the extent of past segregation in the
schools of the Southwest, several authors have re-
ferred to its presence. in Nueces County in the
1930's, reasons given by school officials for segre-
gation of Mexican Americans can be grouped into
two categories: those asserting that the association
was undesirable from the Anglos viewpoint and

p. 250.
"Madsen, William. Society and Health In the Lower Rio

Grande, Hogg Foundation for Mental Health. University of
Texas Press, Austin. 1961. p. 6,

"Quoted in McWilliams, Carey. Sotth From Mexico.
Greenwood Press, Westport, Conn., 1948. p. 41.
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those claiming that separation was to the advan-
tage of the Mexican American. A Nueccs County
school board member, a farmer, declared, "I don't
believe in mixing. They are filthy and lousynot
all, but most of them."" And, another school
official admitted, "We segregate for the some rea-
son that southerners (sic) segregate the Negro.
They are an inferior race, that is Others
felt that the Mexican Americans' poor attend! once
and lag in learning impeded the educational prog-
ress of the Anglo child. Some Ang los in nieces
County maintained that segregation would protect
the Mexican Americans from the hazing they
would receive from the Anglo children.

The white child looks on the Mexican as
[Southerners looked) on the Negro before the
war, to be cuffed about, and used as inferior
people, If you can segregate a few grades
until they learn they are not inferior (except
socially), then you can put them together.
. . . If [segregated In the early grades) they
will learn to take their places as whites and
citizens,"

Still other Anglo residents of Nueccs County al-
leged that Mexican Americans desired to attend
their own segregated schools, and they would do
better in schools with their own kind,"

In other areas of the Southwest during the
1930's and 1940's the separation of Mexican
American from Anglo pupils was justified on the
grounds that Mexican Americans were the ones
who benefited from the practice. Therefore, Mexi-
can American children were isolated until such a
time as they were considered to have overcome
their "English language handicap" and to have be-
come "adjusted" [Americanized)." Other less "be-
nevolent" reasons for separation were: (1) the
reputed irregular attendance of Mexican American
children (2) their different social habits and (3)

`Taylor, op, cit., p.217.
Ibid., p. 219.
Ibid., p. 220.
Ibid., p. 221.

"Caner, Thomas P.. Mexican Amerkans In School: A
History 01 Educational Neglect, College Entrance Examination
Board, New York, 1970, p. 67. See also Armour, Basil.
"Problems in the Education of the Mexican Child," The
Texas Outlook, Vol. 16, December 1932, p. 29, and Bogardus.
Emory, "Second Generation Mexicans," Sotto:ore and Social
Research, Vol. 13, JanuaryFebruary 1929, p. 282.
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their poor health."
Pre-Second World War data suggest that school

segregation of Mexican American students could
best be understood in terms of Anglo controlled
school boards carrying out the will of the majority
society. Thus, school board members consciously
and purposefully established school attendance
areas in order to segregate Mexican Americans
from Anglos."

Texas law separated black and white pupils
and, although Mexican American children were
legally classified as whites, school board policy
and practice generally separated them from Anglo
children." Furthermore, even though Texas has a
compulsory attendance law, the usual board policy
in most districts was not to enforce the attendance
of Mexican American children, particularly when
this meant large numbers of them would attend
schools with Anglos. One school authority in
Nucces County stated:

The trustees say, 'We have too many
Mexicans [in school) now. Don't build up the
Mexican enrollment',

Another said:

If I tried to enforce the compulsory educa-
tion law, the board would get sore at me.
. . , it I got 150 Mexicans [into) school, I
would be out of a fob.

A third indicated:

We have absentee owners and they are not
interested and the Mexicans are not inter-
ested, so welet the law slide."

In California, board policy to achieve segrega-
tion was usually more subtle. According to one
authority:

Strickland. V. E.. and Sanchez, G. I., "Spanish Name
Spells Discrimination," The Notion's Schools, Vol. 41, No. 1,
January 1948, p. 22.

"Members of boards of education arc comidtted mpresen-
mares of the State, and, within the limits of taw, have broad
discretionary powers in the government of local school dis-
tricts. As agents of the State, their decisions and actions con.
stitute Stale action and carry the force of law. Consequently,
although segregation of Mexican Americans has never been
ieltally requited by statute, h has carried the force of law
in those school districts In which the school board has Pre-
scribed attendance areas purposefully to segregate this
minority.

"Taylor, op. cit., p.215.
Ibid., p. 194.
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[It] sometimes takes the form of an action
by a school board providing that n11 students
of a named ethnic group be registered in a
given school. In other instances a school
board approves the drawing of zone boun-
daries in such a way as to throw all families
of a given ethnic group into homogeneous
areas. When neither of these two methods
seems feasible, a policy of transfer of students
from zone to zone brings about the same
result."

The Extent of School SegregationWhile there
is substantial evidence that Mexican American stu-
dents were often segregated, until quite recently
there was little information which described the
extent of the segregation. In Texas, a few studies
in the past looked at the extent to which segrega-
tion of Mexican Americans was practiced at dif-
ferent grade levels." Wilson Little studied the seg-
regation of Mexican Americans in 122 widely dis-
persed school districts of Texas. He found that 50
percent of these districts segregated Mexican
Americans through the sixth grade or above and
more than 17 percent [about one in six] separated
them through the eighth grade or higher. In con-
trast, less than one district in 10 segregated Mexi-
can Americans only through the first 2 years.7, At
that time there was a widely held belief among
school officials in Texas that Mexican American
children should be taught separately from the gen-
eral school population for the first 2 or 3 years,
ostensibly because of language handicaps. The ex-
tensive separation of Mexican Americans in higher
grade levels found by Wilson Little's study indi-
cated that other prejudices, such as feelings that
Mexican American children lacked personal clean-
liness and had lower health standards, were proba-
bly the true reasons behind the segregation prac-
tices. Two other studies, both of which were per-
formed in a small sample of districts, resulted in
findings similar to those of Little."

Only a small amount of information is available

Cooke, for, cll., p.417.
"Taylor provides incomplete statistics concerning the

isolation of Mexican Americans in Nueccs County schools.
See op. cit., p. 215.

"Little, Wilson, SPanishSpeaking Children In Texas.
University of Texas Press, Austin, 1944, p. 60.

"See Strickland and Sanchez, tor. cit., p. 22, and Armour
los. cit., p. 29.

concerning the segregation of Mexican American
educators. Evidently only a few Mexican Ameri-
cans entered the teaching profession. Paul Taylor
found only one Mexican American teacher in the
schools of Nucces County in 1929 when Mexican
Americans comprised 45 percent of the population
of that county."

Recent Changes in Patterns of Segregation
One of the effects of the economic and social
changes brought on by the Second World War was
the increased demands by Mexican Americans for
a better education." Those demands first reached
a judicial forum in 1945 in a Federal court in
Orange County, California. In Mendez et al v.
;Westminster School District of Orange County et
al., a group of Mexican American parents initiated
legal action against four Orange County elemen-
tary school districts. The parents alleged that the
school officials were maintaining segregation by
"regulation, custom and usage" and that it existed
solely for the reason that the children were of
Mexican or Latin American descent. They further
claimed that the school officials' conduct sought to
injure plaintiffs in the exercise of their constitu-
tional rights to due process and equal protection of
the law guaranteed under the fifth and 14th
amendments. In its judgment, the court, citing the
evils of segregation and the merits of commingling
of the entire student body, tuled in favor of the
parents and enjoined the school districts from seg-
regating. When appealed, the decision was upheld
by a higher court in 1947."

In 1948, legal action was taken to end the seg-
regation of Mexican Americans in the schools of
Texas. In Delgado v. The Bastrop independent
School District, the Federal court ruled that segre-
gation of Mexican American children was illegal.
This decision, like that in California, was based on
constitutional guarantees." These two cases, to-
gether with others filed in the 1950's, established
the illegality of purposefully maintaining segre-
gated schools for Mexican Americans."

"Taylor, op. clt, p. 29.
"Carter. op. p. 69.

endez v. IVestminster School Musks al Orange County.
64 F. Supp. 544. &Maned 161 F. 2d 774 (9th Cir. 1947).

Delgado v. The Bastrop Independent School District.
Civ. No. 308 (D.C. W.D. Tex. (1946).

"See Gonzales v. Sheets, 96 F. Supp. 1004 (D. C. Ariz.
1951); Romero v. IVeakley 226 F. 2d 399 (9th Cir. (1955));
and Hernandez v. Driscoll, Civ. No. 1104. (D.C. S.D. Tex.
(1937)) 2 Race Relations Law Reporter 329 (1957).
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However, as a very recent court decision has
shown, the practice of segregating Mexican Ameri-
cans still continues. On June 4, 1970, U.S. District
Judge Woodrow Seals, acting on a 2-year-old suit
filed by 32 Mexican American families for their 96
children, ruled that the Corpus Christi Indepen-
dent School District was operating a dual school
system. Judge Seals found that the various pm:-
flees of the school board to be such that as a
matter of fact and law, the Corpus Christi inde-
pendent School District is a de jure [legal] segre-
gated school system against Mexican Americans

yi

Aiggia 1:

A

I.

and blacks. Judge Seals held that the Brown v.
Board of Education" decision applied t.) Mexican
Americans, that the Corpus Christi School District
discriminated against Mexican American children,
and ordered attorneys for the school district to
submit a desegregation plan .39

.347 U.S. 483 (1954). This WAS the landmark Supreme
Court decision holding unconstitutional Slate laws that segre
gate students on the basis of race.

.Cimerol r. Corpus Chrloi Indrpenthol School Mork',
Civ. No. b8C95 (D.C. S.D. Tes. Comm Christi Div.
(1970)).
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CHAPTER I. SIZE AND DISTRIBUTION OF THE MEXICAN

AMERICAN ENROLLMENT

A. Spanish Surnamed 4° EnrollmentA National
View

Slightly more than two million Spanish sur-
named pupils attend public elementary and sec-
ondary schools in the continental United States.
(See Table 1.) They comprise 4.6 percent of the
Nation's total enrollment in public schools and
23.1 percent of the entire minorityll enrollment.
Approximately 1.4 million, or about 70 percent of
the Spanish surnamed pupils, attend public
schools 42 in the five Southwestern States of Ari-

"At this point. it is necessary to speak in terms of Spanish
surnamed pupils rather than Mexican American pupils, since
enrollment figures on a national scale do not distinguish
Mexican Americans from other pupils of Spanish surname.
Limited data available from the U. S. Bureau of the Census
suggest that more than one -half of the Spanish surnamed
population is Mexican American in all geographic regions 01
the United Slates except the Northeast and most of the
South.

"Minority enrollmem includes black, American Indian, and
Oriental pupils as well as Spanish surnamed pupils.

zona, California, Colorado, New Mexico, and
Texas.43

The rest are concentrated in the Northeast and
North Central States with smaller but sizable en-
rollments in Florida and several Western States!,

"The National Catholic Education Association (NCEA)
has conducted a survey which provides information on the
ethnic and racial composition of Catholic parochial and
private school enrolltitent for the 1969.70 academic year.
According to the NCEA, them ate approximately 469,000
pupils in Catholic elementary and secondary schools through-
out 11-3 Southwest. Of the total Catholic school enrollment,
abocl 94,000 pupils, or nearly 20 percent, are Spanish
surnamed.

"II is estimated that mom than 95 percent of the Spanish
surnamed pupils in the Southwest are Mexican Americans.
This estimate is derived from a 1960 census count of persons
of Spanish surname who were born in Mexico (rather than
another Latin American country) or who are native born of
Mexican parentage.

"In the East Nonh Central States, the Spanish surnamed
population is probably at least 60 percent Mexican American
and in the West North Central and Western States over 90
percent Mexican American. In contrast, the Spanish surnamed
population of New York, New Jersey, and other Northeastern
States is largely Puerto Rican, while that of Florida is pre-
dominantly Cuban.
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TABLE I.
SPANISH SURNAMED ENROLLMENT IN

PUBLIC SCHOOLS BY REGION AND STATE'

(I) (2) (3) (4)

Number or Percent That
Total Pupils of 11 Spanish

Region and Stale Noshes or Spanish Summed
Surname. Col.(3)

+ Col. (2)

(1) (2) (3) (4)

Number or percent That
Total Pupils or h Spanish
Number of Spanish gemmed
Peplie Surname.. Col. (3)

+ Col (2)

Regina and State

NOIllwan
Connecticut
Maine
Mauachusetta
New Hampshire
New Jersey
New York
Pennsylvania
Rhode Island
Vermont

Total

North Central
Illinois
Indiana
Iowa
Kansas
Mkhigan
Minnesota
Missouri
Nebraska
North Dakota
Ohio
South Dakota
Wisconsin

Total

South
Alabama
Arkansas
Delaware
Distrkt of Columbia
Florida
Georgia
Kentucky
Louisiana
Marylyn!
Mississippi

637,361
220,336

1,097,221
132,212

1,401,925
3,364,090
2.296,011

172,264
73,570

15,670
478

8,733
147

16,063
263,799

11,849
490

34

2.5
0.2
0.8
0.1
3.3
7.8
0.5
0.3
0.0

3,7

. 3.1
1.1
0.1
1.6
1.2
0.1
0.1
1.1
0.2
0.7
0.2
0.8

1.2

0.0
0.1
0.2
0.1
3.9
0.1
0.0
0.3
0.2
0.1

North Carolina 1,199,481 482 0.0
Oklahoma 543,501 3,647 0.7
South Carolina 603,542 208 0.0
Tennessee 887,469 111 0.0
Virginia 1,041,057 2,222 0.2
West Virginia 404,582 251 0.1

Total 11,308,849 67,341 0.6

Southwest
Arizona 366,459 71.748 19.6
California 4,477,381 646,282 14.4
Colorado 519,092 71,348 13.7
New Mexico 271,040 102.994 38.0
Texas 2410,358 505,214 20.1

9,389,990

2,252,321
1,210,539

651,705
518.733

2,073,369
856,506
954,596
266,342
115,995

20100.296
846,107
942,441

347.263

68,917
13,622
2.283
8.219

24,819
3,418
1,393
3,722

230
16.031

273
7.760

Total 8,144,330 1,397,586 17.2

West
Alaska 71,797 479 0.7
Idaho 171,172 3,338 1.9
Montana 127.059 910 0.7
Nevada 119,180 3,633 3.0
Oregon 455.141 4,502 1.0
Utah 303,152 9,839 3.2
Washington 791,260 12,692 1.6
Wyoming 79,091 4,504 5.7

12,389,250

770,523
415,613
123,863
148.725

1,310,665
1,001,245

695,611
817,000
859,440
456,532

150,687

24
539
215
662

52,628
1,370

136
2.811
2,078

327

Total 2,121,152 39,897 1.9

TOTAL U.S. 43,353,567 2,002,776 4.6

Source: Fall 1968 HEW Title VI Survey
'Includes enrollment information for District of Columbia.
Enrollment totals for Hawaii are not available.

"Minute differences in Ilse sum of numbers and totals are due
to computer rounding.

In the Northeast, New York has by far the largest
number of Spanish surnamed students, More
Spanish surnamed pupils attend school in the State
of New York than in any other State except Cali-
fornia and Texas. In the North Central area, the
majority are in the States of Illinois and Michigan.
There are almost as many Spanish surnamed pu-
pils in Illinois as in either Arizona or Colorado. In

16

the Far West, in addition to California, the great-
est numbers are concentrated in the States of Utah
and Washington.

B. Mexican American Enrollment In the
Southwest

More than eight million pupils attend public
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schools in the Southwest. Approximately 71 per-
cent are Anglo, 17 percent are Mexican American,
10 percent are black, and nearly all of the remain.

der are Orientals and American Indians. (Sec
Table 2.) More than 80 percent of the Mexican
American students in the Southwest attend schools
in California and Texas. Nearly 50 percent are in
California alone.

However, Mexican Americans constitute the
highest proportion of enrollment In New Mexico
(38 percent). In other words, there are fewer
Anglo pupils for every Mexican American pupil in
New Mexico [approximately 1.4.:1] than in the
other States. In California the ratio of Anglo to
Mexican American pupils is more than 5:1 and in
Texas it is about 3:1.

In all five Southwestern States the percentage of
pupils who are Mexican American is greater in

° For purposes or this report, elementary schools are those
which have no grade hither than the ninth and in which the
lowest grade does not exceed the fifth. Secondary schools are
those in which the highest grade is the tenth or more and the
lowest grade is not less than the sixth. Intermediate schools
are those which house any combination or grades from 6 to 9.
Schools which have a grade structure not falling within the
categories given above are counted among intermediate
schools. However, throughout the Southwest, approximately
93 percent or all schools which are classified as intermediate
schools actually house some combination or grades 6 through
9. Intermediate schools comprise close to this same proportion
in every Slate except Arizona and Colorado. In A rizona all
schools classified as intermediate schools house some combine.
tion or these grades. In Colorado, approximately 83 percent or
the intermediate schools house some combination of grades 6
through 9.

elementary schools than in intermediate and sec-
ondary schools!, As shown in Table 3, the pro-
portion of enrolment that is Mexican American
decreases from 18.6 percent at the elementary
level to 16.0 percent at the intermediate and 14.8
percent at the secondary level. (Also see Appen-
dix Table I, on p. 94.) The percentage of enroll-
ment that is black also declines from lower to
higher grades, but the proportion of enrollment
that is Anglo increases markedly at higher levels!,

In addition to the important variations in the
distribution of the Mexican Americans in school
populations among the States, there also is signifi-
cant variation in their distribution within each of
the States. (See Table 4 and Figure 1, a map of
the Southwest.)

The concentration of the Mexican American
school population is most extreme in Texas. It is
estimated that approximately 315,000 students, or
nearly two-thirds of the Mexican American enroll-
ment in this State, are located in 27 counties along
the Mexican border or a short distance from it. In
this area, three of every five students are Mexican
American compared to one of every five for the
State as a whole.

**It is hypothesized that three maim (actors are teSponsible
for the higher propo,tlon of Mexican Americans in lower
grades: (I) a hither birthrate rot Mexican Americans; (2)
a high rate or grade repetition. particularly in the early years
of elementary school; and (3) a high attrition or dropout
rate, especially in Junior and senior high schools.

TABLE 2.
ETHNIC COMPOSITION OF ENROLLMENT IN THE SOUTHWEST

State

Anglo Merlon American Black Other Total
Percent or Percent or Percent or Percent or

Number Total Ea. Number Total En. Number Total Ere Number Total Ea. Number Permit
refit:sent , roiliest rottenest mamas(

Celiromia 3,323,478 14.2 646,282 14.4 387,978 8.7 119,642' 2.7 4,477,381 100.0
Texas 1,617440 64.4 503,214 20.1 379.813 13.1 7,492 0.3 2410.338 100.0
New Mexico 142.092 32.4 102.994 38.0 3.658 2.1 20.293 7.3 271,040 100.0
Arizona 262.326 71.6 71,748 19.6 13,783 4.3 16,402 4.4 366,439 100.0
Colorado 423,749 82.0 71,348 13.7 17.797 3.4 4,198 0.8 319,092 100.0
Southwest" 3,771,684 70.9 1,397,386 17.2 607,030 9.9 161,030 2.0 8,144,330 100.0

Sourest Fall 1968 HEW Title VI Survey
Includes American Indians and Orientals

"Minute differences between the sum or numbers and totals are due to computer rounding.
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TABLE 3.
NUMBER AND PERCENT OF ENROLLMENT
BY ETHNIC GROUP AND SCHOOL LEVEL:

THE SOUTHWEST

Ethnic Group by School Level
Number

of
Pupils

Percent
of Total

Pupils

Elementary

Anglos 3,209,813 68.8
Mexican Americans 866,774 18.6
Blacks 490,264 10.5

Others 101,809 2.1

TOTAL 4468,660 100.0

Intermedics

Ang los 1,043,391 71.6
Mexican Americans 233,106 16.0

Blacks 154,261 10.5

Others 27,060 1.9

TOTAL 1,457,818 100.0

Secondary

Anglos 1,518,480 75.3

Mexican Americans 297,707 14,8

Blacks 162,505 8.1

Others 39,162 1.9

TOTAL 2,017,854 100.0

MI School Levels

Ang los 5,771,684 70.9
Mexican Americans 1.397.386 17.2

Blacks 807,030 9.9
Other 168,030 2,0

TOTAL 8.144,330 100.0

Soureet Fall 1968 HEW Title VI Survey
*Minute differences between the sum of numbers and totals are
due to computer rounding.

In the other States the Mexican American pup-
ils are somewhat more widely dispersed, In Cali-
fornia most are in the southern part of the State
centering around Los Angeles; however, sizable
numbers are in counties in the central valley and
coastal areas. Three counties [Los Angeles,
Fresno, and Santa Clara] contain about 50 per-
cent of the Mexican American enrollment. How-
ever, only 18 percent of the combined enrollment
of these counties is Mexican American, a figure
which is only slightly higher than the 14 percent
which this group constitutes of total State enroll-
ment. A large geographic area comprising north-
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TABLE 4.
REGIONAL CONCENTRATION OF MEXICAN AMERICAN PUPILS WITHIN STATES

Area of State
Number of
Counties
In Area

EstImated
Total Enroll.
meat In Area

Percent of
Total State En

roihnent In
Area

Estimated
nfelken
American

Enrollment
In Area

Waken
American

Enrollment
In State

Percent of
Total Mexican

American
Enrollment

In Area

,

;o

Centtal en; Southern California 3 1,860,322 41.3 327.563 646,282 50.7

South and West Texas 27 535.329 21.3 314,905 505,214 62.3

Northern New Mexico I I 139,151 51.3 64,600 102.994 62.7
4Southern Aritona 1 631,164 35E 38,756 71,748 54E

Southern Colorado 10 56,487 10.9 22,387 71,348 31.4

Source: Fall 1968 HEW Title VI Survey

Figure 1. REGIONAL CONCENTRATION OF MEXICAN AMERICAN PUPILS WITHIN STATES.

heriv. fall 1968 H/VI TIII0 VI Surrey

82-425 0 - 72 - 0 126
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em New Mexico and southern Colorado also has
a substantial Mexican American enrollment. In
Colorado, 10 sparsely populated counties include
about 10 percent of the total enrollment of the
State but almost one-third of all Mexican Ameri-
can students. In New Mexico, 60 percent of the
Mexican American enrollment is located in 11
counties in the northern part of the State. This
area accounts for 50 percent of the State's total
enrollment. In southern Arizona, seven counties
encompass nearly 55 percent of the Mexican
American enrollment but approximately 35 per-
cent of the State's total enrollment.

CONCENTRATION OF MEXICAN AMERICAN
ENROLLMENT IN LARGE URBAN

SCHOOL DISTRICTS

State

Percent
Maio, Urban School of States'

Marin(.) Mexican
Americo'

Enrollment

Arizona
California
Colorado

New Mexico
Texas

Tucson 19.2
Los Angeles 20.2
Denver 26.1
Pueblo 13.5
Albuquerque 27.3
San Antonio 9.1
El Paso 6.7
Houston 6.3

Source: Fall 1968 HEW Title VI Survey
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The majority of the Mexican American pupils
in the Southwest attend school in urban districts.17
Nearly 60 percent are in the 179 districts that
have total enrollments of 10,000 pupils or more
and 40 percent are located in the 47 districts
which enroll 25,000 and more. Moreover, as the
following tabulation shows, several or the largest
urban districts in the Southwest account for a sig-
nificant proportion of this enrollment. With the
exception of the Houston School District in
Texas and the Denver School District in Colo-
rado, these large districts are located in that region
of each State respectively In which Mexican Amer-
ican pupils are concentrated. (See Table 4 on
p. 19.)18 The Los Angeles Unified School Dis-
trict contains slightly more than 20 percent of all
Mexican American pupils in the entire State of
California and about 40 percent of those found in
the central and southern parts of the State. The
Mexican American students in the Denver School
District and the districts situated in southern Colo-
redo represent nearly 60 percent of the total Mexi-
can American enrollment in Colorado.

" Urban districts are those located in urban places or metro.
politan areas identified by the U. S. Bureau of the Census.

'The Mexican American enrollment in the Tucson, Ariz.;
Los Angeles, Calif; Pueblo, Colo.; Albuquerque, N. Mex.;
and San Antonio and El Paso, Tex. school districts is Included
among that shown in Table 1.
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CHAPTER II. ETHNIC ISOLATION OF MEXICAN

AMERICAN PUPILS BY SCHOOL AND DISTRICT

Mexican American pupils, in addition to being
unevenly distributed among the five Southwestern
States and within each of the States, are also un-
evenly distributed among school districts and indi-
vidual schools. To some extent the uneven distri-
bution reflects the concentration of Mexican
Americans in certain geographic areas of these
States. Very often, however, their proportion in
districts and schools bears little resemblance to
their proportion in the larger community where
the school and district are located.

In this chapter the extent of isolation of Mexi-
can American students will be examined first by
school district and then by schools within these
districts. The interrelation of school and district as
it affects isolation will also come under observa-
tion. Throughout, the focus is on Mexican Ameri-
can pupils, although some facts concerning the
isolation of Anglo pupils are, from time to time,
used for comparative purposes.

A. Isolation by School District''

An estimated 206 districts of approximately
1,800 school districts in the Southwest which have
an enrollment of 300 or more students are
predominantly" Mexican American. They account
for about 404,000 Mexican American pupils, or
nearly 30 percent of this group's total enrollment

As defined by HEW and used in this study, a school
district is "an administrative unit at the local level which
exbu primarily to operate (public] schools. .. . Rms unit/
may or may not be coterminous with county, city or town
boundaries." HEW. Office of Education, State Educational
Records and Report Seeks, Handbook 11, Financial Account.
Ins for Local and State School Systems, Washinston, GPO,
1957, p. 215.

In this report, the Commission has used two terms to
describe the extent of isolation. Predominantly denotes
schools or districts in which the students of a particular ethnic
group make up 50 percent or more of the enrolizuent.
Nearly all indicates thst 80 to 100 percent of the students
are of particular ethnic background.

21
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TABLE 5.
MEXICAN AMERICAN PUPILS IN PREDOMINANTLY MEXICAN AMERICAN DISTRICTS

Slate

DbtrIcts 50.100 Percent Mexican American Districts 80-100 Percent hIezkan American

Mexican
American

Total
State

Enrollment

Number
of

Dbtrkts

Number of
Pupils In
Districts

Percent or
Total Mexican

American
Enrollment

In State

Number
of

Dbtrkts

Number of
Pupils In
Districts

Percent of
Total Mexican

American
Enrollment

In State

Texas 94 291.398 37.7 31 107,140 21.2 505,214
C.alitomia 37 54,741 8.3 3 5,149 0.8 646,282
New Mexico 31 38,891 37.8 9 17,117 16.6 102,994
Arizona 13 12,125 16.9 Or o o 71,748
Colorado 9 6,368 9.2 2 1,736 2.4 71,348

Southwest 206 28.9 46 9.4403,723 131,142 1.397,516

Source: Fall 1960 HEW Title VI Survey
No districts 8010 100 percent Mexican American in Arizona were included to the Fall 1968 HEW Title VI Survey.

in the Southwest. (See Table 5.) With some ex-
ceptions, these 206 districts are located in those
geographic areas in the five States having the
heaviest concentration of Mexican American pup-
ils. (See above, pp. 18-25 and Figure 1 on p. 19.)

Texas contains the greatest number of Mexican
American pupils in predominantly [50 percent or
more] Mexican American districts. Ninety-four
districts, almost all of which are in the southern
part of the State'', contain about 290,000 Mexi-
can American pupils, or nearly 60 percent of the
Mexican American enrollment in Texas. They also
account for more than 70 percent of all Mexican
American pupils in the Southwest who are in pre-
dominantly Mexican American districts. Of those
Mexican American students who are in predomi-
nantly Mexican American districts, 107,000
[about 20 percent of the Mexican American en-
rollment in Texas] are in 31 districts that have
enrollments that are nearly all [80 percent or
more] Mexican American. Most of these districts
are situated in the extreme southern tip of Texas.
Of the four outside this area, the largest are in the
vicinity of San Antonio and El Paso.

Among the other States, most of the predomi-
nantly Mexican American districts are found in
either California or New Mexico. In California 57

"There are 1,231 school districts In Texas. See HEW,
Office of Education, National Center for Educational Statistics,
Education Directors', .ublic School Systems. 1988/89, Pan 2,
Washington, GPO. 1968. p47.
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districts have predominantly Mexican American
enrollments. Most are small; their combined en-
rollment is only about 55,000. They are located
in the agricultural valleys extending from Imperial
County on the Mexican border as far north as San
Joaquin County, immediately cast of San Fran-
cisco. There are also small clusters of these dis-
tricts in the coastal region extending from San
Diego to Monterey, about 100 miles south of San
Francisco. Only five of the predominantly Mexi-
can American districts have enrollments that are
nearly all Mexican American. About 1 percent of
the Mexican American enrollment of California is
found in schools in these districts.

In New Mexico there are nearly 39,000 Mexi-
can American pupils in 31 predominantly Mexi-
can American districts. Most are in the north near
the Colorado border. However, several are in the
Albuquerque and Santa Fe areas and in the south
in the Gadsen (Doha Ana County) and Hidalgo
County areas. Nine districts containing 17,000
pupils, or more than 15 percent of the total Mexi-
can American enrollment, are nearly all Mexican
American. With few exceptions, these districts are
in the northern half of the State.

Enrollments in predominantly Mexican Ameri-
can districts in Arizona and Colorado are small.
Fifteen predominantly Mexican American districts
in Arizona, all of them close to the Mexican bor-
der, contain about 17 percent of the State's Mexi-
can American enrollment. In Colorado, less than
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10,000 Mexican American pupils are in predomi-
nantly Mexican American districts. For the most
part, they are located in the southern counties near
New Mexico.

Although predominantly Mexican American
school districts usually reflect the regional concen-
trations of the Mexican American school popula-
tion, this is not always the case. Even in areas with
a high Mexican American enrollment, it is not
unusual to find a predominantly Mexican Ameri-
can district adjoining one that is largely Anglo.
Thus, in Nueces County, Tex. [the Corpus
Christi areal, Robstown School District, which is
87 percent Mexican American, and West Oso, 77
percent Mexican American, adjoin Ca Haien Inde-
pendent School District, which is 84 percent
Anglo. In Val Verde County in south Texas, the
San Felipe School District, which is 96 percent
Mexican American borders on Del Rio School
District, which is 54 percent Anglo. In nonhem
New Mexico, the Espanola School District, 83
percent Mexican American, is contiguous with the
Los Alamos School District, which is 88 percent
Anglo. In southern Colorado, Center Consolidated
School District, 59 percent Mexican American,
adjoins entirely Anglo Summit School District.

The contiguity of predominantly Mexican
American and Anglo school districts is not limited
to rural or small communities. It is also found in
large metropolitan areas which are served by sev-
eral school districts. School districts in metropoli-
tan settings generally have larger enrollments.
Consequently, differences in the ethnic composi-
tion of the enrollment of any two adjoining dis-
tricts necessarily affect a greater proportion of a
State's total enrollment than is affected in the
smaller, nonmetropolitan districts. The discussion
that follows examines the pattern and extent of
isolation in the school districts of one such metro-
politan areas, San Antonio, Tex.

The San Antonio Metropolitan Area encompas-
ses all of flexor and Guadalupe Counties within
which there are all or part of 29 separate school
districts 62 Nineteen of these districts are in Beau

.The multitude of school districts in the San Antonio
Metropolitan Area is characteristic of other metropolitan areas
In the Southwest. Only Odessa, Tex, and Albuquerque. N.
Alex. are served by a single school district whose boundaries
are coterminous with those of their own metropolitan area.
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Figure 2. BEXAR COUNTY SCHOOL DISTRICTS.
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County, where the city of San Antonio is lo-
cated!, Of these, 13 fall entirely or partly inside
the city limits of San Antonio or are in suburbs
that border the city!, (See Figure 2, a map on
p. 17.) Two of the 13 are situated on military res-
ervations.

Nearly half of the 186,000 pupils enrolled in
these 13 districts are Mexican American; 44 per-
cent are Anglo. Nearly all of the :emainder are
blacks. (See Table 6.) There is distinct evidence
of ethnic isolation among the 13 districts. Approx-
imately 82,000 Mexican American students, or
better than 90 percent of the Mexican American
enrollment, are in five predominantly Mexican

S. Bureau of the Census figures Indicate that in 1960
more than 18 Per..,nt of all Mexican American People in
Texas resided in the San Antonio Metropolitan Area.

"Discussion is limited to these 13 districts. Enrollment
information Is mutable for only three of the other 16 districts
in Baer and Guadalupe Counties. Because these districts
lie some distance from the city of San Antonio and the other
districts in, the San Antonio utban area, they hoe been
excluded from this discussion.

24

American school districtsEdgcwood, Harlan-
dale, San Antonio, South San Antonio, and South-
side. Sixty percent of the Anglo public school pup-
ils in the area are in the eight predominantly
Anglo districts which surround the central part of
the city!, Six of these districts have enrollments
that are more than 80 percent Anglo. Each of the
eight Anglo districts borders on one or more of the
predominantly Mexican American districts. For
example, Northside Independent School District,
which is about 82 percent Anglo, adjoins Edge-
wood, which is nearly 90 percent Mexican Ameri-
can. North East and Alamo Heights, with enroll-
ments more than 85 percent Anglo, are contiguous
to the predominantly Mexican American San An-
tonio School District.

*Alamo Heights, East Cennai, Fort Sin Houston, Judson,
Lackland, North East, Northside, and Southwest.
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TABLE 6.
ETHNIC COMPOSITION OF ENROLLMENT, 13 SCHOOL DISTRICTS, SAN ANTONIO

District

Ariake Mahe Astrkam Other Minorities

Total
Earo Ibsen! Number

Percent of
Dietriet

Faro Ibnent
Neuter

Percent of
District

Earollareat
Number

Percent of
District

Enrollment

Edgewood. 22,221 863 3.9 19,924 89.7 1,434 6.4
Southside 2,094 544 26.0 1,329 73.0 21 0.0
Harlandale 16,940 6,460 30.1 10,438 61.7 22 0.1
San Antonio 79,333 21,310 26.9 46,188 38.2 11,855 14.9
South San Antonio 7,429 3.098 43.0 4,090 55.1 141 1.9

SUBTOTAL 23.3
-
64.2

-
13,473 10.3120,037 32,373 82,189

North East 25,772 23.708 92.0 1,903 7.4 161 0.6
Lack land 927 804 86.7 29 3.1 94 10.1
Judson 2,136 9,1133 86.0 274 12.7 27 1.2
Memo Heights 3.166 4,399 83.2 731 14.2 36 0.7
Fon Sun Houston 1,313 1,256 03.0 128 8.5 129 8.5
Northside 16,037 13,766 81.11 2,705 16.1 366 2.2
East Central. 2,836 1,987 69.6 709 24.8 160 3.6
Southwest. 2,636 1,569 39.5 1,024 30.8 43 1.6

SUBTOTAL 83.3
-
13.0

-
1,016 1.857,863 49,344 7,503

TOTAL 183,900 81,719 44.0 89,692 48.2 14,489 7.11

Sweet Fall 1968 HEW Title VI Survey
ese districts were not surveyed by the HEW In fall 1968. Data concerning the ethnic composition of their enrollment are taken from:
USCCR Ste noon. A Study of Equality of Educational Opportunity/or Mexican Amerkant in Nine School Dirtrkte of the San Antonio
Area, December 1968. Information for this upon was °Milani during the same month the other districts responded to the HEW survey.

The Mexican American pupils in San Antonio,.
South San Antonio, Harlandale, Edgewood, and
Southside School Districts' represent nearly 30
percent of all Mexican American students in
Texas who are in predominantly Mexican Ameri-
can school districts and more than 15 percent of
the total Mexican American enrollment of the
State.

B. Isolation by School

In addition to their concentration in a small
number of districts, Mexican American pupils
tend to be concentrated in a comparatively small
number of schools. About 635,000 Mexican
American students, or 45 percent of this group's
total enrollment in the Southwest, attend predomi-
nantly Mexican American schools. They are in
about 1,500 schools, which account for a little
more than 10 percent of the more than 13,000

"These are lire of 1,231 public school districts in Texas.
See HEW, Office of Education, National Center for Educa-
tions] Statistics, Education Directory, Public School Systems,
1968-69, Part 2, Washington GPO, 1968, p. 7.

public schools in the region. (See Table 7.) More
than one-fifth of all Mexican American pupils at-
tend about 600 schools which have an enrollment
that is nearly all Mexican American. These
schools comprise about 5 percent of all schools in
the Southwest. Two percent of all schools have
enrollments which are 95 percent or more Mexi-
can American. They contain approximately 10
percent of all Mexican American students in the
Southwest.'?

Among the five States, isolation is most pro-
nounced in Texas and least pronounced in Califor-
nia. As indicated in Table 7, 16 percent of all
schools in Texas are predominantly Mexican
American and contain approximately 335,000
Mexican American pupils, or 66 percent of this
group's enrollment in the State." Forty percent of

"These schools and those 80 percent or more Mexican
American are included among those that are predominantly
Mexican American.
." Note that more than one -half of ell Mexican AThetiC311

pupils in the Southwest who attend predominantly Mexican
American schools are In Texas.
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TABLE 7.
DISTRIBUTION OF SCHOOLS AND MEXICAN
AMERICAN ENROLLMENT BY PERCENT OF

MEXICAN AMERICAN PUPILS IN THE
SCHOOLS

Total Total Percent of Total Total Percent of
Percent Mexican Number percent of Niemen Mexican Percent Mexican Number Percent of Mexican /Heiken

American of Schools American American American of Schools American American
Schools Enrollment Students Schools Enrollment Students

California Arizona

95-100
80-94
30-79

Subtotal

33-49
20-34
0-19

Subtotal
TOTAL

Tens

93-100
80-94
30-79

Subtotal

35-49
20-34

0-19

Subtotal

TOTAL

New Mexico

93-100
80-94
30-79

Subtotal

33 -49
20-34
0-19

Subtotal

TOTAL

17

80
313

0:3
1.2

4.8-
6.3

3.7

11.8
76.3

93.8
100.0

4.4
4.0
8.1

16.3-
3.2
8.4

69.9

83.3
.....

100.0

6.0
9.4

27.6

43.0

10.1

12.2
34.6

36.9
......
100.0

17,601

46,702
113,964-
178,267

100,776
133,476

233,763

2.7
7.2

17.6-
27.3

13.6
20.6
36.2

72.4
100.0

20.6
19.4
26.4-
66.4-
9.0

9.9
14.7

33.6

100.0

6.4
14.8
43.3-
66.3

13.8
9.7

10.0-
33.3.

100.0

93-100
80-94
30-79

Subtotal

33-49
20-34
0-19

Subtotal

TOTAL

Colorado

93-100
80-94
30-79

Subtotal

35-49
20-34
0-19

Subtotal

TOTAL

Southwest

93 -100

80-94
30-79

Subtotal

33 -49
20-34
0-19

Subtotal

TOTAL

3

14

39

1.0 2,131
2.7 3,400

11.4 21,811

3.0
7.3

30.4-
40.9

16.4
24.6
18.1

39.1..
100.0

0.3
3.2

26.9-
32.6

12.8
23.2
31.4-
67.4

100.0

9.4
12.1

24.0-
43.3

13.0
16.3

23.3

34.6

100.0

-
412

374
779

3,023

-
78

48
94

299

13.1 29,362

9.2 11,767
18.1 17,623
37.6 12,997

6,178
6,390

193
179

337

468.013
646,282

104,081
97,794
133,433

441 84.9 42,389
.w-w,

319

3

16

74

4-ww
100.0 71,748

0.3 373
1.3 3,726
7.0 19,163

729 333,330
-

93

43

129

787-
961

8.8 23,264

4.3 9.120
12.2 16,343
74.6 22,422

-
231

373
3,097

43,370
30,236
74,080

3,701,..., 169,886 91.1 48,087

4,430

33
33

161

303,214

6,379
13,207

46,634

1.054

234
344
972

Em.ym

100.0 71,348

1.9 130,783
2.6 168.829
7.3 335,048

231

39
71

202

68,440

14,248
9,993

10,310

-
1,370

739
1 ,433

9.415

-
11.8 634,662

3.7 181.479
11.0 227,878
71.4 333,370-

332 34,333

-
11,629 88.1 762.927...

383 102,994

,
13,199

....
100.0 1,397,386

Source' Fall 1968 HEW Title VI Survey.
'Minute differences between the sum of the numbers and totals
arc due to computer rounding.
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all Mexican American pupils are in schools that
arc nearly all Mexican American. More than
100,000, or about one-fifth of the Mexican Ameri-
can enrollment, arc found in schools 95 to 100
percent Mexican American, but these schools rep-
resent less than 5 percent of all schools in the
State.

In contrast, only 6 percent of the schools in
California are predominantly M:xican American,
and they contain less than 30 percent of the Mexi-
can American enrollment. Ten percent of the pu-
pils are in schools that are nearly all Mexican
American, and less than 3 percent attend schools
which have enrollments 95 percent or more Mexi-
can A merican.o

Among the other States, New Mexico, two-fifths
of whose enrollment is Mexican American, has the
highest proportion of Mexican American students
in predominantly Mexican American schools. An
important comparison can be made between the
degree of isolation of Mexican Americans in New
Mexico and Texas. Both States have nearly the
same proportion of Mexican American pupils
[about 65 percent] in predominantly Mexican
American schools, yet 43 percent of New Mexico's
schools but only 16 percent of Texas' schools are
predominantly Mexican American, Moreover, 20
percent of Texas' Mexican American students but
only about 6 percent of those in New Mexico are
in schools 95 percent or more Mexican American.
Thus, the intensity of isolation is obviously much
greater in Texas.

A corollary to the isolation of Mexican Ameri-
can pupils in predominantly Mexican American
schools is the corresponding isolation of Anglos in
schools that nave a low Mexican American enroll-
ment. Figure 3a graphically illustrates the extent
of separation of Mexican American and Anglo
pupils by school for the Southwest as a whole. The
horizontal axis at the bottom of the graph indi-
cates, at 10 percent intervals, the Mexican Ameri-
can composition of the schools from 0 to 100
percent. The vertical axis at the side shows the
percent of Anglo and Mexican American pupils in
each 10 percent interval. For example, in the
Southwest as a whole, 12 percent of Mexican
Americans are in schools 0 to 10 percent Mexican

"The average sire of these schools is large, however, aver-
aging mote than 1,001 pupils. Most ate believed to be in she
Los Angeles Unified School District.
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Figure 3a. DISTRIBUTION OF MEXICAN AMERICAN

AND ANGLO PUPILS BY PERCENT MEXICAN

AMERICAN OF SCHOOL ENROLLMENT:

THE SOUTHWEST.
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Figure 3b. DISTRIBUTION OF MEXICAN AMERICAN

AND ANGLO PUPILS BY PERCENT MEXICAN

AMERICAN OF SCHOOL ENROLLMENT: TEXAS.
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American and 14 percent are in schools 90 to 100 TABLE 8.
percent. A minute 0.1 percent of Anglo pupils are MEXICAN AMERICANS IN PREDOMINANTLY
in schools 90 to 100 percent Mexican American, MEXICAN AMERICAN SCHOOLS BY
whereas 67 percent attend schx. -.1 that have an SCHOOL LEVEL

enrollment 0 to 10 percent Mexican American.
Number In Fermat In Number 10 Percent 10Moreover, 2,717,500 [47 percent' of all Anglo

pupils are in schools that have an enrollment that
is less than 5 percent Mexican American. The fact
that more than 70 percent of the pupils in the
Southwest are Anglo only partly accounts for such
a preponderance of majority group pupils in
schools with an attendance of so few Mexican
Americans.

The graph in Figure 3l, stxrNs the concentration
of Mexican American and Anglo pupils in scpa-
rate schools in Texas, the State in which ethnic
isolation is most marked. Almost three-fourths of
the Anglo pupils and only about 7 percent of the
Mexican Americans are in schools 0 to 10 percent
Mexican American. Schools 90 to 100 percent
Mexican American contain less than 1 percent of
all Ang los and nearly 3D percent of all Mexican
Americans in Texas.

In the Southwest as a whole, isolation of Mexi-
can Americans is most pronounced at the elemen-
tary school level. (See Table 8.) At the cicmcn-
tary level, more than one-half of the total Mexican
American enrollment attends predominantly Mexi-
can American schools, including one-fourth who
attend schools nearly all Mexican American. At
the secondary school level, 36 percent are in pre-
dominantly Mexican American schools, including
about 14 percent who are in schools nearly all
Mexican American.

Differences in the extent of isolation between
school levels are more pronounced in Texas and
New Mexico than in any of the other Sauth'west-
em States. In Texas, 7D percent of all elementary
Mexican American pupils arc in predominantly
Mexican American schools, including almost 50
percent in schools nearly all Mexican American.
At the intermediate and secondary levels about 60

site
Schools
50-100
Percent

Messi na
Americas

Schools
50-100
Percent

Mexican
American

Schools
10-100
Percent
Meskan
American

Schools
80-100

Percent
bleak's.
American.

Ca Monk

Elementary 132,906 32.8 45,943 11.4
Intermediate 23.886 22.9 8,161 8,0
Secondary 21,475 15,6 9,998 7.3

TOTAL 178.266 27.6 64.302 9.9

Texas

Elementary 218.411 69.9 145,555 46,6
Intermediate 52.911 59.6 27.556 31.0
Secondary 64.006 61.5 28,764 27.6

TOTAL 335.328 66.4 201,876 40.0

New Mexico

Elementary 44,076 74.7 16,64/ 28.2
Intermediate 9,842 49.7 1,497 7.6
Secondary 14.321 59.9 3,641 15.0

TOTAL 68,440 66.5 21.785 21.2

Allman

Elementary 22.279 46.7 6,918 14.6
Intermediate
Secondary

1,732
5,330

26.0
30.5 901 9.20

TOTAL 29.361 40.9 7.331 10.3

Colorado

Elementary 18,000 41.8 3,310 7.0
intermediate 3,256 22,7 0 0
Secondary 2,007 13.0 788 3.4

TOTAL 23.262 32.6 4,098 3.7

Silinihlwill

Ekmentlry 435,672 50.3 218.403 23.2
Intermediate 91,648 39.3 38,018 16.3
Secondary 107.338 36.0 43.191 14.5

TOTAL 634,656 45.5 250,613 21.5

percent are in predominantly Mexican American Some: Fall 1968 HEW Tide VI Survey
Differences between the sum of the dumber" and totals are due

schools, including almost 50 percent in s:hools to computer rounding.
nearly all Mexican American. At the intermediate
and secondary levels about 6D percent are in pre-
dominantly Mexican American schools, and about
30 percent attend schools in which nearly all pu- the elementary level attend predominantly Mexi-
pils are of this ethnic background. In New Mexico can American schools. However, proportionately
75 percent of all Mexican American students at fewer are in schools nearly all Mexican American
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in New Mexico [30 percent] than in Texas [50
percent]. At the secondary level in New Mexico,
nearly 60 percent are in predominantly Mexican
American schools but only 15 percent arc in
schools in which nearly all of the enrollment is
Mexican American.

A much lower proportion of Mexican American
students Is isolated at the various school levels in
California and Colorado. In Colorado about 40
percent of the Mexican American students at the
elementary level attend predominantly Mexican
American schools, but less than 10 percent arc in
schools in which nearly all pupils are of this ethnic
group. At the secondary level, the corresponding
percentages are 14 and 5 respectively. Of all
Southwestern States, California has the lowest pro-
portion of elementary school Mexican American
pupils in predominantly Mexican American
schools; only one-third attend schools of this en-
rollment composition. Slightly more than 10 per-
cent are in schools that are nearly all Mexican
American. At the secondary level 15 percent of
the Mexican American students are in predomi-
nantly Mexican American schools, including 7
pIrcent who are in schools nearly all Mexican
American.

C. The Relationship Between School and District
Ethnic Composition

The previous discussion has dealt with the isola-
tion of Mexican Americans by school and district
separately. In reality this dichotomy does not exist.
District ethnic composition is dependent on the
composition of all the schools in the district, and
school ethnic composition reflects the residential
patterns of the community the district serves and
the policies and practices of the school district
administration.

In the remainder of this chapter the relationship
between the enrollment composition of these two
basic administrative units of the public school sys-
tem will be examined in two ways: (1) the extent
to which Mexican American pupils attend pre-
dominantly Mexican American schools because
the district in which the school is located is also
predominantly Mexican American and (2) the
extent to which the Mexican American composi-
tion of schools does not reflect that of the district
the concept of ethnic imbalance.

1. The Relationship Between District Ethnic
Composition and the Concentration of
Mexican Americans in Predominantly
Mexican American Schools

The concentration of Mexican American pupils
in predominantly Mexican American schools is ex-
plained in part by the fact that many arc enrolled
in school districts in which at least one-half of the
enrollment is Mexican American. Nearly 60 per-
cent of the 635,000 Mexican American children
enrolled in predominantly Mexican American
schools in the Southwest are also in predominantly
Mexican American districts.

PERCENTAGE OF MEXICAN AMERICAN
PUPILS IN PREDOMINANTLY MEXICAN

AMERICAN SCHOOLS WHO ARE
ISOLATED BY DISTRICT

State

(1) (2)

Number of
Pupils In

Total Pupils Col. (1)
In Schools 15110 Are In

50.100 DIstrkto
Percent 50-100

Mexican Percent
American Mexican

American

(3)

Percent of
Pupils In
Schools
50400
Mexican
American

That Are In
Districts
50.100
Percent

Mexican
American
COL (2)

q C01.(1)

Texas 335,330 264.139 118
California 178,267 47,245 26.5
New Mexico 68,440 37,902 55.4
Anions 29.362 11.323 38.6
Colorado 23.264 5.403 23.2

Southwest' 634,662 366,012 37,7

Source: Fall 1968 HEW Title VI Survey

'Minute diffetences between the sum of the numbers and totals
are due to computer rounding.

In Texas and New Mexico proportionately more
of the students in prerlominantly Mexican Ameri-
can schools arc also in districts that are 50 percent
or more Mexican American. Thus, in New Mex-
ico the proportion so situated exceeds 55 percent
and in Texas it approaches 80 percent. In con-
trast, in Colorado fewer than one-fourth of the
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and about 5 percent or less are in schools that
have a disproportionately low Mexican American
composition.

Even in Texas and New Mexico, the two States
in which proportionately more Mexican American
students are in predominantly Mexican American
schools, the extent of ethnic imbalance does not
differ appreciably from that in other States. As
noted above on pp. 22, the majority of Mexican
Americans who are in predominantly Mexican
Americen schools in Texas and New Mexico are
separated in predominantly Mexican American
districts. As a consequence, although two-thirds of
the Mexican American enrollment in each State is
isolated in predominantly Mexican American
schools, many of these schools fall within the 15
percent standard of deviation and are ethnically
balanced.

In all States but Texas the largest school district
accounts for a significant percentage of the Mexi-
can American students within the State who are in
schools that have a disproportionately high Mexi-
can American enrollment. Each of these districts
contains proportionately more of the students in
these imbalanced schools than their share of the
total Mexican American enrollment in each State.
The Denver School District serves about 26 per-
cent of the Mexican American pupils in Colorado
but about 48 percent of those who are in imbal-
anced schools, The Los Angeles Unified School
District contains approximately 20 percent of all
Mexican American students in California but 45
percent of those who are In imbalanced schools,
Tucson School District contains nearly 20 percent
of all 'Mexican American pupils in Arizona but
about 47 percent of those who are in imbalanced
schools, Finally, Albuquerque School District
which enrolls approximately 27 percent of the
Mexican American pupils in New Mexico contains
nearly 60 percent of those students who are in
imbalanced schools,

Although these four large school districts ac-
count for much of the ethnic imbalance in their
respective States, imbalance is not necessarily con-
tingent on the size of the district. There is consid-
erable ethnic imbalance in small or medium sized
districts as well. Moreover, the extent of imbal-
ance is not influenced by the ethnic composition of
the district. imbalanced schools can be found in
both predominantly Mexican American and pre-
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dominantly Anglo districts. The discussion which
follows examines the extent of ethnic imbalance in
six school districts in the Southwest. Two of these
districts have large enrollments; four are small dis-
tricts. The school districts are equally divided
among those that are predominantly Mexican
American and dime that are predominantly
Anglo.

4. Ethnic Imbalance In Predominantly Mexi-
can Amerkan Districts

Since about three-fourths of all Mexican Ameri-
can pupils in the Southwest who are in predomi-
nantly Mexican American districts are in Texas,
the discussion here will be confined to representa-
tive districts in that State. These districts are Har-
landale Independent School District (ISD), which
has a large enrollment, and Crockett County Com-

mon School District and Pearsall Independent
School District, both of which are small.

liarlandale Independent School District (ISD),
is located in the south central part of the city of
San Antonio. It has 21 schools and a total enrol-
ment of approximately 17,000 pupils. About 62
percent of the students are Mexican American and
38 percent are Anglo. (See Appendix Table Ill on
p. 98.)

The ethnic composition of Harlandales schools
reveals a distinct pattern of ethnic separation. (See
Figure 4, a map on page32.) Most Anglo pupils
attend schools situated in the southern two-thirds
of the district below Military Drive. The Mexican
American enrollment is found primarily in the
northern part of the district above Military Drive;
the heaviest concentration is in schools west of
U.S. Highway 35.

4. LOCATION AND MEXICAN AMERICAN COMPOSITION OF SCHOOLS IN HARLANDALE

INDEPENDENT SCHOOL DISTRICT, SAN ANTONIO, TEXAS.
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Elementary SchoolsHarlandale ISD main-
tains 14 elementary schools which enroll nearly
9,400 pupils. The elementary school enrollment is
about 64 percent Mexican American and 35 per-
cent Anglo. Most of the elementary schools are
ethnically imbalanced. (See Table 10.) The appli-
cation of the 15 percent standard of deviation to
the Mexican American enrollment" in each of the
schools indicates that almost one-half of the Mexi-
can American elementary school pupils are in four
Unbalanced schools in which the Mexican Ameri-
can enrollment is disproportionately high. Another
30 percent are in ethnically balanced schools and
about 20 percent are in imbalanced schools that

**The proportion of the enrollment that is Mexican Amer.
can in each elementary school is examined to determine
whether it falls within range of IS percent above or below
the proportion of the combined elementary school enrollment
that is Mexico American.
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have a disproportionately low Mexican American
composition.

Junior and Senior High SchoolsAbout 3,800
pupils are enrolled in the four junior high
schools in Halanda le. The ethnic composition of
the total junior high enrollment approximates that
in the elementary schools. The extent of ethnic
imbalance also closely resembles that found
among elementary schools. Nearly one-half of the
Mexican American junior high students attend
schools that have a high Mexican American en-
rollment. About 30 percent are in ethnically bal-
anced schools, and the remainder are in schools
that have a low Mexican American composition.

Both of the senior high schools, Harlandale and
McCollum, are ethnically imbalanced. Harlandale
contains nearly 70 percent of the Mexican Ameri-
can senior high school pupils and, thus, has a high
Mexican American enrollment. The Mexican

TABLE 10.
NUMBER AND PERCENT OF MEXICAN AMERICAN PUPILS IN BALANCED

AND IMBALANCED SCHOOLS. HARLANDALE INDEPENDENT SCHOOL DISTRICT.
SAN ANTONIO, TEXAS

Percent Melina American by Grads Level and Range

Penult or Total
Earollment at

Grade Level that
Is Madan
American

Number
or

Scbooh

Mexican
American

Enrolbocat

Percent of
Total Mexican

American
Earollment at
Grade Level

Elementary &kali (64.4)

0- 49.3' 5 1,251 20.3
49.4 79.4" 4 5,849 30.6
79.5400 *** 4 2,928 48.6

Total 14

---
6.0211 100.0

Junior lira School,

0 49.4'
(64.3',

2 411 19.4
49.3 79.3' 1 780 31.7
79.4-100 *** I 1,206 49.0

Total 4 2,463 100.0

Senior MO Schaal (52.2)

0 37.1* t 598 31.4
37.2 67.2" o o 0
67.3-100 *** 1 1,303 68.6

Total 2 1,906 100.0

Sources Full 1961 HEW Title VI Survey
Imbalsnced schools with disproportionstely low Mexican American enrollment (below the IS percent deviation)
Balanced schools (within IS percent deviation)

****.Imbalanced schools with a disproportionately high Mexican American enrollment (above the 15 percent deviation)
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American composition of McCollum is dispropor-
tionately low.

All SchoolsThe majority of all Mexican
American students in the district attend imbal-
anced schools. Fifty-two percent are in schools
that have a disproportionately high Mexican
American enrollment and approximately 22 per-
cent are in schools which have a disproportion-
ately low proportion of Mexican American stu-
dents. Only about one-fourth are in ethnically
balanced schools.

In Crockett County Consolidated Common
School District, located in West Texas, an extreme
degree of ethnic imbalance exists among the ele-
mentary schools. The district serves approximately
1,100 students, 52 percent of whom arc Mexican
American and 47 percent of whom are Anglo.
(Sec Appendix Table IV on p. 99.) Two ele-
mentary schools, one junior high, and one senior
high are maintained by the district. Mexican
American pupils are almost completely segregated
at the elementary level. All but one of the 405
Mexican American pupils attend one school while
the entire Anglo enrollment is confined to the
other.

About three-fourths of the 2,000 students at-
tending school in Pearsall 1SD (South Texas) are
Mexican American. (See Appendix Table V on
p. 99.) Nearly all of the remainder of the enroll-
ment is Anglo. The district operates five schools,
two of which are primary schools serving grades
one through three. Mexican Americans and An-
glos are almost completely segregated during these
early school years. All 117 Anglo pupils attend
one primary school where they comprise about 70
percent of the enrollment. The other primary
school is entirely Mexican American and contains
approximately 90 percent of the Mexican Ameri-
can primary school enrollment in the district.

5. Ethnic Imbalance In Predominantly Anglo
School Districts

The extent of ethnic imbalance in three pre-
dominantly Anglo districts is examined below.
These districts arc Tucson Public School District
No. I in Arizona, Eagle County School District
Re-50J in Colorado, and North Monterey County
Union School District in California.

Tucson Public School District No. I is com-
posed of 75 schools with a total enrollment of

34

approximately 54,000 pupils. Almost 68 percent
of the school district's pupils are Anglo, 26 per-
cent are Mexican American, and about 5 percent
are black. (Sec Appendix Table VI on pp. 100-01.)
The ethnic composition of the schools in Tucson
follows a distinct pattern of ethnic concentration.
(See Figures 5a to 5c, maps on pp. 35-36.) Anglo
students are found primarily in the schools located
in the northeastern half of the city. The Mexican
American enrollment is in the southwestern part
of the city,"with heaviest concentration in the area
around ths Santa Cruz River, Aviation Highway,
and Davis-Monthan Air Force Base. Pockets of
black enrollment era scattered throughout the west
central part of the city, mainly around the Air
Force Base and the University of Arizona.

Elementary SchoolsThe public school system
of Tucson has 55 elementary schools which enroll
approximately 29,000 pupils. About 64 percent of
these pupils arc Anglo, 28 percent are Mexican
American, and nearly all of the remaining 8 per-
cent are black. Fourteen schools are predomi-
nantly Mexican American; they contain almost
two-thirds of the Mexican American elementary
school enrollment in the district. Seven of the 14
schools are nearly all-Mexican American and ac-
count for slightly more than 35 percent of this
group's elementary enrollment.

Ethnic imbalance is prevalent among Tucson's
elementary schools. (Sec Table II.) About 70 per-
cent of the 8,200 Mexican Americans in elemen-
tary schools are in 16 schools that have a dispro-
portionately high Mexican American enrollment.
About 18 percent are in balanced schools and 11
percent are in schools that have a dispropor-
tionately low Mexican American enrollment.

Junior and Senior High SchoolsApproxi-
mately 7,800 students are enrolled in Tucson's 11
junior high schools. Seventy-five percent of the en-
rollment is Anglo, 21 percent is Mexican Ameri-
can, and 4 percent is black. Two schools are pre-
dominantly Mexican American. They contain ap-
proximately 60 percent of the Mexican American
enrollment at the junior high school level.

There is considerable ethnic imbalance among
the junior high schools. About 70 percent of the
Mexican American junior high school students go
to schools which have a disproportionately high
Mexican American enrollment. About 12 percent
are in schools that have a disproportionately low
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Figure 56. ETHNIC COMPOSITION OF JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOLS, TUCSON, ARIZONA.

KEY,

Seeel $0100 per cent Al Ica American

50.79

2549

MID 1024

O 0.9
sures, Fall 1661 HEW Mk VI Surrey and City and Canty Planning ENittattintals,

Stgoal Pisa Tvcson School Dlittitt No. 1, 1964.70

Figure 5c. ETHNIC COMPOSITION OF SENIOR HIGH SCHOOLS, TUCSON, ARIZONA.

KEY,

10.!4:4 5079 percent Mexican American

1=3 09 percent

36 Imams Fall 1961 NEW Tills VI Caney and City ar4 Coat Planming Deitattmott, WNW FU0. Toctop School
Distiltt No.1, 196470
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Mexican American enrollment. Sixteen percent arc
in balanced schools.

The six senior high schools of Tucson hove ap-
proximately 16,000 students, of whom 71 percent
arc Anglo, 23 percent are Mexican American, and
4 percent arc black. All six schools are ethnically

TABLE 11.
NUMBER AND PERCENT OF MEXICAN
AMERICAN PUPILS IN BALANCED AND

IMBALANCED SCHOOLS,
TUCSON, ARIZONA

Percent Mexican
American by
Grade Level
and Range

Percent or
Total Ea-
rottenest
at Grade

Level
That Is

Meskan
American

Meskan
Number or Amerkan

Schools Enroll.
meet

Percent
or Total
Mexican
Amerkan

Enroll.
meat

Ekmentary
Schools (28.')

0- 13.1
13.2- 43.2

2181 914
1,490

11.1
18.1

43.3-100. 16 5,117 70.8

Total 53
-
8,221 100.0

Junlor High
Schools (21.0)

0- 5.9 6 204 12.3
6.0- 36.0/ 2 264 16.1

36.1-100.0 3 1.169 71.4

Total 1.637 100.0

Senior High
Schools (23.4)

0- 11.3
8.4- 311.4

4
0

553 1411

38.5-100.0 2 3,262 85.5

Total 6 3.817 100.0

Special Educa-
tional Schools (25.7)

0- 10.6 0 0 0
10.7- 40.7 2 72 58.5
40.8-100.0 1 51 41.5

Total 3 123 100.0

Source: Fall 1968 IIEW Title VI Survey
'Schools that have a disproportionately low Mexican

American enrollment (below the 15 percent deviation)
"Ethnically balanced schools

"'Schools that have a disproPronionately high Mexican
American enrollment (above the 15 percent deviation)

10471 0 - 71 -

imbalanced. Two, Pueblo and Tucson, are pre-
dominantly Mexican American and contain more
than four-fifths of the Mexican American enroll-
ment. In the other four schools, Rincon, Palo
Verde, Catalina, and Sahuaro, less than 10 percent
of the enrollment is Mexican American.

All SchoolsApproximately three-fourths of
all Mexican American students in Tucson attend
schools that have a disproportionately high Mexi-
can American enrollment." The remainder of the
pupils are about equally distributed among bal-
anced schools and s 'cols that have a low Mexi-
can American composition.

Eagle County School District, located in north-
western Colorado, has a small enrollment of 1,540
pupils. About 58 percent of the pupils arc Anglo
and nearly 42 percent arc Mexican American.
(Sec Appendix Table VII on p. 102.) The dis-
trict maintains seven elementary schools, two jun-
ior-senior high schools, and one special education
school.

A very high degree of ethnic imbalance chortle-
terizes the schools of the district. All of the ele-
mentary and junior-senior high schools are imbal-
aneed. Only the special education school, which
serves about a dozen students, is ethnically bal-
anced. At the elementary level three schools, con-
taining about 90 percent of the Mexican American
elementary students, have a disproportionately
high Mexican American enrollment. The ethnic
composition of one of these schools is more than
95 percent Mexican American. At the junior-sen-
ior high level, one of the two schools has an en-
rollment that is nearly 70 percent Mexican Ameri-
can and houses almost 95 percent of all Mexican
American pupils at this school level.

North Monterey County Union School District
is about 100 miles south of San Francisco. The
district provides education through the eighth
grade" to approximately 3,200 students. About
one-third of the enrollment is Mexican American,
62 percent is Anglo, and most of the remaining

"This includes both those Mexican American Pupils in
ethnically imbalanced spechl education schools and those in
regular elementary and Junior and senior high schools. A
disproportionately high Mexican American enrollment in spe-
cial education schools or classes is not uncommon. Placement
or Mexican American students in special education schools
and classes for the educable mentally retarded will be dis.
cussed in a future Commission report.

"In some pans or California, separate districts provide
elementary and secondary education.
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pupils are Oriental. (See Appendix Table VIII on
p. 102.) Only one of the six schools in North Mon-
terey County is ethnically balanced." It contains
nearly one-fourth of the Mexican American enroll.
mein. Half of the Mexican Americans attend two
imbalanced schools which arc predominantly Mex-
ican American. The other three schools in the dis-
trict have a disproportionately low Mexican Amer-
ican composition.

6. Efforts to Eliminate Ethnic Imbalance: The
California Experience

California, alone, of the five Southwestern
States has taken official action to identify and
eliminate ethnic imbalance in its schools. Title 5 of
the California Administrative Code sets standards
for measuring imbalance and outlines the remedies
for correcting it. Its chief purpose is to eliminate
and prevent imbalance caused by residential segre.
gation. According to the administrative code, a
school is imbalanced "if the percentage of pupils
of one or more racial or ethnic groups differs by
more than 15 percentage points from that in all
the schools of the district."" An important provi-
sion of Tide 5 is the requirement that governing
boards of each school district "submit statistics
sufficient to enable a determination to be made of
the numbers and percentages of the various racial
and ethnic groups in every public school under the
jurisdiction of each . . . governing board."" Dis-
tricts found to have imbalanced schools are re-
quired to study and consider alternative plans to
correct such imbalance.

Under the mandate of Tide 5, the California
State Department of Education conducts annual
surveys of the racial and ethnic composition of
each school in the State. The department, utilizing

"In December 1969, the California Stale Board of Educe.
rine, asked districts having imbalanced schools to file notice
of their intent to study plans for eliminating such imbalance,
(See discussion an this page ) North Monterey County is
among the few districts that have failed to comply. (See An.
Pendia Dan pp.91 to 93.)

California Slate Department of Education. California
Laws and Policies Relating to Equal Opportunities in Eduea
Hon. Sacramento: 1969, p. 3.

tt

information gathered in October 1968 or and ap-
plying the criterion of 15 percent, has determined
that 222 of California's 1,138 school districts have
one or more imbalanced schools. Approximately
1,800 schools are imbalanced which represent
slightly more than one-fourth of the schools in the
State."' According to the procedure used by the
department in measuring imbalance, 46 percent of
the Mexican American enrollment in California is
found in these imbalanced schools."

In December 1969 the State department of edu-
cation asked districts having imbalanced schools to
file, no later than January 15, 1970, notice of their
intention to study and consider possible alternative
plans for preventing and eliminating such imbal-
ance. Subsequently, 20 districts were removed
from the imbalanced list for eliminating imbalance
in their schools. Five others were discovered to
have been incorrectly listed as having imbalanccd
schools. The overwhelming majority of the other
districts 11891 have declared an intention to study
plans for eliminating imbalanced schools. Eight
districts have failed to comply."

"fn 1968 the California State Department of Education
did not conduct its awn racial and ethnic survey but instead
used the data gathered by DEW in its Fall 1968 Title VI Sur.
vey. Thus. in determining the extent of imbalance in this
State, the California State Department of Education and the
Commission have utilised the same source of Information.
In 1969 the California State Department of Education con
ducted its own surrey. !fawner, information for that year is
not yet available.

"California Stale Department of Education. Report to the
Stare Board of Education. .procedures to Correct Racial and
Ethnic Imbalance in California Public Schools" . (Implement
ins Administrative Cade. Title 5. Education, Sections 2010-
2011.) Sacramento. 1976 p. 3

Ibid., Figure I, Appendix A. This figure includes Mexican
American pupils who Ire in imbalanced schools in which
either too few ar too many students of one or more of the
racial and ethnic groups are represented. It is higher than the
percentage of Mexican American students which the Commis-
sion estimates are in imbalanced schools 129.6 Percent]. (See
Table 9 above an p. 30.1 This discrepancy mulls, in part,
from the fact that the Commission has counted only those
pupils in schools that have an imbalances! Mexican American
composition while the California department has also included
those students in schools whose composition of other racial
and ethnic groups Is disproportionate to that of the district.

"Ma.. pp. 4-5. A fisting of all 222 districts indicating
their individual status Is Included in Appendix Table D on
PP. 91-93.
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CHAPTER III. SIZE AND ASSIGNMENT OF SCHOOL STAFF

A. Teachers

1. Size of Classroom Teaching Stall

A very small proportion of the classroom teach-
ing staff is Mexican American. Of approximately
325,000 teachers in the public schools of the
Southwest, fewer than 12,000 [or 4 percent] are
Mexican American. (See Tabie 12.) Nearly 90
percent of all teachers are Anglo; about 6 percent
are black. Three-fourths of the Mexican American
teachers in the Southwest are in Texas and Cali-
fornia. Of the remainder, 15 percent are in New
Mexico.

In all States Mexican Americans comprise sub-
stantially less of the teaching stall than they do of
the student population. (See Figure 6.) They are
most underrepresented in the teaching profession
in California where only 2 percent of all teachers
but 14 percent of all pupils are Mexican Ameri-
can. They are least underrpresentcd in New Mex-
ico where 16 percent of the teachers and 38 per-
cent of the pupils are Mexican American.

There is a corresponding overrepresentation of
Angles among teachers. Whereas in all States
Mexican Americans comprise substantially less of
the teaching staff than they do of the student pop-
ulation, among Angles there are proportionately
more classroom teachers than students. There are
about four Anglo pupils for every Mexican Ameri-
can pupil in the Southwest. Yet the ratio of Anglo
teachers to Mexican American teachers is about
25 to 1. In California there are five Anglo students
for every Mexican American student but the ratio
of Anglo teachers to Mexican American teachers
is about 40 to 1. Even in New Mexico and Texas
where the representation of Mexican Americans
among teachers is better than in the other States,
the comparison with Anglos is extremely unfavor-
able. In New Mexico there are 1.4 Anglo students
for every Mexican American student, but the ratio
of Anglo to Mexican American teachers is 5 to 1.
In Texas there are three times as many Anglo
students as Mexican American students. However,
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TABLE 12.
DISTRIBUTION Ok f:LASSROOM TEACHERS BY STATE AND ETHNIC BACKGROUND

State

Melo Make American Black Others* Total.*

Pentad Percent Pineal Farad
Number of Total Number of Total Number of Total Number of Total Number Percent

Teachers Teachers Umbers Teachers

Arizona 13.875 93.9 314 3.5 297 2.0 92 0.6 14,773 100.0

California 156,941 91.1 3,769 2.2 7,798 4.5 3,759 2.2 172.267 100.0

Colorado 21,052 93.3 497 2.3 392 1.8 137 0.6 22,079 100,0

New Mexico 8,936 81.9 1,774 16.2 117 1.1 87 0,8 10,934 ,. 100.0
'Tau 87,105 83.1 5,133 4.9 12.293 11.7 227 0.2 104,757 100.0

Southwest 287,929 88.6 11,688 3.6 20,897 6.4 4,302 1.3 324.816 100.0

Soarcet Fall 1968 HEW Title VI Survey
*Includes American Indians and Orientals

Minute differences between the sum of numbers and Wall are due to computer rounding.

the ratio of Anglo to Mexican American teachers
is 17 to 1. (See Figure 6 above.)

Although blacks are also underrepresented
among teachers, there are more black than Mexi-
can American teachers. There are about two
Mexican American pupils for every black pupil in
the Southwest. The ratio of Mexican American to
black teachers, however, is roughly the reverse:
there are nearly twice as many black as Mexican
American teachers. In California, Mexican Ameri-
can enrollment exceeds black enrollment by ap-
proximately 258,000, but them are more than two
black teachers for every Mexican American
teacher. In Texas, although there are 125,000
more Mexican American than black pupils, there
arc nearly two-and-one-half timcs as many black
as Mexican American teachers.71 Moreover, even
in New Mexico, and Arizona, where
them Le more Mexiran American than black
teachers, the proportion of black teachers more
nearly approximates their share of the enrollment.

The pupil-teacher ratio within ethnic groups,
that is, the number of pupils of each ethnic and
racial group to each teacher of the same group,
also graphically demonstrates the extent to which
Mexican Americans are underrepresented among

'Tbreefffths of all black teachers in the Southwest are
found In Texas. The concentration of this racial group In
Texas Is ptobablY a legacy of the former dual educational
system maintained by the State in which it was required by
law Ibis students and staff be of the same race.
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classroom teachers. Itt the Southwest as a whole,
there are 120 Mexican American pupils for every
Mexican American teacher. Among blacks the
pupil-teacher ratio is 39 to 1, and among Anglos it
is 20 to 1. In each of the States the Mexican
American pupil-teacher ratio is higher than that
for blacks or Anglos. The disparity in the repre-
sentation of Mexican Americans versus that of
blacks and Anglos is greatest in California. As
nearly one-half of all Mexican American students
are in California, the extent to which Mexican
Americans are underrepresented among classroom
teachers in this State becomes an important ;on-
sideration because of the large number of pupils
affected.

PUPIL-TEACHER RATIOS BY ETHNIC GROUPS

State

Sleeken Blacks Ar4108
Americans

Poplin- Petals-
Teachers Teachers

PapIls
Teadstm

Texas 98 : I 31 : I 19:1
California 172: I 50 : I 21 : I
New Mexico 38 : I 48 :I 16: I
Arizona 1413: 53:1 19 : 1

Colorado 144 : I 43 : I 20: I
Southwest 120: 39 : 1 20

Source: Fall 1968 HEW Title VI Surrey
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Figure 6. COMPARATIVE REPRESENTATION OF TEACHERS AND PUPILS.
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2. School Assignment of Mexican American
Teachers

Mexican American teachers are severely re-
stricted In their school assignments. More than
one-half 155 percent] of all Mexican American
teachers in the Southwest teach in predominantly
Mexican American schools. (See Table 13.)
One-third are in schools that are nearly all Mexi-
can American. Furthermore, even in schools that
are predominantly Mexican American, teachers of
this ethnic background make up less than one-
third of the total teaching stuff. The low represen-
tation of Mexican American teachers even In pre-
dominantly Mexican American schools, where
they are concentrated, underscores the paucity of
Mexican Americans employed as classroom teach-
ers in the Southwest.

Proportionately more Mexican American teach-
ers in Texas are in predominantly Mexican Ameri-

can schools than in any other State in the South-
west. Furthermore, only in Texas does the propor-
tidn of teachers in predominantly Mexican Ameri-
can schools substantially exceed that of pupils sim-
ilarly situated. More than 80 percent of the ap-
proximately 5,000 Mexican American teachers
compared to two-thirds of the students are in pre-
dominantly Mexican American schools. More than
60 percent of the teachers and 40 percent of the
students are in schools that are nearly all Mexican
American.

In New Mexico about 70 percent of all Mexican
American teachers, compared to two-thirds of all
students, are assigned to predominantly Mexican
American schools. Twenty -five percent of the
teachers and 20 percent of the pupils are in
schools that are nearly all Mexican American.

In Arizona and Colorado but particularly in
California, there are much lower proportions of

TABLE
ASSIGNMENT OF MEXICAN AMERICAN TEACHERS BY MEXICAN

AMERICAN COMPOSITION OF SCHOOLS

Percent Mexican American In School Arizona Catitamta Colorado New Alnico Texas Southwest.

Number of Mexican American Teachers

0- 24.9 213 2,488 235 246 629 3,612

25- 49.9 138 622 129 277 276 1.443

50- 79.9 130 383 83 809 1,121 2,526

80-100 33_ 275- 51- 442 3,807- 3,907

TOTAL. 514 3,769 497 1,774 5,133 11,681

Percent Distribulion or Mexican American Teachers

0- 24.9 41.4 66.0 47.3 13.9 12.3 32.6
25- 49.9 26.8 16.5 26.0 15.6 5.4 12.3

50- 79.9 25.3 10.2 16.7 45.6 21.8 21.6
40-100 6.4 7.3 10.3 24.9 60.5 33,4- - -
TOTAL. 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

Percentage of All Teachers That Are Mexican American

0- 24.9 2.1 1.7 1.3 5.1 0.8 1.5
25- 49.9 4.9 3.2 4.8 13.7 2.8 3.9

50- 79.9 8.8 5.4 6.1 27.2 13.0 11.7

80-100 9.4 10.1 22.7 44.8 36.3 30.4

TOTAL. 3.5 2.2 2.3 16.2 4.9 3.6

Source: Pall 1968 HEW Thie VI Survey
Minute dilierencos between the sum or numbers and totals are due to computer rounding.
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FIGURE T. LOCATION OF MEXICAN AMERICAN
TEACHERS IN TEXAS BY DISTRICT

AND SCHOOL

Number or Mexican
American Teachers

Mexican American
Composition or
School.

30% +30% Total

693 394 1.087

212 3.834 4,016

903 4.228 3.133

Total by School

Swell MI n61 HEW VI Sersoy

both teachers and pupils in predominantly Mexi-
can American schools. In California 18 percent of
all Mexican American teachers and 28 percent of
all Mexican American pupils are in predominantly
Mexican American schools. Less than 10 percent
of both Mexican American teachers and pupils are
in schools nearly all Mexican American.

In Texas there is a direct correlation between
the concentration of Mexican American teachers
in predominantly Mexican American districts and
the concentration of Mexican American teachers
in predominantly Mexican American schools. As
shown in Figure 7, approximately 4,050 Mexican
American teachers, or nearly 80 percent, are em-
ployed by predominantly Mexican American dis-
tricts. Not unexpectedly, the overwhelmizg num-
ber [about 3,840] are assigned to predominantly
Mexican American schools. As a consequence, al-
most threc-fourths of all Mexican American teach-
ers in Texas are not only employed by predomi-
nantly Mexican American districts but are as-
signed to predominantly Mexican American
schools. However, even though nearly all Mexican
American teachers in predominantly Mexican
American schools are employed In areas in which
the school population is predominantly Mexican
American, only about 25 percent of the classroom
teachers assigned to these schools is Mexican
American. Whereas most Mexican American

I iv

SO%

Percent orTotal
Mexican American
Teachers

Mexican American
Compoehlwn or
School

+30% Total

13.3 7.7 21.2

4.1 74.7 78.8

17.6 82.4 100.0

Total by School

teachers in Texas are employed by predominantly
Mexican American districts, they are not em-
ployed in proportion to the Mexican American en-
rollment composition of the district.

B. Principals

1. Demographic Characterbtics of Principals

If Mexican Americans are underrepresented in
the ranks of teachers, they are even more under-
represented as principals. Of approximately 12,000
school principals in the Southwest, less than 400
[or 3 percent] are Mexican Americans while 4
percent of classroom teachers are Mexican Ameri-
can. About 11,000 principals [92 percent] are
Anglo; more than 450 [4 percent] are black.
(See Table 14.)

As with classroom teachers, the percentage of
Mexican American principals is far below the pro-
portion of Mexican American pupils. While 17
percent of all pupils in the Southwest are Mexican
American only about 3 percent of the principals
are of this ethnic background. Texas contains 35
percent of all the Mexican American principals in
the Southwest, but they make up less than 4 per-
cent of all principals in the State. In contrast, S
percent of all of Texas' teachers and 20 percent of
its students are Mexican American. Even in New
Mexico and Arizona, where relatively more princi-
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TABLE 14.
DISTRIBUTION OF PRINCIPALS BY STATE AND ETHNIC GROUP

State

Anzio Mexican American Black Other. Total"

Percent Percent Percent
Number of Total Number of Total Number of Total Number Number

Principals Principals PrIncipab

California 5.681 96.0 109 1.11 90 1.5 39 3.920
Texas 3,505 87.8 137 3.4 342 8.6 8 3.992
Colorado 777 97.7 10 1.3 5 0.6 3 795
Arizona 444 93.1 21 4.4 11 2.3 0 477
Ncw Mexico 406 78.5 106 20.5 4 0.8 I 517
Southwest 10.814 92.4 384 3.3 452 3.9 52 11.701

Source: Fall 1968 HEW Title VI Survey
Incicdes American Indian and Orientals

"Minute differences between the sum of numbers and totals are due to computer rounding.
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Figure 8. COMPARATIVE DISTRIBUTION AND REPRESENTATION OF MEXICAN AMERICAN PRINCIPALS,

TEACHERS, AND PUPILS AMONG THE FIVE SOUTHWESTERN STATES.
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pals than teachers are Mexican American, the per-
centage of Mexican American principals is consid-
erably below the ethnic group's proportion of the
enrollment. (Sec Figure 8.)

2. School Assignment of Mexican American
Principals

Overall, Mexican American principals are even
more likely than either pupils or classroom teach-
ers to be assigned to predominantly Mexican
American schools. Nearly 65 percent of the Mexi-
can American principals head predominantly
Mexican American schools. By comparison, 55
percent of the teachers and 45 percent of the pu-
pils are in such schools. More than two-fifths of all
Mexican American principals are in schools that
are nearly all Mexican American.

ASSIGNMENT OF MEXICAN AMERICAN
PRINCIPALS BY MEXICAN AMERICAN

COMPOSITION OF SCHOOLS;
THE SOUTHWEST

Percent
'Mexican American

of Enrollment

Percentage
Distribution

Number or /sleeken
American
Principals

Percent
or Total

Principals
That are
Mexican
American

0 24.9 84 21.9 0.9
23 49.9 33 13.8 3.6
50 79.9 83 22.1 10.0
80-100 162 42.2 31.3

Total 384 100.0 3.3

Source: Fall 1968 HEW Title VI Survey

As a corollary to the concentration of Mexican
American principals in schools nearly all Mexican
American, the proportion which they comprise of
all principals heading such schools is almost 10
times greater than the proportion which they con-
stitute of total principals in all schools. Neverthe-
less, even among schools nearly all Mexican
American, they constitute less than one-third of all
principals. This reflects the general low representa-
tion of Mexican Americans among school princi-
pals. In fact, so few Mexican Americans hold prin-
cipalships that, although they are concentrated in
schools that are heavily Mexican American, they

constitute less than the majority of principals so
assigned.

Of the approximately 250 Mexican American
principals heading predominantly Mexican Ameri-
can schools in the Southwest, more than 130 or
more than one-half are found in Texas?, Eighty
[about one-third] are in New Mexico and most of
the remainder [about 35] head schools in Califor-
nia. Of the 160 principals who are in schools
nearly al: Mexican American, 70 percent arc lo-
cated in Texas and nearly 25 percent are found in
New Mexico.

As with teachers, the concentration of Mexican
American principals in predominantly Mexican
American schools in Texas is, for the mdst part, a
result of the fact that almost all of them are em-
ployed by predominantly Mexican American dis-
tricts in the southern part of the State. More than
120 Mexican American principals [nearly 90 per-
cent] are in both predominantly Mexican Ameri-
can districts and schools. In contrast, slightly more
than one-half of the Mexican American pupils in
Texas arc similarly situated. Even though most
Mexican American principals in Texas are em-
ployed in predominantly Mexican American
school population areas, less than 20 percent of
the principals in predominantly Mexican Ameri-
can schools are of this ethnic background.

C. Other Full-Time School Staff 73

This section treats professional school staff
(other than teachers and principals), nonprofes-
sional school staff, and teachers' aides as three
separate personnel groups. The demographic char-

" In Texas, 97 percent of all principals are in predomi-
nantly Mexican American schools.

"The discussion in the preceding sections of this report on
the demographic characteristics and school assignment of
Mexican American students, teacher,, and principals has been
based on data gathered in the Fall 1968 HEW Title VI Sur.
vey. All the sections which follow draw from the Spring 1969
Survey conducted by the Commission in districts in which 10
percent or more of the enrollment is Mexican American.
This and succeeding sections include no material related to
the subjects covered in the previous sections. (A more de-
tailed explanation of the Commission and HEW surreys is
provided in the Preface. Ser. 11P. 7 to
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acteristics and school assignment of these three
groups differ greatly.14 The employment and as-
signment of Mexican Americans in nonteaching
professional positions resembles that of Mexican
American teachers. Very few hold these positions,
and many who do are assigned to schools that
have a large Mexican American enrollment. Mexi-
can Americans are more likely to be found in non-
professional positions than other positions in the
schools, Of all school staff positions, Mexican
Americans constitute the largest proportion of
those employed as teachers' aides.

1. Size of Staff

Professional NonteachIng Staff: In districts 10
percent or more Mexican American in the South-
west, a low proportion of those employed in pro-
fessional nonteaching positions are Mexican
Americans. As shown in Table 15, fewer than 600
Mexican Americans, or 6 percent of the total non-
leaching professional staff in the Commission's
survey area,73 hold such jobs. In contrast, approxi-
mately 30 percent of the school population is
Mexican American. Mexican Americans comprise
the highest percentage of those in professional po-
sitions in New Mexico and the lowest in California
and Arizona, but in each of the five Southwestern
Slates, this ethnic group is vastly underrepresented
in professional positions compared to its share of
the school population. (See Figure 9.)

Nonprofessional Staff: Mexican Americans arc
more likely to be found in nonprofessional jobs
than as nonteaching professionals. There is wide
variation, however, in the type of position Mexican
Americans obtain as nonprofessional staff. Thus,
nearly 30 percent of the custodians, but less than 10
percent of the secretaries arc Mexican American.
Mexican Americans make up the largest part of
the nonprofessional school work force in Ncw

**Professional nonteaching school staff includes such posi
lions as principals, assistant principals, counselors, librarians,
and nurses. Although principals are nonteaching order
sionals, their demography and school assignment are not dis-
cussed in this section. Detailed Information concetnIng them
was available from DEW. and they. with teachers, were coy.
ered in previous sections. Nonprofessionals include secretaries
and custodians, Teachers' aides are often regarded as para.
professionals and do not lit well into either the proiessions1 or
nonprofessional categories.

"The terms "districts 10 percent or mote Mexican /smell-
can", "the Commission's survey area, and "survey area" are
used synonomoUsly in this report
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TABLE 15. NUMBER AND PERCENT OF NON-
TEACHING FULL-TIME STAF IN THE

SOUTHWEST"

(2) (3)

Number of

(4)

Percent
of Total

Total Mexican Starthat
Position Number of American Is Mexican

Staff Staff American
Coi. (3)

4- Col. (2)

NonteachIng
Professionals

Assistant Principals 2,164 120 Si
Counselors 3.388 184 3.4
Librarians 2,216 80 3.6
Others 1,780 192 10.8

Total 9.148 376 6.0

N'ooprofess2-awls

Secretaries 12.036 1,144 9.5
Custodians 20,488 3,768 28.2

Total 32.324 6,912 21.3

Teachers' Aides*" 7,688 2.608 33.9

Source: USCCR Spring 1969 Survey
Since the employment and assignment of Mexican American

principals has been discussed already, these nonteaching
professionals arc not treated in this section of the report.

Districts 10 percent or mom Mexican American.
"Others" Includes such professionals as activities directors,
subject matter specialists, and nurses, all at the school level.

Tea chess' aides cannot be accurately grouped or placed into
either the professional or nonprofessional categories. They
are usually considered as paraprofessionals.

Mexico and Texas. About 55 percent and 40 per-
cent respectively of nonprofessionals in each State
are Mexican Americans. Most of these are school
custodians. In Ncw Mexico 70 percent of all
school custodians and slightly more than one-
fourth of all secretaries are Mexican American. In
Texas the corresponding percentages arc about 55
and 15. In the other three States as well, Mexican
Americans substantially comprise more of the cus-
todial than of the secretarial personnel.

Teachers' Aides: In the Commission's survey
area, proportionately more teachers' aides than
nonteaching professionals, nonprofessionals, or
students are Mexican American. The higher repre-
sentation of Mexican Americans among teachers
aides than pupils largely reflects the employment
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Figure O. REPRESENTATION OF MEXICAN AMERICAN SCHOOL STAFF AND STUDENTS IN DISTRICTS

TEN PERCENT OR MORE MEXICAN AMERICAN.
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patterns in California. This State and New Mexico
are the only ones in which a higher percentage of
teachers' aides than pupils are Mexican American.
About 40 percent of all Mexican American teach-
ers' aides in the Southwest are employed in Cali-
fornia.

2. School Assignment

Professional Nonteaching Staff: -Except for
counselors, the majority of Mexican American
nonteaching professionals are assigned to predomi-
nantly Mexican American schools. There is a
rather even distribution of the Mexican American

counselors regardless of school composition. A
much larger proportion of the other Mexican
American nonteaching professionals, such as as-
sistant principals and librarians, is concentrated
in schools that are 75 percent or more Mexican
American. (See Table 16.)

However, regardless of the pattern of school
assignment in all professional nonteaching posi-
tions, Mexican Americans are most highly Msible
in schools that are 75 percent or mnrc Mexican
American. Generally, the greater the Mexican
American composition of the enrollment, the
greater the proportion of Mexican Americans
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TABLE 16.
EMPLOYMENT OF MEXICAN AMERICAN SCHOOL STAFF BY MEXICAN AMERICAN

COMPOSITION OF SCHOOL ENROLLMENT IN DISTRICTS 10 PERCENT OR
MORE MEXICAN AMERICAN: THE SOUTHWEST

Positions Held by Mexican Americans
Mexican American Composition of Schools

0-24 Percent 25-49 Percent 50-74 Percent 75-160 Percent

Nontraching Professionals

Assistant Principals
Number 24 24 64

Percent of Mexican Americana 20.0 6.7 30.0 53.3
Percent of Total In Position 1.8 t.6 15.0 35.

Counselors
Number 16 49 24 56

Percent of Mexican American 30.4 26.1 13.0 30.4
Percent of Total in Position 2.6 6.3 9.8 25.5

Librarians
Number 8,, 16 8 48
Percent of Mexican Americana 10.0 20.0 10.0 60.0
Percent of Total In Position 0.7 3.0 3.3 30.0

Other Nonteaching Professionals
Number 40 52 28 72
Percent of Mexican Americans 20.5 27.1 14.6 37.5
Percent df Total in Position 4.3 13.0 16.3 27.3

Nonprofessionals

Secretaries
Number 224 224 188 508
Percent of Mexican Americana 19.6 ;19.6 16.4 44.4
Percent of Total In Poiition 17.7 50.0

Custodians
Number 2.040 1.316 980 1.432
Percent of Mexican American 35.4 22.8 17.0 24.8
Percent of Total in Position ,.' 16.5 29.3 53.8 79.2

Teachers' Aida

Number 296 560 548 1,204

Percent of Mexican Americans 11.3 21.5 21.0 46.2
Percent of Total in Position 10.6 28.6 48.9 66.6

Pmpils

Number 238,280 295,008 202,880 339,028
Percent of Mexican Americans 23.8 27.2 18.7 30.3

Source: USCCR Spring 1969 Survey

on the professional school staff. Nevertheless, even
in schools that are 75 percent or more Mexican
American, Mexican Americans constitute only a
minority of the school staff.

The professional nonteaching staff is most ex-
tensively restricted in its school assignment in
Texas, least in Califomia. In Te tan all profes-
sional librarians, 80 percent of the counselors and
assistant principals, and nearly 90 percent of the
other professional nonteaching ,taff, such as

50

nurses and activities directors, arc in predomi-
nantly Mexican American schools. (See Figure
10.) In California only assistant principals and
other nonteaching professionals are concentrated
to any significant degree in predominantly Mexi-
can American, schools.

Nonprofessional Staff and Teacher' Aides:
Mexican American school secretaries and teach-
ers' aides arc likely to be assigned to predomi-
nantly Mexican American schools, especially to
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Figure 10. PROPORTION OF MEXICAN AMERICAN STUDENTS AND OTHER SCHOOL STAFF IN

PREDOMINANTLY MEXICAN AMERICAN SCHOOLS. DISTRICTS 10 PERCENT OR MORE

MEXICAN AMERICAN. CALIFORNIA AND TEXAS.
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those which have an enrollment 75 percent or
more Mexican American. Although Mexican
American custodians are more likely to be as-
signed to schools across the board, the pattern of
school assignment for them closely approximates
that of counselors and pupils. Even so, in predom-
inantly Mexican American schools, there is a
heavier representation of Mexican Americans
among custodial staff than among clerical staff or
teachers' aides. On the whole, in all schools ir-
respective of the Mexican American enrollment,
they arc more often found in positions of nonpro-

90 100

fessionals or teachers' aides rather than nonteach-
ing professionals.

The employment of nonprofessional staff in
Texas and California follows a pattern similar to
that of the professional nonteaching staff in these
States. (See Figure 10.) In Texas about 90 per-
cent of the secretaries and 60 percent of the cus-
todial help are found in predominantly Mexican
American schools. In California 41 percent of the
secretaries and 18 percent of the custodians are in
predominanatly Mexican Americas schools.

1:57
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CHAPTER V. SCHOOL DISTRICT ADMINISTRATORS AND

SCHOOL BOARD MEMBERS

A. Professional Personnel at the District Level

Comparatively few Mexican Americans are em-
ployed among the professional personnel at the
district level. Only about 480, or 7 percent, of
more than 6,750 professionals in the survey area
are Mexican Americans. About 50 of the 480 are
superintendents and associate or assistant superin-
tendents. Nearly 55 percent of the Mexican Amer-
icans holding these top district positions are em-
ployed in New Mexico, although slightly less than
10 percent of the Mexican American students in
the survey area are in this State. Approximately
80 percent of the Mexican Americans in other
district professional positions are in Texas and
California. These two States combined contain
about 80 percent of the Mexican American stu-
dents in the survey area.

Mexican Americans form a smaller part of total
district professional staff then they do of enroll-
ment. Throughout the Southwest, proportionally

four times as many students as district level pro-
fessionals are Mexican American. Generally, per-
sons of this ethnic group make up a rarger propor-
tion of the work force in the positions of social
worker, attendance officer, Federal programs
director, and community relative specialist" than
they do of other district level staff positions. (See
Figure 11.)

Nearly half of the Mexican Americans in the
survey area who hold professional positions M dis-
trict offices arc employed by school districts that
are predominantly Mexican American. More than
70 percent of the 235 persons employed in pre-
dominantly Mexican American districts are in
Texas. About 140 Mexican American profession-
als 130 percent] are in districts in which 10 to 23
percent of the enrollment is Mexican American.

.About 75 percent of Mexican American community
relations specialists are employed by California school
systems.
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MEXICAN AMERICAN COMPOSITION OF
DISTRICT LEVEL PROFESSIONAL STAFF.

DISTRICTS 10 PERCENT OR MORE
MEXICAN AMERICAN

Sat.

District Level Percent of Percent of
Professional Star Star Duo 11

That Is meat
Total Number of Mexican That Is

Number. Mexican American Mexican
Americans. American

Arizona 313 12 3.8 28.5
California 4,235 178 4.2 21.5
Colorado 594 26 4.4 26.5
New Mexico 305 77 25.3 40.0
Texas 1,303 188 14.5 43.6
Southwest 6,751 481 7.1 28.5

Sourest USCCR Spring 1969 Survey.
Differences between the sum of the numbers and totals are

due to computer rounding,
"Note: In districts 10 percent or more Mexican American in

the Southwest. 28.5 percent of the enrollment is Mexican
American while in all districts of the region 17.2 percent of
the enrollment is Mexican American, For percent of enroll
ment that is Mexican American In all districts In each of the
States are Table 2 on page 17.
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Figure 11. PERCENT OF STUDENTS AND DISTRICT

PROFESSIONAL STAFF THAT ARE MEXICAN

AMERICAN. DISTRICTS 10 PERCENT OR MORE

MEXICAN AMERICAN. THE SOUTHWEST.
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Nearly all of these professionals are in California.
Texas and California employ more than three-

fourths of all Mexican American district level pro-
fessionals in the survey area [39 percent in Texas
and 37 percent in California). However, the de-
gree to which these district employees are concen-
trated in substantially Mexican American districts
differs sharply. In Texas nearly 90 percent are
employed by predominantly Mexican American
districts. In California less than 10 percent work
in ,nedominantly Mexican American districts, but
more than 65 percent are in districts 10 to 23
percent Mexican American.

DISTRIBUTION OF MEXICAN AMERICAN
DISTRICT PERSONNEL BY PERCENT
MEXICAN AMERICAN ENROLLNIENT

IN DISTRICT: 111E SOUTHWEST

Percent Mexican American of
District Enrollment

Number of Percent of
Mexican Mexican
American American

Staff Stair

A. 10-23 143 29.7
H. 24-37 40 8,3
c. 38-49 33 11.4
D. 50-100 235 48.8
E. Minority. 9 1.9

Total 481 100.0

Source: USCCR Spring 1969 Survey
'Percent Mexican America n enrollment in districts in which
total Anglo enrollment exceeds the sum of American
Indian. Negro. and Oriental pupils.

"Predominantly Mexican American districts in which the
remaining enrollment Is comprised of ally combination of
all other ethnic groups. including Angles.

school districts 10 to 49.9 percent Mexican American
not included in A through C above.

Differences between the sum of the numbers and totals are
due to computer rounding.

B. Members of Boards of Education

School board members play a very important
role in the establishment of school policies and the
conduct of school business. State laws grant broad
discretionary powers for governing school districts
to members of boards of education. Among the
administrative matters upon which board members
have final authority to act are hiring and assign-
ment of teachers, principals, and other educational
staff, selection of school sites, and the designation
of school attendance areas.
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Of approximately 4,600 board of education
members in the Commission's survey area, 470, or
10 percent, are Mexican American and about
4,000, or 87 percent, are Anglo. Other minority
groups constitute less than 3 percent of the total.

Slightly more than two-thirds of the Mexican
Americans serve on boards in Texas and New
Mexico. With few exceptions, Mexical Americans
in these two States serve on boards of predomi-
nantly Mexican American school districts located
in high density Mexican American areas of south
Texas and northern New Mexico.

DISTRIBUTION OF MEXICAN AMERICAN
BOARD MEMBERS BY STATE, DISTRICTS

10 PERCENT OR MORE
MEXICAN AMERICAN

Mate

Percent of
Number of Total
!Mikan Mexican
American American

Hoard Hoard
Members Members to

Each State

Texas 197 41.7
California 91 19.3
New Mexico 123 26.1
Arizona 28 5.9
Colorado 33 7.0

Southwest 472 100.0

Source: USCCR Spring 1969 Sums,

By and large, Mexican Americans are underre-
presented on boards of education. Proportionately,
for the Southwest as a whole, the Mexican Ameri-
can representation of the school enrollment is
nearly three times greater than its proportion of
the school board membership. (See Figure 12.)
The disparity is greatest in Texas even though this
State has the largest number of Mexican American
school board members [1971 In the survey area.

ln'Texas the proportion of school enrollment
that is Mexican American is more than four times
greater than the proportion of Mexican American
school board members. An estimated 10.3 percent
of the school board members and 43.4 percent of
the school population are Mexican American.
Mexican Americans arc almost as underrepre-
sented on school boards in California as in Texas;
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Figure 12. PROPORTION OF SCHOOL BOARD MEMBERSHIP THAT IS MEXICAN AMERICAN COMPARED TO

ENROLLMENT THAT IS MEXICAN AMERICAN. DISTRICTS 10 PERCENT OR MORE MEXICAN AMERICAN.
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5.4 percent of boards of education mcmbcrs and
21.5 percent of enrollment arc Mexican American.
Only in New Mcxico arc Mexican Amcricans ap-
proximately equally represented on boards of edu-
cation and in the school enrollment. Here about
40 percent of both board members and pupils arc
Mexican American.

The overwhelming majority of Mexican Ameri-
can board members arc in predominantly Mexican
American districts. Of the more than 470 Mexican
American board members in the Commission's
survey arca, 320, or about two-thirds, arc on
boards in predominantly Mexican American dis-
tricts.

By no means are all board members In predom-
inantly Mexican American districts on predomi-
nantly Mexican American boards. Only an esti-
mated 174 Mexican Americans, or about 55 per-
cent of those in predominantly Mexican American
districts, serve on a school board In which they
constitute the majority of the members. Of these,
113 are in the districts that are nearly all Mexican
American.
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DISTRIBUTION OF MEXICAN AMERICAN
BOARD MEMBERS IN THE SOUTHWEST
BY PERCENT MEXICAN AMERICAN OF

DISTRICT ENROLLMENT

Number or Percent or
Percent Mexican American of Mexican Mexican

Distrkt Enrollment Ame Inn American
Board Board

Members Members

A. 10- 23 38 8.1
B. 24- 37' 43 9.1
C. 38- 49 SI 10.8
D. SO-100 320 67.8
E. Minority* 20 4.2

Total 472 100.0

Source: USCCR Spring 1969 Survey
'Percent Mexican American enrollment of districts in which
total Anglo env Omni exceeds the sum of American
Indian, Negro, at Oriental enrollment.

"Predominantly Mexican American districts In which the
remaining enrollment is any combination of all other
ethnic stoups, including Angles.

All school districts 10-49.9 percent Mexican American not
Included in A through C above.
Differences.b:tween the sum of the numbers and total, are
due to computer rounding.
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Three basic findings stem from the Commis-
sion's study of the demographic characteristics and
ethnic isolation of Mexican American students and
staff in the Southwest: (1) public school pupils of
this ethnic group are severely isolated by school
district and by schools within individual districts;
(2) for the most part, Mexican Americans arc
underrepresented on school and district profes-
sional stes and on boards of education, i.e., they
constitute substantially lower proportion of both
staff and boird membership than they do of enroll-
ment; and (1) the majority of Mexican American
staff and school board members are found in pre-
dominantly Mexican American schools or districts.

There are about two million Spanish surname
students, including Mexican Americans, Puerto
Ricans, Cubans, and other Latin Americans, in
the public schools of the continental United States.
The second largest minority group in the public
schools, they constitute about 5 percent of the
total U.S. school population.

Approximately 1.4 million, or '70 percent of the

Spanish surname pupils, attend school in the five
Southwestern States of Arizona, Califon: I, Colo-
rado, New Mexico, and Texas. Almost all of these
pupils are Mexican Americans. The largest minor-
ity group in the schools of the region, they com-
prise 17 percent of the, total enrollment. More
than four-fifths are in two States, California and
Texas, with nearly 50 percent in California alone.
However, Mexican Americans constitute more of
the enrollment j38 percent) in New Mexico than
in any other Slate.

The Mexican American population is primarily
urban. The majority of Mexican American pupils
attend school in large urban districts that have
enrollments of 10,000 or more. In each State one
or more of the large urban districts contain a
significant proportion of the Mexican American
enrollment; Los Angeles, Calif.; San Antonio, El
Paso, and Houston, Tex.; Denver, Colo.; Albu-
querque, N. Mex.; and Tucson, Ariz.

Within each of the States the Mexican Ameri
can school population is concentrated in specific
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regions or geographic areas. In Texas nearly two-
of all Mexican American pupils attend

school in the counties located along or near the
Mexican border. In this area, about three of every
five students are Mexican American. To a lesser
extent Mexican Americans also are concentrated
in the counties of north-central New Mexico,
southern Colorado, southern Arizona, and in the
agricultural valleys and southern coastal areas of
California.

While Mexican American pupils are unevenly
distributed among the States and concentrated in
specific geographic areas within each State, they
are also concentrated or isolated in districts and
schools of the Southwest. About 404,000 Mexican
American pupils, or 30 percent of this ethnic
group's enrollment in the Southwest, attend
schools in approximately 200 predominantly [50
percent or morel Mexican American districts in
the region.

The largest number of predominantly Mexican
American districts is in Texas. Ninety-four pre-
dominantly Mexican American districts, almost all
of which arc located in the southern part of the
State, contain nearly 60 percent of the State's total
Mexican American enrollment. About 20 percent
of Texas' Mexican American students attend
school in districts which arc nearly all [80 percent
or morel Mexican American.

Most of the ether predominantly Mexican
American districts are in California and Ncw
Mexico. Together, these States contain as many
predominantly Mexican American districts as
Texas (about 903; however, the total Mexican
American school population of these districts is
much smaller. They include only about 94,000
Mexican American pupils [55,000 in California
and 39,000 in Ncw Mexico).

The isolation of Mexican American pupils in
predominantly Mexican American districts results
in part from their concentration in specific geo-
graphic areas of each State. However, many of
these students are isolated in districts which are
contiguous to predominantly Anglo districts. In
San Antonio, five districts located in the heart of
the city are predominantly Mexican American and
contain 90 percent of all Mexican Americans in
the area. Well over one-half of the Anglo public
school enrollment is in eight predominantly Anglo
districts which surround the core city. Each of the
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five predominantly Mexican American districts
borders on one or more of the Anglo districts.

A large proportion of the Mexican American
enrollment in the Southwest also tends to be con-
centrated in a comparatively small number of
schools. Approximately 1,500 schools [12 per-
cent) arc predominantly Mexican American. They
house about 635,000 pupils, or 45 percent of the
total Mexican American enrollment in the South-
west. Nearly 300,000 pupils, or more than 20 per-
cent, are in schools which have between an 80 and
100 percent Mexican American student body.
These pupils are most severely isolated in schools
in Texas and New Mexico. In these two States,
two-thirds of all Mexican American students at-
tend predominantly Mexican American schools. In
Texas about 40 percent are in schools nearly all-
Mexican American. Students of this minority
group are least isolated in California, where less
than 30 percent are found in predominantly Mexi-
can American schools.

At the elementary school level, Mexican Ameri-
can experience the greatest degree of ethnic isola-
tion. One-half of the Mexican American elemen-
tary students attend predominantly Mexican
American schools, while about 35 percent of their
secondary school enrollment is in predominantly
Mexican American schools.

A major aspect of the Commission investigation
was directed to ascertaining the extent to which
the Mexican American composition of schools
does not closely resemble that of the districts in
which they are located. Schools with a Mexican
American enrollment significantly at variance with
that of the district's school population were con-
sidered to be ethnically imbalaneed.

In applying the concept of ethnic imbalance to
the Mexican American enrollment in the schools,
a 15 percent standard of deviation is permitted.
Thus, schools are categorized as imbalanced only
if the Mexican American composition is more than
15 percent greater or less than the composition of
the district.

Three facets of ethnic imbalance were exam-
ined: (1) its presence throughout the Southwest;
(2) its presence in both large and small districts;
and (3) its presence in both predominantly Mexi-
can American and Anglo districts.

Several important findings emerge when the
Mexican American composition of the schools in
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the Southwest is compared to that of the districts
in which they are located:

(1) A considerable proportion of Mexican
American students in the Southwest attend ethni-
cally imbalanced schools. About 30 percent are in
schools that have a Mexican American enrollment
in excess of the 15 percent standard of deviation.
Three percent arc in schools that have a dispro-
portionately low Mexican American enrollment
below the 15 percent deviation. Two-thirds attend
ethnically balanced schools,

(2) The extent of ethnic imbalance does not
differ sharply among the five States. Even in Ncw
Mexico and Texas, the extent of imbalance does
not vary appreciably from that in other States al-
though in each of these two States two-thirds of
the Mexican American pupils are isolated in pre-
dominantly Mexican American schools. Many of
these schools fall within the 15 percent deviation
and are ethnically balanced,

(3) Four of the largest school districts in the
Southwest account for a significant percentage of
the Mexican American students who are in schools
that have a disproportionately high Mexican
American enrollment. Each of these districts--Los
Angeles, Denver, Albuquerque, and Tucsoncon-
tains proportionately more of the students in these
imbalanced schools than their share of the total
Mexican American enrollment in each respective
State.

(4) Although these four large districts ac-
count for much of the imbalance in their States,
ethnic imbalance is not necessarily contingent on
the size of district. There is considerable ethnic
imbalance in small or medium sized districts as
well.

(5) The extent of imbalance is not influenced
by the ethnic composition of the district. Imbal-
anced schools can be found in both predominantly
Mexican American and predominantly Anglo dis-
tricts.

For example, in Harlandole Independent School
District, a large district located ht the south-cen-
tral part of the city of San Antonio, about half of
the Mexican American students attend schools
that have a disproportionately high Mexican
American enrollment. In two small predominantly
Mexican American districts in south and west
Texas, there is nearly complete segregation or
Mexican American and Anglo pupils at the de-
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=Mary school level. In the Tucson School Dis-
trict, which is predominantly Anglo, three-fourths
of the Mexican Americans are in schools that have
a disproportionately high Mexican American en-
rollment. In two small predominantly Anglo dis-
trictsone in northern Colorado and the other in
the central coastal area of Californiaabout ,90
percent and 50 percent, respectively, of the Mexi-
can American students are in schools that have a
high Mexican American enrollment.

California alone of the five Southwestern States
has taken action to eliminate ethnic imbalance in
its schools. This State has enacted a law to elimi-
nate and prevent the growth of segregation in the
schools caused by pattems of residential segrega-
tion. The law declares a school to be imbalanced
"if the percentage of pupils done or more racial
or ethnic groups differs by more titan fifteen per-
centage points from that in all schools of the
disuiet."17 It also requires districts having imbal-
anced schools to study and consider alternative
plans to correct such imbalance.

Utilizing information gathered in October 1968
and applying the 15 percent measure of racial and
ethnic imbalance, the California State Department
of Education has determined that 222 of the
State's 1,138 school districts have imbalanced
schools. These districts contain approximately
1,800 imbalanced schools or slightly more than
one-fourth of the 6,600schools in the State. Ac-
cording to the California procedure for measuring
imbalance, 46 percent of the Mexican American
enrollment in the State attends ethnically imbal-
anced schools?, In December 1969 these districts
were requested to file notice with the State depart-
ment of education of their intent to study and
consider possible alternative plans for preventing
and eliminating racial and ethnic imbalance.
Twenty -five districts have been removed from the
list of those maintaining imbalanced schools. The

"California State Depanment of Education. California
Lows and Policies Relating to Equal Opportunities in Educa-
tion Sacramento 1969. p. 3.

"This Ague includes Mexican American pupils who are In
imbalanced schools in which either too few or too many stu-
dents of one or more of the racial and ethnic groups are
represented. It is higher than the percentage of Mellon
Americans such the Commission estimates to be in imbal.
anted schools. This discrepancy results. in part, from the fact
that the Commission has counted only those pupils in schools
that have an imbalanced Mexican American composition
while the California department has also included those du
dents in schools whose composition of other racial and ethnic
groups igispmportionatc to that of flit district.
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overwhelming mnicrity of the remaining districts
[1891 have declared their intention of studying
plans to eliminate imbalanced schools. Only eight
districts have declined to declare such an inten-
tion.

The Commission's report also examines the rep-
resentation and school assignment of Mexican
Americans holding the following school positions:
classroom teachers, school principals, assistant or
vice principals, counselors, librarians, other pro-
fessional nontcaching school staff, secretaries, cus
todians, and teachers' aides. Except for those in
the positions of custodian or teachers' aide, Mexi-
can Americans comprise substantially less of
school staff than they do of enrollment. Also, with
the exception of counselors and custodians, Mexi-
can Americans on school staffs are more likely to
be found in predominantly Mexican American
schools than arc students.

Mexican Americans are grossly underrepre-
sented among teachers. Of approximately 325,000
teachers in the Southwest, only about 17,000, or 4
percent, are Mexican American, while about 17
percent of the enrollment is Mexican American. In
contrast, proportionately more teachers than pup-
ils are Anglo. Furthermore, black tcachcrs, al-
though they are also underrepresented, outnumber
Mexican American teachers by almost two to one.
School systems in Texas and California employ
three-fourths of all Mexican American teachers,
Most of the other Mexican American teachers [15
percent] are found in New Mexico.

Proportionately more Mexican American teach-
ers (55 percent] than pupils [45 percent] are
found in predominantly Mexican American
schools. One-third of the teachers are in schools
whose enrollments are 80 percent or more Mexi-
can American. Although the larger number of
Mexican American teachers is assigned to pre-
dominantly Mexican American schools, they still
constitute a very low percentage of teachers in
these schools, mainly because so few members of
this ethnic group are employed as teachers.

A much higher percentage of Mexican Ameri-
can teachers in Texas than in California are in
predominantly Mexican American schools. More
than 80 percent of all Mexican American teachers
in Texas are assigned to schools that have at least
a 50 percent Mexican American enrollment; more
than 60 percent of the Mexican American teachers
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are in schools with an enrollment that is at least
80 percent Mexican American. The distribution of
Mexican American teachers in California is
roughly the reverse of that in Texas. In California
more than 80 percent of all Mexican American
teachers arc assigned to schools in which pupils of
this ethnic group do not constitute the majority of
the enrollment. Two-thirds of Mexican American
teachers are in schools in which less than 25 per-
cent of the enrollment is Mexican American.

An even smaller proportion of principals than
teachers is Mexican American. Of approximately
12,000 school principals in the Southwest, less
than 400 13 percent] are Mexican American.
More than 90 percent of all Mexican American
principals are employed in Texas, California, and
New Mexico. As with teachers, proportionately
more principals than students are Anglo. Further,
Mexican American principals are outnumbered by
black principals.

Mexican American principals are even more
likely than either pupils or classroom teachers to
be assigned to predominantly Mexican American
schools. Nearly 65 percent of Mexican American
school principals are found in schools in which
Mexican American pupils form the majority of the
enrollment. More than 40 percent are in schooi, in
which from 80 to 100 percent of the pupils are
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Mexican American. However, Mexican Americans
represent a very low proportion of all principals
assigned to predominantly Mexican American
schools. This is true primarily because so few
Mexican Americans are employed as principals.

Employment and school assignment patterns for
Mexican Americans in other nonteaching profes-
sional positions such as assistant principals, coun-
selors, and librarians, is similar to that of Mexican
American teachers and principals. Very few oc-
cupy such positions, and those who do, are, for the
most part, assigned to schools that are predomi-
nantly Mexican American. To a greater extent
Mexican Americans are employed as teachers'
aides or as nonprofessionals, especially custodians,
rather than as professionals.

In the area of the Southwest surveyed by the
Commission, approximately 480, or about 7 per-
cent of more than 6,750 professionals employed in
school district offices, arc Mexican American."

*The Commission's survey conducted In Spring 1969 col,
ered districts in the Southwest that have an enrollment which
is 10 percent Mexican American or more. The Commission
also utilized data from the U. S. Department of Health, Edu
cation. and Welfare Fall 1966 racial and ethnic survey, which
included the same districts surveyed by the Commission as
well as those that have less than a 10 percent Mexican Ameri.
can enrollment. The discussion relative to students, teachers,
and principals was drawn from the IIEW survey as tabulated
by the Commission.
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About 50 of the 480 arc superintendents or asso-
ciate or assistant superintendents. The majority of
Mexican Americans holding these positions are in
New Mexico. Most Mexican Americans in other
district level professional positions are in Texas
and California. Mexican Americans constitute a
smaller proportion of total district professional
staff than they do of enrollment. Generally, they
occupy a larger proportion of the work force in
the positions of social worker, attendance officer,
Federal programs director, and community rela-
tions specialist than they do in other district level
staff positions. Almost half of the Mexican Ameri-
cans in the survey area who hold staff positions in
district offices are employed by districts that are
predominantly Mexican American. More than 70
percent of the 235 persons so situated are in
Texas. The majority of those employed by districts
not having a predominantly Mexican American
enrollment are found in California.
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Mexican Americans arc also underrepresented
on local boards of education. Of approximately
4,6(10 school board members in the Commission's
survey area only about 470, or 10 percent, are
Mexican American. Slightly more than two-thirds
of these Mexican Americana serve on boards in
Texas and New Mexico. Nearly 70 percent of the
470 Mexican American board members arc found
in predominantly Mexican American districts.
However, even in predominantly Mexican Ameri-
can communities, this ethnic group is generally un-
derrepresented on the board of education. About
175 Mexican American board members, or 55
percent of the 320 who arc in predominantly Moh-
ican American districts, serve on a school board in
which they constitute the ,aajority of members.
Nearly all [1131 of those serving on predomi-
nantly Mexican American boards are in districts
that arc 80 to 100 percent Mexican American in
school population.
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UNITED STATES COMMISSION ON CIVIL RIGHTS

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20425

"RAFT DIRECTOR

Dear Sir:

APPENDIX B

In accordance with its responsibilities as a factfinding agency
in the field of civil rights, the United States Commission on
Civil Rights is undertaking a study of the educational status
of Mexican American youths in a random sampling of school dis-
tricts in Arizona, California, Colorado, New Mexico, and Texas.
In the course of this study, about 500 school districts and
some schools within those districts are being surveyed. The
study will provide a measure of the nature and extent'of edu-
catioual opportunities which Mexican American youths are
receiving in public schools of the Southwest and will furnish,
for the first time, extensive information on Mexican American
education.

The attached questionnaires call for data which are or can be
compiled in your central district office and school plants. If
your records or those of your principals do not contain all the
information requested, however, you may obtain figures from
other available sources.

Please have the principals of the schools designated on the
Principal Information Forms complete the appropriate question-
naire and return it to your office. In addition, we ask that
you complete the Superintendent Information Form and forward it
at the same time with the Principal Information Forms using the
enclosed official envelope which requires no postage. Extra
copies are enclosed for each respondent to use in completing
the questionnaires and to keep for his records. All question-
naires should be returned by May 9, 1969.

It must be emphasized that criteria used in drawing a sample of
schools and school districts were based on geographic repre-
sentation and enrollment characteristics. In no case were
complaints of any kind about diacrimination a factor in selecting
either schools or school districts.

1T3
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If you have any questions, call collect or write to Henry H.
Ramirez, Chief, Mexican American

Studies Division, U.S. Commission
on Civil Rights, Washington, D. C. 20425 (telephone: Area Code202, 382-8941). Please indicate you are calling in reference tothe questionnaire.

Thank you for your assistance in this most important study.
Sincerely yours,

taf2,41m"
Howard A. Glickstein
Acting Staff Director

Enclosures

r
e2 -425 0 - 72 - 12

.4

rr
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MEXICAN AMERICAN EDUCATION STUDY

Supecintandant Information Form

General Instructions

A. The person completing this questionnaire should be the superintendent or his official delegate.

8. Answers to each question should be given as of March 31, 1969 unless some other time period is requested. If informs.
(ion is not available for March 31, 1969, give it for the time closest to, or encompassing, that date. Pupil membership and
personnel data may be given on this questionnaire as they were reported on the Title VI Compliance Forms (Forms OS/CR 101
and 102, Fall 1968 Elementary and Secondary School Survey, required under Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, due
October 15,19681. If a date other than March 31,1969 or a time period other than that requested is used, please indicate which
date or time period is used in the space provided or in the let hand margin next to the question.

C Use additional pages Mere necessary.

O. INSTRUCTIONS FOR DETERMINING ETHNIC AND RACIAL GROUPINGS: Wherever ethnic and racial data are
requested, it is suggested that visual means be used to make such identification. Individuals should not be questioned or singled
out in any way about their racial or ethnic lineage. For purposes of this questionnaire, please use the following classifications

I. SPANISH Persons considered In school or community to be of Mexican, Central American, Cuban,
SURNAMED Puerto Rican, Latin American, or other Spanishspeaking origin. This group is often referred
AMERICAN: to as Mexican A merican, Spanish American, or Latin American: local usage varies greatly. In

this questionnaire, the terms "Men /can American" and "Spanish Surnamed American" are
used interchangeably.

Ii. NEGRO: Person: considered in school or community to be of Negroid or black African origin.

M. ANGLO: White persons not usually considered in school or community to be members of any of the
above ethnic or racial categories

Iv. OTHER: Persons considered as "nonAnglo" and who are not classifiable as Spanish Surnamed American
or Negro. Include as "Other" such persons as Orientals or American Indians.

F. If a question Is not applicable, if information is not available, or if you must estimate, please use the common, standard
abbreviations printed on the bottom of each page.

OFFICIAL DISTRICT NAME

DISTRICT MAILING ADDRESS

TELEPHONE NUMBER

Sorer Address or P.O. Sox Number

Area Com

Town County Stitt Zip Code

Number

NAME OF SUPERINTENDENT OF SCHOOLS

SIGNATURE DATE

NAME AND TITLE OF PERSON RESPONSIBLE FOR FILLING OUT THIS QUESTIONNAIRE IF OTHER THAN
SUPERINTENDENT

SIGNATURE DATE

LEGEND: Unknown -UN K.: Canner,- EST.; Not Applicable-NA.: Not Araileble-1; No 1.-0 69
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Budge Bureau No. 115069001; Approval Erni:41February 29, 1970

MEXICAN AMERICAN EDUCATION STUDY

Superintendent Information Form

1, List all the schools in this district. For each school, give the average daily
attendance for the month of October 1968. Round answers to the nearest
whole number. Time period If other than October 1968
Use additional pages where necessary.

School Name For USCCR UM only Amnon Daily Attendrnso

Average ally attendance Isla aggregate of the attendance /or each of the days during the stated reporting period divided by the number of days

the school was actually in session during that period. Only days on which pupils are under the Dulaney and direction of teachers should be

oonsidwed as days in session.
70

LEGEND: Unknown-UNIC.: Estimate-EST.: Not Appliabie-NA t Not Avo0able-7; Nora-0

176
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Questions 2 and 3 instructions: If there is only one secondary school in this district, do not answer questions 2 and 3.
Proceed to question 4.

2. A. Name the secondary school in this district which had the highest percentage of Its 1968 I FOR USCCR USE ONLY I

graduate, enter two or four year colleges.

B. What percent of that school's 1968 graduates entered two or four year colleges?

C. What percent of that echool'i 1968 Spanish Surnamed graduate, entered two or four year colleges?

3. Name the secondary school In this district which has had the highest dropout rate so far I FOR USCCR USE ONLY I

this year

Question 4 instructions: If there is only one elementary school in this district, do not answer question 4. Proceed to
question 5.

4. Name the elementary school in this district whose pupils had the highest avenge reading I FOR USCCR USE ONLY I

achievement test score, in the 1967.1968 school year

5. 11 since June 1968 this district has conducted, sponsored or paid for eny inervice teacher training for any course in column
enter the appropriate data about that training in columns NI through (4. If this district has not conducted, sponsored or

pail for any such training since June 196b, check here 13 and proceed o Question 6.

III

Course

nil Rill 114 !A

TINI number of
hotel this course

met, per teacher
summer 1968

Total number of
hours this course
mil. per teacher

a:mimic year
1966.1969

Numb, of
teachers in

Insarekt training
In Immo 1960

Number of
teacher' In

in...retell mining
In academic yaw

1966.1969

G. English es a second language for the Spanish speaking
(Instruction In English for thole who know little or
no English)

B. Bilingual education (instruction in both Spanish and
English so that the mother tongue 11 strengthened
concurrent with the Pupil learning a second language

C. Mexican or Spanish history or culture

D. Mexican American, Spanish American, or Hispanic
history or culture

E. Remedial reeding

F. Other subjects relative to Mexican Ameticanst

ISPeifP.)

LEGEND: UnknownUNK.: Estimate EST.; Not ApolicobtoNAB; Not Available- 7; Nona-0 71
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6. List the professional personnel for this district as of
March 31,1969, by ethnic and by educational background.
Give data about these individuals in as many (vertical/
columns as requested. Do not assign any individual to
more than one (horizontal/ row. Although it is recognized
that a person's activities may fall under more than one
category, each person should be assigned in accordance with
his major activity. Exclude personnel assigned to schools

ETHNIC GROUP EDUCATION

15) MI lid/ lint 1v5 toil told

. ,
;14

Vit 2
. S2.

i
t
a
S2

8'
.c

t
2

t
.9- a

g*;
r.

ll,2.o

...

1 g"8
6.-; V
Ur!

5illzoo

8
f. t"
IT,

15

18
2O

A. Superintendent of schools for acting/
B. Associate Superintendents of schools

C. Assistant superintendents of schools
D. Psychologists or psychometrists
E. Social workers
F. Attendance officers
G. Federal programs directors
H. Curriculum directors
I. Community relations specialists
.1. All others not assigned to schools

7. Using one line for each Board of Trustees member, list the principal occupation of each by code number. Refer to the list
Blow for code. If you cannot ascertain which code is appropriate for a given Board Member, specify his occupation. Indicate

ethnic group, the number of years each has served on the Board, and years of education.

Occupation If code number
is not known

III III) WO Bel NI loll IWO

Occupation
code

number

Spaniels

Scummed
American

Nag. Anglo Other
Number of
years served

on Board

Number of Yuri
of school completed

or Nohort degree attained

1.

2.
3.
4.
5,
6.
7.
8.
9.

10.

11.

r. Business owners. 0111Cialt and mangers
2. Professional and technical servka
3. ram..
4. Se/es and clerical
5. Skilled craftsmen. other skilled workers end foremen

C oparstors and unskilled workers
7. Service workers
B. Housewives
9. Retired

8. Has this district employed consultants on Mexican American educational affairs or problems this school yoar7(Check one
only.)

A. No

B. Yes, for a total of one day only
C. Yes, for a total of two to four days
D. Yes, for a total of live to seven days
E. Yes, for a total of eight to ten days
F. Yes, for a total of more than ten days

72 LEDENO: Unknown-UNK.: Estimate-EST.; Nor Applicebh-NA.:Not Available -7; None-0
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9. Has this district appointed, elected or recognized a dkulowide volunteer adrlsocy board (or committee) on Mexican Amwican
educational affairs or problems, which has held meetings this school year?(Check one only.)

A. No
B. Yes, it has met only once this year.
C. Yes, it has met for a total of two to five times this year.
D. Yes, it has met for a total of six to fifteen times this year.
E. Yes, it has met for a total of mo'e than fifteen times this year.

10. If you answered "Yes" to question 9, what actions, progams or policies has the committee recommended during the 1968.

1969 school gear? (Check all which apply.)

A. Ethnic balance in schools

B. In service teacher training in Mexican A =dean histru y or culture, or in bilingual education, or in English as a

second language

C. Employment of Spanish Surnamed teachers or administrators
D. G Pupil exchange programs with other districts or schools
E. Expanded PTA activities relative to Mexican Americans
F. Changes in curriculum to make it more relevant for Mexican Americans
G. BilingUal.bIcultural organization in a school or the school system

H. Other (Specify.)

11. Does this district have a written school Soard policy discouraging the use of Spanish by Mexican American pupils:

A. On the school grounds? Yes t No 2

B. In the classroom (except Spanish dassei)? Yes t No 2
If you answered "Yes" to A or 8 above (question 11), please attach a copy of that policy and LUSCCR USE ONLY I
give us the date It was made effective.

12. As of March 31, 1969, what was the total school district membership, by ethnic group, in the following grades:

Id Ill) fill) NI GI

Numb.. Sponhil
Surnamed American

Numb. WWII Number Anoto Numb., Other Total Numb,

A. First Grade
B. Fourth Grade
C. Eighth Grade
D. Twelfth Grade

13. Use the following space and additional pages, if necessary, to glue us further comments relative to this questionnaire.

LEGEND: Unknown-UNK.; EaknotoENT.;Not AppliabbkNA.:NotAronoblo.. ?;Aber -0 73
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UNITED STATES COMMISSION ON CIVIL RIGHTS

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20425

APPENDIX C

In accordance with its responsibilities as a factfinding agency in the field of civil rights, the United States Com-
mission on Civil Rights is undertaking a study of the educational status of Mexican American youths in a random
sampling of school districts In Arizona, California, Colorado, New Mexico, and Texas. In the course of this study,
about SOO school districts and some schools within those districts are being surveyed. The study will provide a
measure of the nature and extent of educational opportunities which Mexican American youths are receiving in
public schook of the Southwest and will furnish, for the rust time, extensive information on Mexican American
education.

The attached questionnaires all for data which are or can be compiled in yow central district office and school
plants. If your records or those of your principals do not contain all the information requested, however, you
may obtain figures from other available sources.

Please have the principals of the schools designated on the Principal Informstion Forms complete the appropriate
questionnaire and return it to your office. In addition, we ask that you complete the Superintendent Information
Form and forward it at the same time with the Principal Information Forms using the enclosed official envelope
which requires no postage. Extra copies are enclosed for each respondent to use In completing the questionnaires
and to keep for his records. All questionnaires should be returned by May 9,1969.

It must be emphasized that criteria used in drawing a sample of &chock and school districts were based on geo-
graphic representation and enrollment characteristics. In no case were complaints of any kind about discrimination
a factor in selecting either schools or school districts.

If you have any questions, call collect or write to Henry M. Ramirez, Chief, Mexican American Studies Division,
U.S. Commission on Civil Rights, Washington, D. C. 20425 (telephone: Area Code 202, 382-8941). Please
indicate you are calling in reference to the questionnake.

Thank you for your assistance in this most important study.

Enclosures

Sincerely yours,

Howard A. Glickstein
Acting Staff Director 7$

ISO
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MEXICAN AMERICAN EDUCATION STUDY

School Principal Information Form

General Instructions:

A. The person completing this questionnaire should be the school principal or his official delegate.

B. Answers to each question should be given as of March 31, 1969 unless some other time period is requested. If informs
tion is not available for March 31, 1969, give it for the time closest to, or encompassing, that date. Pupil membership and per.
sonnet data may be given on this questionnaire as they were reported on the Title VI Compliance Forms (forms OS/CR 101 and
102,all 7968 Elementary and Secondary School Survey, required under Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, due October
15,19681. If a date other than March 31,1969 or a time period other than that requested is Wad. Please indicate which date or
time period is used in the space provided or in the left hand margin next to the question.

C. Use additional pages where necessary.

D. Instructions for determining ethnic and racial groupings Wherever ethnic and racial data is requested, it is suggested
that visual means be used to make such identification. Individuals should not be questioned or singled out in any way about their
racial or ethnic lineage. For purposes of this questionnaire, please use the following classifications:

i. SPANISH Persons considered in school or community to be of Mexican, Central American, Cuban,
SURNAMED Puerto Rican, Latin American or Spanishspeaking origin. This group is often referred to as
AMERICAN: Mexican, Spanish American, or Latin American; local usage varies greatly. For the purposes

in this questionnaire the terms "Mexican American" and "Spanish Surnamed American " are
used interchangeably.

IL NEGRO: Persons considered in school or community to be of Negroid or black African origin.

Ili. ANGLO: White persons not usually considered in school or community to be members of any of the
above ethnic or racial categories.

iv. OTHER: Persons considered "non Anglo" and Wm are not classifiable as Spanish Surnamed American
or Negro. Include as "Other" such persons as Orientals or American Indians.

E. If a question is not applicable, if information is not available, or if you must estimate, please use the common,
standard abhreviations printed on the bottom of each page.

F. After completing all items in this questionnaire, please return the questionnaire in accordance with your superinten
dent's instructions.

SCHOOL NAME

MAILING ADDRESS
sum Address or P.O. Box No,

Town County State Zip Code

TELEPHONE NUMBER
Area Cod* Number

NAME OF SCHOOL DISTRICT

NAME OF PRINCIPAL

SIGNATURE DATE

NAME AND TITLE OF PERSON RESPONSIBLE FOR FILLING OUT OUESTIONNAIRE IF OTHER THAN THE
PRINCIPAL

SIGNATURE DATE

LEGEND: unloxWerUNK.; EttIrnantEST.; Not APPlicablieNA.:Not Available-7; None-0
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MEXICAN AMERICAN EDUCATION STUDY

School Principal Information Form

1. If this school has received ESEA, Title I funds during the current (1968.1969) school year, chedi here.

2. Is this school: (Check no more than one)

A. A social adjustment school primarily for children who have disciplinary problems?
B. Primarily for the physically handicapped?
C. Primarily for the mentally retarded?
D. Primarily for the emotionally disturbed)
E. (California only). A continuation school?
F. Organized primarily as some combination of A, 8, C, D, or E? (Specify.)
If you checked any of the above (A, B, C, D, E, or fin question 21, do not answer any further questions; return this ques
tIonnaire in accordance with your superintendent's instrucdons.

3. What was the average daily attendance for this school in the month of October 1968 or, if not available for that month, for
the time period nearest to or including October 1968? (Round answer to nearest whole number.)
Time period if not October 1968

Question 3 instructions: Average Daily Attendance is the aggregate of the attendance for each of the days during the
stated reporting period divided by the number of days school was actually in session during that period. Only days on
which pupils are under the guidance and direction of teachers should be considered as days in session.

4. Whkh best describes the locality (Incorporated or unincorporated) of this school? (Check one only.)

A. Under 5,000 inhabitants
B. 5,000 to 49,999 inhabitants
C. 50,000 to 250,000 inhabitants
D. Over 250,000 inhabitants

6. Whkh best describes the attendance area of this school (the area from whkh tha majority of pupils come)? (Check one
only.)

A. A rural area
B. A suburb
C. A town or a city

6. How many square feet of outdoor play area (including athletic area) does this school have? (Round answer to the nearest
thousand square feet

7. Is (are) any grade(s) In this school (excluding kindergarten) on double sessions? Yes t No 2

LEGEND: Winona -UNK.: Erdman-EST.:Not APPIkabis -NA.; NorAviitabis -7: Non-0 79
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List full-time stiff by ethnic group and Professional
background as of March 31, 1969 unless data are unavailable
for that date. In that case follow General Instructions, item 8,

Page 2.

date if not March 31,1989

Ethnic Group rewrite.' Experience
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00 NOT assign any individual to more than one horizontal
row; assign each in accordance with his mafor activity. Assign
individuals to as many columns as are walkable.

NOTE: Columns till through fv) should total column ill.

A. Full-time professional nonteaching staff: "J.
11) Principal
12) Vice (assistant) principals

(3) Counselors
(4) Librarians
(5) Other full. Imo Professional nonteaching staff

B. Fullime professional instructional staff (teachers)
C. Secretaries, stenographers, bookkeeper end other

clerical staff
D. Custodians, rsrdeners, and other maintenance staff
E. Fultime teacher olds lin classrooms)

9. How many people are employed parttime In the following
capacities In this school?

M In)
Number of people fulekne equivalent.

A. Professional nonteaching staff
B. Professional instructional staff (teachers)

Question 9 instructions: Full-time equivalence is the amount of employed time required in so part tams position expressed
in proportion to that required in a ft/I/time position, with "/ "representing one fulttime position, (Round F.T.E. answers
to the nearest *bole number.)

10. What is the principal's annual salary? (Round answer to the nearest hundred dollars.) $

11. For how many years has the present principal been principal of this school?

12. Indicate for approximately how many months the principal is regularly at work In the school plant. (Check the alternative
which is most accurate.)

A. Eleven months or more, full-time
B. Ten months, full-time
C. Nine months, full-time
D. Eight months or fewer, full-time
E. Part-time (Explain.)

LEGEND: Unknolm-UNK.; Ertimats-EST.; Nor Applloble-NA.; Nor Avilible-7; None-0
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13, What number of the fulltime professional instructional staff (teachers) in this school earn the following salaries? Oo not
include extra pay assignments.)

A. Less than $4,000 for school year

B. $4,000 to 55,999 for school year
C. 55,000 to $7,999 for school year
0, $8,000 to 59,999 for school yes,
E, $10,000 to $11,999 for school yea
F. $12,000 or above for school ye .0-

Question 13 instructions: The total oi lines A through F should equal the number of full. time teschers in this school. (See
question 8, line 8, column (i).

14.

15,

Give the number of pupils in membership in the following
classes and grades as of March 31, 1969 by ethnic group. If
data are unavailable for this date, refer to t,:eners1 Instructions,
Item 6, pope 2. Do not include kindergarten, prekinderpdrten
or Head Start as the lowest grade. Start with grade 1,

Reporting date it not March 31 1969

111 110 11111 04 1st
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8

2

A, Lowest grade in this school (specify. )
B. Highest grade in this school (specify. )
C. Classes for the mentally retarded

If this school housed grade 12, in the 1967.1968 school
year, answer A, 8, C, and D of this question. Otherwise,
proceed to question 16.

Ill Oil Mil 0.1

ii
l' ii
2 'i

;
z

1z
1
2

A

EI
A, How many pupils were graduated from this school from

July 1, 1967 to June 30,1968?
B. Of "A" above, how many entered a two or lour year

college by March 31,1969?
C. Of "A" above, how many entered some post high school

educational program other than a two or four year college
by March 31, 1969? (For example, beauty school,
vocational school, or business school. Do not include
military service.)

D, Of "A" above, how many entered military servke prior
to March 31, 1969?

81
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For
columns
more

facilities listed below, give the Information requested in
(I) through (v). Do not include any given facility on

li) Oil leo livl 1.1
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than one horDontal line. Count facilities only by their
most frequent designation. (e.g., a room which is used pre.
dominantly as a science laboratory should not be counted as a
classroom.)

A. Caletoriums (multipurpose rooms designed for use as a
combination cafeteria. auditorium and/or gymnasium)

B. Cafeterias
C. Auditoriums
D. Gymnasiums
E. Central libraries
F. Nurses offices linfirmarles)
G. Electronic language laboratories
H. Science laboratories
I. Shop rooms
J. Domestic science rooms
K. Portable clasuooms (Do not include any rooms counted

in A through J.)
L. Regular classrooms (Do not include any rooms counted

in A through K.)
M. Swimming pool. ,

N. Books in library (Round answer to nearest hundred. Do
not count periodicals.)

If legal capacity is nor known, raporr the number of pupils who can be seated or can comfortably can WOO,

Pupll capacity TOMS 'toolbar of ads.

17.
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Answer "Yes" or "No" to line A for each column. If you
answer "Yes" to "A" for any column, pleasU complete the
questions in the rest of that column. .,
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A. Does this school offer this subject or c.sune?
B, For how many years has this subject or course been

taught at this school?
C. How many pupils are taking this subject or are

enrolled in this course this year? (Include pupils of all
ethnic backgrounds.)

D. How many Spanish Surnamed pupils are taking this
subject or are enrolled In this course this year?

E. How many clock hours a week don this subject or
coons meet, per pupil, in the following grades:
Kindergarten and/or Prekindergarten?

1st grade?

2nd grade?
3rd grade?
4th grade?
5th grade?

LEGEND: Unknown-UNK.: estimate-EST.: Not Apokabt-Na.:Not Available-7: Nona-0
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6th grade?
7th grade?
8th grade?
9th grade?
10th grade?
11th grade?
12th grade?

F. How many of the teachers who teach this subject or
or course have had two or more courses (6 semaster hours
or morel in applicable subject matter?

G. How many teachers teach this subject or course?

18. (Elementary schools only) As of March 31. 1969 by
ethnic group, how many pupils were:

01 On loll MIi
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ill._204
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i
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2

A. Repeating the first grade this year?
B. In the first grade, but two years or more overage for

the first grade?

19. Does this school discourage Mexican American pupils from speaking Spanish:

A. On the school grounds?
B. In the classroom (except

Spanish class or Spanish Club)?

Yes Of No 02
Yes Of No 02

20. if you checked "Yes" to A or B above (question 19) in what way does this school discourage the speaking of Spanish?
(ChecA all which apply.)

A. 0 Requiring staff to correct those who speak Spanish
B. 0 Suggesting that staff correct those who speak Spanish
C. 0 Encouraging other pupils to correct those who speak Spanish
D. 0 Providing pupil monitors to correct those who speak Spanish
E. 0 Disciplining persistent speakers of Spanish
F. 0 Utilizing other methods (Specify.)

21. Is there currently a written policy for this school regarding the use of Spanish?
Yes Of No Oa If yes, please attach a copy of Mat policy and givaus the
date it became effective.

LEGEND: UnknownUNK.; EsdrisataES7.; Not Applicatnr NA.; Not Available-7; None-0
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22. If you checked "No" to A or B In question 19, does this school encourage the speaking of Spanish (outside Spanish dies or
Spanish club)? Yes 1 No 02

23. Does this school provide for: (Chock all Mich tory.)

A. School wide celebration of 18 de Septlembre?
B, Classroom celebration of 16 de Stptienbre?
C. A unit or more on Mexican cooking In horns economics classes?
D. Special units on Mexican American, Spanish American or Hispanic history in social studies programs?
E. Special assemblies dealing with Mexican or Spanish culture?
F. Other activities relative to Mexican Americans? (Spicily.)

24. The following is a list of possible tenons for suspension:
A. Violation of dress cods or grooming code H. Drug use

B. Use of foul language I. Tardiness

C. Disrespect for teachers J. Consumption of alcohol
D. Destruction of school property K. Fighting
E. Truancy L. Other (Specify.)
F. Speaking Spanish
G. Smoking

For each ethnic group, list the tenors of the five most common reasons for suspension in order of molt Importance

Spanish Surnamed
American

Negro Anglo Other

1

2 2. 2 2

3 3 3 3
4 4 4 4

5 5 6. 5

26. (Elementary schools only) In this school, what number of Spanish Surnamed first graders speak English as well in the tromp
Anglo first grader?

26. (Secondary schools only) List the number of pupils In the following
offices and activities by ethnic group as of Marsh 31,1969, unless
otherwise opecified.

lil MI hill Usl

I
A

111z.

;Z
ii

i
1
z

6

Iz
A. President of student body (highest elected or appointed student

office)
B. Vice-president of student body (second highest elected or appointed

student office)
C. Presidents of freshman, sophomore, Junior, and senior clouts
D. Editorial staff of school paper
E. Homecoming queen (or football queen), 1968.
F, Homecoming queen's (or football queen s) court, 1968
G. Cheer leaders (or song leaden)

27, At which of the following times does this school normally hold PTA meetings? (Check ono only.)

A. Morning B. Afternoon C. Evening

LEGEND: linknobwr -UNK.; &timely -EST.; Not Applicable -NA.; Not AWN:Os-7; None-0
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211. How ohms does the PTA meet? (Cheek he one xfuch most accurately &polies.)

A. Weekly B. 0 Monthly C. 0 Quarterly D. Annually

29. How many Spanish Surnamed adults attended the last regular PTA meeting (not a special program)?

30. How many adults (include all ethnic groups) attended the last revise PTA meeting (not a special program)?

31. In what language are notices to parents written? (Chock one only.)

A. English

B. Spanish

C. English and Spanish

D. Other (Explain.)

32. In what language are PTA meeUngs of this school conducted? (Check one only.)

A. English
B. Spanish

C. English and Spanish
D. Other (Explain.),

33. Which one of the following bat describes the practice for assigning pupils to this school? (Check one only.)

A, Pupils residing in this attendance area attend this school with no or few transfers allowed.
B. Pupils residing in this attendance area generally attend this school but transfers are frequently allowed.
C. Pupils are assigned to this school on the basis of intelligence, achievement, or their program of study.
D. Any pupil residing In this school district may attend this school.
E. Some other practice is followed. (Describe briefly.)

34. What percent of the Spanish Surnamed pupils in this school come from families with a total annual income of: (Estimate.)

A. Below 53,000? 8. Over 510,000?

35, What percent of the Anglo pupils In this school come from fernlike with a total annual Income of: (Estimate.)

A. Below $3,000? B. Over $10 000?

36. What percent of the Negro pupils in this school come from femiliss with a total annual Income of: (Estimate.)

A. Below S3,000? B. Over 510,000?

37. Whet percent of the Other pupils in This school come from families with a total annual income of: (Estimate.)

A. Celow 53,000? 8. Over $10,000?

38. What percent of the Spanish Surnamed pupils In this school come from families In which the hithet educational attainment
level of the head of the household is: (Estimated

A, 0 to 5 years?
B. 6 to 8 years?
C. Some high school?
D. High school graduate?
E. Some college?
F. College graduate?
G. Total 100

LEGEI1Dt Unknown-MK.; Ey/insets-EST.; APPfkais-NA.: Not Avoligh-7; Nent-0
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V. What percent of the Anglo pupils in this school come from families in which the highest educational attainment level of the

heed of the household in (Estimate./

A. 0 to 5 years?
B. 6 to 8 years?
C. Some NO school?
D. High school graduate?
E. Some college?
F. College graduate?
G. Total 100 %

40. What percent of the Negro pupils in this school come from families in which the highest educational attainment
level of the heed of the household Its (Estimate.)

A. 0 to 5 years?
B. 6 to 8 years?
C. Some high school?
D. High school graduate?
E. Some college?
F. College graduate?
G. Total 100

41. What percent of the Other pupils in this school come from families In which the highest educational attainment
level of the heed of the household is: (Estimate.)

A. 0 to 5 years?
B. 6 to 8 years?
C. Some high school?
D. High school graduate?
E. Some college?
F College graduate?
G. Total 100

42. Does this school practice grouping or tracking? Yes 01 No 02

43. If you answered "Yes" to question 42, for how many years has this school practiced grouping or tracking?

44. If you answered "Yes" to question 42, at what grade lava) does this school start grouping or tracking?

45. Rate each of the following criteria for grouping, tracking,
of promotion according to its importance in this school.

III WI MO qvl

gm
IMPOrtMl IMP"'" of little

important.
Of no

Important.

A. Scores on standardized achievement tens
B. 10 test results
C. Reading grade levels
0. Student scholastic performances (grades)
E. Emotional and physical maturity
F. Student interests and study habits
G. Parental preferences
H. Student preferences
I. Teacher referrals
J. Other (Spicily.)

Questions 46 this, 48 instructions: Complete the following questions for grades 4, 8 end/or 12. If none of these grades are
housed, complete dune questions for your highest grade and in the ;Dace available indkate the grade for which data NV
supplied

86 LEGEND: Unknown- UNK.:Estimate-EST Nor Appliably -NA.; Nor Arsliobly 4; None-0
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47. Does this school group
or track students
according to ability
or achiavamtrO in
this gradst

Clods 4 or sioottY Orsdo 4 Grad. 12

A. 0 Yes, for all students

B. 0 Yes, for highest
achieving students only

C. 0 Yes, for lowest
achieving students only

D.0 Yes, for highest and
lowest achieving
students only

E. 0 Yes, some plan other
than the above is

followed. (Specify.)

A. 0 Yes, for all students

B. 0 Yes, for highest
achieving students only

C. 0 Yes, for lowest
achieving students only

D. 0 Yes, for highest and
lowest achieving
students only

E. 0 Yes, some plan other
than the above is

followed. (Specify.)

A. 0 Yes, for all students

B. 0 Yes, for highest
achieving students only

C. 0 Yes, for lowest
achieving students only

D. 0 Yn, for highest and
lowest achieving
students only

E. 0 Yes, some plan other
than the above is

followed. (Specify.)

F. 0 No F., 0 Nu F. 0 No

48. If you checked A, B, C,
D or E above (question

47) on any grade, check
which of the following
best desaibes the wt.
teen of grouping in
that grade.

A. 0 Pupils are placed in a
particular group and
attend ell classes within
this group.

B. 0 Pupils may be in differ.
ant groups for different
subjects depending on
their ability in that
subject.

A. 0 Pupils an placed in a
particular group and
attend all classes within
this group.

B. 0 Pupils may be In differ.
ent groups for different
subjects deperding on
their ability In that
subject.

A. 0 Pupils are placed in a
particular group and
attend all classes within
this group.

B. 0 Pupils may be In differ.
ant groups for different
sublestsdepending on
their ability in that
subleet.

49. Use the following wan, and additional pages, if necessary, to give us further comments relative to this questionnaire.

89
LEGEND t Unknown -UNIC.; Eetknoia-EST.; Not Applkoble -NA.; Not AvollsbN-7; Nom-0
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School Districts in California Cited in December
1969 as Having One or More Imbalanced Schools

SCHOOLS DISTRICTS REMOVED FROM
IMBALANC ED LIST

Arcadia Unified (Los Angeles County)
Atwater Elementary (Merced County)
Corcoran Unified (Kings County)
Coronado CitY Unified (San Diego County)
Downey Unified (Los Angeles County)
Elk Grove Unified (Sacramento County)
Elsinore Union Elementary (Riverside County)
Eureka City Elementary and High (Humboldt County)
Fairfax Elementary (Kern County)
Fountain Valley Elementary (Orange County)
Hemet Unied (Riverside County)
Hollister Elementary (San Benito County)
Lawn Unified (Fresno County)
Live Oak Unified (Sutter County)
Los Alamitos Elementary (Orange County)
hfodoc-Tulelake JI. Unified (btodoc County)
Napa Valley Unified (Napa County)
Palo Verde Unified (Riverside County)
Paramount Unified (Los Angeles County)
Perris Elementary (Riverside County)
Redondo Reach City Elementary (Los Angeles County)
San Leandro Unified (Alameda County)
San Lorenzo Unified (Alameda County)
Southern Kern Unified (Kern County)
Union Elementary (Santa Clara County)

SCHOOL DISTRICTS DECLINING TO STATE
INTENTION TO STUDY AND CONSIDER

PLANS REGARDING IMBALANCE

Number of
Imba lanced

Schools

Atascattero Unified 1

(San Luis Obispo)

Inglewood Unified 6
(Los Angeles)

On July 22, 1970, the Honorable hlax F. Deutz in the
Superior Court of Los Angeles County, Calif., ordered the
Board of Education of the Inglewood Unified School District
to integrate because of racial imbalance in the school district.
The title of the case is land Johnson vs. Inglewood Unified
School District, Los Angeles Superior Court, Case No. 973669.
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Appendix D

Jefferson Elem.
(San Marco)

Needless Unified 3

(San Ber isrdino)

North Monterey County 6

Union Elem. (Monterey)

Oasis It. Elem. (Riverside) 2

Salinas City Elem. (Monterey) 6

Santa Maria It. Un. High 1

(Santa Barbara)

SCHOOL DISTRICTS STATING INTENTION
TO STUDY AND CONSIDER PLANS

REGARDING IMBALANCE

Number of
Imbalanced

Schools

ALA hf EDA COUNTY
Fremont Unified 3

Hayward Unified 12

Newark Unified 2
New Haven Unified 3

Oakland City Unified 72
Pleasanton JI. Elem. 1

ALPINE COUNTY
Alpine County Unified 2

BUTTE COUNTY
Chico Unified
Oroville City Elem

COLUSA COUNTY
Pierce h. Unified 2

CONTRA COSTA COUNTY
Mount Diablo Unified 3

Pittsburg Unified 7

Richmond Unified 43

FRESNO COUNTY
Clovis Unified 4

Coalinga D. Unified 3

Fresno City Unified 49
Kings Canyon Unified
Madison Elementary
Sanger Unified 9

Selma Unified

HUMBOLDT COUNTY
KlamalhTrinity UnIL
Southern Humboldt Unit. 3

2

S
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APPENDIX D (cont'd) Number of
!mho lanced

SchoolsNumber of
!tuba lanced MADERA COUNTY

Schools Madera Unified 9

IMPERIAL COUNTY MARIN COUNTY
Brawley Elementary 4 Novato Unified 1

El Centro Elementary 5
MERCED COUNTYHo Itville Unified I Dos Palos It. Union Elem. 1

KERN COUNTY Los Banos Unified I
Bakersfield City Elem. 29 Merced City Elem. I I
Delano Union Elem. 5 Newman -Gustine Unif. 6
El 'Tejon Union Elem. 1

MONTEREY COUNTYKern h. Union High 9
Monterey Peninsula Unit. 12Lamont Elem.

1

AfcFarland Union Elem. 1 ORANGE COUNTY
Mojave Unified I Anaheim City Elem. 3

Fullerton Elem IKINGS COUNTY
Central Union Elem.

1

Garden Grove Unified 6
Hanford Elementary 4

La Habra City Elem.
Magnolia Elem.

2

1Reef-Sunset Union Elem. 2
Orange Unified 4

LOS ANGELES COUNTY Placentia Unified 3
Alhambra City Elem. & High 4 Santa Ana Unified 19
Azusa Unified 6 Savanna Elem. 1

Baldwin Park Unified 2 Westminster Elem 1

Bassett Elementary I PI.ACER COUNTYBonita Unified
1 Roseville City Elem. 3Compton City Elem. 15 Western Placer Unif. 1Compton Union High 7

Covina-Valley Unif. 1 RIVERSIDE COUNTY
Culver City Unif. 1 Alvord Unified

1Duarte Unified 5 Banning Unified 2East Whittier City El. I Desert Sands Unified 8E Monte Elem. 7 Jurupa Unified 2El Rancho Unified 8 Palm Springs Unified 2Garvey Elementary 2 Riverside Unified 4Glendale Unified 3
Hudson Elementary 14 SACRAMENTO COUNTY

Del Paso Heights Elem. 2La Canada Unified
La Puente Union High
Little Lake City Elem.

1

2
1

Folsom-Cordova h. Unified
Grant lt. Union High
North Sacramento Elem.

1

5

4Long Beach Unified 17
River Della It. Unit. 4Los Angeles Unified

Los Nietos Elem.
Lynwood Unified

550
2
I

Robla Elementary
Sacramento City Unit.

1

33
Monrovia Unified 4 SAN BERNARDINO COUNTYMontbello Unified 16 Barstow Unified 9Mountain View Elem. 5 Chalky Union High 1NorwalkLa Mirada City Unified 9 Chino Unified 4Pasadena Unified 29 Colton II. Unified 14Pomona Unified 17 Fontana Unified 3Rowland Elementary 8 OntarioMontclair Elem. 6Santa Monica Unified 9 Redlands Unified 8South Pasadena Unif. 1 Rialto Unified 2Torrance Unified 2 San Bernardino City U. 42Whittier City Ele.n. S Upland Elementary 1Whittier Union High 1 Victor Elementary 3

92
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APPENDIX D (cont'd) Number of
!miss lanced

Schools
Number of
Imbalanced Oak Grove Elem. 2

Schools Palo Alto City Unit. 1

San Jose Unit'. 41
SAN DIEGO COUNTY Santa Clara Unit 2

Carlsbad City Elem. 2 Sunnyvale Elem. 2
Chula Vista City Elem. 4 Whisman Elem. 1

Escondido City Elem. I
National Elem. 1 SANTA CRUZ COUNTY
Oceanside Union Elem. 2 Pajaro Valley Unit. It
Pauma Elementary I Santa Cruz City Elem. and High 1

RichMar Union Elem. I
San Diego City Unit'. 91 SHASTA COUNTY
Sweetwater Union High 6 Fall River it. Unit' I

SAN FRANCISCO COUNTY SISKIYOU COUNTY
San Francisco City U. 114 Weed Union Elem. 1

SAN JOAQUIN COUNTY SOLANO COUNTY
Escalon Unified 1 FairfieldSuisun it. Unit'. 4
Lodi Unified 7 Vallejo City Unit. 10
Manteca Unified I
Stockton City Unit'. 37 SONOMA COUNTY
Tracy Elementary 4 Santa Rosa City Elem. and High 1

SAN LUIS OBISPO COUNTY STANISLAUS COUNTY
Lucia Mar Unified 3 Modesto City Elem. & High 4
Paso Robles Union Elem. I Pan, son it. Unit. 4
San Luis Coastal Unit. 2 Riverbank Elem. 1

SAN MATEO COUNTY TULARE COUNTY
Bayshore Elem. I CutlerOrosi Unit 4
Jefferson Union High I Dinuba Union Elem. 2
La IllondaPescadero Unit. 1 Lindsay Unit. I
Ravenswood City Elem. 5 Porterville City Elem. 3
Redwood City Elem. 5 Porterville Union High I
San Mateo Union High I Tulare City Elem. 3
Sequoia Union High 1 Visalia Unit'. II

SANTA BARBARA COUNTY VENTURA COUNTY
Carpinteria Unit. I Fillmore Unit'. I
Goleta Union Elem. I Hueneme Elem. 4
Santa Barbara City Elem. and High 9 Oxnard Elem. 10
Santa Maria Elem. 6 Oxnard Union High S

Pleasant Valley Elem. I
SANTA CLARA COUNTY Rio Elem. 2

Alum Rock Union Elem. 10 Santa Paula Elem. 5
Berryessa Union Elem. 1 Valley Oaks Union Elem. I
East Side Union High 2 Ventura Unit. 3
Evergreen Elem. 3

FranklinMcKinley Elem. 2 YOLO COUNTY
Fremont Union High 1 Davis it. Unit. I
Gilroy Unit. S Washington Unit. 1

Milpitas Elem. 2 Woodland it. Unit. 2
Morgan Hill Unit. 3

Mountain View Elem. 1 YUBA COUNTY
Mountain ViewLos Altos Union High .,.. 1 Marysville it. Unit.; 1
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APPENDIX TABLE I.
ETHNIC COMPOSITION OF ENROLLMENT BY SCHOOL LEVEL

Ethnic Group by
School Lod

ARIZONA CALIFORNIA COLORADO NEW MEXICO TEXAS SOUTHWEST

Number Percent Number Percent Number Percent Number Percenr Number Percent Number Percent

ELEMENTARY
Anglo 164,398 70.1 1.884,277 72.5 236.668 80,6 71341 49.5 850,928 61.0 3.209,813 68.8

Mexican American 47.723 20.3 404.750 15.6 43.028 14.7 58,975 39.7 312,299 22.4 866,774 18.5

Black 11,529 4.9 237.436 9.1 11,026 3.8 3,393 2.7 226,881 36,3 490.264 10.5

Others 10.903 4,6 71,245 2.7 2,739 0.9 12.347 8.5 4,375 0.3 101,809 2.1

Total 234,553 100.0 2.597,708 100.0 293,461 100.0 141,486 100.0 1.394.487 100.0 4,668,660 100.0

INTERMEDIATE
Anglo 24,732 72.9 562,043 73.2 88,607 83.0 32.994 58.2 335,015 68.0 1,043,391 71.6

htexIcan American 6,548 19.3 104,264 13.6 13,734 /12.9 19.784 34.9 88,775 18.0 233,106 16.0

Black 962 2.8 80.222 10.5 3,718 3.5 1,234 2.2 68,125 13.8 154,261 10.5

Otter 1.665 4.9 20.934 2.7 739 0.6 2,643 4.7 1,080 0.2 2'{.060 1.9

Taal 77,907 100.0 767.463 100.0 106,798 100.0 56,655 100.0 492.995 100,0 1,45,818 100.0

SECONDARY
Anglo 73,395 74.9 877,158 78.9 100,474 84.5 35,596 53.9 431,897 69.3 1.518,480 75,3

Mleasci,ican American 17.477
3,292

37.8

3.4

137.268
70,321

12.3
6.3

14,587
3.057

12.3
2.6

24,235
1,032

76.8
1.6

104,140
84,807

16.7
13.6

297.707
161,505

14,8
SA

Other 3,835 3.9 27,464 2.5 720 0.6 5,105 7.7 2,038 0.3 39,162 1.9

Total 97,999 100.0 1,112,211 100.0 118,034 100.0 65,921 1000 622,882 100.0 2.017.834 100.0

ALL SCHOOL
LEVELS

Anglo 262.526 71.6 3,323.478 74.2 425,749 82.0 142,092 52.4 1,617,840 64.4 5.771.684 70.9

Mexican American 71.748 19.6 646,282 14.4 71,348 13.7 102,994 38.0 505,214 20.1 1,397,586 17.2

Black 15,783 4.3 387.978 8.7 17.797 3.4 5,658 2.1 379,813 15.1 807,030 9.9

Other 16.402 4,5 139.642 2.7 4,198 01 20,295 7.5 7,492 0.3 168,030 2,0

Total 366,459 100.0 4,477,780 100.0 519.092 001,0 271,039 100.0 2.810459 100.0 8,144.730 100,0

Sourcet Tall 1968 HEW Title VI Survey.

Note to Appendix Tables lb to Ill

The data in Appendix Tables lh to Ill are arranged in a cross4abulation according to the percent of the enroll
ment that is Mexican American In the districts and schools. The vertical axis indicates, in 5 percent intervals, the
percent which Mexican American pupils constitute of district enrollment. Utilizing the same 5 percent intervals, the
horizontal axis indicates that percent of school enrollment which is Mexican American. Any given entry in the appendix
tables represents the number of Mexican American students who are in a school and a district of the indicated ethnic
composition. The block of entries which are within the heavy outline running on the diagonal represent those pupils
in balanced schools. The block of entries which are to the right and above the heavy outline represent pupils in
schools that have a disproportionately high Mexican American enrollment. The block of entries which are to the left
and below the diagonal outline represent pupils in schools that have a disproportionately low Mexican American
enrollment.

Because the data are ordered in 5 percent intervals. the Mexican American composition of schools can actually
differ as much as 20 percent and as little as 10 percent above or below that of the district. For example, in districts
20.24 percent Mexican American, schools 35.39 percent Mexican American are considered balanced. Schools 35 percent
Mexican American in a district 24 percent Mevican American as well as schlols 39 percent Mexican American in a
district 20 percent Mexican American could be included in the tabulation. It 1: believed that the number of Mexican
American pupils in schools given a 10 percent tolerance approximate the numbe: of pupils in schools given a 20 percent
tolerance, that is, they balance out. Thus, the data provided here should be a reasonable estimate of the number of
Mexican American pupils in ethnically balanced and imbalanced schools.
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APPENDIX TABLE II A. Mexican American Pupils in Balanced and Imbalanced Schools: Arizona

Percent Mexican American of School E [aliment

0-4_ 5-9-10-14 15-19 20-24 25-29 30-34 35-39 40-44 45-49 50-54 55-59 60-64 65-69 10-14 15-79 80-84 85-89 90-94 05-100

0-4 1094 555 134

5-9

It1-1

15-19

20-24

25-29

30-34

35-39

490 1300 338 304 399

410 1585 1118 140 1869 308 139 1114 IV
121_ 204 298 514 461 313 135 392 332 131 665

584 1339

216

188

261

415

2048

954

298 295 216

4133 2035 1926 1046 651 2545 2261 591 349 1868 1598 1011 490 828

252 2984 505

145 316 261 420

40-44 36 81 228 198 126 241 615 1645 1003 261 690 619 304 335 852 613 958 321

45-49 664

50-54 155 519 1612 655 233

55-59

60-64

65-69 68 189 888 1525 1114 1122 192 83 658

10,14 1832 360 200

15-19

80-84

85-89

90-94

95-100

Source, F II 1968 HEW Tit a VI Sumoy

APPENDIX TABLE II B. Mexican American Pupils in Balanced and Imbalanced Schools: California

Percent Mexican American of School Enrollment

0-4 5-9 10,14 15-19 20,24 25-29 30-34 35-3f 40-44 45-49 50-54 55-59 60-64 65-69 10-14 15-19 80-84 85-89 90-94 95-100

0-4 16498 1241 1342 218 163 49 19

5-9 13300 21289 15101 1318 4289 1154 1515 411 928 19 235

10-14 5108 16322 24848 15814 9184 5860 6960 6108 1511 821 1618 285 136 1010 354 39

15-19 182211182 13818 19150 15901 8869 0109 6831 9311 1241 6423 4905 2951 4082 6816 8521 5130 10385 10191 16380

20-24 505 3496 5404 10149 16158 1411 6914 6033 5946 1951 2144 1592 513 494 1659 215

25-29 303 1251 1681 3119 4924 1421 4144 3811 1551 2415 1995 1596 2904 30 1523 109 934 146

30-34 88 626 1516 2211 2121 6140 2301 1481 1822 2126 511 451 632 546 396 215

35-39 19 61 386 83 821 1483 2334 8146 4269 163 994 1541 452 130 309 495

40-44 3 49 159 356 601 1112 2331 3255 4345 4912 2668 1149 2884 353 223 883 519

45-49 362 142 300 558 283 150 1382 5108 4062 1141 541 364 668 1582 2086 641 494

50-54 26 85 540 565 845 3221 1548 133 315 696 1030 891 1001 1034 15

55-59 89 338 313 985 4031 3262 534 1685 1854 1412 964

60-64 282 201 239 1508 616 518 485

65-69 2419

10-14 554 1110 380

15-19 4821 1419

80-84
1.-

1026 696

85-89 901 :515 119 232

9C-94

95-100 _

Source, Fall 1968 HEW Tilt. VI Surely
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APPENDIX TABLE II C. Mexican American Pupils In Balanced and Imbalanced Schools: Colorado

Percent Mexican American of School Enrollment

191
NM10-1 Iffi 20-24 25-2' 30-31 40-44 45-49 502.54 55-59 60-64EN 75-79 01185-8.a=

29258269 Neri IIIngilareasm3497805
616951 Ban

10-14 130 706 1747 460 187 233 187

15-19 707 1047 2309 1194 1387 1941 1348 2131 243 825 1598 803
20-24 24 101 1425 797 526

25-29 49 190 327 823

30-34 254 800 2188 581 17 154 237 168

35-39 279 245 1219 1373 797 1181 924 151 369 96 322 123

40-44

45-49

11110111 24
175

32 579

111111MMINII
451

232

275 113

50-54 Lin-55-59
13134 EDI

r-5-664,

70-14 I MI
75-79 -a
80-84

11185-89

111111195-001 MIMI. IIII 17 36

IIII
Sou ce, Fall 1968 HEW Title VI Survey

APPENDIX TABLE II D. Mexican American Pupils in Balanced and Imbalanced Schools: New Mexico

Percent Mexican American of School Enrollment

0-4 5-9 10-14 15-19 20-74 25-29 30-34 35-39 40-44 45-49 50-54 55-59 60-61 65-69 10-74 75-79 111 -84 85-89 90-94 95-100

0-4 34

5-9 110

50

650

231

345

285

391

369

14

489 218 114
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APPENDIX TABLE II E. Mexican American Pupils in Balanced and Imbalanced Schools: Texas.

Percent Mexican Americana! School Enrollment
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APPENDIX TABLE III.
ETHNIC ISOLATION OP SCHOOLS IN HARLANDALE. INDEPENDENT 8C1IcOL DISTRICT

SAN ANTONIO, TEXAS

Name of School

Mrs:km Anglo Negro Other
Grades ToM1 American Enrollment Enrollment Esrollment
Housed Enroll. Enrollment

meat

No. Percent No. Percent No. Percent No. Percent

ELEMENTARY SCHOOLS
Columbia Heights 1-6 1.027 993 96.7 34 3.3 0
Stonewall 1-6 781 746 93.3 35 4.5 0
Flanders 1-6 504 481 93.4 23 4.6 0
Collier 1-6 754 708 93.9 42 3.6 4 .3
Gerald 1-6 671 301 74.7 169 23.2 1 .1
Morrill 1-6 624 460 73.7 163 26.1
Rayburn Drive 1-6 706 494 70.0 212 30,0
Vestal 1-6 Sol 394 66.7 197 33.3
Carroll Bell 1-6 494 227 46.0 263 33,6 4
Kings borough 1 -3 637 263 41.6 372 58.4
Sidney A. Wright 1-6 630 251 39,8 372 59.0 1.1
Gillette 1-6 393 227 38.2 368 61.8 o I

Bellaire 1-6 878 191 21.8 685 78.0 0.2 i

C. A. Schell 1-6 466 90 19.3 376 80.7 0

Total Ekmentary 9,3511 64.4 3.313 35.4
-

0.1
-
0.11

I

6,028

JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOLS
Southcross 7-9 1.243 1.206 97.0 36 2.9 0.1
Harlandale 7-9 1.247 780 62.6 466 37.4 I 0.1 0 0
Terrell Wells 7-8 956 347 36.3 607 63,3 0 0 2 0.2
Kingsbotoulh 6-8 385 130 33.8 233 66.2 0 0 0 0

Total Junior High 3,831 2,463 64.3 1,164 35.6 2 0.1 2 0.1

SENIOR HIGH SCHOOLS
Harlandale 10,-12 1.831 1.308 71.4 323 28.6 1 0.1 0 0

Dillard McCollum 9-12 1,822 598 32.8 1,224 67,2 0 0 0 0

Total Stator High 3.653
-

52.2 1,747
-

47.8
-

1 M I 0 01,906

SPECIAL SCHOOLS
SchehStinson Annex (Mentally retatded) 98 62 63.3 36 36.7 0 0 0 0

GRAND TOTAL 16,940 10,459 61.7 6,410 18.1 17 0.1 S OA

Source: Fall 1968 HEW Title VI Survey
Includes Orientals and American Indians
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APPENDIX TABLE IV.
ETHNIC COMPOSITION OF SCHOOLS, CROCKETT COUNTY CONSOLIDATED

COMMON SCHOOL DISTRICT, OZONA, TEXAS

Name of School Grades
Housed

Total
Enrollment

Mexican American
Enrollment

Angla Enrollment Other Enrollment.

Number Percent Number Percent Number Percent

Elementary School,
South 1.6 404 404 100.0

0
0 0 0

North 1.6 279 1 0.4 268 96.1 10 3.6

Junk, 1149 School,
Ozone 7.8 170 81 47.6 86 50.6 3 I .8

Senior 1149 Wool,
Ozone 9.12 248 86 34.7 ISO 63.7 4 1.6- - - - -

Total . 1.101 572 52.0 512 46.5 17 1.5

Source: Fall 1968 HEW Title VI Surrey
'Includes Blacks. Orientals. and American Indians

APPENDIX TABLE V.
ETHNIC COMPOSITION OF SCHOOLS, PEAIWALL INDEPENDENT SCHOOL DISTRICT,

PEARSALL, TEXAS

Na... of School Grades
Housed

Total
Enrollment

hlexlata American
Enrollment

Anglo Enrollment Other Enrollment'

Number Percent Number Percent Number Percent

Elementary Schools
Westside 1.3 487 487 100.0 0 0 0 0
Eastside 1.3 166 46 27.7 117 70.5 3 1.8
Pearsall Intermediate 4.6 545 407 74.7 136 25.0 2 0.4

Junior High Schools
Pearsall 7.8 309 227 73.5 80 25.9 2 0.6

Senior 110 Wool,
Pearsall 9.12 455 274 60.2 177 38.9 4 0.9- -- - -

Total 1,962 1.441 73.4 510 26.0 II 0.6

Sources Fall 1968 HEW Title VI Survey
'Includes Blacks. Orientals. anti American Indians
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APPENDIX TABLE VI.
ETHNIC COMPOSITION OF SCHOOLS, TUCSON PUBLIC SCHOOL DISTRICT, TUCSON, ARIZONA

Name of School

klezkan Anglo Black Other
Grades Total Amerkan Enrollment Enrollment Enrallment
!loused Enroll. Enrollment

ascot

No. Percent No. Percent No. Percent No. Percent

Elmentary Schools
Richey 1-6 209 206 98.6 2 1.0 0 0 I 0.3
Munro 1-6 316 490 93.0 24 4.7 2 0.4 0 0
Menlo 1-6 336 302 89.9 23 7.4 6 1.8 3 0.9
Rose 1-6 880 769 87.4 87 9.9 3 0.6 19 2.1
Ochoa 1-6 419 344 82.1 3 0.7 10 2.4 61 14.8
Gas ernment Heights 1-6 773 626 81.0 132 17.1 4 0.3 II 1.4
Davis 1-6 296 238 80.4 3 1.7 43 14.5 10 3.4
Drochmon 1-6 436 343 79.1 3 1.1 72 16.3 14 3.2
Tully 1-6 470 362 77.0 43 9.6 61 13.0 2 0.4
Carrillo 1-6 324 295 76.8 14 3.6 60 13.6 15 3.9
Mission View 1- 6 480 366 76.) 42 8.8 11 2.1 61 12.7
Safford 1-8 638 300 76.0 44 6.7 82 12.3 32 4.9
Van Iluskiek 1-6 313 349 67.8 149 28.9 8 1.6 1.8
Holladay 1-.6 371 219 59.0 2 0.3 138 37.2 12 3.2
Miles 1-6 232 116 46.0 109 43.3 23 9.1 4 1.6
Robison 1-6 652 290 44.5 342 32.3 15 2.3 3 0.8
Raskruge 1-8 667 239 38.8 276 41.4 113 16.9 19 2.8
Barton 1-6 209 78 37.3 13 6.2 I 1 1 33.1 7 3.3
Roasesell 1-6 243 86 33.4 64 26.3 80 32.9 13 5.4
Pueblo Gans 1-6 363 198 33.2 237 42.1 125 22.2 3 0.6
Keen 1-6 728 231 34.5 455 62.3 21 2.9 1 0.1
Lynn 1-6 629 179 28.3 343 54.3 100 13.9 7 1.2
White 1-6 550 130 23.6 395 71.8 1 0.2 24 4.4
Myers 1-6 862 140 16.2 674 78.2 44 3.1 4 0.3
Lineweaver 1- 6 407 62 13.2 339 83.3 0 0 6 1.3
Cavutt 1-6 411 61 14.8 30 12.2 293 71.8 3 1.2
University Heights 1-6 342 46 13.3 103 30.1 180 32.6 13 3.8
Roberts 1-6 670 82 12.2 338 83.3 25 3.7 0.7
Corbett 1-6 889 91 10.2 736 82.8 39 6.6 3 0.3
Brichta 1-6 286 29 10.1 245 83.7 4 1.4 2.8
Davidson 1-6 300 30 10.0 442 88.4 0 0 8 1.6
Jefferson Park 1-6 391 33 9.0 346 88.3 3 1.3 5 1.3
Rogers 1-6 661 55 8.3 597 90.3 6 0.9 0.3
Whitmore 1-6 498 41 8.2 433 91.0 0 0 4 0.8
Wheeler 1-6 1,058 86 8.1 932 90.0 12 1.1 0.8
Howell 1-6 472 33 7.4 433 91.7 0 0 4 0.8
Wright 1-6 30 6.5 427 92.6 0 0 0.9
Bonillas 1-6 674 43 6.4 616 91.4 7 1.0 8 1.1
Hughes 1-6 328 20 6.1 301 91.8 1 0.3 6 1.8
Blenman 1-6 311 31 6.1 472 92.4 1 0.2 7 l.4
Cragln 1-6 328 31 3.9 483 91.9 2 0.4 10 1.9
Erickson 1-6 352 28 3.1 484 87.7 29 3.3 11 2.0
Kell° nd 1-6 821 40 4.9 773 94.4 3 0.6

1

0.1
Duffy 1-6 436 21 4.8 408 93.6 0 0 7 1.6
Steele 1-6 798 3) 4.1 744 93.2 13 1.6 8 1.1
Dietz 1-6 843 33 3.9 802 94.9 3 0.4 7 0.8
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APPENDIX TABLE VI.
ETHNIC COMPOSITION OF SCHOOLS, TUCSON PUBLIC SCHOOL DISTRICT, TUCSON, ARIZONA (Conn)

Name or School
Grades Total
Housed Enroll.

meat

Mexican
American

Eon Roast
t

Al IWO
Enrollment

Black
Enrollment

Other
Enrollment.

No. Percent No. Percent No. Percent No. Fermat

Booth 1-6 485 17 3.5 461 93.1 2 0.4 5 1.0
WrikInstown 1-6 523 15 2.9 499 95.4 5 1.0 4 0.8
Schumsker 1-6 575 14 2.4 556 96.7 I 0.2 4 0.7
Smith 1-6 510 12 2.4 469 92.0 23 4.5 6 1.2
Brown 1-6 492 ll 2.2 476 96.7 0 0 5 1.0
Ft. Lowell 1-6 558 II 2.0 545 97.7 0 0 2 0.4
Marshall 1-6 559 II 2.0 543 97.1 I 0.2 4 0.7
Hudlow 1-6 444 6 1.4 435 98.0 2 0.5 1 0.2
Sewell 1-6 404 3 0.7 400 99.0 0 0 1 0.2

Total 29,187
-
28.2
-
18,639

-
63.9
-
1,816

-
6.2 511

-
1.8

-
8,221

Ardor II Igh Schools
Spring 7-8 484 390 80.6 23 4.8 55 11.4 16 3.3
Wakefield 7-8 964 391 61.3 299 31.0 35 3.6 39 4.0
Utterback 7-8 412 188 45.6 102 24.8 118 28.6 4 1.0
Mansfield 7-8 505 147 29.1 335 66.3 18 3.6 3 1.0
Naylor 7-8 860 117 13.6 710 82.6 33 3.8 0 0

Carson 7-8 618 32 5.2 176 ' 93.2 8 1.3 2 0.3
Doo len 7-8 792 41 5.2 744 93.9 1 0.1 6 0.8
Vail 7-8 785 37 ' 4,7 739 94.1 2 0.3 7 0.9
Townsend 7-8 782 34 4.3 743 95.0 t 0.1 4 0.5
Picket 7-8 859 37 4.3 812 94.5 T 0.8 3 0.3
Mart 7-5 742 23 3.1 711 95.8 3 0.4 3 0.6

Total
-

7,803
-

21.0 5,724
-
74.3 281

-
3.6

-
91

-
1.11,637

Senior Hlth Schools
Pueblo 9-12 2,649 1.500 56.6 818 30.9 269 10.2 62 2.4
Tucson 9-12 3.482 1,762 50.6 1,320 37.9 329 9.4 71 2.1
Rincon 9-12 2,744 199 7.3 2,503 91.2 17 0.6 25 0.9
Palo Verde 9-12 3,1:01 179 6.0 2,775 92.5 23 0.8 24 0.8
Catalina 9-12 2,650 123 4.6 2,514 94.9 0 0 13 0.5
Sahuaro 9-12 1,762 54 3.1 1,6'1 96.1 10 0.6 5 0.3-. -- -

Total 16,288 3,817 23.4 11,623 71.4 648 4.0 200 1.2

Special Edocorlon Schools
Howenstine 92 SI 55.4 33 33.9 8 8.7 0 0
Gump 144 50 34.7 83 57.6 6 4.2 5 3.3
Special Education SAC 153 22 14.4 122 79.7 I 5.2 I 0.7- -

Total 389
-

123 31.6
-

238 61.2 22 5.7 6
-

1.5
GRAND TOTAL. 53,667 13,798 25.7 36,294 67.6 2.757 5.2 808 1.5

Source; Fall 1968 HEW Title VI Survey
Other enrollment includes American Indiana and Orientals
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APPENDIX TABLE VII.
ETHNIC COMPCISMON OF SCHOOLS, EAGLE COUNTY SCHOOL. DISTRICT RE50J,

EAGLE, COLORADO

Name of School Grades
Homed

Total
Sanitised

1Wexicso America
Enrollment

Anttb Enrol West Other Enro Umtata'

Number Percent Nrober Percent Number Percent

Elementary Schools
Red Cliff K-6 137 131 93.6 6 4.4
Minium K-6 310 212 63.4 98 31.6
Gilman K-4 37 24 64.9 13 35.1
McCoy K-6 32 8 23.0 24 73.0
Eagle Valky K-6 342 26 7.6 316 92.4
Burns 1-4 6 0 0 6 100.0
Vail K-6 63-- 0- 0 63-100.0

Total 927 401 43.3 326 36.7 0

Junior - Senior ifiyh Schools
Battle Mountain 7-12 323 222 68,7 101 31,3 0 0

Ewe Valley 7-12 279- 14- 5.0 262-93.9 3 1.1- -
Total 602 236 39.2 363 60.3 3 0.5

Special Dilatation
Avon 11 6 54.5 5 45.5 0

GRAND TOTAL 1,540 643 41.8 894 58.1 0.2

Saute: Fall 19611 HEW Title VI Survey
'Other enrollment includes American Indians. There are no Pack, or Orientals enrolled.

APPENDIX TABLE VIII,
ETHNIC COMPOSITION OF SCHOOLS, NORM MONTEREY COUNTY UNION SCHOOL DISTRICT.

MOSS LANDING, CALIFORNIA

Noon of School
Mea lam American

Total Faro Mom
Enrollment

Anglo Enrollment Other Enrollment*

Number Percent Needier Percent Number Percent

Gambetta 360 375 67.0 132 23.6 53 9.3
Castroville 315 161 51.1 123 39.0 31 9.8
Moss Landin: 372 257 44.9 269 47.0 46 3.0
Elkhorn 613 104 17.0 499 81,4 10 1.6
Pruned* le 712 111 15.6 391 33.0 10 1.4
Echo Valley 439- 52- 11.8- 380- 86,6- 1- 1.6-

Total 3,211 1,060 33.0 1,994 62.1 157 5.0

Source: Fall 1968 NEW Title VI Survey
*Other enrollment includes Black, Oriental, and American Indian pupils.
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U.S. Commission on Civil Rights

The U.S. Commission on Civil Rights is a temporary, independent,
bipartisan agency established by Congress in 1957 and directed to:
Investigate complaints alleging that citizens are being deprived of
their right to vote by reason of their race, color, religion, or national
origin, or by reason of fraudulent practices;

Study and collect information concerning legal developments con-
stituting a denial of equal protection of the laws under the Consti-
tution;

Appraise Federal laws and policies with respect to equal protection
of the laws;

Serve as a national clearinghouse for information in respect to
denials of equal protection of the laws; and

Submit reports, findings, and recommendations to the President
and the Congress.

Members of the Commission

Rev. Theodore M. Hesburgh, C.S.C., Chairman
Stephen Horn, Vice Chairman
Frankie M. Freeman
Maurice B. Mitchell
Robert S. Rankin
Manuel Ruiz, Jr.

Howard A. Glickstein, Staff Director
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LETTER OF TRANSMITTAL

THE U.S. COMMISSION ON CIVIL RIGHTS
Washington, D.C. September 1971

November
December

THE PRESIDENT
THE PRESIDENT OF THE SENATE
THE SPEAKER OF THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Sirs:

The Commission on Civil Rights presents this report to you pursuant to Public Law 85-315, as
amended.

In this second in its series of reports investigating the nature and scope of educational opportunities
for Mexican Americans in the public schools of the States of Arizona, California, Colorado, New
Mexico, and Texas, attention is focused on the performance of the schools as reflected in the
achievements of their pupils.

From information gathered primarily through a survey of superintendents and principals in school
districts having enrollments at least 10 percent Spznish Surnamed, the Commission has found that
minority students in the Southwest do not obtain the same benefits of public education as their
Anglo peers. Although the study is principally concerned with Mexican Americans, the same
deprivations are noted for black and American Indian students in the Southwest.

The Commission's research found the schools wanting, as measured by five tests of student
performance: an inability to hold many minority students through 12 years of schooling;
consistently low reading achievement which thwarts success in other academic disciplines;
extensive classroom failure which necessitates grade repetition; resultant overageness of the student
who has been left behind; and lack of student participation in extracurricular activities.

In each of these areas, minority group studcnts show appreciably poorer records than Anglo
students. They are the potential dropouts, the semi-literate, the unqualified who, if unable to
become an affirmative part of our society, may become a burden to it. An educational system that is
inadequate for the minority child is a costly system for our country.

We urge your consideration of the facts presented and hope for corrective action in the spirit
expressed by the President when he declared: "Nothing is more vital to the future of our Nation than
the education of its children; and at the heart of equal opportunity is equal educational
opporiunity. . . ."

Respectfully yours,

Rev. Theodore M. Hesburgh, C.S.C., Chairman
Stephen Horn, Vice Chairman
Frankie M. Freeman
Maurice B. Mitchell
Robert S. Rankin
Manuel Ruiz, Jr.

Howard A. Glicksteln, Stag Director
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California. He is the author of the recent book
Mexican Americans in School: A History of Edu-
cational Neglect (New York: College Entrance
Examination Board, 1970),

From the Study's inception, the Commission
has also been assisted by an Advisory Committee
composed of the following persons:

Rev. Henry I. Casso
Director of Education, Mexican American
Legal Defense and Education Fund
(MALDEF), San Francisco, California
Dr. Ernest F. Garcia
Associate Professor of Education, San
Bernardino State College, San Bernardino,
California
Dr. Adalberto N. Guerrero
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Director, Bilingual Education, Pima
College and Professor of Language,
University of Arizona, Tucson, Arizona
Dr. Irwin Katz
Professor of Psychology, University of
Michigan, Ann Arbor, Michigan, now on
leave to Center for Psychological Studies,
Educational Testing Service, Princeton,
New Jersey

Mr. Frank Magaiia
Community Representative for Head Start
Region VI, Department of Health,
Education, and Welfare, Kansas City,
Missouri
Mr. Ted F. Martinez
Assistant to the President, University of
New Mexico, Albuquerque, New Mexico,
and Vice President, Board of Education,
Albuquerque Public Schools
Mr. Jesus Jose Rubio, Jr.
Vice President, Urban Research Group, Inc.,
Austin, Texas
Mrs. Vilma Martinez Singer
Staff Counsel and Liaison with MALDEF,
NAACP Legal Defense and Educational
Fund, New York, New York
Mr. Charles Tafoya
Director, Latin American Research Service
Agency, Denver, Colorado
Dr. Keith Walton
District Superintendent, Los Nietos School
District, Los Nietos, California

The Advisory Committee has been of great assist-
ance in providing guidance in the planning and
execution of the Study. Sole responsibility for the
views expressed and accuracy of the material con-
tained in this and subsequent reports, however,
rests with the Commission.

In addition, numerous educators from all parts
of the country, many of whom arc leadars in the
Mexican American community, provided assist-
ance in the development and review of the study
design and survey questionnaires. State super-
intendents of education in all five Southwestern
States and executive directors of school adminis-
trators' associations in several of the States en-
couraged full cooperation of superintendents and
principals through formal letters and newsletters.

The report was prepared under the overall
supervision of Martin E. Sloane, Assistant Staff
Director, Office of Civil Rights Program and
Policy.
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Preface
This report is the second in a series on Mexican

Americans education in the Southwest by the
U.S. Commission on Civil Rights.

The series of reports seeks to provide a com-
prehensive assessment of the nature and extent of
educational opportunities available to Mexican
Americans in the public schools of the five South-
western States and to make educators aware of the
effects of their policies and programs on the per-
formance of students of individual ethnic groups.

This report concentrates on the performance of
schools as reflected in the achievement of their
pupils. Five measures of achievement arc exam-
ined: school holding power, reading achievement,
overageness for grade assignment, grade repetition,
and participation in extracurricular activities.

Sources of Information

The information for the entire series is drawn
from several sources. The principal sources are the
Commission's Spring 1969 Survey of Mexican
American education in the five Southwestern States
of Arizona, California, Colorado. New Mexico,
and Texas and the Commission's tabulation of the
Department of Health, Education, and Welfare's
(HEW) Fall 1968 racial and ethnic education
survey.

The Commission survey encompasses only
those school districts which had Mexican Amer-
ican enrollments of 10 percent or more in their
student bodies., Two survey instruments were
used. A Superintendents' Questionnaire was sent
to 538 districts which contained such enrollments.
A total of 532, or 99 percent, of these question-
naires was completed and returned to the Commis-
sion." These forms sought information from school

In this report, the term Mexican American refers
to persons who were born in Mexico and now hold
United States citizenship or whose parents or more
remote ancestors immigrated to the United States from
Mexico. It also refers to persons who trace their lineage
to Hispanic or Indo-Hispanic forebears who resided
within Spanish or Mexican territory that is now part
of the Southwestern United States.

As this report deals only with the Southwest, the
terms Mexican American and Spanish Surnamed are
used interchangeably. According to a Commission esti-
mate from the 1960 census. more than 95 percent of all
persons having Spanish Surnames in the States of Ari-
zona, California, Colorado, New Mexico, and Texas arc
Mexican American under the above definition.

district offices on student enrollment by selected
grades and ethnicity. Information was collected on
district personnel and board of education mem-
bers, use of consultants and advisory committees
on Mexican American educational problems, and
availability of, and participation in, in-service
training.'

A second questionnaire was mailed to 1,166
principals in elementary and secondary schools
v. ithin the sampled districts. The sample of schools
was stratified according to the Mexican American
proportion in the school's enrollment.` Question-
naires mailed to individual schools requested infor-
mation on such topics as staffing patterns, condi-
tion of facilities, ability grouping and tracking
practices, and student and community participa-
tion in school affairs.

This questionnaire also sought information to
evaluate the school experiences of students of
various ethnic backgrounds. Data were obtained
on four measures of school achievement: reading
achievement, grade repetitions, grade overageness,
and participation in extracurricular activities. This
questionnaire represents the principal source of
factual information on which this report is based.
Approximately 95 percent of the schools returned
quest ionnaires.'-6

A third source of information for the series of
reports is drawn from classroom observations and
onsite interviews of educators by Commission staff
in schools in California, New Mexico, and Texas
during the 1970-71 school year.

Another important soiree was testimony con-
cerning education problems of Chicanos given at
the public hearing held by the Commission in San
Antonio in December 1968.

'Thirty -five districts with 10 percent or more Spanish
Surnamed enrollment had not responded to HEW and
thus were not included in the Commission Survey. The
majority of these districts was in California.

' This includes u 100 percent response from districts
in Arizona.

'The Superintendents' Questionnaire appears as

Appendix A.
'Schools were grouped 0-24.9, 25-49.9, 50-74.9, and

75-100 percent Mexican American,
'The Principals' Questionnaire appears as Appendix B.
' A detailed description of the methodology used in

the Mexican American Education Study can be obtained
from the U.S. Commission on Civil Rights, Washington,
D.C. 20425.
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However, this report on student outcomes relics
primarily on the Principals' and the Superintend-
ems' Questionnaires for its data. The Appendices
were developed from various sources.

The first report in this series, entitled Ethnic
Isolation of Mexican Americans in the Public
Schools of the Southwest, examined the size and
distribution of the Mexican American student en-
rollment; educational staff and school board mem-
bership; the scope of isolation of Mexican
American students; and the extent to which they

214

participate in the educational process in such
capacities as teachers, principals, superintendents,
and school board members.

Forthcoming reports will examine practices of
the educational system in relation to the linguistic
and cultural background of the Mexican American
student; classroom interaction patterns; school
finances and facilities; the relation of school prac-
tices and conditions to academic achievement; and
other crucial aspects of the education Jf minority
students in the Southwest.
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Introduction

A variety of factors influence a child's devel-
opment and determine whether he will become a
productive member of society and realize the
full potential of his abilities. Of these, the experi-
ence a child has in school is among the most
important. For minority group children, the ex-
perience afforded them by the schools often is of
critical importance in shaping the future course
of their lives. For these children, the schools rep-
resent the opportunity to intervene in the cycle of
failure and rejection which is so often their fate.'
In order to fulfill such a function the schools must
first enable the minority children to succeed in
the school environment.

The Commission sought to examine the degree
to which schools in the Southwest are succeeding
in educating their students, particularly minority
students. This report focuses on five measures of
school-controlled educational outcomes: school
holding power, reading skills, grade repetition,
overageness, and participation in extracurricular
activities.

School holding power indicates the quantity
of schooling a child receives. In this report it is
measured by the percentage of students entering
school who continue on at each successive grade.
In general, the greater number of years of edu-
cation a student obtains, the more likely he will
be able to realize his potential abilities.

The second measure, reading ability, is a tra-
ditional criterion of academic achievement. The
ability to read well is basic to success in almost
every aspect of school curriculum. It is a pre-

requisite skill for nearly all jobs and is cn im-
portant tool of lifelong learning.

Grade repetition is a third measure of educa-
tional outcomes. If children are required to re-
peat grades, they cannot acquire the same knowl-
edge or skills as their schoolmates who progress
at the normal rate.

averageness of a child in relation to his grade
level is closely tied to grade repetition. Although
there are a variety of other reasons why a child
may be overage for his grade assignmente.g.,
late school entry, extended illness, temporary
withdrawal from school for financial reasonsit
is often the result of his having to repeat grades.

The fifth measure of educational outcomes is
participation in extracurricular activities. The ex-
tent to which students participate in extracurricu-
lar activities is an indicator both of student
involvement in school affairs and of the oppor-
tunities provided by the school for the develop-
ment of leadership qualities and other social skills.

The educational outcomes of minority children
are key indicators of whether the schools are
succeeding or failing. They are the acid test of
how well the schools are affording equal educa-
tional opportunity. The following report docu-
ments vast discrepancies in these outcomes for
students of different ethnic groups.

' For a discussion of the greater importance of school
factors to the achievement of minority children than to
white Anglo children, see fames S. Coleman, et al.,
Equally of Educational Opportunity, U.S Department
of Health, Education, and Welfare, Office of Education,
1966, p. 22.
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I. School Holding Power

A basic mcasure of a school system's effective-
ness is its ability to hold its students until they
have completed the full coursc of study. In one
scnsc, this is the single most important measure,
for if a student has left school permanently, all
efforts to enrich the quality of education arc
valueless to him.

While inany agree that a high school diploma
should not be a prerequisite for certain jobs, the
hard fact is that many employment opportunities
are dosed to those without that diploma. This is
especially true of skilled jobs which offer the
greatest potential for growth, promotions, and
security. Thus, the failure to acquire a high school
diploma denies to many the entrance requirements
for positions which will lead to successful
vocations.

A corollary measure of the effectiveness of the
educational system which is related to school
holding power, is the extent to which high school
graduates go on to a 2- or 4 -year college program.
Today, the college degree represents an aug-
mented expression of the high school diploma.
Increasingly, employers are demanding the col-
lege degree, whether or not it is really essential
to the position. In short, it is another fact of
American life that a college degree, in great
measure, increases the probability of vocational
permanence, economic sufficiency, and increased
opportunity for advancement and personal
growth.' To the extent, then, that the primary and
secondary schools provide adequate preparation
for higher education to their students, the schools
can be additionally gauged as effective.

8

Numerous studies indicate that schools in the
Southwest have a poor record in keeping minority
group students enrolled.' College enrollment
statistics also show gross underrepresentation of
Mexican American, black, and Indian students
on the college campuses." Although gradual
progress is being made in narrowing the gap, in
1969 the educational achievement levels of most
minorities still lagged behind those of the white
population as a whole." Testifying before the
Senate Select Committee on Equal Educational
Opportunity, one Mexican American leader ex-
pressed his view of the educational inequities
experienced by Chicanos:

. . . the Mexican Amcrican has [a lower]
educational level than either black orAnglo;
the highest dropout rate; and the highest
illiteracy rate. These truths stand as massive

The relationship of earnings to education is clearly
demonstrated by census statistics as seen below. In 1969
families where the head of the household bad completed
high school but gone no further in education, averaged
510,390 in annual income. This was approximately
51,500 more than families in which the head of the
household had begun but not completed high school,
and 52,900 more than those in which the head of the
family bad gone only to the eighth grade. On the
other side of the scale, when the head had completed
1 to 3 years of college, the family income averaged
51,400 more annually than if he had only finished high
school. When he held a college diploma the family
income was 53,800 more annually than if he had only
finished high school.

Education of Heads of Families, 25 Years and Over
By Income, 1969

Median Family
Years of School Completed Income

Grade School:
Less than 8 S 5,438
8 7,483

High School:
1-3 8,893
4 10,390

College:
1-3
4
5 or more

11,760
14,186
15,468

Source: U S. Bureau of the Census. Income in 1969 of
Families and Persons in the United Slates.
Current Population Reports: Consumer Income.
Series P-60, No. 75, Dec. 14, 1970. Table 27.
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indictments against the present educational
system. As well, they are indictments of
either negligent or intended homicide against
a minority group. In essence, what this
system has done is to smother the soul and
spirit of an entire people."

'See Studies: The Challenge and the Chance, Texas
Governor's Committee on Public School Education,
Austin, Tex., 1968; Characteristics of School Dropouts
and High School Graduates, Farm and Nonfarm,
James D. Cowhig, US. Department of Agriculture,
Agricultural Economic Report, No. 65, Washington,
D.C., Government Printing Office, December 1964;
A Study of Equality of Educational Opportunity for
Mexican Americans In Nine Schoo! District; of the
San Antonio Area U.S. Commission on Civil Rights.
1967; "Some Problems in Minority-Group Education in
the Los Angeles Public Schools," Paul Bullock and
Robert Singleton, Journal of Negro Education, XXXII,
No. 2 (Spring 1963) pp. 137 -145; "Mexican Americans
in Urban Public Schools, An Exploration of the Drop-
out Problem," Paul Sheldon, California Journal of
Education .'esearch, Vol. XII, No. 1, January 1961,
pp. 21-26; "American Indian High School Dropouts
in the Southwest," Willard P. Bass, report of the dropout
study conducted by the Southwestern Cooperative Edu
calional Laboratory, Albuquerque, N. Mex., 1968.

"While Mexican Americans constituted 17,2 percent
of the elementary and secondary enrollment in the five

Median Years of School Completed by Age,
November 1969 and March 1970

Race or Ethnic Group" 25 & 35 &
over 24-34 over

White** 12.2 12.6 12.1

Black 9.6 12.1 8.8

Persons of Spanish
Origin ** 9.3 11.7 8.5

Mexican 8.3 10.8 7.3

Categories not mutually exclusive.
As of March 1970. Source: U.S. Bureau of the

Census Current Population Survey of 1970. Some of
these data appear in US. Bureau of the Census,
Educational Attainment, March 1970. Current Popula-
tion Reports: Population Characteristics, Series P-20,
No. 207, Nov. 30, 1970. Table 1.

As of November 1969. Source: U.S. Bureau of the
Census Population Survey of November 1969. Some of
these data appear in U.S. Bureau of the Census, Persons
of Spanish Origin in the United States: November 1969.
Current Population Reports: Population Characteristics,
Series P-20, No. 213, February 1971. Table 14. (For
more detailed data on education of persons of Spanish
Origin, see Appendix D.)

A. School Holding Power in the Five Southwest.
ern States

Estimates were made of school holding power"
in the elementary and secondary years based on
enrollment information provided by the super-
intendents of the sampled districts." This informa-
tion consisted of the number of students of each
ethnic group enrolled in grades 4, 8, and 12.
Using these data as a base, allowances were made
for those factors, other than dropouts, which
affect the enrollment in these grades. These in-
cluded allowances to account for those students
transferring from private into public schools
between grades 4 and 12 and for the differen-
tial population growth rates of each ethnic group.
The resulting holding power rates from the fourth
grade were then used to estimate holding power
from the first grade by accounting for the small
loss of pupils between grades I and 4."

The college going rates for each ethnic group
were calculated by combining the 12th grade
holding power rates with principals' estimates
of the percentage of graduating seniors of each
ethnic group who enter college." For the total
five Southwestern States, it was possible to cal-

Southwestern States in 1968, they comprised only 5.6
percent of the college undergraduate enrollment. Blacks
in these live States were 9.9 percent of the elementary
and secondary enrollment and 5.5 percent of the under-
graduate college enrollment. 1970 college enrollment
statistics indicate only a very minute increase in minority
representation on Southwestern college campuses. (See
Appendix D, Tables I and 2.)

11 1969 and 1970 census information from two surveys
shows that the education levels of blacks and persons
of Spanish origin are still considerably behind those of
the white population as a whole.

12 Mario Obledo, Director, Mexican American Legal
Defense Fund, Hearings before the Select Committee
on Equal Education Opportunity of the U.S. Senate,
Part 4: Mexican American Education. Washington, D.C.,
August 1970. p, 2519.

"For purposes of this report, a school holding power
rate is defined as the percentage of those studentt
entering the first grade who have remained in school
through a given grade.

"See Superintendents' Questionnaire, Appendix A,
Question *1 1.

Is For a detailed explanation of the processes used
to calculate holding power in the elementary and
secondary years, see Appendix C, Part I.

"Principals' Questionnaire, Appendix A, Question
#15.
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The gap in holding power between Anglo
pupils and members of the two minority groups
continues into the college years. While nearly
one of every two Anglo students [49 percent]
who begin school can expect to enter college,
only about one in every four Mexican Americans
and blacks do so [23 percent of Mexican Ameri-
cans and 29 percent of blacks]."

Of those who do enter college, the differential
loss for minority students continues, although it
is not as great as in the high school years. The
Commission estimates that only five Mexican
Americans and eight blacks of every 100 who
begin school in the survey area ever receive a
college diploma. Anglos in the survey districts
graduate from college at a rate of 24 for every
100 who begin school.

School Holding Power by State

The performance of the public schools in
keeping students in school varies among the
individual States of the Southwest, although the
pattern is similar in each. In all the five States,
public schools retain Anglo students through the
12th grade at a much higher rate than they do
either blacks or Mexican Americans. In Colorado
and Arizona, the estimated school holding power
for Mexican Americans is higher than for blacks
but in California and Texas, the two most popu-
lous States in the sample, the reverse is true."

Differences among the States are more pro-
nounced for Mexican Americans. The lowest
holding power rate for Mexican Americans, as
well as for all groups, is for Mexican American
12th graders in Texas which is 53 percent. Ari-
zona with 81 percent and New Mexico with 71
percent show the highest holding power in the
survey for Mexican Americans. The difference
between Texas and California, the two States
with the largest numbers of Mexican Americans,
is 11 percent. In contrast, holding power for
blacks and Anglos is relatively constant among
the five States.

=2 In fall 1967, the national average for all students
entering college was four out of every 10 students who
had entered the fifth grade 8 years previously. Onehalf
of these, or two of every 10 fifth graders, were expected
to graduate from college in 1971. U.S. Office of Educa-
tion, Digest of Educational Statistics, 1969.

"Statistics on student enrollment in each of the five
States, by ethnic group, is found in Appendix D.
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B. Arizona

In Arizona, as in the Southwest as a whole,
Anglos have the lowest rate of loss. At the eighth
grade, 99 percent of all Anglo students in the
survey area are still in school; by grade 12, 89
percent still attend. In contrast, while 97 percent
of Mexican American students are still in school
by the eighth grade, this proportion dwindles to
81 percent by the 12th grade. The lowest holding
power in Arizona is that for black students.
In the survey area it was found to be 95 percent
at the eighth grade and only 72 percent at the
12th grade.

Examining these percentages another way, in
Arizona Mexican Americans are 1.7 times and
blacks 2.7 times more likely than Anglos to leave
prior to high school completion."

Arizona School Holding Power

Grade
8

Grade
12

Enter
College

Anglo 99.2 88.9 53.3

Mexican American 96.5 81.3 33.0

Black 94.6 71.6 29.3

Of those students who enter the first grade,
it is estimated that slightly more than half the
Anglos will enter college, but only about one-
third of the Chicanos and blacks will do so.
However, the rate at which Mexican Americans
enter college in the Arizona survey area is con-
siderably higher than the 23 percent estimated for
this group in the Southwest as a whole.

C. California
The California schools surveyed by the Com-

mission have a better record of retaining Chicanos
until grade 12 then the Southwest as a whole.
Even so, fewer than two out of every three
Mexican American students, or 64 percent, ever

"To obtain these ratios, the holding power rate of
each ethnic group is first subtracted from 100 percent,
resulting in the corresponding attrition rates. The Anglo
attrition rate is then divided into the attrition rates of
blacks and of Mexican Americans. The results represent
the ratio of students of each minority leaving school to
Anglo students leaving school. A 1.0 ratio would mean
that the minority attrition rate was the same as the
Anglo attrition rate.
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graduatc. By thc cighth gradc about 6 perccnt of
Mcxican Amcrican studcnts have already left
school.

California School Holding Power

Grade Grade Enter
8 12 College

Anglo 100.0 85.7 46.9

Mexican Amcrican 93.8 63.8 28.2

Black 97.3 67.3 34.0

Morc striking than thc percentage loss in
California is thc actual .number of students in-
volvcd. If the prcscnt holding powcr ratc in the
California survcy arca persists throughout the
Statc, of thc approximately 330,000 Mexican
American studcnts in gradcs 1 through 6 in
1968, about 120,000 or 36 perccnt, will fail to
graduatc from high school. Of about 190,000
blacks in thc same gradcs, roughly 60,000 will
ncvcr rcccivc a high school diploma.

In thc California districts surveyed, Mexican
Amcricans arc 2.5 times morc likcly than Anglos
to leave school before high school graduation
while blacks arc 2.3 times as likcly not to
graduatc.

The cstimatcd rate for blacks going to collcgc
in California is 34 perccnt, higher than in any
of the other four Southwcstcrn States. However,
it is still well below the rate for Anglos [47
percent] and somewhat higher than that for
Chicanos [28 percent].

D. Colorado

Among the five Southwcstcrn States, Colorado
has the highest cstimatcd school holding power
rate for Anglos. The two minorities also fare
slightly better in the Colorado schools surveyed
by the Commission than in those of the Southwest
as a whole. Even so, the Colorado ho!ding power
rates for minorities do not nearly approximate
those for Anglos.

Colorado holds minority studcnts quite well
through the cighth grade. By the 12th, however,
both blacks and Mexican Americans who arc
still in school have lost from 29 to 33 perccnt of
their peers. Black studcnts arc 5.6 times and

14

Colorado School Holding Power

Grade Grade Enter
8 12 College

Anglo 100.0 94.8 50.6

Mexican American 99.0 67.4 14.6

Black 100.0 70.9

Number too small for analysts.

Mexican Americans 6.3 times more likely than
Anglos to leave school prior to the 12th grade.

The cstimatcd collcgc entrance rate for
Chicanos in Colorado is the lowest for any group
in any Stateonly 15 perccnt. The rate for
Anglos is similar to the Anglo rate in other States.

E. New Mexico

Although the ethnic composition of the State
of Ncw Mexico is substantially different from
that of the other Southwcstcrn Statcs," holding
power rates in this State generally follow the
pattern found elsewhere. In Ncw Mexico it was
possible to estimate the holding power of public
schools for Indians as well as for Mexican Ameri-
cans and Anglos because of the relatively large
Indian population of the Statc."

"The 1968 survey of HEW found a total of 271.039
public school students in the State, 25 percent less than
in Arizona. Thus, New Mexico is the least populous
State in the study sample. New Mexico's Anglo student
population makes up just slightly more than onehalf
or the total, the smallest percentage of Anglos in any
State in the Southwest. and, with the exception of
Hawaii, in the Nation. Of the five States, New Mexico
also has the largest number of Indian public school
students-19,742 in 1968: this group makes up slightly
more than 7 percent of the public school student
population. On the other hand, the State has the smallest
black student population In the sample, with only 5,658
students or 2.1 percent of the total enrolled. Thirty.eight
percent of the school population is Mexican American.
This percentage is almost twice that of Texas where
Mexican Americans make up 20.1 percent of the school
population. (See Appendix D, Table I).

7' The figures are confounded slightly by the inclusion
with the Indian population of the relatively few Orientals
in that State. The ct.mmission's information was actually
gathered by using fib. category "Other'. The HEW
survey found that 97.3 perceit of persons in this category
in New Mexico are Indian, the remainder being mostly
Oriental. It must be noted that only Indian students
attending public schools were included In the Mexican
American Education Study sample.
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In Ncw Mexico school districts surveyed by
the Commission, public school Indians have the
highest rate of loss, followed by Mexican Ameri-
cans and Anglos fn that order." In the survey
area, an estimated 93 perccnt of Indians who
begin school are still there through the eighth
grade. However, by the end of the 12th grade,
nearly one of every three has left school."
Mexican Americans are held by the schools up
to the eighth grade at the rate of 93 perccnt, but
the rate declines to about 71 perccnt by the
12th grade.

New Mexico School Holding Power

Grade Grade
S 12

Enter
College

Anglo 96.9 79.4 52.9

Mexican American 93.4 71.1 22.2

Other (97.3% Indian) 92.7 67.6 24.8

Although Anglos are more likely to remain
in the survey schools in Ncw Mexico than
Mexican Americans and Indians, their holding
power rates in this State are lower than in any
other Southwestern State. The Commission esti-
mates that only 79 percent of Anglo youngsters
who begin school graduate from high school.

In other words, the Mexican American's
chance of dropping out of school before the 12th
grade is 1.4 times greater than that of the Ang'o

2, Because of their small numbers, no reliable estimates
of black holding power in Ncw Mexico could be
made.

2e These rates arc representative only of Indians attend-
ing New Mexico public schools in districts which arc
10 percent or more Mexican American. For other
studies of Indian attrition see: The American Indian
High School Dropout: The Magnitude of the Problem.
Alphose D. Selinger and Robert R. Rath. Field Paper
#30, Northwest Regional Education Laboratory, 1968;
Dropout or Graduate? A Synthesis of Three Studies on
the Degree of Success of American Indian High School
Students in the Southwest. William P. Bass and Marian J.
Tonjes. Southwestern Cooperative Educational Labora-
tory, Albuquerque, N. Mex., 1969; American Italians
and Educational Laboratories. Willard P. Bass and
Henry G. Burger. Publication #1-1167, Southwestern
Educational Laboratories, inc. Albuquerque, N. Mex.,
1967; An Analysis of Academic Achievement of Indian
High School Students in Federal and Public Schools:
A Progress Report. Southwestern Educational Labora-
tories, Inc., Albuquerque, N. Mex., May 1969.

student, while the American Indian's chance is
1.6 times greater.

Mexican Americans and Indians in the Ncw
Mexico survey area have similar estimated rates
of entry into college [22 perccnt and 25 perccnt
respectively]. Both of these rates, however, are
less than one-half that of Anglos.

F. Texas

The Texas survey arca demonstrates the poorest
record of any of the Southwestern States in its
ability to hold minority students in school. The
State's performance in keeping Mexican American
pupils in school is especially poor.

Texas School Holding Power

Grade Grade Enter
S 12 College

Anglo 100.0 85.1 53.0

Mexican American 86.1 52.7 16.2

Black 98.8 64.4 26.7

While Anglo and black enrollments remain
nearly the same through the eighth grade,
Mexican American enrollment decreases sharply
during that period. By the end of the eighth grade,
Chicano students in the Texas school districts
surveyed have lost nearly as high a proportion of
their peers [14 percent] as Anglos will lose
altogether at the end of another 4 years. Before
the end of the 12th grade, nearly one-half, or
47 percent, of Mexican American pupils have
left school. As in California, this percentage
represents an extremely large number. In 1968
there were about 290,000 Mexican Americans
in grades 1 through 6 in the public schools of
Texas. If present rates are allowed to continue,
about 140,000 of these Texas youngsters will
never receive a high school diploma.

Black children also fart badly in Texas. During
the high school years a severe drop in enrollment
occurs for black students. Of those who eater
the first grade, an estimated 34 percent leave
between the eighth and 12th grades. During the
same years, 33 percent of the Mexican Ameri-
cans leave school but 14 percent have already
left earlier.
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The likelihood that Mexican Americans in the
Texas survey area will drop out before high
school graduation is 3.2 times that of the Anglo's.
Blacks are 2.4 times more likely than Anglos
not to finish high school.

The holding power rates for minorities in
Texas high schools arc followed by even more
depressed rates of entry into college. Fewer than
one of every six Chicanos who begin school in
'Inas enters college. The black proportion, one
of every four, is somewhat better but even this
is only one-half the Anglo college going rate in
the districts surveyed.

In summary, in all States of the Southwest,

I741X-ztt'Ai"'
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school holding power at all levels is poorer for
minority than for majority students.

Losses of both Mexican American and black
students before graduation are extremely heavy,
although Mexican Americans in the Commission's
survey area appear to leave school earlier than
blacks. Perhaps most disturbing is the numerical
comparison between those entering first grade and
the projected few among Mexican Americans
and blacks who complete college.

If the public schools of the Southwest maintain
their present low rates of holding power with
minority students, large numbers will not receive
even the minimum of a high school education
and only a handful will receive college diplomas.
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11. Post-High School Experiences

Students who have graduated from high school
face important decisions concerning their futures.
Some, who are academically and economically
eligible, go on to college, where they acquire
knowledge and skills that generally equip them
to obtain well paid, often professional, jobs and
to assume positions of increased responsibility
and prestige ;o the community.

Others seek additional training in nonacademic
institutions, where they acquire the vocational
skills needed to obtain jobs such as laboratory
technicians, beauticians, and computer pro-
grammers. Still others enter military service.

The Commission sought to compare the post-
high school experiences of Anglo, Mexican
American, and black graduates in the five South.
western States. In the school districts surveyed
it found that not only are minority students less
likely than Anglos to finish high school, but also
that those who graduate are much less likely to
go on to college. Principals in the :,chools surveyed
estimate that in 1968, 37 percent of Mexican
American graduates, 43 percent of black gradu-
ates, and 57 percent of Anglo graduates went on
to college."

On the other hand, Mexican American and
black graduates entered the military at much

229

higher rates than Anglo graduates. Based on 1968
rates, the Mexican American graduate in the
Southwest is twice as likely as the Anglo graduate
to enter the military while the black graduate is
2.5 times as likely. (See Table I ).

The same general pattern found in the South-
west as a whole is found in the individual States:
Anglo graduates are more likely to go on to
college, while minorities are more likely than
Anglos to enter some other form of post-secondary
education or the military.

Of the five States, the California schools sur-
veyed have the highest rate of minority graduates
entering college. In that State 51 out of every
100 black high school graduates and 44 out of
every 100 Mexican American graduates are
reported to go on to college. By contrast, in
Colorado only one of every five Mexican Ameri-
can graduates goes on to college. In the New
Mexico and Texas survey area, fewer than one
out of every three does so. In Colorado, New
Mexico, and Texas Anglo high school graduates
are more than twice as likely as Mexican Ameri-
cans to enter college.

For blacks and Mexican Americans, the per-
centage of graduates entering other post-secondary
education, i.e., noncollege, ranges from 6 to 10
percent, with the exception of Arizona, where
17 percent of the Mexican American graduates
undertake this type of program.

The likelihood of entering the military following
high school graduation is generally twice as high
for minority high school graduates as it is for
Anglos. An unusually large percentage, 15 per-
cent, of black graduates in California do so. In
Texas the proportion of graduates entering the
military is high for both Chicanos (10 percent)
and blacks (8 percent). The percentage of Anglos
entering the military is consistently low in com-
parison, ranging from 3 to 4.5 percent.

Indians who graduate from New Mexico public
.schools in the survey area arc even less likely
than Mexican Americans to go on to college.
Only 23 percent of high school graduates enter
college. However, about the same proportion
enters some other form of post-secondary
education.

201n 1967 56 percent of all high school graduates in
the Nation as a whole entered college. See U.S. Mice
of Education Digest of Educational Statistics. 1969
(Table 8).
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Table I. Post-Graduation Outcomes*

Mexican
TOTAL SOUTHWEST Anglo American Black

Percent of high school graduates entering:
College 57.3 37.4 43.2
Other post-secondary education 5.4 7.7 6.9
Military 3.7 7.5 9.1
All Other 33.6 47.4 40.8

AP.1ZONA
100.0 100.0 100.0

College 60.0 40.6 40.9
Other post-secondary education 4.9 17,3 5,8
Military 4.4 8.8 6.2
All Other 30.7 33.3 47.1

100.0 100.0 100.0
CALIFORNIA

College . 54.8 44.2 50.6
Other post-secondary education 5.3 5.9 5.8
Military 3.8 5,4 15.3
All Other 36.1 44,5 28,3

COLORADO**
100.0 100.0 100.0

College 53.4 21.6
Other post-secondary education 5.4 7.6
Military 4.5 8.9
All Other 36.7 61.9

NEW MEXICO**
100.0 100.0

ass [Indian ***]
College 66.7 31.2 22.9
Other post-secondary education 8.3 6.5 r.4
Military 3.5 8.8 7.5
All Other 21.5 53.5 46.2

100.0 100.0 100.0
TEXAS

College 62.2 30.7 41.4
Other post-secondary education 4.3 9.7 7.4
Military 3.1 10.4 8.1
All Other 30.4 49.2 43.1--- --- --

100.0 100.0 100.0

High school principals were asked to estimate the percentage of the previous year's graduates who had entered
either college, other post-secondary education, or the military. (Principals' Questionnaire, Appendix B, Question
#15). Consequently all graduates who had not entered one of these areas would be included in the category "All
Other', regurdiess or their occupation or status.

Number of black graduates in Colorado and New Mexico is too small to make reliable estimates.
For the State of New Mexico only, this column reflects prcentages for Indians.
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III. READING ACHIEVEMENT

School holding power represents only a quan-
titative measure of a school's effectiveness. It does
not measure the quality of education the child
receives nor does it indicate the quality of
individual achievement. Reading achievement
levels have traditionally been recognized as a
means of determining school achievement because
ability to read is usually necessary to succeed
and progress in other academic subjects.

The importance of reading is widely recognized
by educators, and compensatory reading programs
almost always are given a high priority in those
schools which are attempting to overcome student
achievement deficits.

In a recent article, Sidney P. Mar land, U.S.
Commissioner of Education, acknowledged the
belief that reading is central to almost all achieve-
ment in school:

Acknowledging all the explanations and
justifications, we must, as a Nation, discover
ways to teach all mentally adequate citizens
to read. Even at the expense of the very
important [other] programs, this essential
function of civilized man must have pre-
eminence in our priorities. Otherwise, cur
best intentions in other social interventions,
such as job development, equal opportunity,
housing, welfare, and health will have only
passing and peripheral effect."

The Relationship Between Reading Achieve-
ment and Dropouts

Poor reading achievement and dropouts go
hand in hand. Obviously, not all poor readers
drop out; nor do all dropouts show poor reading
skills. Nonetheless, dropouts generally show lower
achievement and grade-point averages than do
nondropouts?'

A number of previous studies have demon-
strated this relationship. One study found that
64 percent of the dropouts were reading below
average, 17 percent were reading in the average
range, and another 20 percent above average.
Nearly twice as many students who were retarded
in their reading achievement dropped out of
school than did students who showed average or

' American Education, HEW/OE, Washington, D.C.,
Val. 7, No. 1, January-February 1970, p. 4.

above average reading skills?" In another study,
it was found that 44 percent of the school drop-
outs were reading two or more years below grade
level. Only 7 percent were reading up to grade
standard?'

A third study compared low reading achievers
with high reading achievers (the students' read-
ing scores were divided into quartiles). Although
only 15 percent of the students in the top quartile
dropped out, 50 percent of those in the lowest

" National Education Association. School Dropouts:
Research Summary. 1967SI. Washington, D.C., 1967,
p. t5.

Kirkhus, Harold. 1962-63 Dropouts. Peoria, III,,
Board of Education, Peoria Public Schools, Sept. 19,

1963, n.
33 Young, Joe M,, "Lost, Strayed, or Stolen", Clearing

Rouse 29: 88-92, October 1954.
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quartile did so."
The findings of one researcher who conducted

two studies on the relationship between reading
retardation and the tendency to drop out of school
showed the following:"

First
Study

Second
Study

Dropouts Reading Average
or Above Average

25c;, 30%

Total Dropouts Reading 75% 69%
Below Grade Level

One Grade Below Grade 28% 22%
Level

Two Grades Below Grade 19% 26%
Level

Three Grades Below 28% 21%
Grade Level

A. Readf.tg Achievement in the Schools of the
Southwest

The Commission found, on the basis of infor-
mation provided by school principals,'" that from
50 to 70 percent of Mexican American and black
students in the fourth, eighth, and 12th grades
are reading below the level expected for the grade
to which they arc assigned. In contrast, only 25
to 34 percent of all Anglo youngsters in these
grades arc reading below grade level. This
approaches a two-to-one ratio of below-average
reading achievement for students of minority
groups. (Figure 7).

Pcnty, Ruth C. Reading Ability and nigh School
Dropouts, New York Teachers College, Columbia Uni
versity. 1956. p. 93. Summery, Journal of the National
Association of Woman Deans and Counselors 23: 11-15,
October 1959.

"Snepp, Daniel W. "Why Thr, Drop Out?: 8 Clues
to Greater Holding Power." Cleating Rouse 27: 492-94;
April 1953. Snepp, Daniel W. Can We Salvage the.
Dropouts?" Clearing House 31: 49 -54; September 1956.

A. Sec Question 46 on Principals' Questionnaire,
Appendix B. The data the principals provided regarding
student reading levels were based on two sources of
information. The first was principal and teacher judge
mcnts on the rate of progress of the child: the second
were data from previously administered tests of reading
achievement; often, the two data sources were combined.

34 The Commission estimates that about 40 perccnt of
Mexican Americans and 33 percent of black students
leave school before graduation.

24

Reading Retardation With Increasing Age and
Grade

The Commission also found that reading
achievement does not improve with advancing
age and grade for children of any ethnic group.
For Mcxican American and black students, how-
ever, it usually becomes significantly worse than
for Anglos School principals in the survey areas
report that 51 percent of Mexican American and
56 percent of black pupils in the fourth grade
are reading below grade level, compared with only
25 percent of Anglo students. These percentages
increase by the eighth grade to 64 percent for
Mexican Americans and 58 percent for black
students.

Percent of Students in the Southwest
Reading Below Grade Level

Grade
4

Grade
8

Grade
12

Anglo 25 28 34

Mexican American 51 64 63

Black 56 58 70'

By the 12th grade, despite the fact that many
of the poorest achievers have left school," 63
percent of the Mexican American and 70 percent
of the black students are still performing below
grade level in reading. The reading achievement
of Anglo youngsters also declines between the
fourth and eighth grades and again from the
eighth to the 12th grades, but the drop is not
nearly as dramatic as it is for minority students.
About 75 percent of the Anglo children are
reading at or above average in the fourth grade.
In the 12th grade, 66 perccnt are still performing
satisfactorily.

Severe Reading Retnrdation With Increasing Age
and Grade

The problem of severe reading retardation '°
also increases the length of time Mexican Ameri-
can and black youngsters remain in school. In the
fourth grade 17 percent of Mexican American and

38 The term, severe reading retardation, as used in this
report, means retardation that is two or more years
below grade level.
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21 perccnt of black pupils already read two or
more years below grade level. By the 12th grade,
40 perccnt of the Mexican American students and
more than half the black students or 51 percent,
are experiencing severe reading retardation.
(Figure 7).

In evaluating this poor showing, it should

again be remembered that the 12th grade figures
do not reflect the achievement levels of students
who left school early, In view of the relationship
between poor reading achievement and dropouts,
the figures on the extent of severe reading dis-
abilities ssould undoubtedly be even higher if they
included the performance of the earlier dropouts.

Reading Achievement by States

What is true of reading achievement levels M
the Southwest as a whole is also true generally
for the survey area in each of the five South-
western States individually.

The analysis of reading achievement in individ-
ual States reveals four common elements: (a)
Anglo youngsters always have a substantially
smaller proportion of poor readers than do any
of the minority groups; (b) the proportion of
pupils who are reading below grade level increases
for all groups as higher grades are reached; (c)
the extent of severe reading disabilities also grows
for all ethnic groups with Increasing years; and
(d) black students are reading at somewhat
'sower levels than Mexican Americans.

B. Arizona

About one in every four Anglo students in the
Arizona schools surveyed is reading below grade
level by the fourth grade. Most of these are read-
ing one-half to 2 years below grade level. This
distribution reflects the reading achievement of
Anglos for the Southwest as a whole. Mexican
American and black youngsters, however, are
reading at rates far below those of Angles by the
fourth grade. Approximately 44 percent of the
Mexican American and 55 perccnt of the black
studentsabout twice the Anglo proportion
are reading below grade level. (Figure 8).

By the eighth grade, the percentage of students
in all groups reading below grade level has
increased. For Anglos, the proportion which is
below grade level has increased from 25 to 33
percent. The greatest increase, however, is for
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Mexican American students. The proportion of
these students reading below grade level has risen
from 44 percent at the fourth grade to 66 percent
at the eighth grade. The percentage of black
youngsters who arc reading below grade has also
significantly increased. By the eighth grade two-
thirds, or 65 percent, of black youngsters in the
Arizona survey area do not possess adequate
reading skills.

Unlike some other States where reading
achievement levels appear to improve at grade
12, fully three-quarters of all Mexican American
12th graders are reading below grade level.
Furthermore, nearly half of all Mexican Ameri-
cans are reading three or more years below grade
level by grade 12.

The situation for blacks is even worse. While at
the eighth grade about two-thirds of the black
students surveyed are reading below grade level,
by the "me they reach the 12th grade, more than
three -qutc.ers, or 77 percent, are reading below
grade level. Furthermore, more than half of all
12th grade black students are reading three or
more years below grade level.

This phenomenon may occur because of the
comparatively high school holding power in
Arizona." In other States substantial numbers of
those whose reading achievement is low are
likely to drop out. But the school holding power
in Arizona would seem to increase the percentage
of 12th grade Mexican Americans reading below
grade level.

Even for the Anglo students, the picture is not
promising in Arizona. Nearly half of the 12th
grade Anglo students in the survey schools are
reading below grade level, twice the proportion
found in the fourth grade.

C. California

The reading achievement record of California
students is poor to begin with and does not
improve in the higher grades. In California, un-
like other States, reading achievement does not
worsen appreciably as the children progress

through school. However, a substantial percentage
of children are reading below grade level as early

" Commission estimates of school holding power in
Arizona at grade 12 arc: 89 percent for Anglos, 81
Percent for Mexican Americans, and 72 percent for
blacks.
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as the fourth grade and they remain poor readers
throughout their school careers. (Figure 9).

At the fourth grade level about 27 percent of
Anglo students in the survey schools arc reading
below grade level. Twice that percentage, or 52
percent, of Mexican American fourth graders are
reading below grade level. In other words, more
than half of all Chicano students in the California
survey area are already reading below their grade
assignment by the fourth grade. Approximately
55 percent of black youngsters are also reading
below grade level in the fourth grade. The general
picture does not change appreciably by grade
8, but the proportion of those students whose
reading difficulties have been allowed to grow
from mild to severe increases substantially. While
all three ethnic groups regress, reading achieve-
ment levels for the two minority groups fall
behind at a faster pace.

By the time California Anglos are ready to
graduate from high school, more than one-third
of those surveyed are reading below grade level.
It is the Mexican American, however, whose
reading retardation has become the most severe.
Upon graduation 63 percent are reading below
grade level and 39 percent have not advanced
beyond the 10th grade in reading. Nearly one-
quarter, or 22 percent, of 12th grade Mexican
American students in California are reading at
the ninth grade level or lower. The black student
in California is almost as badly prepared in read-
ing. About 59 percent are reading below grade
level.

Because California is the most populous of the
five Southwestern Stateswith about 646,000
Mexican Americans and about 388,000 black
students enrolled in its public schoolsthis situa-
tion awakens particular concern. Such concern
is heightened by the realization that an estimated
36 percent of Mexican Americans and 33 percent
of blacks in California are gone by grade 12 be-
cause of low school holding power. This represents
a staggering loss of potentially well-educated and
productive manpower.

D. Colorado
About one-quarter of Colorado's Anglo popu-

lation in the schools surveyed is reading below
grade level by the fourth grade. However, more
than twice as high a proportion of Mexican
Americans, 57 percent, have not been taught
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reading skills commensurate with their fourth
grade placement. Blacks are in an even more
critical situation with 62 percent having reading
deficiencies as early as the fourth grade.
(Figure 10).

Unlike the pattern in other States, in Colorado,
it is the Anglo student whose reading achievement
falls most sharply in the 4 years from the fourth
to the eighth grades. Although one-quarter of the
Anglos surveyed are reading below grade level
in the fourth grade, by the eighth grade one-third
are deficient in reading. The proportion of Mexi-
can Americans who are reading below grade level
at grade 8 remains almost the same as that
found at grade 4. However, the proportion of
Mexican Americans with severe reading problems
has almost doubled: from 19 percent at the
fourth grade to 34 percent at the eighth. The
percentage of blacks reading below grade level
increases slightly from grade 4 to grade 8. Once
again, however, there is a substantial increase
in severe reading deficiencies from the lower to
the higher grade.

By the time they graduate, the proportion of
Anglo students in the Colorado survey area ex-
periencing reading retardation has decreased and
is back to about one-quarter. For minority stu-
dents, however, despite heavy attrition, the pro-
portion with reading deficiencies increases. Even
with 33 percent of the original Mexican American
student body gone, nearly 60 percent of those
still in school are reading below grade level, and
about 40 percent of these are 2 years or more
behind. Reading achievement for blacks is even
more deplorable. Nearly two-thirds of those ready
to graduate are reading below grade level and
46 percent have the reading skills of a 10th grader
or less.

E. New Mexico

Because of New Mexico's unique ethnic dis-
tribution," it might be expected that reading
achievement levels would be different from those
in the other four States. They are not. (Figure 11).

Similar to other Southwestern States, 25 per-
cent of Anglo fourth graders in the New Mexico
schools surveyed are reading below grade level.
Nearly twice this proportion, 48 percent, of
Mexican Americans are reading below grade level.

" See footnote number 25, p. 14
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The poorest reading achievement is found among
Indian students. More than half, 52 percent, of
the Indian children in the Commission's New
Mexico sample are deficient in their reading by
the time they are in the fourth grade.

As higher grades are reached, reading achieve-
ment in New Mexico becomes progressively worse
for all groups. By the eighth grade, approximately
35 percent of Anglo children in the survey area
are reading below grade level, 10 percentage
points more than at grade 4. Further, while at
the fourth grade only about 5 percent are in the
severely deficient reading category, by the eighth
grade, 14 percent of New Mexico Anglos are
two or more years behind.

A similar decline in reading achievement occurs
for Mexican Americans in New Mexico. In grade
4, 48 percent are reading below grade level but
at grade 8 the proportion has risen to 58 percent.
Worse yet, the proportion of Mexican Americans
with severe reading difficulties has increased from
17 percent at grade 4 to 26 percent at grade 8.

The pattern is similar for public school Indian
children. About 57 percent of Indian eighth
graders are reading below grade level, and, of
these, 30 percent are two or more years below
grade Icvel in reading.

If the situation does not appear to deteriorate
as badly by grade 12, it is probably because the
schools have failed to hold many of those whose
reading achievement was the lowest. Despite the
very high rate of loss, however," the reading
picture is still poor. About 34 percent of Anglo
children in the New Mexico survey schools con-
tinue to experience deficiencies in reading. The
proportion of Anglos with severe reading defi-
ciencies, however, increases only from 14 to 16
percent from grade 8 to grade 12.

The proportion of Mexican Americans who are
reading below grade level declines from 58 per-
cent at grade 8 to 54 percent at grade 12.
Again, this "gain" is probably a result of the low
school holding power. Still, more than half the
Mexican Americans who graduate from New
Mexico high schools do not read at acceptable
levels. Furthermore, the proportion in the severe

4, The Commission estimates that 21 percent of
Anglos, 29 percent of Mexican Americans, and 32 per-
cent of Indians do not graduate from the survey high
schools in New Mexico.

reading retardation category has risen slightly,
from 26 percent at the eighth grade to 28 percent
at the 12th grade reading two or more years
below grade level.

For Indian public school students the situation
is even more dismal. Three-fourths are reading
below grade level at high school graduation and
fully 63 percent are reading two or more years
below grade level.

F. Texas

In analyzing the reading achievement of Texas'
students, two important factors must be kept in
mind. First, it is a very populous State with large
numbers of minority group members. The
505,000 Mexican Arr ericans attending its public
schools constitute about 20 percent of the total
public school population. Nearly 380,000 blacks
comprise about 15 percent of the enrollment.
Hence, minority group children make up more
than one-third of the public school student popu-
lation in Texas. Second,, any appraisal of reading
achievement must be made in cognizance of the
very low holding power of Texas public schools
the lowest of the five States the Commission
surveyed. It is estimated that in the schools
surveyed in Texas, only 53 percent of Mexican
Americans and 64 percent of blacks who enter
first grade in the school districts surveyed receive
a high school diploma,

The Anglo fourth grade population in Texas
appears to fare relatively well in reading achieve-
ment. About 21 percent of those surveyed are
reading below grade level, a figure which is
slightly higher than for most other States. At the
same grade, however, 52 percent, or half of the
Mexican American students, are deficient in their
reading skills. Blacks at grade 4 show an even
lower achievement; nearly three of every five stu-
dents are not reading at grade level. (Figure II).

By the eighth grade, a modest increase is seen
in the approximately 28 percent of Anglos who
are behind in their reading. But for the Mexican
American the increase is substantial. Nearly three-
quarters of the Mexican American eighth graders
in the survey area are reading below average.
Further, nearly half the Mexican American eighth
grade population is reading two or more years
below grade level.

For black students, reading achievement levels

31
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have also declined. Sixty-four percent of the
black students arc reading below grade level when
they reach the eighth grade. The majority of these
are severely retarded in reading. Thirty-eight per-
cent of the total black eighth grade population
in the Texas schools surveyed are reading at sixth
grade level or below.

For Mexican Americans, the situation appears
to improve between grades 8 and 12. It must be
remembered, however, that in Texas nearly 50
percent of this group has dropped out of school
before reaching the 12th grade. Thus, the im-
provement in reading achievement is an illusion.
Nevertheless, two-thirds of the Mexican Ameri-
cans whn remain in school through the 12th grade
are deficient in their reading ability by the time
they are ready to graduate from high school and
about 44 percent suffer severe reading retardation.

Perhaps because blacks have a somewhat
higher estimated holding power rate, the pattern
of seeming improvement found for Mexican
Americans does not hold for them. While at the
eighth grade, 64 percent of black students are
reading below grade level, by grade 12, the pro-
portion has risen to 72 percent. Fifty-two percent
are reading two or more years below their 12th
grade level.

G. Inter-Slat-a Comparisons on Selected Hems

In each of the States, no fewer than 44 percent
of Mexican American students and 55 percent
of black students in the fourth, eighth, and 12th
grades are reported by their principals to be
reading below the level expected of students in
their respective grades.

The lowest estimated reading levels Mexican
Americans reach are in Arizona where 75 percent
of Chicano students read below grade level by

34
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grade 12 and in Texas where, at grade 8, 74 per-
cent are reading below grade level. The situation
in Texas is especially disturbing since 47 per-
cent of Mexican American students in the Texas
survey area never graduate. Conversely, the 75
percent of students reading below grade level at
grade 12 in Arizona schools may merely reflect
that State's somewhat higher holding power over
the lower achieving students.

For black youngsters, the most serious reading
retardation is generally to be found in the 12th
grade. In Arizona, 77 percent of black students
in the survey area read below grade level in this
grade; in Texas, 72 percent. Again, the apparently
high rate of reading retardation in Arizona may
reflect its comparatively better school holding
power. On the other hand, Texas exhibits a
uniformly low school reading record for both
black and Mexican American students and, at
the same lime, exhibits low school holding power
rates for both groups.
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IV. GRADE REPETITION AND OVERAGENESS

Grade repetition and its correlLie, overageness
for grade assignment, are two other ways in
which school achievement can be measured.

There are several reasons why students may
be required to repeat a grade. Because of illness,
they may miss so much classwork that they are
not promoted. In addition, they may be judged
too emotionally immature to move into a higher
grade. The most common reason why students
are retained, however, is the teacher's perception
that they have failed to perform at an acceptable
academic level. If the teacher believes that the
student does not have sufficient grasp of the
necessary academic skills and materials, he is very
often retained in the same grade for another year.

The connection between grade repetition and
overageness is obvious. Barring a child's late
entry into school, the primary cause of a student
being overage is grade repetition. Unless a stu-
dent begins school before the normal age, one
school year repetition will make him one year
older than other students at his -trade level, two
repetitions, two years older, and so on through-
out his school career.

Extent of Grade Repetition

Most grade repetitions occur in the first grade,
according to data obtained in the Commission's
Survey. It was found that Mexican American
youngsters in the schools surveyed are much
morc likely to be retained than either Anglos or
blacks. (Sec Table 2).

Table 2. Percent of Students Repeating Grades in the First and
Fourth Grades by State and Ethnic Group, 1969

GRADE REPETITION-FIRST GRADE

Arizona California

Anglo 5 . 7 5.6

Mexican American 14.4 9.8

Black 9.1 5.7

GRADE REPETITION- FOURTH GRADE

Arizona

Colorado

3.9

9.7

7.7

California Colorado

New
Mexico

8.5

14.9

19.0

New
Mexico

Texas

7.3
22.3

20.9

Texas

Total

6.0

15.9

8.9

Total

Anglo 0.8 1.6 0.7 0.9 2. 1 1.6

Mexican American 2.7 2.2 1.7 4.2 4.5 3.4

Black 0.7 1.0 1.3 1.0 5. 1 1.8
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Overall, Mexican Americans in the schools sur-
veyed are almost three times as likely to repeat
the first grade as Anglos and almost twice as
likely as blacks. In the survey area, nearly 16
percent of all Mexican American youngsters in
the first grade are reported to be repeaters. This
compares with only 6 percent of Anglos and 9
percent of blacks."

Among the five Southwestern States, the highest
incidence of grade repetition for Mexican Ameri-
cans and blacks is found in Texas. In that State,
more than 22 percent of Mexican Americans and
nearly 21 percent of blacks repeat the first grade.
This is about three times the Anglo rate of 7
percent. By contrast, in California about 10 per-
cent of the Mexican American students repeat
the first grade, compared to less than 6 percent
of the Anglo and black students.

Colorado has the lowest repetition rate for
Mexican Americans and Anglos. In that State,
fewer than 10 percent of all Mexican American
pupils and fewer than 8 percent of all blacks
repeat the first grade. Again, both of these rates
are at least twice the 4 percent rate for Anglos.
The smallest difference in rate of repetition among
all groups occurs in California.

At. the fourth grade level, Mexican Americans
are still the group most likely to be held back
for another year. A Mexican American student
in the Southwest is about twice as likely as his
Anglo or black classmates to repeat the fourth
grade.

Severe Overageness

Commission Survey statistics also reveal that
at all grade levels for which data were collected,
a large proportion of Chicano children through-
out the Southwest and in each of the five States
are two or more years overage,' for their grade
level." Overageness is generally more prevalent
among blacks than Anglos, but less so than
among Mexican Americans. (See Table 3). At
the first grade level, Mexican American children

"See Principals' Questionnaire Appendix B. Questions
18a, and 46k.

"In this report, a student who is two or more years
overage for his grade level is considered to be severely
overaged.

"See Principals' Questionnaire, Appendix B. Questions
18b and 461.
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are four times as likely to be two or more years
overage than either Anglo or black students.
By the eighth grade, the proportion who are
overage (9.4 percent) is almost eight times as
high for Mexican Americans as for Anglos, and
more than four times as high for black students.

As in the case of grade repetitions, the problem
of overrgeness among Mexican American pupils
is most severe in the State of Texas. In that State,
by the eiCe grade 16.5 percent, or one of every
six 7,1exican American pupils surveyed, is two
or more years overage, Is compared to one of
every 15 blacks and only one of every 48 Anglos.
California, on the other hand, has the lowest
proportion who are overage. In that State, one
out of every 43 Mexican American eighth graders
is 2 years or more overage compared to one
out of every 125 Anglos.

There appears to be a strong relationship
between grade repetition and low student achieve-
ment. Thus, the State of Texas, which has the
highest proportion of grade repetition for Mexi-
can Americans in the first and fourth grades,
also has 74 percent, the highest proportion, of
Mexican American eighth graders reading below
grade level. By contrast, in California, where
fewer Mexican Americans repeat a grade, a
smaller percentage of Mexican American eighth
graders are reading below grade level.

A number of studies have indicated that stu-
dents who have been retained ultimately achieve
at a lower rate when they have been required to
stay at the same grade level for another year."

Grade repetition is also related to the "lan-
guage problem" of Mexican American students.
In many schools of the Southwest, Mexican
American children are frequently required to
repeat the first grade until they are judged to
have sufficient mastery of the English language to
study tbcir subjects in English." In Texas, grade

'See Studies: Saunders, Carleton E. Promotion or
Failure for the Elementary School Pupil. Teachers
College, Columbia University 1941; Coffield, William R.
and Hal Bloomers "Effects of NonPromotion on Educa-
tional Achievement in the Elementary School", Journal
of Educational Psychology Vol. 47, 1956, pp. 235-250.

"The Commission's 1969 Survey found that in dis-
tricts that were 10 percent or more Mexican American,
the principals surveyed estimated that 50 percent of
Mexican American children who entered first grade did
not speak English as well as the average Anglo first
grader. See the forthcoming third report in this series en.
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Table 3. Severe Overageness
Percent of Pupils Two or More Years Overage, By Grade, State, and Ethnicity

New
Ethnic Group Grade Arizona California Colorado Mexico Texas Total

Anglo 1 0.7 0.9 0.7 0.4 0.7 0.8

4 1.2 0.7 0.5 2.7 1.3 1.0

8 1.1 0.8 0.6 2.3 2.1 1.2

12 1.4 0.1 2.5 1.7 4.9 1.4

Mexican American

Black

1 2.5 1.7 2.1 1.7 6.6 3.9

4 5.6 2.1 2.3 5.5 12.0 6.9

8 11.8 2.3 1.5 10.8 16.5 9.4

12 10.9 2.3 3.9 6.8 10.5 5.5

1 1.5 0.7 0.9 ... 3.2 1.2

4 1.3 0.7 0.7 2.0 6.1 1.8

8 3.0 0.3 1.8 6.7 2.1

12 5.5 1.9 5.4 9.1 4.6 4.4
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repetition for Mexican Americans has become
institutionalized. School districts in Texas admin-
ister the Inter-American Test of Oral English
to all entering first graders in order to determine
their language readiness for the grade. If the
student scores low on this test, he is placed in
a prefirst grade class, and is thereby required to
repeat the grade (more precisely his first year
in school). Similar practices arc found in in-
dividual schools in other States."

There also appears to be a relationship between
overage and the likelihood of dropping out of
school. Comparing overageness cf Mexican
Americans in the eighth and 12th grades, the
Commission found that the percent overage is
generally smaller in the 12th grade. For two
reasons one would expect the degree of over-
ageness to be at least as high in the 12th grade
as in the eighth: ( I ) those who are overage in
the eighth grade will be the same number of years
or more overage by the 12th grade; and (2) more
students are likely to become overage between
these two grades. In fact, Anglo students in
general do have a higher rate of overageness as
grade level increases. The black students' rate
also increases in each State except Tem. For
Mexican Americans, however, the degree of over-
ageness actually decreases in three of the five
States: Arizona, New Mexico, and Texas. For
the Southwest as a whole the percent of Mexican
Americans who are overage drops from 9.4 in
8th grade to 5.5 in 12th grade. Based on these
figures it is estimated that at least 41 percent
of Mexican American eighth graders who are
overaged do not stay in school long enough to
complete the 12th grade."

titled The Excluded Student: Educational Practices Affect.
Ing Mexican Americans in the Southwest 1971.

4? In a staff Interview in California, one principal at
an elementary school with an enrollment almost one.
third Chicano described a similar program designed to
correct language and emotional maturity deficits at the
kindergarten level. Students considered unprepared for
first grade work are placed in 'Junior First". Many of
these students actually repeat the first grade. The prin-
cipal estimated that 90 percent of the 1969 kindergarten
enrollment at his school had been placed at this level.

43There are 41 percent fewer Mexican American
students overaged in the 12th grade than in the eighth
grade. This decline is considered the minimum attrition
rate for overaged Mexican Americans between those
grades because it is expected that additional students
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A number of other studies have also linked
overageness with school dropouts. For example,
a U.S. Department of Labor study of seven com-
munities revealed that 53 percent of dropouts
were two or more years older than their grade.,
level peers, And 84 percent were at least 1 year
older." In a study of a Midwestern community
it was found that almost 40 percent of all drop-
outs Were two or more years above the normal
age range, and an additional 40 percent 1 year
overage, for a total of 80 percent one or more
years overage."

become overaged in that period. It is estimated that 34
percent of Mexican American eighth graders have left
school by the end of the 12th grade. Thus, Mexican
Americans who are overaged appear to drop out at a
rate at least 1.2 times as high as the average Mexican
American student between these grades.

4D U.S. Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statis-
tics, School and Early Employment Experience of Youth:
A Report on Seven Communities, 1952-57. Bulletin
*1277. Washington, D.C. Government Printing Office.
August 1960, pp. 5, 17.

Kirkhus, Harold. 1962-63 Dropouts. Peoria, ID.:
Board of Education, Peoria Public Schools, Sept. 19,
1963, P. 8.
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V. PARTICIPATION IN EXTRACURRICULAR

ACTIVITIES

The quality of education a student receives
cannot be evaluated solely by reference to his
teachers, to the textbooks he uses, or the cur-
riculum he pursues. Students often learn as much
from contacts with their classmates as they do
from their textbooks. By the same token, partici-
pation in extracurricular activities provides stu-
dents with special opportunities to expand their
personal and intellectual horizons.

Participation in such activities as student gov-
ernment encourages children to develop qualities
of leadership and respect for the democratic
process which cannot be as satisfactorily gained
solely through the ordinary classroom exposure.
Work on school newspapers helps students
develop clarity of thought and expression which
cannot be learned through classroom assignments
alone. Participation in the preparation of school
social events helps develop a sense of closer
identity with the school and contributes to the
student's development as a full participant in the
larger society he will later enter. In short, partici-
pation in extracurricular activities serves both
as an important contributor to a child's develop.
ment as a productive member of society and as
an indicator of the school's influence on him.

Indeed, a number of studies have found a
close correlation between participation in extra-
curricular activities and school holding power.
A study of 798 dropouts found that 73 percent
had never participated in any extracurricular
school activity, 25 percent had participated in
one or two activities, and only 2 percent had been
involved in more than two activities." Another
study found that high school graduates partici-
pated in an average of 1.6 more activities than did
nongraduates." A third study" also found evi-
dence of much greater participation by students
who graduate than by those who drop out, as
shown in the tabulation below.

" Dillon, Harold I., Early School Leavers: A Maim
Educational Problem. National Child Labor Committee
Publication #401, New York: National Child Labor
Committee, 1949, p. 44.

52 Van Dyke, L. A., and IC. B. Hoyt, The Dropout
Problem in Iowa High Schools. U.S. Deportment of
Health, Education, and Welfare, Office of Education,
Cooperative Research, Project #160, 1958, pp. 42-45.
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Number

Percent
Percent Partici-
Partici- paling
pating In Three
In No or More

Activities Activities

GRADUATES 913 15 55

DROPOUTS 127 76 2

The importance that the schools themselves
attach to involvement in extracurricular activities
is reflected by the substantial physical and finan-
cial resources often invested in these programs.
Drama and choral presentations are hcld in ex-
pensive school auditoriums. Musical instruments
are purchased for use by bands and orchestras.
School facilities are made available and complex
equipment is used to publish school newspapers
and yearbooks. In many schools a coordinator of
student activities holds a stall position.

Students are selected in various ways to partici-
pate in particular extracurricular activities. With
some activities, such as student government officer
or homecoming queen, the scicction process is
usually through election by the student body.
In others, such as newspaper cditor, scicction
is often made on the basis of the judgment of
certain school officials. In these cases, where
judgments may be subjective, there is an in-
creased likelihood of intervention by the prejudice
of individual teachers and principals and, thus,
the possibility of participation by minority stu-
dents is reduced. In addition, special conditions
of eligibility are often imposed which, while
seeming reasonable on the surface, also serve to
limit minority group participation.

Some schools, for example, require that candi-
dates for certain student government offices be
selected or approved by members of the faculty.
This scicction or approval sometimes is made
contingent on meeting minimum grade and be-
havioral standards. Thus, most of the schools
visited by Commission stall required a "C" aver-
age minimum in academic work. As noted earlier,

"Walsh, Raymond L, Relationships of Enrollment
in Practical Arts and Vocational Courses to the Bolding
Power of the Comprehensive High School. Doctoral
dissertation, Columbia, Mo.: University of Missouri,
1965.
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minority students score lower than their Anglo
classmates in reading achievement, a prime indi-
cator of academic performance in all subject
areas. Consequently, minimum grade requirements
are likely to reduce participation by Mexican
Americans and black youngsters in extracurricular
activities.

Citizenship marks, usually reflecting an indi-
vidual teacher's perception of how well a student
meets the social expectations of the school, can
be a factor that negatively affects minority parti-
cipation. One study found that "the grades given
to Mexican American students in citizenship
subjects such as 'work habits' and 'cooperation'
were consistently lower than those given to non-
Mexicans"."

Participation in some extracurricular activities
involves financial demands. For Mexican Ameri-
can and black students, a disproportionately large
number of whom are poor, the cost may be
prohibitive. For cxamplc, in many high schools
visited, Commission stall found the expense in-
curred in being a cheerleader amounted to more
than S50. In one California high school with a
60 percent Mexican American enrollment, the
cost of uniforms and insurance was $176 for each
cheerleader.

In its mail survey the Commission sought
information on the ethnic composition of par-
ticipants in certain extracurricular activities, in-
cluding student government, school newspaper,
homecoming events, and cheerleading.

In the schools surveyed, the Commission found
that, with only one exception, Mexican American
students do not reach their proportionate rate
of participation in any of the extracurricular
activities studied, (See Table 4). This is true
whether Chicano students constitute a majority
or a minority of the enrollment.

When all students attending schools 50 percent
or more Mexican American are taken as a group,
Mexican Americans comprise 75 percent of the
enrollment. However, as participants in extra-
curricular activities in these schools, they comprise
from 50 to 73 percent of the participants dcpcnd-
ing on the activity, with the average rate of par-

" Sheldon, Paul hL, "Mexican Americans in Urban
Public Schools: An Exploration of the Drop-out
Problem", California Journal of Educational Research,
Vol. XII, No. 1, January 1961, pp. 21-26.
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Table 4. Participation in Extracurricular Activities in Secondary Schools By Ethnicity

Schools having MA
Student Enrollments

of less than 50%

Mexican
Anglos American

Schools having MA
Student Enrollments

greater than 50%

Mexican
Anglos American

Percent of Total Student Enrollment* 72.8 17.4 19.2 74.5

Percent Participating as

Student Body Presidents 79.2 8.6 34.3 65.7

Student Body Vice Presidents 79.0 10.5 35.3 61.8

Class Presidents 73.0 14.4 26.8 60.8

Newspaper Editors 76.3 15.2 35.5 60.0

Homecoming Queens 74.3 18.2 23.1 73.1

Homecoming Queen's Court 75.9 14.2 29.1 68.0

Cheerleaders 75.7 12.8 44.9 50.2

Average Percent Participating In The Above
Seven Extracurricular Activities 76.2 13.4 32.7 62.8

These figures represent the percent of all students enrolled in these types of schools who are of each of these
two ethnic groups.

ticipation being 63 perccnt. By contrast, Anglo
students comprise only 19 perccnt of the enroll-
ment in these same schools, yet they make up from
23 to 45 perccnt of the participants in the extra-
curricular activities studied by the Commission.

In schools where Mexican Americans repre-
sent a minority of the enrollment (less than 50
perccnt), they are likewise underrepresented as
participants in extracurricular activities. In these
schools, Mexican Americans average 17 perccnt
of the total enrollment, but average only 13
percent participation in those extracurricular
activities studied by the Commission. In only one
case, that of homecoming queen, Mexican Ameri-
can students are equitably represented. In the
other six extracurricular activities studied, the
representation ranged from 9 to 15 perccnt.
Further, in these low Chicano density schools,
the categories where the representation is the
lowest arc in those activities traditionally seen
as having the greater prestige and influence, such
as student body president and vice president.
In these same schools, Anglo students represent
73 percent of the student population and average

76 perccnt participation, with the range being
from 73 to 76 percent, depending on the activity.

V I. SUMMARY

The basic finding of this report is that minority
students in the Southwest-Mexican Americans,
blacks, American Indians-do not obtain the
benefits of public education at a rate equal to
that of their Anglo classmates. This is true
regardless of the measure of school achievement
used.

The Commission has sought to evaluate school
achievement by reference to five standard meas-
ures: school holding power, reading achievement,
grade repetitions, averageness, and participation
in extracurricular activities.

Without exception, minority students achieve
at a lower rate than Anglos: their school Lilding
power is lower; their reading achievement is

poorer; their repetition of grades is more fre-
quent; their averageness is more prevalent; and
they participate in extracurricular activities to a
lesser degree than their Anglo counterparts.
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School Holding Power

The proportion of minority students who
remain in school through the 12th grade is

significantly lower than that of Anglo students,
with Mexican Americans demonstrating the most
severe rate of attrition. The Commission estimates
that out of every 100 Mexican American young-
sters who enter first grade in the survey arca,
only 60 graduate from high school; only 67 of
every 100 black first graders graduate from high
school. In contrast, 86 of every 100 Anglos
remain in school and receive high school diplomas.

For Mexican Americans, there are sharp
differences in school holding power among the
five States. Of the two States with the largest
Mexican American school enrollmentCalifornia
and Texasholding power is significantly greater
in California where an estimated 64 percent of
the Mexican American youngsters in the districts
surveyed graduate. Texas, by contrast, demon-
strates the poorest overall record of any of the
States in its ability to hold Mexican American
students. By the end of the eighth grade, Chicanos
in the survey area have already lost 14 percent
of their peersalmost as many as Anglos will
loose by the 12th grade. Before the end of the
12th grade, nearly half, or 47 percent, of the
Mexican American pupils will have left school.
In 1968, there were approximately 290,000
Mexican Americans enrolled in grades 1 through
6 in Texas public schools. If present holding
power rates estimated by the Commission con-
tinue, 140,000 of these young people will never
receive a high school diploma.

College entrance rates reveal an even greater
gap between Anglos and minority group students.
Nearly half the Anglo students who begin school
continue on to college, but only about one of
every four Chicano and black students do so.

Among the five Southwestern States, minority
high school graduates have the greatest likelihood
of entering college in California. There, 51 per-
cent of black graduates in the districts surveyed
go on to college as do 44 percent of Chicanos.
In Colorado, New Mexico, and Texas, however,
fewer than one out of every three Chicano high
school graduates undertakes higher education.

Reading Achievement

Throughout the survey arca, a disproportion-
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ately large number of Chicanos and other minor-
ity youngsters lack reading skills commensurate
with age and grade level expectations. At the
fourth, eighth, and 12th grades the proportion
of Mexican American and black students read-
ing below grade level is generally twice as large
as the proportion of Anglos reading below grade
level. For the total Southwest survey area the
percentage of minority students deficient in read-
ing reaches as high as 63 and 70 percent in the
12th grade for Chicanos and blacks respectively.
In the eighth grade the Chicano youngster is
2.3 times as likely as the Anglo to be reading
below grade level while the black student is
2.1 times as likely.

Reading achievement becomes significantly
lower for children of all ethnic groups as they
advance in age and in grade level. For minority
children, however, the drop is more severe than
fur Anglos. At the fourth grade, 5I percent of
the Mexican Americans and 56 percent of the
blacks, compared with 25 percent of the Anglos
in the survey area, are reading below grade
level. By the eighth grade, corresponding figures
are 64 percent for Mexican Americans and 58
percent for blacks. Further deterioration occurs
by the 12th grade despite the fact that many of
the poorest achievers have already left school.
At this stage, 63 percent of the Mexican Ameri-
cans are reading below grade level as are 70
percent of the blacks and 34 percent of the
Anglos.

The severity of reading retardation also in-
creases the longer the Chicano and black young-
sters remain in school. In the fourth grade, only
17 percent of the Mexican American and 21
percent of the black students are reading two or
more years below grade level. By the 12th grade,
however, two of every five Mexican American
children and more than half the black students
are at this iow level of reading achievement.

Interstate comparisons reveal low achievement
levels in reading for minority students in all
States. In the California survey area 63 percent
of the Chicanos at the 12th grade level are read-
ing below grade level, while 59 percent of the
black students at the same level are experiencing
reading deficiencies. In Texas, two-thirds of all
Mexican Americans and more than 70 percent
of all black 12th graders fail to achieve grade
level expectations in reading. By contrast, in
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none of the five States does the percentage of
Anglos reading below grade level reach such
high proportions. In fact, in only one State,
Arizona, does the Anglo proportion approach the
high percentages of minpritics reading below
grade level.

Grade Repetition

In the survey arca, the Commission found that
grade repetition rates for Mexican Americans
are significantly higher than for Anglos. Some
16 percent of Mexican American students repeat
the first grade as compared to 6 percent of the
Ang los. Although the disparity between Mexican
Americans and Anglos ut the fourth grade is not
as wide as in the first grade, Mexican American
pupils are still twice as likely as Anglos to repeat
this grade. The two States with the highest
Mexican American pupil population, Texas and
California, reveal significant differences in repeti-
tion rates. In the Texas schools surveyed, 22
percent of Chicano pupils are retained in first
grade as compared to 10 percent in California.

The purpose of grade repetition is to increase
the level of achievement for the retained student.
In fact, the students' ultimate achievement level
does not generally improve and, in addition, grade
repetition predisposes the student to drop out
before completion of high school.

Ovcragcncss

Another measure of achievement directly
related to grade repetition is overageness for
grade assignment. The Commission found that
Me'acan Americans in the survey area are as
mudi as seven times as likely to be overage as
their Anglo peers. The most significant difference
appears in the eighth grade where more than
9 percent of the Mexican American pupils are
ovr^ige as compared to a little more than 1 per-
rem for the Anglo students. In the Southwest as
. whole the degree of overageness increases
for Anglos and blacks throughout the schooling
process, but actually decreases for Chicanos
between the eighth and 12th grades. The probable
explanation for this phenomenon is that a very
large percentage of overage Mexican American
pupils leave school before graduation. The Com-
mission estimated that at least 42 percent of
overage Mexican American students in the eighth

grade do not continue in school through the
12th grade.

Again, comparing the two largest States, the
difference is impressive. More than 16 percent
of Chicano eighth graders are overage in Texas.
In California only about 2 percent are overage.

Participation in Extracurricular Activities

Involvement in extracurricular activities makes
the school experience more meaningful and tends
to enhance school holding power. The Commis-
sion found, however, that Mexican American
students arc underrepresented in extracurricular
activities. This is true whether Mexican Americans
constitute a majority or a minority of the student
enrollment in a school.

Thus, under all five measures of school achieve-
ment minority children are performing at signifi-
cantly lower levels than Anglos. This report has
sought only to present objective facts concerning
the differences in school achievement between
minority and majority group students, not to
account for them. Nevertheless, the Commission
believes these wide differences are matters of
crucial concern to the Nation. The ultimate test
of a school system's effectiveness is the perform-
ance of its students. Under that test, our schools
are failing.
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Dear Sir:
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APPENDIX A

UNITED STATES COMMISSION ON CIVIL RIGHTS

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20425

In accordance with its responsibilities as a factfinding agency
in the field of civil rights, the United States Commission on
Civil Rights is undertaking a study of the educational status
of Mexican American youths in a random sampling of school dis-
tricts in Arizona, California, Colorado, New Mexico, and Texas.
In the course of this study, about 500 school districts and
some schools within those districts are being surveyed. The
study will provide a measure of the nature and extent'of edu-
cational opportunities which Mexican American youths are
receiving in public schools of the Southwest and will furnish,
for the first time, extensive information on Mexican American
education.

The attached questionnaires call for data which are or can be
compiled in your central district office and school plants. If
your records or those of your principals do not contain all the
information requested, however, you may obtain figures from
other available sources.

Please have the principals of the schools designated on the
Principal Information Forms complete the appropriate question-
naire and return it to your office. In addition, we ask that
you complete the Superintendent Information Form and forward it
at the same time with the Principal Information Forms using the
enclosed official envelope which tequires no postage. Extra
copies are enclosed for each respondent to use in completing
the questionnaires and to keep for his records. All question-
naires should be returned by May 9, 1969.

It must be emphasized that criteria used in drawing a sample of
schools and school districts were based on geographic repre-
sentation and enrollment characteristics. In no case were
complaints of any kind about discrimination a factor in selecting
either schools or school districts.

254
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It you have any questtons, call collect or write to Henry M.
Ramirez, Chief, Mexican American Studies Division, U.S. Commission
on Civil Rights, Washington, D. C. 20425 (telephone: Area Code
202, 382-8941). Please indicate you are calling in reference to
the questionnaire.

Thank you for your assistance in this most important study.

Sincerely yours,

Enclosures

GSA DG 0.1 17A3
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Howard A. Glickstein
Acting Staff Director
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MEXICAN AMERICAN EDUCATIDN STUDY

Superintendent Information Form

The person completing this questionnaire should be the superintendent or his official delegate. .

8. Answers to each question should be given as of March 31, 1969 unless some other time period is requested. If informs.
tion is not available for March 31,1969, give it for the time closest to, or encompassing, that date. Pupil membership and
personnel data may be given on this questionnaire as they were reported on the Title VI Compliance Forms /Forms OS/CR 101
and 102, Fall 1968 Elementary and Secondary School Survey, required under Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, due
October 15, 1968). If a date other than March 31,1969 or a time period other than that requested is used, please indicate which
date or time period is used in the space provided or in the left hand margin nest to the question.

C. Use additional pages where necessary.

D. INSTRUCTIONS FOR DETERMINING ETHNIC AND RACIAL GROUPINGS: Wherever ethnic and racial data are
requested, it is suggested that visual means be used to make such identification. Individuals should not be questioned or singled
out in any way about their racial or ethnic lineage. For purposes of this questionnaire, please use the following classifications:

I. SPANISH Persons considered in school or community to f ur mexican, Central American, Cuban,
SURNAMED Puerto Rican, Latin American, or other Sprnish.speaking origin. This group is often referred
AMERICAN: to as Mexican American, Spanish Ameria n, or Latin American; local usage varies greatly. In

this questionnaire, the terms "Mexican Aroerican" and "Spanish Surnamed American" are
used interchangeably.

II. NEGRO: Persons considered in xhool or community to be of Negroid or black African origin.

iii. ANGLO: White persons not usually considered in school or community to be members of any of the
above ethnic or racial categories.

iv. OTHER: Persons considered as "nomAnglo"and who are not classifiable as Spanish Sumamed American
or Negro. Include as "Other" such persons as Orientals or American Indians.

E. If a question is not applicable, if information is not available, or if you must estimate, please use the common, standard
abbreviations printed on the bottom of each page.

OFFICIAL DISTRICT NAME

DISTRICT MAILING ADDRESS
Street Addressor P.O. Box Number

TELEPHONE NUMBER
Area Code

Town County State Zip Code

Number

NAME OF SUPERINTENDENT OF SCHOOLS

SIGNATURE DATE

NAME AND TITLE OF PERSON RESPONSIBLE FOR FILLING OUT THIS OUESTIONNAIRE IF OTHER THAN
SUPERINTENDENT

SIGNATURE DATE

LEGEND: Unknown-UNK.: Estimate-EST.; Nor Applicable-NA.; Not Available-1: None-0
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Budget Burger, No. 115069001; Approval Expires February 28, 1970

MEXICAN AMERICAN EDUCATION STUDY

Superintendent Information Form

1. List all the schools in this district, For each school, give the average daily
attendance for the month of October 1968. Round answers to the nearest
whole number. Time period if other than October 1968
Use additional pages where necessary

School Name For USCCR use only Average Daily Attendance.

'Average daily attendance Is the aggregate or the attendance for each of the days during the stand reporting period divided by the number of days

the school vas actually in session during Out Peerad. Only days on whkh pupils an under the guidance and direction of teachers should be

considered as daYS in eekilkit

LEGEND: Unknown-UN K.; Estimate- EST.; Not Applicable-NA.; Not Available- 7; None -0
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Questions 2 and 3 instructions: If there is only one secondary school in this district, do not answer questions 2 and 3.
Proceed to question 4. .

2. A. Name the secondary school In this district which had the highest percentage of its 1968 I FOR USCCR USE ONLY
graduates enter two or four year colleges.

B. What percent of that school's 1968 graduates entered two or four year colleges?

C. What percent of that school's 1968 Spanish Surnamed graduates entered two or four year colleges?

3. Name the secondary school in this district which has had the highest dropout rate so far I FOR USCCR USE ONLY I
this year.

Question 4 instructions: It there is only one elementary school in this district, do not answer question 4. Proceed to
question 5.

4. Name the elementary school in this district whose pupils had the highest average reading I FOR USCCR USE ONLY 1

achievement test scores in the 1967.1968 school year.

5. I since June 1968 this district has conducted, sponsored or paid tor any inseryice teacher training tor any course in column
IA, enter the appropriate data about that training in columns Ili) through Iv). lit this district has not conducted, sponsored or
paid for any such training since June 1968, check here 1:1 and proceed to Question 6.

111

Course

II0 1110 tel to

Total number of
hours this course
met, per trews -

summer 1968

Total number of
hours this course
met, per trials, -

academic year
1968.1969

Number of
terhen In

Inseryke training
in simmer 1968

Number of
teachers In

inseryles training
In endemic yro

19684969

A. English as a second language for the Spanish speaking
(instruction in English for those who know little or
no English)

B. Bilingual education (instruction in both Spanish and
English so that the mother tongue is strengthened
concurrent with the pupil teaming a second language

C. Mexican or Spanish history or culture

D. Mexican American, Spanish American, or Hispanic
history or culture

E, Remedial reeding

F. Other subjects relative to Mexican Americans:

(Specify.)

LEGEND: Unknown-UNIC.; En/nun-EST.; Nor Apoliable-NA.: Nor Avaikbk -7; Nont-o
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6. List the professional personnel for this district as of
March 31,1969, by ethnic and by educational background.
Give data about these individuals in as many (vertical)
columns as requested. Do not assign any individual to
more than one (horizontal) row. Although it is recognized
that a person's activities may fall under more than one
category, each person should be assigned in accordance with
his major activity. Exclude personnel assigned to schools.

ETHNIC GROUP EDUCATION
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A. Superintendent of schools (or acting)
B. Associate Superintendents of schools
C. Assistant superintendents of schools
D. Psychologists or psychometrists
E. Social workers
F. Attendance officers
G. Federal programs directors
H. Curriculum directors
1. Community relations specialists
J. All others not assigned to schools

7. thing one line for each Board of Trustees member, list the principal occupation of each by code number. Refer 'o the list
below for code. If you cannot ascertain which code Is appropriate fora given Board Member, specify his occupation. Indicate
ethnic group, the molter of years each has served on the Board, and years of education.

Occupation 0 code moans
is root known

Ill lid Iii it list (0 IA Ian)

Ocrupation
coda

number

Spanish
Summed
AmPican

Nowa Arad° Other
Number of
yaws lama*

on Board

Number of years
al school compIttad

or highest dom. attainod

1.

2.

3.
4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.
10.

11.

I. alienist owners. offletolt and managtrt
2 Professional and rechnkal nark's
I Famin
4. Cola 'Ad clerket
5. Skilled oafreran. other skilled wetkers And lommin

opostors nd unskilled workers
7. Son*. workers
8. Housweires
9. Reired

8. Has this district employed consultants on Mexican American educational affairs or problems this school year?(Check one
only.)

A. No
B. Yes, for a total of one day only
C. Yes, for a total of two to four days
D. Yes, for a total of five to seven days
E. Yes, for a total of eight to ten days
F. Yes, for a total of more than ten days

LEGEND: UnknownUNK.; EH/manEST.: Not ApplicablaNA.: Nor Avaikblir T:Nono-0
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9. Has this district appointed, elected or recognized a districtvide volunteer advisory board (or committee) on Mexican American
educational Wain or problems, which has held meetings this school year7(Check one only.)

A. No

B. Yes, it has met only once this year.
C. Yes, it has met for a total of two to five times this year.
D. Yes, it has met for a total of six to fifteen times this year.
E. Yes, It has met for a total of more than fifteen time this year.

10. If you answered "Yes" to question 9, what actions, programs or policies has the committee recommended during the 1968.
1969 school year7(Check ail which apply.)

A. Ethnic balance in schools
B. In service teacher training in Mexican American history or culture, or in bilirigual education, or in English as a

second language

C. Employment of Spanish Surnamed teachers or administrators
D. Pupil exchange programs with other districts or schools
E. Expanded PTA activities relative to Mexican Americans
F. Changes in curriculum to make it more relevant for Mexican Americans
G. Bilingual bicultural organization in a school or the school system
H. Other (Specify.)

11. Does this district have a written school board policy discouraging the use of Spanish In Mexican American pupils:

A. On the school grounds? Yes Of No 2
B. In the classroom (except Spanish classes)? Vos Or No 2
If you answered "Yes" to A or B above (question 71), please attach a copy of that policy and
give us the date it was made effective.

FOR USCCR USE ONLY

12. As of March 31, 1969, what was the total school district membership, by ethnic group, in the following grades:

lii bil Mil lid let

Number Spanish
Surnamed American

Number Negro Mullett Anglo N u rnb or Other Total Number

A. First Grade
B. Fourth Grade
C. Eighth Grade
D. Twelfth Grade

13. Use the following space and additional pages, if necessary, to give us further comments relative to this questionnaire.

52 LEGEND: Unknown-UNK.; EstimateEST.:Not Applicable NA.; Not Arailabre 7; None-0
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L
Dear Sir:
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APPENDIX B

UNITED STATES COMMISSION ON CIVIL RIGHTS

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20425

In accordance with its responsibilities as a factfinding agency in the field of civil rights, the United States Com
mission on Civil Rights is undertaking a study of the educational status of Mexican American youths in a random
sampling of school districts in Arizona, California, Colorado, New Mexico, and Texas. In the course of this study,
about 500 school districts and some schools within those districts are being surveyed. The study will provide a
measure of the nature and extent of educational opportunities which Mexican American youths are receiving in
public schr als of the Southwest and will furnish, for the fuss time, extensive information on Mexican American
education.

The attached questionnaires call for data which are or can be compiled in your central district office and school
plants. If your records or game of your principals do not contain all the informat ion requested, however, you
may obtain figures from other available sources.

Please have the principals of the schools designated on the Principal Information Forms complete Gm appropriate
questionnaire and return it to your office. In addition, we ask that you complete the Superintendent Information
Form and forward it at the same time with the Principal Information Forms using the enclosed official envelope
which requires no postags. Extra copies are enclosed for each respondent to use in completing the questionnaires
and to keep for his records. All questionnaires should be returned by May 9, 1969.

It must be emphasized that criteria used in drawing a sample of schools and school districts were based on geo
graphic representation and enrollment characteristics. In no case were complaints of any kind about discrimination
a factor in selecting either schools or school districts.

If you have any questions, all collect or write to Henry M. Ramirez, Chief, Mexican American Studies Division,
US. Commission on Civil Rights, Washington, D. C. 20425 (telephone: Area Code 202,382.8941). Please
indicate you are calling in reference to the questionnaire.

Thank you for your assistance in this most important study.

Enclosures

Sincely purl.

Howard A. Glickstein
Acting Staff Director
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MEXICAN AMERICAN EDUCATION STUDY

School Principal Information Form

General Instructions:

A. The person completing this questionnaire should be the school principal or his official delegate.

B. Answers to each question should be given as of March 31,1969 unless some other time period is requested. I f infonna-
tion is not available for March 31, 1969, give It for the time closest to, or encompassing, that date. Pupil membership and per
sonnet data may be given on this questionnaire as they were reported on the Title VI Compliance Forms (Forms OS/CR 101 and
102, Fall 1968 Elementary and Secondary School Survey, required under Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, due October
15, 19681. If a date other than March 31,1969 or a time period other than that requested is used, please indicate which date or
time period is used in the space provided or in the left hand margin next to the question.

C. Use additional pages where necessary.

D. Instructions for determining ethnic and racial would've Wherever ethnic and racial data is requested, it is suggested
that visual means be used to make such identification. Individuals should not be questioned or singled out in any way about their
racial or ethnic lineage. For purposes of this questionnaire, please use the following classilkations:

i. SPANISH Persons considered in school car community to be of Mexican, Central American, Cuban,
SURNAMED Puerto Rican, Latin American or Spanishspeaking origin. This group is often referred to as
AMERICAN: Mexican, Spanish American, or Latin American; boil usage varies greatly. For the purpose's

in this questionnaire the terms "Mexican Americen"end "Spanish Surnamed American" are
used interchangeably.

ii. NEGRO: Persons considered in school or community to be of Negroid or black African origin.

ANGLO: White persons not usually considered in school or community to be members of any of the
above ethnic or racial categories

iv. OTHER: Persons considered "non-Anglo" and who are not classifiable as Spanish Surnamed American
or Negro. Include as "Other"such persons as Orientals or American Indians

E. I fa question isnot applicable, II information is not available, or if you must estimate, please use the common,
standard abbreviationsprinted on the bottom of each page.

F. After completing all items in this questionnaire, please return the questionnaire in accordance with your superinten-
dent's instructions.

SCHOOL NAME

MAILING ADDRESS
Sower Aden= or P.O. Sox No.

Town County State Zip Codt

TELEPHONE NUMBER
Ave.u Co* Number

NAME OF SCHOOL DISTRICT

NAME OF PRINCIPAL

SIGNATURE DATE

NAME AND TITLE OF PERSON RESPONSIBLE FOR FILLING OUT QUESTIONNAIRE IF OTHER THAN THE
PRINCIPAL

'

SIGNATURE DATE

LEGEND: Unknown-UNK.; Enamor-EST 4 Not Applicable-NA.:Not AwItkbh-7; None-0
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Budget BUNDY No. 115869001; Approval Expires Foilsmen 28,1970.

MEXICAN AMERICAN EDUCATION STUDY

School Principal Information Form

1. If this school has received ESEA, Title I funds during the current 11968.19691 school year, check here.

2. Is this school: (Check no more than one.)

A. 1:1 A social adjustment school primarily for children who have disciplinary problems?
B. 1:1 Primarily for the physically handicapped?
C. 1:1 Primarily for the mentally retarded/
D. 1:1 Primarily for the emotionally disturbed?
E. 1:1 (California only). A continuation school?
F. 1:1 Organized primarily as some combination of A, B. C, D, or E? (Specify.)
If you checked any of the above (A, 8, C, 0, E, or F in question 2), do not answer any further questions; return this quer
tionnaire in accordance with your superintendent's instructions.

3. What was the average daily attendance for this school In the month of October 1968 or, if not available for that month, for
the time period nearest to or including October 1968? (Round answer to nearest Mole number.)
Time period if not October 1968

Question 3 instructions: Average Daily Attendance is the aggregate ol the attendance /preach of the days during the
stated reporting period divided by the number of days school was actually in session during that period. Only days on
which pupils are under the guidance and direction of teachers should be considered as days in session.

4. Which best describes the locality (incorporated or unincorporated) of this school? (Check one only.)

A. 1:1 Under 5,000 Inhabitants
B. 1:1 5,000 to 49,999 inhabitants
C. 1:1 50,000 to 250,030 Inhabitants
D. 1:1 Over 250,000 inhabitants

6. Which best describes the attendance area of this school (the area from which the majority of pupils come)? (Check one
only.)

A. 1:1 A rural area
B. 1:1 A suburb
C. 1:1 A town or a city

6. How many square feat of outdoor play area (including athletic areal does this school have? (Round answer to the nearest
thousand square feet.)

7. Is (are) any "Weis) In this school (excluding kindergarten) on double sessions? Yes t No 2

LEGEND: Unknonn-UNK4 Estimate-EST.; Not Applkabk-NA.; Not Available- ?;Nona -0 57
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List fultime staff by ethnic group and professional
background as of March 31, IP69 unless data are unavailable
for that date. In that case follow General Instructions, item 8,
page 2.

Reporting date if not March 31 1969

Ethnic (Woo Education Eicpocinco
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00 NOT assign any individual to marathon one horizontal
row; assign each in accordance with his major activity. Assign
Individuals toss many columns as are applicable.

NOTE: Columns (II) through (v) should total column (I).

A. Fullime professional nonteaching staff: i
(1) Principal .
(2) Vice (assistant) principals

13) Counselors

(4) Librarians

(5) Othet Lakin. a professional nonteaching staff
B. Fullime professional Instructional staff (teachers)
C. Secretaries, stenographers, bookkeepers and other

clerical doff
0. Custodians, gardeners, and other maintenance staff
E. Fulitime teacher aids (in classrooms)

9. How many people are employed parr time in the following
capacities in this school?

Ii) Oil

Number ol poocta Full !Imo mainland.

A. Professional nonteaching staff
B. Professional instructional staff (teachers)

Ouestion 9 Instructions: Fulttime equivalence is the amount of employed time required in a parttime position expressed
In proportion to that required in a full position, with "1" representing one fultdme position. (Round F.T,E. answers
to the nearest whole number.)

10. What is the principal's annual salary? (Round answer to the nearest hundred dollars)

11. For how many years has the present principal been principal of this school?

12. Indicate for approximately how many months the principal is regularly at work In the school plant. (Check the alternative
which is most accurate.)

A. 1:1 Eleven months or more, blithe
B. I:1 Ten months, full-time
C. 1:1 Nine months, fultIme
D. I:1 Eight months or fewer, fullime
E. I:1 Partime (Explain.)

58 LEGEND; UnknownMC:EstimateEST.; Nor Aoplkabla NA.; Nor Avagabnii-7; Noloc-0
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13. What number of the fulltime professional instructional staff (teachers) in this school earn the following salaries? Do not
includeextra pay assignments.)

A. Less than 54,000 for school year
B. $4,000 to $5,999 for school year
C. $6,000 to $7,999 for school year
D. 58,000 to $9,999 for school year
E. $10,000 to $11,999 lot school year
F. $12,000 or above for school year

Question 73 instructions: The total of lines A thn ugh F should equal the number of fel...time teachers in this school. (See
question 8, line B, column (0.

Give the number of pupils in membership in the following
classes and grades as of March 37, 7969 by ethnic group. If
data are unavailable for this date, refer to General Instructions,
item 8, page 2. Do not include kindergarten, prekindergarten
or Head Start as the lowest grade. Start with grade 1.

Reporting date if not March 31 1969
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A. Lowest grade in this school (specify. )
B. Highest grade in this school (specify. I
C. Classes for the mentally retarded

If this school housed grade 12, in the 1967.1968 school
year, annwr A, B, C, and D of this question. Otherwise,
proceed to question 16.
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A. How many pupils were graduated from this school from
July 1, 1967 to June 30, 19687

B. Of "A" above, how many entered a two or four year
college by March 31,1969?

C. Of "A" above, how many entered some post high school
educational program other than a two or four year college
by March 31, 1969? (For example, beauty school,
vocational school, or business school. Do not include
military service.)

D. Of "A" above, how many entered military service prior
to March 31. 1969?

LEGEND: Unknonn-UN K.; Epitome-EST.; Nor Applkablo-NA.: Nor Arollsbh-1:Non-0
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facilities listed below. give the information requested in
(I) through (v). Do not include any given facility on
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than one horizontal line, Count facilities only by their
most frequent designation. (eg, a room which is used pre-
dominantly as a science laboratory should not be counted as a
classroom,

A. Caletoriums (multipurpose rooms designed for use as a
combination cafeteria, auditorium and/or gymnasium)

B. Cafeterias

C. Auditoriums
D. Gymnasiums
E. Central libraries
F. Nunes offices tin) irmatiesi
G. Electronk language laboratories
H. Science laboratories
I. Shop rooms
J. Domenic science rooms
K. Portable classrooms (Do not include any rooms counted

in A through J.1
L. Regular classrooms (Do not include any rooms counted

in A through K.1
M. Swimming pools
N. Rooks in library (Round anseer to nearest hundred. Do

not count periodicaiel

gni If lapel capacity is not known report the number of pupils *nom D. *aid or can comfortably UP facility.
Pupil capacity means number of beds.

60
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5.

Answer "Yes"or "No" to line A for each column. If you
answer "Yes" to "A" for any column. please complete the
questions in the rest of that column.
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A. Does this school offer this subject or course?
B. for how many years has this subject or course been

taught at this school?
C. How many pupils are taking this subject or are

enrolled I 1 this course this year? (Include pupils of all
ethnic bockgrounds.1

D. How many Spanish Surnamed pupih are taking this
subject or are enrolled in this COUrse this year?

E. How many clock hours week does this subject or
course meet, per pupil, in the following grades:
Kindergarten an: /or Prekindergarten)

1st grade?

2nd grade?

3rd grade?

4th grade?

6th grade?

LEGEND: Unknown-11NX.: Ettimaw-EST. Not Applicable-NA.;Notilvellebie-T; None-0
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6th grade
7th grade?
8th grade
9th grade?
10th grid'?
11th grade?
12th grade?

F. How many of the teachers who teach this subject or
or course have had two or more courses (6 semester hours
or morel in applicable subject matter?

G. How molly teachers teach this SUbleCt Of course?

ki (Elementary schools only) As of March 31,1969 by
ethnic group, how many pupils wars:
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A. Repeating the lint grade this yaw?
IL In the first grade, but two years or more overage for

the first rode

O

Does this school discourage Mexican American pupils from speaking Spanish:

A. On the school grounds?
IL In the dassroom (except

Spanish class or Spanish Club)?

Yes Cif
Yes CU

No 7
No 7

If you checked "Yoe to A or B above (question 19) in what way does this school discourage the speaking of Spanish?
(Check all Mich apply.)

A. Requiring staff to correct those who speak Spanish
B. Suggesting that staff correct those who speak Spanish
C. Encouraging other pupils to correct those who speak Spanish
D. Providing pupil monitors to correct those who speak Spanish
E. Disciplining persistent speakers of Spanish
F. Utilizing other methods ISPecifYi

Is there currently a written poli, for this school regarding the ust of Spanish?
Yes Or No Cl2 If yet, please attach a copy of that balky end give us the
date it became effective.

LEGEND: Unknown-LINK.; Estirnato-EST.; Appliabk-NA.: Nor Available-1; NorNr-0
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lg) If you checked 'No" to A or B in question 19, does this school encourage the speaking of Spanish (outside Spanish class or
Spanish club)? Yes Of No 02

23. Does this school provide for (Check all ishkh apply.)

A. 0 School wide celebration of 16 de Septiembre?
B. 0 Classroom celebratioh of 16 de Septiembre?
C. 0 A unit or more on Mexican cooking in home economics classes?
D. 0 Special units on Mexican American, Spanish American or Hispanic history in sods) studies programs?
E. 0 Special assemblies dealing with Mexican or Spanish culture?
F. 0 Other activities relative to Mexican Americans? (Specify.)

The following is a list of possible reasons for wspendorc.
A. Violation of dress code or grooming code H. Drug use

B. Use of foul language I. Tardiness

C. Disrespect for teachers .1. Consumption of alcohol
D. Destruction of school property K. Fighting
E. Truancy L. Other (Specify.)
F. Speaking Spanish
G. Smoking

For each ethnic group, list the letters of the fire most common reasons for suspension in order of their importance.

Spanish Surnamed
American

Negro Anglo Other

1. 1 1 1

2 2 2 2

3 3 3 3.
4 4 4 4

5 5 5 5

25. (Elementary schools only) In this ichool, what number of Spanish Surnamed first graders speak English as well as the average
Anglo first graded

(Secondary schools only) List the number of pupils in the following
offices and activities by ethnic group as of March 31,1969, unless
otherwise specified.
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A. President of student body (highest elected or appointed student
office)

B. Vice.president of student body (second highest elected or appointed
student office)

C. Presidents of freshman, sophomore, junior, and senior classes
D. Editorial staff of school paper
E. Homecoming queen (or football queen), 1968.
F. Homecoming queen's (or football queen's) court, 1968
G. Cheer leaders (or song leaders)

27. At which of the following times does this school normally hold PTA meetings? (Check one only.)

A. 0 Morning

62

B. Afternoon C. 0 Evening

LEGEND: Unknorm UNK.: Estimate-EST.; Nor Applluble-NA.: Not Available-7; Nor*-0
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28, How often does the PTA meet? (Check the one Mich most accurately applies.)

A. Weekly B. Monthly C. Quarterly D. Annually

0. How many Spanish Surnamed adults attended the last regular PTA meeting (not a special program)?

30. How many adults (include all ethnic groups) attended the last reguler PTA meeting (not a special program)?

O. In what language are notices to parents written? (Check one only.)

A. English

B. U Spanish
C. English and Spanish

D. Other (Explain.)

In what language are PTA meetings of this school conducted? (Check one only.)

A. English

B. Spanish

C. English and Spanish

D. Other (Explain

Which one of the following best describes the practke for assigning pupils to this school? (Check one only.)

A. Pupils residing in this attendance area attend this school with no or few transfers allowed.
B. Pupils residing in this attendance area generally attend this school but transfers ere frequently allowed.
C. Pupils are assigned to this school on the basis of intelligence, achievement, or their program of study.
D. Any pupil residing in this school district may attend this school.
E. Some other practice is followed. (Describe briefly.)

What percent of the Spanish Surnamed pupils in this school come from families with a total annual Income of: (Estimate.)

A. Below 63000? B. Over 610,000?

Q.

Whet percent of the Anglo pupils In this school come from families with a total annual Income of: (Estimate.)

A. Below 63,000? B. Over $10,000?

What percent of the Negro pupils in this school come from families with a total annual income of: (Estimate)

A, Below 63000? B. Over 610,000?

1'6
What percent of the Other pupils in this school come from families with a total annual Income of: (Estimate.)

A. Below 63 000? B. Over 610000?

What percent of the Spanish Surnamed pupils In this school come from families in which the highest educational attainment
level of the head of the household Is: (Estimate.)

A. 0 to years?

B. 6 to 8 years?
C. Some high school?

D. High school graduate?
E. Some college?

F. College graduate?
G. Total 100

LEGEND: Unknown-UNK.; Estimstr-EST.: Not Appfiethie-NA.; Not Anitable-): None-0 63
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What percent of the Anglo pupils In this school corns from families In which the highest educational attainment level of the
head of the household is: (Estimate.)

A. 0 to 5 years?
B. 6 to 8 years?
C. Some high school?
D. High school graduate?
E. Some college?

F. College graduate?
G. Total 100 %

What percent of the Negro pupils in this school come from families In which the highest educational attainment
level of the head of the household is (Estimate.)

A. 0 to 5 years?
B. 6 to 8 years?_.
C. Some high school?
D. High school graduate?
E. Some college?
F. College graduate?
G. Total 100

What percent of the Other pupils in this school come from families In which the highest educational attainment
Imret of the head of the household it: (Estimate.)

A. 0 to 5 years?
B. 6 to 8 years?
C. Some high school?
D. High school graduate?
E. Some college?
F. College graduate?
G. Total 100

eDoes this school practice grouping or tracking? Yes CU No 02

43. If you answered "Yes" to question 42, for how many years hat this school practiced grouping or tracking?

44. If you answered "Yes" to question 42, at what grade liwel does this school start grouping or tracking?

64

Rate each of the following criteria for grouping, tracking,
or promotion according to Its importance In this school.

01 011 gill (NI

Very
Important I.P.,""i Of 11111*

Important.
Of no

Irnport.nc.

A. Scores on standardized achievement tests
B. 10 test results
C. Reading grade levels
D. Student scholastic performances (grades)
E. Emotional Ind physical maturity
F. Student interests and study habits
G. Parental preferences
H. Student preferences
1. Teacher referrals .
J. Other (Spxify.)

Questions 46 gnu 48 Instructions: Complete the following guts ions for grades 4,8 andlor 12. If none of these grades are
housed, complete these questions for your highest grade and in the space available indicate the grade for which data are
supplied.

82 -425 0 - 72 - 18

L v.

LEGEND: Unknown -UNK,; &dims-EST.: Not Applicable-NA.: Not Available -?: No no-0
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60 Does this school group
or track students
according to ability
or achievement in
this grade?

Grad. 4 or spocEV Grad. II Grade 12

A. CI Yes, for all students

8. 0 Yes, for highest
achieving students only

C. 0 Yes, for lowest
achieving students only

D. 0 Yes, for highest and
lowest achieving
students only

E. 0 Yee. some plan other
than the above is

followed. (Specify.)

A. 0 Yes, for all students

8. 0 Yes, for highest
achieving students only

C. 0 Yes, for lowest
achieving students only

0.0 Yes, for highest and
lowest achieving
students only

E. 0 Yes, some plan other
than the above Is

followed. (Specify.)

A.0 Yes, for all students

B. CI Yes, for highest
achieving students only

C. 0 Yes, for lowest
achieving students only

0.0 Yes, for highest and
lowest achieving
students only

E. 0 Yes, some plan other
than the above is

followed. (Specify.)

F. 0 No F. 0 No F. 0 No

PO If yr. chezked A, 8, C,
D or E above (question
47) on any grade, check
which of the following
best describes the spy -
tem of grouping in
that grade.

A.0 Pupils are placed in a
particular group and
attend all classes within
thisgroup.

B. CI Pupils may be in differ.
ent groups for different
subjects depending on
their thinly in that
subject.

A.0 Pupils are placed in a
particular group and
attend all classes within
this group,

8. 0 Pupils may be in differ.
ent groups for different
subjects depending on
their ability in that
subject.

A. 0 Pupils are placed In a
particular group and
attend all classes within
this group.

B. O Pupils may be in differ.
ent groups for different
subjects depending on
their ability in that
subject.

49. Use the following space and additional pages, if necessary, to give us further comments relative to this questionnaire.

LEGEND: UokoownUNK.: Esrimena EST .; NotApplicableNA,; Not Arelleble 1; None-0
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APPENDIX C

Methodology Uscd to Estimate School llohAng
Power

I. ELEMENTARY AND SECONDARY SCHOOLS

The basic information usCq estimating hold-
ing power rates for elementaryand secondary
schools in the Southwest was the enrollment data
supplied by district superintendents on the number
of students of each ethnic group enrolled in
grades 4, 8, and 12 in spring 1969. This type of
static data are sometimes used alone to obtain a
crude measure of holding power by comparing
enrollments in lower and higher grades. However,
such a measure does not take into account differ-
ences in population size from one age group to
another and transfers in and out of the public
school system.

To take account of these factors so as to
obtain more reliable estimates of holding power,
the following adjustments were made in the static
enrollment data for each ethnic group in each
of the five Southwestern States and in the South-
west as a whole:

1. Subtraction of Private School Transfer Stu-
dents from the 8th and 12th grade enrollment.

A large number of students transfer between
public and private schools in the elementary and
secondary school years. Based on enrollment sta-
tistics, these appear to be predominantly in one
direction, from private to public schools, and
occurring largely between grades 6 and grade 9.

Table 1 illustrates the yearly change inthe size
of the nationwide class which entered school in
the fall of 1957 and graduated from high school
in the spring of 1969.
As can be noted from this table, there is a yearly
decline in enrollment every year with the only
two exceptions being between grades 6 and 7
and between grades 8 and 9 when the enrollment
increases rather than decreases. Although there
is a decrease between grades 7 and 8, it is very
slight in comparison to that of other years.'
Because most nonpublic elementary schools ter-
minate at grades 6 or 8, the most likely explana-
tion for these increases in public school enrollment
is the influx of private school transfers during
these years.

70

Table I. Yearly Enrollment In Full Time Public
Elementary And Secondary Schools, United
States: Class Beginning 1st Grade in Fall 1957

Year (Fall) Grade
Enrollment

(in thousands)

1957 1 3,587

1958 2 3,346

1959 3 3,302

1960 4 3,278

1961 5 3,218

1962 6 3,190

1963 7 3,241

1964 8 3,212

1965 9 3,307

1966 10 3,173

1967 11 2,991

1968 12 2,761

Source: Digcst of Educational Statistics 1969: National
Center for Educational Statistics. U.S. Daps. of
Health, Education, and Welfare. Table 26.

If students in public schools in grades 8 and
12 who were not in public schools in grade 4

were included in the calculations it would appear
that more student:: had remained in school be-
tween those years than was actually the ease.
Thus, the estimates of holding power would be
raised. Therefore, it was necessary to estimate
the proportion of 8th and 12th grade students
who had transferred into public schools since
grade 4 and to subtract these from the enrollment
in the higher grade.

It was possible to estimate roughly the pro-
portion of students in grades 8 and 12 who are
transfers by comparing public school and non-
public school enrollment by grade for the corre-
sponding years. (Table 2).' When the decline in
enrollment between grades 4, 8, and 12 in the
public schools is compared with that in the

private schools some significant differences in the

This same pattern occurs when any other class for
which data arc available is followed year by year. (See
Source of data appearing in Table 1.)
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rate of decline arc found which can be generally
attributed to students transferring between the
private and public schools. Using the data in

Table 2, it was possible to calculate mathematically
the percent of public school 8th and 12th graders
who had probably been in private schools in grade
4." The resulting rates were 0.95 percent of the
8th grade enrollment and 3.17 percent of the 12th
grade enrollment.' These rates were then applied
to the Commission's enrollment numbers and the
estimates of transfers subtracted from the total
number enrolled in these grades.`

=Statistics used in Table 2 were for the five South
western States for school year 1965-66. It is important
to note that the data in Table 2 represent enrollment
in these grades at one point in time whereas the data
in Tablet represent yearly enrollment by grade for the
sante class followed through a 12year period.

= For the step by step calculations see Part A of the
supplement to this Appendix.

2. Calculation of Enrollment Differential Rates
For Grades 8 and 12

The enrollment differential rates represent the
ratio of 8th and l.Zth graders to 4th graders
without the pupils %%./to transferred from private
schools. These rates were obtained by dividing
the number of students in the 8th grade and the
number of students in the 12th grade (as resulting
from step #1) by the number in the 4th grade.

4 The process used to make these estimates also took
into account public school students who had transferred
to private setools so that these percents actually repre-
sent the percentage of students who had transferred from
private schools after subtracting the transfers in the
opposite direction.

5 Since it was possible only to estimate the private
school transfer rates for grades 8 and 12 for all persons
in the Southwest. these same rates were applied to all
ethnic groups in each State, even though there may be
slight variations among them.

Table 2. Enrollment By Grade in Public and NonPublic Schools-1965-66
Five Southwestern States: Arizona, California, Colorado, New Mexico, Texas

Public Schools NonPublic Schools Total all Schools

Decline
From

Previous

Decline
From

Previous

Decline
From

Previous

Grade Enrollment Year Enrollment Year Enrollment Year

K 441,661 29,748 471,409

1 748,822 78,463 827,285

2 690,008 73,104 763,112

3 681,692 71,219 752,911

4 661,509 68,418 729,927

5 639,095 22,414 65,359 3,059 704,454 25,473

6 632,179 6,916 63,079 2,280 695,258 9,196

7 624,960 7,219 59,010 4,069 683,970 11,288

8 597,232 27,728 55,427 3,583 652,659 31,311

9 584,869 12,363 40,837 14,590 625,706 26,953

10 546,554 38,315 35,859 4,978 582,413 43,293

II 499,781 46,773 32,148 3,711 531,929 50,484

12 443,719 56,062 30,367 1,781 474,086 57,843

Sources: Statistics of NonPublie Ekturntary and Secondary Schools-1965-66, U.S. Depatiment of Health, Edu-
cation, and Welfare, Office of Education Table 6 and Statistics of State School Systems, 1965-66, U.S. De-
partment of Health, Education, and Welfare, Office of Education. FS 5.220:20020-6,5
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These rates were developed for each ethnic group
in each of the five States and in the Southwest
as a whole.

3. Adjustment of the Enrollment Differential
Rates for the Effect of Population Growth on
Enrollment

While some of the decline in enrollment from
4th to 8th to 12th grades may be due to students
dropping out of school, some of it may be due
to the fact that there are more persons of the
age corresponding to grade 4 than there are of
the ages corresponding to the higher grades.

According to 1960 census data for persons
under 25 in the Southwest, there are fewer persons
in each age group as age increases. As Figure I
illustrates, this is true for the total Southwest
population as well as for each ethnic group.
However, the rate of decline is different for each
ethnic group.' As Figure 1 shows, the number of
persons in each successive age group declines
faster for the minority populations than for the
Anglo population.

Because these age population distributions do
affect enrollment, it was necessary to make an
allowance for them when estimating holding
power based on the students enrolled in school.
Enrollment differential rates represent the ratio
of students in one grade to students in another.
If the ratio of the students who should be in one
grade to students who should be in another
grade were known, then it would be possible to
estimate the students who have left school based
on the difference between these two ratios. This
is the process which was followed. First the
needed ratios were calculated and, secondly, hold-
ing power was estimated from the variation
between the two ratios.

CALCULATION OF AGE DIFFERENTIAL RATES

Using 1960 census data it was possible to
calculate, for each ethnic group, ratios for the
number of persons who should be in grade 12
and in grade 8 to these who should be in grade
4. This was done by assuming that the number
of persons of the age corresponding to a grade

These differences can be attributed to such factors
as higher birth rate and higher death rates among the
minorities.
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represents the total possible student population
of that grade. The number of persons of ages
17.5, 13.5, and 9.5 were assumed to be the
number of persons who should be in grades 12,
8, and 4 respectively.,

The ratios, called age differential rates, were
calculated through a three-step process: (I) sub-
stitution of the median age for each 5-year age
group of the census data to estimate the ratio of
persons of one specific age to those of another;
(2) addition of 9 years to each specific age to
make these ratios applicable to the same persons
9 years later in 1969; and (3) interpolation and
extrapolation to determine the ratios for the
specific ages needed, in this case 17.5, 13.5,
and 9.5'

7 Although a small proportion of students are enrolled
in a grade other than that corresponding to their age,
this factor is not likely to affect our estimates signifi-
cantly. The reason for this is that although some of the
persons included in the population which should be in
a particular grade are actually in a lower grade, the
enrollment in the grades being studied is also increased
by persons who are older and should be in a higher
grade. The assumption here is that for any given grade
the number of persons overage approximates the number
of students held back from that grade.

Interpolation end extrapolation were done by graph-
ing in linear form the actual values for the number of
persons of each age group in the 1960 census data.
Extrapolation was necessary only to obtain the needed
value for persons in the youngest age group. Far this
purpose the line graph was extended 2 years, or two-
fifths of the distance for one age group.



Age
Group-1960

20-24

15-19

10-14

5-9

0-4

276

PERSONS IN EACH AGE GROUP AS A
PERCENT OF PERSONS 0.4

FIVE SOUTHWESTERN STATES-1960

ANGLO SPANISH SURNAMED

45.2

20-24

15-19

BLACK TOTAL*

'46.4 1 54.9

5(i.6

10-14

5-9

0-4 100.0 '100.0

Number of Persons In Each Age Group

Spanish
Age Anglo Surnamed Black Total*

0-4 2,470,112 554,185 315,057 3,420,949

5-9 2,312,264 484,683 267,198 3,132,928

10-14 2,091,063 410,761 211,654 2,767,808

15-19 1,657,135 306,979 159,533 2,162,642

20-24 1,441,646 250,279 146,287 1,879,276

Total includes persons categorized as Indian and
"Other" in addition to the three groups shown here.
Source: U.S Bureau of the Census. Population Char-

acteristic of Selected Ethnic Groups in the Five
Southwestern States. 1960 Census of Population
Supplementary Report. PC (Si) 55. Table 2.
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As an example of the application of steps one
and two, above, the table below illustrates the
values for the Spanish surnamed population.
This was followed by step 3, to obtain the ratios
for ages 17.5 and 13.5 to age 9.5.

Example-Table 3.

Spanish Surnamed

Number of Persons

As Percent of Age Median Median
Persons 0-4 Group Age Age
1960

74

1960 1960 1969

0-4 2.5 11.5

5-9 7.5 16.5

10-14 12.5 21.6

This three-step process resulted in the follow-
ing age differential rates: In 1969 for the Spanish
Surnamed population persons of age 13.5 were
91.33 percent of persons of age 9.5 and persons
of age 17.5 were 81.97 percent of persons of age
9.5. The same steps were used to calculate the
age differential rates for each ethnic group. (Table
4). The age differential rate for the "other" popu-
lation was obtained only for the State of New
Mexico, where approximately 97 percent of this
group is Indian.

Table 4. Persons Aged 13.5 and 17.5 as a Percent
of Persons Aged 9.5 (Age Differential Rates)
by Ethnic Group-Total Southwest

9.5 13.5 17.5

(Grade 4) (Grade 8) (Grade 12)

Mexican 100.00 91.33 81.97
American

Anglo 100.00 95.71 90.37

Black 100.00 88.62 76.34

Other-New 100.00 92.38 82.85
Mexico only
(Indian)

Total 100.00 94.14 87.32
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h. CALCULATION OF HOLDING POWER FROM
ENROLLMENT DIFFERENTIAL RATES AND
AGE DIFFERENTIAL RATES.

We now have two sets of ratios, the ratio of
students in a higher grade to students in a lower
grade (enrollment differential rates) and the ratio
of those who should be in the higher grade to
those who should be in the lower grade (age
differential rate.) Using these two ratios it is

possible to calculate mathematically what percent-
age of those who should be in a given grade are
still there (holding power rates). The formula
used for this is as follows:D

Enrollment Differential Ratc
Holding Power Ratc = (grade x)

(grade x) Agc Differential Ratc
(age corresponding to grade x)

This formula was used to calculate holding power
rates between grades 4 and 8 and between grades
4 and 12 for each ethnic group in all five States.

4. Estimation of Holding Passer Rates from
Grade 1 Based on the Holding Power Rates
from Grade 4.

Assuming that approximately 1 percent of the
students leave school between grades 1 and 4,"'
it is possible to estimate holding power from
grade 1 by simply multiplying the holding power
rates from grade 4 by 99 percent. This was done
for all the holding power rates based on grade 4.

This resulted in the final holding power rates for
each ethnic group in every State which appear
in the Tables in Chapter 1."-"

9 Sec supplement to this appendix, Part B for explana
tion of the derivation of this formula.

1" According to Vance Grant, Bureau of Educational
Statistics, Office of Education, on the national average
approximately I percent of students have left school
by the end of grade 4.

'trot an illustration of the step by step calculations
for the data on the total Southwest, see supplement to
this appendix, Port C.

' =The migration of persons in and out of the five
Southwestern States is another factor which affects the
estimates of holding power, According to 1970 census in-
formation all of the five Southwestern States with the ex-
ception of New Mexico, have had a net population gain
resulting from migration since 1960. (Sec U.S. Depart-
ment of 'Commerce press release number CI3-71-34,
March :4, 1971). The exact data on migration by ethnic-
ity, age, year of migration, and State needed to account
for this factor were not available. However, this factor
affects both the Agc Differential Rates and the Enroll.
men! Differential Roles in the same direction; therefore,
the effects of this factor tend to cancel each other out in
the calculation process. As a result, the effect of migra
tion on the final holding power estimates will probably be
small. In addition, this effect is similar for each ethnic
group because the pattern of migration by age does not
differ across ethnic groups, although the levels of migra
lion may differ. (See An Introduction to Decentralization
Research ORNL-HUD-3, by E. S. Lee, J. S. Brace,
K. P. Nelson, and D. A. Patterson). On press).

cV".

x.
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II. HIGHER EDUCATION

1. College Going Rates

College going rates for each ethnic group were
obtained by multiplying the 12th grade holding
power rate by the estimated percent of high
school graduates who go on to college, as reported
by the principals." The resulting values represent
for every ethnic group, the percent of those
students who begin first grade who enter college
upon completion of high school.

2. College Years

The estimates of holding power within the
college years were derived through a method
different from that used to estimate holding power
in grades 1 through 12, although the same princi-
ples were applicable.

The base used to estimate college holding power
was HEW 1970 statistics on college enrollment
by grade and ethnicity for the five Southwestern
States."

A comparison of the number of seniors to the

number of freshmen revealed that for all of the
ethnic groups there were several times more sen-
iors than freshmen. (Table 5, Columns 1 and 3).
However, as with the elementary and secondary
enrollment, this comparison of static enrollment
figures, by itself, is not representative of school
holding power because, generally, there were
less freshmen in 1967 than in 1970.0 Nationally,
there has been a yearly increase in matriculating
college freshmen, partly due to the growth in
the population, but also due to the fact that a
higher proportion of the population now goes on
to college.

In order to estimate the number of students
of each ethnic group who were college freshmen
in 1967, it was possible to calculate, from national
statistics. a ratio of college freshmen in 1967 to
college freshmen in 197Q." The ratio was then
applied to the data on 1970 freshmen enrollment
for an estimate of 1967 freshmen enrollment for
each ethnic group. (Table 5).

13 Principals' Questionnaire, question #I5, Appendix B.
"Fall 1970 Survey of Institutions of Higher Educa-

Table 5. College Holding Power Rates as Derived from Freshmen and Senior Enrollment 1970-71,
Five Southwestern Slates

1 2 3 4 5
Graduates
1971 as

Percent of
Freshmen
'67-'68 :

Estimate of College
Freshmen Estimate of Holding

Freshmen 1967-1968 Senior Graduates Power'

Enrollment (Col. 1 X Enrollment 1971 (Col. 4+
1970 .68529) 1970 (Col. 3X.95) Cot. 2)

Spanish Surnamed 37,917 25,984 6,575 6,246 24.0

Anglo 373,365 255,863 130,282 123,768 48.4

Black 31,295 21,446 6,482 6,158 28.7

TOTAL 459,950 315,199 149,238 141,776 45.0

2 The total in this table also includes Orientals and Indians.
This ratio of freshmen 1967 to freshmen 1970 was based on national statistics for first time college enrollees.

The same ratio was applied to all three ethnic groups because it was impossible ID know the degree to which the ratio
would vary for each ethnic group.

3 Holding Power estimates are for persons who graduate within a 4year period only.
Source; Fah 1970 Survey of Institutions of Higher Education, U.S. Dept. of Health, Education, and Welfare,

Office for Civil Rights.
The national average for college holding power within the 4.year period is 50 percent. See Digest of Educa-

tional Statistics, op. cit., Figure 2, p. 8.
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Since the holding power estimate needed was
that from the first semester of the freshmen year
through collcgc graduation, it was still ncccssary
to estimate the number from the fall senior cnroll-
mcnt which is cxpcctcd to graduate the following
year. .Based on information from several studies
h is cstimatcd that approximately 5 perccnt of
those students who begin their senior year fail
to graduate at the end of the school year." This
5 perccnt decline was subtracted from the fall
senior cnrollmcnt to obtain the cstimatcs for the
number of graduates of each ethnic group in
1971. Holding power from the beginning of
freshman year to graduation 4 years later could
then be calculated by dividing the number of
graduates in 1971 by the number of freshmen in
1967. (See Table 5).

In order to obtain the perccntagc of all those
persons who begin school and finally complete
college, it was ncccssary to multiply the collcgc
entry rates (perccntagc of 1st graders who enter
college) by the collcgc holding power rate for
each ethnic group. This was done only for the
Southwest as a whole. The resulting collcgc gradu-
ation rates appear below, together with the cor-
responding collcgc entry and collcgc holding power
rates.

lion, U.S. Dept. of Health. Education, and Welfare,
Office for Civil Rights.

1 For the Nation ;is a whole, there has been an
annual increase in first time enrollment in colleges for
at least the past 20 years. See Digest of Educational
Statistics, op. cit., p. 67.

lGThis ratio was derived from the national yearly
statistics on first time enrollment in institutions of
higher education. (Digest of Educational Statistics. 1969,
op. cit. Table 89. The number of 1970 enrollees was
obtained directly from the Office of Education in
December 1970.) The number of first time enrollees
in the country in 1967 was 1,439,000, while in 1970

this number had increased to 2,099,813. The ratio of
first time enrollees in 1967 to first time enrollees in 1970
was 1,439.000 -1- 2.099,813. or 68,529 percent. This
means that for every 100 new enrollees in 1970 there
were only 69 new enrollees in 1967. This represents a
46 percent increase over a 3-year period.

Although freshmen enrollment also includes persons
other than first time enrollees, this is true for both of
the freshmen classes to which this ratio is applied.
For this reason it does not appear that the ratio would
be significantly different if calculated on the basis of the
number of freshmen students.

" Personal communication with the Staff of the Pro-
gram Planning, Evaluation and Reports Section, Bureau
of Higher Education, U.S, Office of Education.

1 2 3

College
Graduation

College Rate (From
Entry College 1st grade)

Rate (From Holding (Col, 1 X
1st Grade) Power Col, 2)

Spanish 22.54 24.04 5.42
Surnamed

Anglo 49.26 48.37 23.83

Black 28.84 28,71 8,28

SUPPLEMENT TO APPENDIX C

A. Computation of Private School Transfer Rate

This computation is based on the statistics on
public and private school cnrollmcnt by grade
which appear in Table 2, p. 71 Although there
is a progressive dcclinc in cnrollmcnt in each
grade for both public and private cnrollmcnt,
there are differences in the rate of dcclinc be-
tween the two which reflect the fact that students
have transferred from one system to the other.
The perccnt dcclinc in the total enrollment (public
and private) is the cxpcctcd rate of dcclinc due
to dropouts and other factors affecting cnroll-
mcnt. [For purposes of this estimate we can here
assume this dcclinc is due to dropouts only with-
out significantly affecting the results because the
final transfer rate is to be calculated from the
difference between two crude cstimatcs of drop-
outs. Since the error factor from population
growth occurs in both estimates in the same
direction, the difference between them should
approximate reality.]

Using the perccnt dcclinc in the total enroll-
ment (cxpcctcd "dropout rates" grades 4 to 8
and grades 4 to 12) an estimate was made of the
number of students who dropped out of public
schools in the same period. The difference be-
tween the actual decline in public school enroll-
ment and the cstimatcd number of dropouts is
equal to the number of students who transferred
into public schools. The transfer rate was then
obtained by dividing the number of transfer stu-
dents in grade 8 and in grade 12 by the number
of students enrolled in that grade.
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Thus:

I. Decline total enrollment grades 4 to 8 (or grades 4 to 12)--=. Percent of 4thgraders who dropped out

total enrollment grade 4
2. Dropout percent x public school 4th grade enrollment m estimated public school dropouts grades

4 to 8 (or grades 4 to 12)

3. Estimated number of public school dropouts public school decline a number of transfers

4. Number of transfers Percent of 8th (12th) graders who are transfer students
Public school 8th (12th) grade enrollment

1. - final value obtained is the estimated percentage of students in a given grade who are transfer
students. This is called the private school transfer rate for that grade.
Inserting the information from Table 2 into the above formula, the 8th and 12th grade transfer rates
were calculated as follows:

8th Grade

1. decline 4th to 8th grade = 77,268 = 10.58% (total dropout percent)
4th grade enrollment 729,927

2. Total dropout percent X public school 4th grade enrollment = 10.58% X 661,509
69,987 (number of public schuol dropouts)

3. number of public school dropouts actual decline grades 4 to 8 69,987 64,277 5,710
(number of transfers)

4. number of transfers = 5,710 = .95% (8th grade transfer rate)
8th grade enrollment 597;232

12th Grade

L decline 4th to 12th grade 255,841 = 35.05% (total dropout percent)
4th grade enrollment 729,927

2. Total dropout percent X public school 4th grade enrollment = 35.05% X 661,509 = 231,858
(number of public school dropouts)

3. number of public school dropouts actual decline grades 4 to 12 = 231,858 217,790
14,068 (number of transfers)

4. number of transfers 14,068 = 3.17% (12th grade transfer rate)
12th grade enrollment 443,719

B. Derivation of Holding Power Formula

The formula used to calculate the holding
power from the enrollment differential rate and
the age differential rate is based on certain
relationships illustrated graphically below. Figure
2 is a graphic presentation of yearly enrollment
in grades 4 through 12 for the 9-year period
beginning in 1961.
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The top line (A,13) represents the number of
students in fourth grade every year over the past
9 years including 1969. The right vertical line
(B,C) represents the number of students in each
grade in 1969. (For our purposes here we will
assume that the transfers from private schools
have already been subtracted from the enroll-
ment.) We are concerned with the class which
was in the fourth grade in spring 1961 and finished



GRADE
Figure 2. Yearly Enrollment by Grades

'61 '62 '63 '64 '65 '66 '67 '68 '69

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

B

C

The 'ears given are for tb second h If of any
school ye r. Thus ('61) represen s school y ar '60'61
and ('69) represents school year '6B '69.

the 12th grade in spring 1969 (line A,C). Of this
class, A represents the number which began fourth
grade and C represents the number which stayed
in school through the 12th grade. The number
who dropped out of school is equal to A minus C.
The percent of pupils remaining in school equals
C divided by A. This percent is also referred to
as the holding power rate between grades 4 and
12. In summary:

A = number of 4th graders, '61
B = number of 4th graders, '69
C = number of 12th graders, '69
C/A = Holding Power (Pupils remaining

in school as a percent of those who
began the 4th grade in '61)

A-C = Dropouts (Number of pupils who
left school between 4th grade '61
and 12th grade '69)

A-C = Dropout Rate (Dropouts as a per-
A cent of those who began 4th grade

in '61)

However, the type of data available from both
the census and the MAES survey is expressed as
the relationship of A to B and C to B. We do
not have information on the numerical values of
A, 13, and C (Number of Students).'" For example,
the information available for 12th grade Spanish
Surnamed students is as follows:
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The value C/B is the enrollment differential
rate for Spanish Surnamed students between
grades 4 and 12, calculated from the survey data.
In 1969 Spanish Surnamed 12th graders (adjusted)
were 49.92 percent of Spanish Surnamed 4th
graders. (Table 8).

The holding power rate between grades 1 and
4 would be equal to C/A. To obtain values for
C and A (in percents):

A/B = 81.97
A = 81.97 B
C/B = 49.92
C = 49.92 B

Figure 3.

A/II s- 81.97%

II

411, gale ('69)

C.,11 49.92%

12111 svadc 1%9)

C

The value A/B is the Age Differential Rate of
Spanish Surnames at age 17.5 (Table 4). In 1969
Spanish Surnamed persons 17.5 were 81.9 percent
of Spanish Surnamed persons 9.5. This value can
be substituted for Spanish Surnamed 4th graders
in 1961 as a percent of Spfnish Surnamed 4th
graders in 1969."

The enrollment differential rate is calculated as the
number of 12th graders (adjusted) divided by the
number of fourth graders for the sample population in
our survey. Wc do not have available the total number
of fourth graders in the Southwest.

In calculation of the Age Differential Rate from the
census data. the number of persons of each specific age
was not known. The numbers which were known were
for the estimate of persons M each age group M 1969.
These age group estimates were used in calculating the
rates, after which the median ages were substituted for
the age groups.

ID See page 73 in this appendix.
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Substituting

C/A =-- 49.92 .11°= 60.90% = Spanish Surnamed Holding Power Rate,
81.97 grades 4 through 12

It is important to note that in dividing C by A it was possible to cancel out the B which was
known to us only in terms of A and C. Expressed as a formula, the above calculation was made as
follows:

12th grade = 12th grade Enrollment Differential Rate
Holding Power Age Differential Rate for persons 17.5

The same basic formula is used for calculating 8th grade retention

8th grade = 8th grade Enrollment Differential Rate
Holding Power Age Differential Rate for persons 13.5

C. Calculation of Holding Power Rates based on Mexican American Education
Study Survey Data-Total Five Southwestern States, by Ethnic Group

GRADE 8 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
holding Holding

Grade 8 Power Power
Enrollment Enrollment Rate- Rate.

Minus Differential Age Grade 4 Grades 1
Transfers Rate Differential through 8 through 8

Grade 4 Grade 8 (Col. 2 X (Col. 3 ÷ Rate (Col. 4 ÷ (Col. 6 X
Enrollment Enrollment .99) Col. 1) (Age 13.5) Col. 5) .99)

Spanish Surnamed 90,508 76,841 76,073 84.05 91.33 92.02 91.10

Black 25,609 22,830 22,602 88.25 88.62 99.58 99.58

Anglo 173,738 171,822 170,103 97.90 95.71 102,28* 101.26*

Total 299,102 279,523 27.0.728 92,51 94.14 98.26 97.28

GRADE 12
Holding Holding

Grade 12 Power Power
Enrollment Enrollment Rate- Rate-

Minus Differential Age Grades 4 Grades 1
Grade 4 Transfers Rate Differential Through 12 Through 12
Enroll- Grade 12 (Col. 3 X (Col: 3 ÷ Rate (Col. 4 ÷ (Col. 6 X
ment ** Enrollment .968) al. 1) (Age 17.5) Col. 5) .99)

Spanish Surnamed 76,228 39,319 38,061 49.93 81.97 60.91 60.30

Black 23,040 12,271 11,878 51,55 76.34 67.52 66.84

Anglo 142,473 115,540 111,843 78.50 90.37 86.86 85.99

Total 248,032 171,729 166,234 67.02 87,32 76,75 75.98

A rise in enrollment over time is not possible in actuality. Hording Power Rates are estimated with a range
only. Due to the various methods used to estimate holding power, this slight statistical increase could be ex-
pected. Holding Power Rates for grades t through 12 never went higher than 105 percent. As estimates within a
range, these values all mean that nearly all students remained in school.

Enrollment in Grade 4 differs in the two sets of calculations because the districts from which these figures
were obtained are not identical. For the calculation of 8th grade holding power all sampled districts having both
grades 8 and 4 were included; for the 12th grade holding power calculations all sampled districts having both
grades 12 and grade 4 were used.
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Table D-3. Catholic School Enrollment
Flee Southwestern States, Fall 1969

Total and Spanish Surnamed by School Level

Percent
Spanish Spanish

Total Surnamed Surnamed

Elementary 362,147 73,018 20.2

Secondary 106,913 21,103 19.7

TOTAL 469,060 94,121 20.1

Source: National Catholic Education Ass'n, Fall 1969
Survey of Catholic School Enrollment

Table D-4. Public and Catholic School
EnrollmentFive Southwestern States, Fall 1969

Number Percent

Public Schools 8,584,830 (94.8)

Catholic Schools 469,060 (5.2)

Total, Public and 9,053,890 (100.0)
Catholic Schools

Sources: National Catholic Education Ass'n. Fall 1969
Survey of Catholic School Enrollment and U.S.
Office of Education. Statistics of Public Schools,
Fall 1969. OE 20007-69, Table 5.

Table D-5 Spanish Origin Population for the United States and for the Five Southwestern States,
November 1969

(In Thousands)

United States
Number Percent

Southwest
Number Percent

Southwest
RS a

Percentage of
United States

TOTAL 9,230 100.0 5,507 10,1.0 59.7

Mexican 5,073 55.0 4,360 79.2 85.9

Puerto Rican 1,454 15.8 61 1.1 4.2

Cuban 565 6.1 82 1.5 14.5

Central or South American 556 6.0 170 3.1 30.6

Other Spanish 1,582 17.1 835 15.2 52.8

Source: U.S. Bureau of the Census, Persons of Spanish Origin in the United States, November 1969. Population
Characteristics, Series P-20, No. 213, February 1971, Table 1.

This category includes persons identifying themselves as "Spanish American" or "Spanish", and also persons
reporting themselves as a mixture of any of the Spanish origin categories.
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Table D-6-Educational Attainment for Persons 25 Years Old and Over by Origin and Age, United
States: November 1969

Total
Number

Percent Distribution
Elementary High School College

0-7 8 1-3 4 1 or more
Years Years Years Years Years

Median
School
Years
Com-
pleted

Spanish Origin, 23 and Over 3,815 35.3 12.9 17.7 22.3 11.8 9.325 to 34 Years 1,239 19.2 10.0 23.5 32.2 15.1 11.7Mexican 565 23.2 12.0 24.4 32.2 8.1 10.8Other Spanish 226 7.1 3.5 22.1 40.7 26.1 12.4Puerto Rican 214 31.8 8.9 32.2 21.0 6.1 9.9Cuban 109 11.0 12.8 11.9 33.0 31.2 12.4Central or South American 125 8.8 12.0 16.8 35.2 28.0 12.4
35 Years and Over 2,576 43.0 14.4 14.9 17.5 10.3 8.5Mexican 1,343 54.9 13.6 13.9 12.0 5.7 7.3Other Spanish 540 19.8 13.1 20.9 28.9 17.2 11.4Puerto Rican 335 53.4 16.1 11.6 13.4 .5.7 7.5Cuban 211 22.3 21.8 10.4 24.6 21.3 10.8Central or South American 147 25.2 12.2 15.6 25.2 21.8 11.4

Other Origin, 25 Years and Over 102,466 13.0 13.4 17.6 34.3 21.7 12.225:34 Years 22,643 3.6 4.5 17.0 '14.1 30.7 12.635 Years and Over 79,823 15.7 15.9 17.7 31.5 19.1 12.0
Source: U.S. Bureau of the Census, Persons of Spanish Origin in the United States, November 1969. PopulationCharacteristics, Series P-20, No. 213, February 1971, Table 14.

Table D-7-Family Income for Households by Origin of Head, United States: November 1969

Total

Trital
Spanish
Origin Mexican

Puerto
Rican

Other
Spanish
Origin Other

TOTAL NUMBER OF 46,615 1,927 964 300 663 44,689HOUSEHOLDS

PERCENT 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0DISTRIBUTION

Less than $1,000 2.1 2.6 3.3 1.4 2.1 2.1$1,000-$1,999 3.7 5.5 5.4 8.5 4.4 3.7$2,000-$2,999 4.7 8.8 9.8 10.3 6.6 4.6$3,000-S3,999 6.3 12.1 12.7 14.3 10.1 6.0$4,000-$5,999 16.1 25.7 25.3 32.2 23.3 15.7$6,000-$7,499 13.8 14.9 16.6 :2.1 13.8 13.8$7,500-$9,999 20.1 15.4 15.0 10.0 18.3 20.3$10,000-$14,999 22.1 11.4 9.9 9.3 14.4 22.6$15,000-S24,999 8.6 3.1 1.6 2.0 5.7 8.8$25,000 and over 2.4 0.6 0.4 1.2 2.4
MEDIAN INCOME 7,894 5,641 5,488 4,969 6,383 8,011

Households for which family income was reported.Source: U.S. Bureau of the Census. Person, of Spanish Origin in the United States, November 1969. PopulationCharacteristics, Series P-20, No. 213, February t971, Table 25.
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Appendix E. Finding of Related Studies on Academic Achievement of Mexican Americans

In a nationwide educational survey, lames
Coleman and his associates compared the aca-
demic achievement of various racial and ethnic
groups at grades 3, 6, 9, and 12 in tests of
verbal ability, reading comprehension, and mathe-
matics. According to the survey, Mexican Ameri-
cans ranked fourth in achievement of the six
racial and ethnic groups studied. On all three
achievement measures they ranked behind Anglos,
Orientals, and American Indians, but ahead of
blacks and Puerto Ricans, in that order.'

In subsequent analyses of these same national
data, Okada 2 estimated the grade equivalent
scores for each group at every grade between
6 and 12. As illustrated in Table E-1, Okada
found that the relative positions of each racial
and ethnic group for the most part remained the
same throughout the 6 years. The only exception
is that Puerto Ricans appear to surpass blacks
at about 10th or 11th grade in all three types of
tests.

In all three subject areas, the gap between the
performance of the disadvantaged minorities and
performance of the Anglos widens at each suc-
ceeding year, with only a few exceptions. This
pattern is most pronounced in the mathematics
test performance and least pronounced in the
reading test performance. In reading tests, Mexi-
can Americans are 2.5 grade levels behind Anglos
in the sixth grade and 2.7 years behind in the
12th grade. In verbal skills, Mexican Americans
are 1.8 years behind the Anglo in sixth grade,
but by the 12th grade they are 2.9 grades behind.
In mathematics the gap between Mexican Ameri-
cans and Anglos begins at 2.4 years in sixth
grade, but by the 12th grade this gap has widened
to 4.1 years. According to Okada, the average
Mexican American does not read at the sixth
grade level until grade 8 and fails to read at

' Coleman, James S. et al. Equality of Educational
Opportunity. U.S. Department of Health, Education, and
Welfare. Office of Education. Washington, D.C. Govern-
ment Printing Office, 1966. p. 219.

'Okada, Tetsuo et al., Dynamics of Achievement:
A Study of Differential Growth of Achievement Over
Time. Tech. Note No. 53, National Center for Educa
tional Statistics, Office of Education, U.S. HEW: Janu
ary 1968.
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Table E-1 Grade Level Equivalents Derived From National Means for Reading, Verbal, and
Mathematics Test Scores, by Grade and Race

READING

1

GRADE:

NATIONAL
WHITE
ORIENTAL AMERICAN
AMERICAN INDIAN
MEXICAN AMERICAN
PlIEP.10 RICAN
BLACK

6

6.0
6.7
5.8
4.6
4.2
3.3
3.7

7

7.0
7.7
6.9
5.6
5.5
4.4
5.3

8

8.0
8.7
8.0
6.6
6.3
5.5
6.1

9

9.0
9.8
9.1
7.6
7.3
6.6
6.9

10

10.0
10.8
9.9
8.3
8.1
7.5
7.7

11

11.0
11.7
10.7
9.0
8.9
8.4
8.4

12

12.0
12.6
11.6
9.9
9.9
9.3
9.2

VERBAL

GRADE:

NATIONAL
WHITE
ORIENTAL AMERICAN
AMERICAN INDIAN
MEXICAN AMERICAN
PUERTO RICAN
BLACK

6

6.0
6.6
5.8
4.9
4.8
3.8
4.6

7

7.0
7.6
6.9
5.9
5.6
4.9
5.4

8

8.0
8.6
7.9
6.8
6.6
5.9
6.2

9

9.0
9.9
9.0
7.8
7.6
7.0
7.1

10

10.0
10.8
9.9
8.3
8.2
7.8
7.6

11

11.0
11.7
10.9
8.9
8.8
8.5
8.2

12

12.0
12.6
11.8
9.6
9.7
9.4
8.8

MATHEMATICS

GRADE:

NATIONAL
WHITE
ORIENTAL AMERICAN
AMERICAN INDIAN
MEXICAN AMERICAN
PUERTO RICAN
BLACK.

6

6.0
6.7
5.8
4.6
4.3
3.6
4.2

7

7.0
7.7
7.1
5.5
5.4

5.1

8

8.0
8.7
8.3
6.5
6.4
5.6
6.0

9

9.0
10.3
10.0
7.5
7.4
6.5
6.9

10

/0.0
11.3
11.0
8.1
7.9
7.1
7.1

11

11.0
12.3
12.0
8.5
8.4
7.7
7.3

12

12.0
13.0
13.0
9.0
8.9
8.2
7.5

Sostei:e; Okada, Tetsuo et al.. Dynamics of Achievetnent:..A Study of Diflerential Growth of Achievement Over
Time. Tech. Note No. 53, National Center for Educational Statistics, Office of Education, U.S. HEW:
January 1968.

9th grade level until grade 12.
In an educational survey undertaken as part

of the UCLA Mexican American Study Project,
Gordon et al.' measured the achievement differen-
tials of Mexican Americans and Anglo students
in the Los Angeles arei. The authors sampled
three thousand Mexican American and Anglo
pupils in the sixth, ninth, and 12th grades of

'Gordon, C. Wayne et al. Educational Achievement
and Aspirations of MexicanAmerican Yowl: in a Metro-
politan Context. Mexican-American Study Project. Edu-
cators' SubStudy. University of California at Los
Angeles. (Mimeographed March 1968).

23 Los Angeles schools.'

Student scores in standardized tests of perform-
ance in various components of English and mathe-
matics were compared. As Table E-2 illustrates,
the composite English and mathematics scores
of the Mexican Americans in the Los Angeles
survey are well behind those of the Anglos.
In both English and mathematics, Anglos gen-

'The sample was not meant to be representative of
the total Los Angeles area because of underrepresenta-
lion of high SES Anglos and Mexican Americans;
however, it is possible to extend to all of Los Angeles
the comparisons or subpopulations of pupils. Ibid..
pp, 114-115.
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crally perform either close to or above the
national nurni, while Mexican Americans at all
three grade levels are well below the national
norm. Both groups show the lowest math per-
formance at grade 9. Mexican Americans, but
not Anglos, exhibit the lowest English perform-
ance at grade 9. Junior high Anglos are still
performing very dose to the national norm, but
the proportion of Mexican Americans in junior
high performing below average is well over twice
the national norm (53 percent in English and
57 percent in mathematics). The largest gap
between Anglo and Mexican American perform-
ance is also found at grade 9.

The Mexican Americans M the Los Angeles
survey perform as poorly in mathematics as in
English. The only level at which their mathe-
mathics performance exceeds their English per-
formance is at the elementary level.

Components of the English test for senior high

students wcrc reading vocabulary, reading com-
prehension, and reading speed. For the junior
high and elementary students the components
wcrc reading vocabulary, reading comprehension,
language mechanics, and language spelling. When
only the reading comprelidision scores of the
two groups are compared, a similar pattern is
found although the gap between the two groups
is slightly larger: from 20' to 35 percent more
Mexican Americans than Anglos read below
grade level at any time. (Table E_3).

The Los Angeles study also compared achieve-
ment of the two groups by the socioeconomic
status of the student, as measured by his father's
occupation. Table E-4 illustrates performance
levels of the two groups in reading comprehen-
sion at grade 9. The scores for Mexican Ameri-
cans vary directly with SES. For the Anglo
students there appears to be no difference be-
tween the lower and upper blue-collar family

Table E-2. English and Mathematics Achievement Test Results by Grade Level and Ethnicity,
Los Angeles Survey *

(In Stanines),

Elementary School
Markedly abOve and above average
Average
Below and markedly below average

Total number (100%)

Junior High School 2

Mexican American
English Math

7% 15%
41 49
53 36

(261) (261)

Anglo
English Math

23% 34%
52 51

25 15

(82) (82)

NORM

23%
54

23

Markedly above and above average 8% 7% 25% 24% 23%
Average 39 36 52 53 54

Below and markedly below average 53 57 23 23 23

Total number (100%) (571) (571) (323) (323)

Senior High School 2
Markedly above and above avc4ge 10% 8% 39% 38% 23%
Average 54 55 50 49 54

Below and markedly below average 36 37 11 13 23

Total number (100%) (534) (534) (392) (392)

1 These categories are constructed on the basis of the normal curve, and are usually referred to as "stanines".
An "average" performance (stanines 4, 5, and 6) should account for 54 percent of a normal population, "above
average" and "below average" performances (stanines 7 and 8, 2 and 3) should account for 38 percent of a
normal population; and "markedly above average" and "markedly below average" performances (stanines 9 and
I) should account for the remaining g percent of u normal population. Tests are constructed on the basis of national
samples. The distribution is based on the standard deviations of the normal curve.

=These data are based on less than threequarters of the total sample. For the remainder, parental permission
allowing access to accumulative records was not granted.
'Source: Summary of the L.A. Study in Grebler et al. The Mexican American People. N.Y. The Free Press, 1970

Chapter 7 and Appendix C.
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Table E-3. Reading Comprehension LevelsLos Angeles Survey
Elementary
(Grade Six)

Junior High
(Grade Nine)

Senior High
(Grade Twelve)

Mexican
American Anglo

Mexican
American Anglo

Mexican
American Anglo

Markedly Above Average 7% 2% 4%Above Average 5% 19 7% 24 14% 40Average 44 53 38 54 56 46Below Average 36 18 39 16 23 7Markedly Below Average 15 3 16 4 7 3
Source: Gordon, C. W. Education Achievement and Aspirations of Mexican American

Context, UCLA, 1966, pp. 29-33. Youth in a Metropolitan

Table E-4. Reading Comprehension Levels by Pupil SES, Grade 9Los Angeles Survey
White-Collar
Self-Employed Upper Blue-Collar Lower Blue-Collar

Mexican
American Anglo

Mvxlcan
American Anglo

Mexican
American Auglo

Markedly Above Average .... 3% .... 3%Above Average 18% 28 8% 22% 7% 17Average 47 54 45 53 38 52Below Average 24 12 35 23 41 23Markedly Below Average 11 3 13 3 15 5
Source: A preliminary in.house report of the L.A. Study by Robert Wenkert entitled "A Comparative Descriptionof Youth", p. 43.
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students, while white-collar family students do
perform markedly better than those from blue-
collar families. Although Mexican American
achievement in reading comprehension improves
with SES, the gap between Mexican Americans
and Anglos of the same SES is still large (from
20 percent to 30 percent]. Mexican Americans
from white-collar families are still well below
the national norm.

As part of a statewide assessment of Texas
education the Governor's Committee on Public
School Education reported comparative scores of
Texas seniors on the Education Development
Test.' The test had been administered in April
1967 to 67,361 seniors in 118 sample school
districts. School districts were selected from a
stratified random sampling according to school
district size so as to be representative of the
State as a whole.

Comparative achievement scores were reported
for Anglo, Spanish Surnamed, and black Texas
seniors, as illustrated below. Among the "College
Bound", Texas Anglos perform very close to
the national norm, while both minorities per-
form well below both the Anglo and also the
national norm. Texas Mexican Americans who
plan to go to college average 5.3 standard scores
behind the Texas Anglos and 3.8 standard scores
behind seniors nationally. Among the "non-
college bound", Texas Anglos perform well above
the national norm while each of the minorities is
three and four standard scores, respectively, be-
hind that norm.

Senior Scores on Educational Development Test
Texas, 1967

"College
Bound" "Unelected"

National 20.4 15.6
Texas Average 18.4 16.6
Texas Anglo 19.9 18.4
Texas Mexican 14.6 12.7

American
Texas Black 11.7 10.6

Note: An ACT composite score in the 11-12 range is
considered to be the average ninth grade achieve.
ment level.

'Texas Governor's Committee on Public School Edu
cation. The Challenge and The Chance. Austin, 1968.
p. 3 and p. 39.



In a 1969 survey of the achievement levels of
New Mexico students, the New Mexico State
Department of Education tested 4,500 New
Mexico students in grades 5, 8, and 1 I on various
components of the California Test of Basic Skills.'
Results of the Reading, Language, and Arithmetic
components for each ethnic group appear in
Table E-5. According to the survey Spanish
Surnamed, black, and Indian students in New
Mexico perform well below the national norm on
all three measures of achievement. The lowest
achievement is found among Indians, followed
by black and Spanish Surnamed pupils in that
order. In contrast, on all three measures of
achievement, New Mexico Anglos perform above
the national norm in grades 5 and 8 but fall
slightly behind in grade 11.

Table E-5. Performance Levels of New Mexico
Students in the California Test of Basic Skills-
April, 1969* (In contained grade equivalents)

Grade 5 Grade 8 Grade 11

National Norm 5.7 8.7 11.7
Reading

Anglo 6.4 9.4 11.6
Spanish Surnamed 4.7 6.6 9.3
Black 4.5 5.9 9.2
Indian 4.1 5.0 8.1

Language
Anglo 6.5 9.2 11.3

Spanish Surnamed 5. I 7.2 9.5
Black 4.9 6.2 9.4
Indian 4.5 5.6 8.7

Arithmetic
Anglo 6.1 9.1 11.2
Spanish Surnamed 5.2 7.1 9.2
Black 4.5 6.1 8.7
Indian 4.4 5.9 8.4

Source: New Mexico Slate Department Education
Guidance Services Division. Results of the
1969 Assessment Survey: Grades 5, 8, II.

Spanish Surnamed, black, and Indian students
all exhibit their lowest achievement levels in
reading. Spanish Surname pupils perform at

New Mexico State Departmmt of Education Guid
once Services Division. Results of the 1969 Assessment
Survey: Grades 5, 8, II.
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approximately the same level in language and
arithmetic; black and Indian students have a
higher achievement in arithmetic than in language.

On all three measures of achievement Mexican
Americans iu New Mexico fall increasingly be-
hind the national norm from grades 5 through
II. In reading, Spanish Surnames: students in
Grades 5, 8, and I I are 1.0, 2.1, and 2.4 years,
respectively, behind the national norm.

f.
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Appendix F. Reading Levels Tables
(U.S. Commission on Civil Rights-Mexican American Education Study, 1969)

Table F-1 Reading Achievement by Ethnic Group and School Composition-Percent Distribution

Grade 4

School Composition-Percent Mexican American*

READING LEVEL 0-24.9% 25-49.9% 50-74.9% 75-100%

Anglo 100.0 100.0 99.9 100.0
More than 3 Years Below 1.1 2.2 2.1 2.1
2-3 Years Below 4.1 5.7 5.7 4.9
1/2-2 Years 13.low 18.8 20.7 20.8 16.3
1/2 Above-1/2 Below 44.5 41.1 37.3 43.4
1/2-2 Years Above 23.1 22.9 26.7 26.9
More than 2 Years Above 8.4 7.4 7.4 6.4

Mexican American 100.0 100.1 100.0 99.9
More than 3 Years Below 3.6 6.6 3.7 5.5
2-3 Years Below 9.9 11.9 10.0 13.9
1/2-2 Years Below 34.5 33.0 34.9 35.8
1/2 Above-1/2 Below 36.4 36.2 34.2 33.0
1/2-2 Years Above 12.6 10.5 14.6 9.6
More than 2 Years Above 3.0 1.9 2.6 2.1

Black 100.0 100.1 99.9 **

More than 3 Years Below 3.3 5.7 7.2 **

2-3 Years Below 11.6 14.5 13.4 4.11

1/2-2 Years Below 34.0 36.1 36.1 **

1/2 Above-1/2 Below 38.0 32.9 34.0 **

1/2-2 Years Above 11.4 8.7 7.7
More than 2 Years Above 1.7 2.2 1.5

Does not include schools where the Anglo enrollment is less than the sum of American Indian, black, and
Oriental pupils.

n too small for analysis
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Table F-2 Reading Achievement by Ethnic Group and School Composition-Penlt Distribution
Grade 8

School Composition-Percent Mexican American*
READING LEVEL

Anglo
More than 3 Years Below
2-3 Years Below
1/2-2 Years Below

Above- Below
1/2-2 Years Above
More than 2 Years Above

Iicon American
More than 3 Years Below
2-3 Years Below

/ 1/2-2 Years Below
1/2 Above-1/2 Below
1/2-2 Years Above
More than 2 Years Above

Black
More than 3 Years Below
2-3 Years Below
IA-2 Years Below '
1/2 Above-1/2Below
1/2-2 Years Above
More than 2 Years Above

0-24.9% 25-49.9% 50-74.9% 75-100%
100.1 99.9 100.0 100.1

4 . 5 8.2 6.3 6.4
7.0 10.3 8.8 8.2

14.6 18.9 15.1 16.1
34.9 26.1 28.5 27.3
20.8 23.4 21.2 18.2
18.3 13.0 20.1 23.9

100.0 100.1 100.0 100.1
13.8 20.4 14.5 27.3
17.3 20.6 16.1 19.1
21.3 25.4 24.8 24.7
25.7 20.1 25.6 16.8
15.1 9.4 12.8 8.5
6.8 4.2 6.2 3.7

100.0 100.0 ** **
16.0 19.0 ** *
17.7 21.5 ** **
23.0 24.5 ** **
25.5 22.1 ** 4*
12.7 9.1 ** *
5.1 3.8 ** **

Does not include schools where the Anglo enrollment is less than the sum of American Indian, black, andOriental pupils.
n too small for analysis
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Table F-3 Reading Achievement by Ethnic Group and School Composition-Percent Distribution

Grade 12

School Composition-Percent Nlenican American*

READING LEVEL 0-24.9% 25-49.9% 50-74.9% 75-100%

Anglo 100.0 100.0 100.0 tR

More than 3 Years Below 7.5 12.5 8.9 **
2-3 Years Below 9.1 12.3 10.1 **
1/2-2 Years Below 13.7 17.9 17.1 **
1/2 Above-1/2 Below 39.1 23.3 40.5 **
1/2-2 Years Above 16.6 18.3 16.5 **
More than 2 Years Above 14.0 15.7 6.9 **

Mexican American 100.1 99.9 99.9 99.9
More than 3 Years Below 19.6 22.9 15.9 13.4
2-3 Years Below 16.4 19.4 14.8 10.4
1/2-2 Years Below 22.7 21.1 21.0 27.0
1/2 Above-1/2 Below 25.3 19.7 35.3 32.5
1/2-2 Years Above 10.7 10.8 9.3 10.2
More than 2 Years Above 5.4 6.0 3.6 6.4

Black 100.0 ** ** **
More than 3 Years Below 28.9 ** ** **
2-3 Years Below 19.3 ** ** **
1/2-2 Years Below 17.9 ** ** **
1/2 Above-1/2 Below 20.1 ** ** **
1/2-2 Years Above 8.0 ** ** **
More than 2 Years Above 5.8 ** ** **

Does not include schools where the Anglo enrollment is less than the sum of American Indian, black, and
Oriental pupils.

*n too small for analysis
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Table F-4 Reading Achievement by Ethnic Group and State-Percent Distribution*

READING LEVEL

Anglo
More than 3 Years Below
2-3 Years Below
1/2-2 Years Below
1/2 Above-1/2 Below
1/2-2 Years Above
More than 2 Years Above

Mexican American
More than 3 Years Below
2-3 Years Below
1/2-2 Years Below
1/2 Above-1/2 Below
1/2-2 Years Above
More than 2 Years Above

Black
More than 3 Years Below
2-3 Years Below
1/2-2 Years Below
1/2 Above-1/2 Below
1/2-2 Years Above
More than 2 Years Above

Grade 4

SOUTH- CALI-
WEST ARIZONA FORNIA

COLO-
RADO

NEW
MEXICO TEXAS

100.1 100.0 100.1 100.0 100.0 100.0
1.4 1.0 1.8 0.7 1.8 0.6
4.6. 4.0 5.1 5.2 3.0 3.6

19.3 20.0 20.1 19.7 20.1 16.8
43.4 43.8 43.3 36.2 44.1 44.9
23.3 22.5 22.4 28.2 21.7 25.1

8.1 8.7 7.4 10.0 9.3 9.0

100.0 100.1 100.1 100.0 99.9 100.0
5.1 3.7 6.0 3.9 6.2 4.3

11.8 7.3 12.4 14.9 10.8 11.8
34.4 32.6 33.7 37.9 31.0 35.6
35.1 43.8 34.1 31.4 35.4 35.2
11.3 10.4 11.3 10.6 12.6 11.4
2.3 2.3 2.6 1.3 3.9 L7

100.1 100.2 99.9 99.9 * 100.0
6.4 6.2 6.5 12.8 * 4.9

14.6 12.4 14.5 23.2 * 14.2
34.9 36.8 34.0 25.9 i'l .."

30.5 37.1 20.0 33.3 * 33.0
11.0 5.6 12.6 4.4 * 7.1
2.7 2.1 3.3 0.3 * 0.9

Indian 100.0
More than 3 Years Below 0.7
2-3 Years Below 10.0
1/2-2 Years Below 41.0
1/2 Above-1/2 Below 30.6
1/2-2 Years Above 15.5
More than 2 Years Above 2.2

n too small for analysis
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Table F-S Reading Achievement by Ethnic Group and StaM--Percent Distribution*

Grade 8

SOUTH- CALI- COLO. NEW
READING LEVEL WEST ARIZONA FORNIA RADO MEXICO TEXAS

Anglo 100.0 100.0 100.0 99.9 100.0 100.0
More than 3 Years Below 5.2 6.8 4.7 7.2 5.6 - 5.3
2-3 Years Below 7.6 9.8 6.9 13.1 8.6 7.6
1/2-2 Years Below 15.4 16.2 15.5 12.7 20.9 14.6
1/2 Above-1/2 Below 33.1 21.2 36.2 32.2 29.1 28.0
1/2-2 Years Above 21.1 18.5 22.0 16.8 19.8 20.8
More than 2 Years Above 17.6 27.5 14.7 17.9 16.0 23.7

Mexican American 99.9 100.0 100.0 100.0 99.9 100.1
More than 3 Years Below 20.6 20.7 17.3 13.8 10.9 26.7
2-3 Years Below 19.3 21.4 17.5 19.9 15.0 21.8
1/2-2 Years Below 24.3 23.4 22.4 21.4 32.5 25.0
1/2 Above-1/2 Below 20.1 21.9 25.4 18.2 25.5 13.8
1/2-2 Years Above 10.7 7.7 12.4 14.8 11.9 8.6
More than 2 Years Above 4.9 4.9 5.0 H.9 4.1 4.2

Black 100.0 100.1 99.9 99.9 100,0
More than 3 Years Below 12.0 26.3 9.9 16.2 14.3
2-3 Years Below 19.3 22.6 17.1 27.0 23.2
1/2-2 Years Below 27.0 15.8 28.0 21.6 26.4
1/2 Above-1/2 Below 22.3 22.6 25.1 18.9 16.5
1/2-2 Years Above 12.7 4.5 12.5 10.8 14.3
More than 2 Years Above 6.7 8.3 7.3 5.4 5.3

Indian 100.0
More than 3 Years Below 18.0
2-3 Years Below 11.9
1/2-2 Years Below 26.8
1/2 Above-1/2 Below 21.9
1/2-2 Years Above 16.2
More than 2 ;ears Above 5.2

n too small for analysis
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Table F-6 Reading Achievement by Ethnic Group and State-Percent Distribution

Grade 12

SOUTH- CALI- COLO- NEW
READING LEVEL WEST ARIZONA FORNIA RADO MEXICO TEXAS

Anglo 99.9 100.0 100.0 100.0 99.8 100.0
More than 3 Years Below 8.9 19.2 8,1 8.7 7.4 7.5
2-3 Years Below 9.9 16.6 10.3 5.8 8.5 8.3
1/2-2 Years Below 14.9 13,3 15.7 8,6 17.9 14,6
1/2 Above-1/2 Below 35.3 20,6 34.9 34.3 40.1 43.4
1/2-2 Years Above 16.9 17.0 16.9 22.6 14.6 14,1
More than 2 Years Above 14.0 13.3 14.1 20.0 11.3 11.6

Mexican American 100.0 100.0 100.0 99.9 100.0 100.0
More than 3 Years Below 23.8 48.2 22.1 26.8 14.1 23.0
2-3 Years Below 16.4 12.9 16.6 13.6 14.2 21.0
1/2-2 Years Below 22.4 13.5 24.1 18.7 25.4 20.7
1/2 Above-1/2 Below 21.9 .9.5 20.6 24.2 29.9 25.1
1/2-2 Years Above 10.2 6.0 11.6 12.0 9.5 8.0
More than 2 Years Above 5.3 9.9 5.0 4.6 6.9 2.2

Black 99.9 100.0 100.1 99.9 100.1
More than 3 Years Below 33.0 52.7 18.9 21.6 31.8
2-3 Years Below 18.4 10.2 20.2 24.3 20.6
1/2-2 Years Below 18.3 14.0 19.6 18.9 19.3
I/4 Above-% Below 16.8 12.1 22..2 13.5 16.6
1/2-2 Years Above 6.2 4.7 10.9 16.2 4.5
More than 2 Years Above 7.2 6.3 8.3 5.4 7.3

Indian 100.0
More than 3 Years Below 15.0
2-3 Years Below 47.8
1/2-2 Years Below 11.5
1/2 Above-1/2 Below 13.3
1/2-2 Years Above 8.9
M ore than 2 Years Above 3.5

n too small for analysis
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U.S. Commission On Civil Rights

The U.S. Commission on Civil Rights is a temporary indepen-
dent bipartisan agency established by Congress in 1957 and
directed to:

Investigate complaints alleging that citizens are being deprived
of their right to vote by reason of their race, color, religion, or
national origin, or by reason of fraudulent practices;
Study and collect information concerning legal developments
constituting a denial of equal protection of the laws under the
Constitution;
Appraise Federal laws and policies with respect to equal pro-
tection of the laws;
Serve as a national clearinghouse for information in respect to
denials of equal protection of the laws; and
Submit reports, findings, and recommendations to the President
and the Congress.

Members of the Commission

Rev. Theodore M. Hesburgh, C.S.C., Chairman
Stephen Horn, Vice Chairman
Frankie M. Freeman
Maurice B. Mitchell
Robert S. Rankin
Manuel Ruiz, Jr.

John A. Buggs, Staff Director-Designate
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LETTER OF TRANSMITTAL

THE U.S. COMMISSION ON CIVIL RIGHTS
WASHINGTON, D.C.
May 1972

THE PRESIDENT
THE PRESIDENT OF THE SENATE
THE SPEAKER OF THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Sirs:

The Commission on Civil Rights presents this report to you pursuant to Public Law 85-315, as
amended.

Continuing its assessment of the nature and extent of educational opportunities for Mexican
Americans in the public schools of the Southwest, this third report in the series examines denial of
equal opportunity by exclusionary practices.

From information gathered through a Commission hearing in San Antonio, and a survey of schools
and school districts in the five Southwestern States of Arizona, California, Colorado, New Mexico,
and Texas, in which enrollment was at least 10 percent Spanish surnamed, the Commission
has ascertained that deprivation by exclusion is being practiced against Mexican American
students in the school districts of those States. These students number more than a million
individuals and represent 80 percent of the total Chicano enrollment of the Southwest,

The dominance of Anglo values is apparent in the curricula on all educational levels; in the
cultural climate which ignores or denigrates Mexican American mores and the use of the Spanish
language; in the exclusion of the Mexican American community from full participation in matters
pertaining to school policies and practices.

Although some innovations have been noted which begin to close the gap between the two ethnic
groups, the Commission sees immediate need for further enlightened procedures to unify what
are tow disparate groups in the school systems of the Southwest.

We urge your consideration of the facts presented and the use of your good offices in effecting
the corrective action that will enable all Americans to participate equally in the Nation's
impressive educational tradition.

Respectfully yours,

Rev. Theodore M. Hesbultth, C.S.C., Chairman
Stephen Horn, Vice Chairman
Frankie M. Freeman
Maurice B. Mitchell
Robert S. Rankin
Manuel Ruiz, Jr.

John A. Buggs, Staff Director-Designate
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PREFACE

This report is the third in a series on Mexican
American' education by the U. S. Commission on
Civil Rights. The main purpose of the Commis-
sion's Mexican American Education Study is to
make a comprehensive assessment of the nature
and extent of educational opportunities available
for Mexican Americans in the public schools of
the Southwest. These reports focus on the school
rather than on the child; they record the policies,
practices, and conditions in the school rather than
the social and cultural characteristics of the Mexi-
can American children who attend them.

This report examines the way the educational
system deals with the unique linguistic and cul-
tural background of the Mexican American stu-
dent. It looks at: (1) some of the linguistic and
cultural problems faced by Mexican American
children within the educational system; (2) pro-
grams used by some of the schools in attempting
to adjust to these problems; and (3) the school's
relationship to the Mexican American communi-
ties they serve.

Sources of Information
Tho information in this report is drawn from

several sources. One is the hearing held by the
Commission in San Antonio in December 1968.
But the principal source is the Commission's
Spring 1969 survey of Mexican American educa-
tion in the five Southwestern States of Arizona,
California, Colorado, New Mexico, and Texas.
This survey encompassed only those school dis-
tricts which had an enrollment that was 10 per-
cent or more Spanish surnamed' Two survey

'In this report, the term Mexican American refers to per.
sons who were born in Mexico and now reside in the United
States or whose parents or more remote ancestors immigrated
to the United States from Mexico. It also refers to persons
who trace their lineage to Hispanic or Indo.Hispanie forebears
who resided within Spanish or Mexican territory that Is now
part of the Southwestern United States.

Chicano Is another term used to identify members of the
Mexican American community in the Southwest. The term
has, in recent years, gained wide acceptance among young
People while among older Mexicans the word has long been
used and is now a part of everyday vocabulary. It also re.
crises wide currency in the mass media. In this report the
terms "Chicano" and "Mexican American" are used inter.
changeably.

'As this report deals only with the Southwest, the terms
Mexican American and Spanish surnamed are used inter.
changeably. According to a Commission estimate based on
figures in the 1960 census, more than 95 percent of all persons

instruments were used. A superintendents' ques-
tionnaire was sent to all 538 districts in which the
enrollment was 10 percent or more Spanish sur-
named.' These forms sought information from
school district offices on such items as ethnic
background and education of district office per-
sonnel and board of education members, use of
consultants and advisory committees on Mexican
American educational problems,' and availability
of, and participation in, in-service teacher

training.' A total of 532, or 99 percem, of the
superintendents' questionnaires was returned to
the Commission'

A second questionnaire was mailed to 1,166
principals in elementary and secondary schools
within the sampled districts.° The sample of
schools was stratified according to the Mexican
American composition of the school's enroll-
ment.' Questionnaires mailed to individual schools
requested information on such topics as staffing
pattems, condition of facilities, ability group-
ing and tracking practices, reading achievement
levels, and student and community participation
in school affairs. Approximately 95 percent of
the schools returned questionnaires'

Unless otherwise specified, all statistical data

in the five Southwestern States having Spanish surnames are
Mexican Americans.

Thirty.five districts with 10 percent or more Spanish sup
named enrollment had not responded to HEW in time to be
included in the Commission Survey. The majority of these
districts were in California.

The superintendents' questionnaire is Appendix A on pp.54
to pp. 511

'This includes 100 percent response from districts in
Arizona. In the other States, the following school districts did
not respond: KIngsburg Joint Union Elementary, Kingsburg,
Calif.; Lucia Mar United School District, Pismo Beach, Calif.;
North Conejos School District, La Sara, Colo.; Silver City
Consolidated School District No. I, Silver City, N. Mex.;
Edcouch Elsa Independent School District, Edcouch, Tex.;
Houston Independent School District, Houston, Tex. Houston
Independent School District declined to respond because it
was engaged in court litigation involving the district, the
Department of Health, Education, and Welfare (HEW), and
the U. S. Department of Justice at the time the Commission
Survey was made,

The principals' questionnaire is Appendix B on pp. 62
to pp.73

'Schools were grouped by percent 024.0, 25-49.9, 5074,
75-100.

Thirty.three for 60 percent] of the 56 schools that did not
return the principals' questionnaire ate in the Houston lnde
pendent School District. Had these questionnaires been re-
turned, the response rate of the sampled schools would have
been about 95 percent.
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presented in this report are taken from the Com-
mission's Spring 1969 Survey.

Publications

The results of the Commission's Mexican
American Education Study are being published in
a series of reports. The first report examined the
size and distribution of the Mexican American
enrollment; educational staff and school board
membership; the extent of isolation of Mexican
American students; and the location of Mexican
American educators in terms of the ethnic compo-

sition of schools and the districts in which they
arc found.

The second report analyzed the performance of
schools in the Southwest in terms of the outcomes
of education for students of various ethnic back-
grounds, using such measures as school holding
power, reading achievement, grade repetition, and
overagen es s.

Subsequent reports will deal with such subjects
as school finances, teacher-pupil interaction in the
classroom and the relationships between various
school practices and the outcomes of education for
Mexican Americans.

6
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INTRODUCTION

An Unassimilated Minority

Our system of public education has been a key
clement in enabling children of various ethnic
backgrounds to grow and develop into full partici-
pants in American life. During the great waves
of immigration to the United States in the late
19th and early 20th centuries, society turned to
the schools as the principal instrument to assimi-
late the millions of children of diverse nationalities
and cultures into the American mainstream. By
and large, the schools succeeded in accomplish-
ing this enormous task.

In the Southwest, however, the schools have
failed to carry out this traditional role with re-
spect to the Mexican American, that area's largest
culturally distinct minority group. There are nu-
merous reasons why they have failed. Many are
rooted in the history of the Southwest which
emphasizes 'he significant differences between
Mexican Americans and other ethnic groups who
comprise the rich variety of the American popu-
lation. What are these differences?

Mexican Americans are not like other ethnic
groups who are largely descendents of immigrants
who came to this country from across the oceans
cutting their ties with their homelands as they
sought a new way of life. The earliest Mexican
Americans did not come to this country at all.
Rather, it came to them. They entered American
society as a conquered people following the war
with Mexico in 1848 and the acquisition of the
Southwest by the United States .° Furthermore,
most who have crossed the international boundary
since then have entered a society which differs
little from the culture they left behind on the
other side of the border.

For geographical and cultural reasons Chicanos
have, by and large, maintained close relations with
Mexico. In contrast to the European immigrant
whose ties with the homeland were broken, most
Mexican Americans who crossed the international
boundary after the war with Mexico have con-
tinued a life style similar to that which they had
always known.

Still another distinction is that many Mexican
Americans exhibit physical characteristics of the
indigenous Indian population that set them apart

'For a more detailed treatment of this topic, see Appendix
C, p.76

from typical Anglos." In fact, some Anglos have
always regarded Mexican Americans as a separate
racial group.

The dominance of Anglo culture is most
strongly apparent in the schools. Controlled by
Anglos, the curricula reflects Anglo culture and
the language of instruction is English. In many
instances those Chicano pupils who use Spanish,
the language of their homes, are punished. The
Mexican American child often leaves school con-
fused as to whether he should speak Spanish or
whether he should accept his teacher's admonish-
ment to forget his heritage and identity.

But this culture exclusion is difficult for the
schools to enforce. The Mexican culture and the
Spanish language were native to the country for
hundreds of years before the Anglo's arrival. They
are not easy to uproot. To this day the conflict
of cultures in the schools of the Southwest is a
continuing one that has not been satisfactorily re-
solved and is damaging to the Mexican American
people.

The deep resentment felt by many Mexican
American children who have been exposed to
the process of cultural exclusion is expressed in
the words of a graduate of the San Antonio
school system:

"Schools try to brainwash Chicanos. They try
to make us forget our history, to be ashamed
of being Mexicans, of speaking Spanish.
They succeed in making us feel empty, and
angry inside."

The Current Picture
To what extent are schools practicing cultural

exclusion?" This report sets out to answer this
question by looking at three aspects of the prob-
lem: (1) exclusion of the Spanish language; (2)
exclusion of the Mexican heritage; and (3) exclu-
sion of the Mexican American community from
full participation in school affairs. In the area of
language exclusion the study first examines the

"As used in this report, the term "Anglo" refers to all
while persons who are not Mexican Americans or members
of other Spanish surnamed groups.

"Statement by Maggie Alvarado, student at St. Mary's Uni-
versity in San Antonio, quoted in Steiner, Stan. La Raza, the
Mexican American, New York: Harper & Row, 1970, pp.
212213,

"Cultural exclusion as used in this report signifies that the
Mexican American Lhi id, while engaged in the educational
process, is systematically denied access to his language and
heritage.
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extent to which Mexican American pupils speak
English as fluently as the average Anglo. The
report also examines the effectiveness of major
programs used by schools to corrcct English lan-
guage deficiencies.

An assessment of current school practices
regarding the teaching of Mexican American his-
tory is the next area of investigation. Statistical
data are developed shoWing numbers of schools
offering, and students receiving, courses in Mexi-
can American history. The type of cultural activi-
ties which schools considered relevant to Mexican
American parents and students is also described.

In the area of community involvement the

report investigates the extent to which school sys-
tcms of the Southwest utilize the Mexican Ameri-
can community as a resource in their efforts to
educate the Mexican American child. This
involves scrutiny of the schools' involvement with
parents (through notices scnt home and PTA
activities), community advisory boards, commun.
ity relations specialists, and employment of
experts on Mexican American educational affairs.

Through examination of these three important
areas, the report seeks to evaluate the extent to
which schools of the Southwest are adapting their
policies and practices to the special culture and
heritage of the Mexican American child.

12
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I. EXCLUSION OF THE SPANISH LANGUAGE

The "Language Problem"

Perhaps the most important carrier of a
Nation's culture is its language. Ability to commu-
nicate is essential to attain an education, to
conduct affairs of state and commerce, and, gen-
erally, to exercise the rights of citizenship.

Spanish was the dominant language in the terri-
tory that now comprises the Southwestern part of
the United States following the conquest of this
territory by the United States as a result of the
War with Mexico in 1848. As the population in
this area changed from one that was predomi-
nantly Mexican American to one primarily Anglo,
English replaced Spanish as the language of gov-
ernment and commerce.

At the same time, however, the Spanish lan-
guage continued to be used by the Mexican Amer-
ican population and acted as a viable carrier of
culture.Yet, its importance as an educational tool
in the acquisition of knowledge by the Mexican
American child has never been fully appreciated
nor acknowledged by the Anglo majority. One
prominent Mexican American educator found

the belief persisted "that a foreign home language
is a handicap, that somehow children with Span-
ish as a mother tongue were doomed to failure
in fact, that they were, ipso facto, less than
normally intelligent."

Another educator has observed more recently:

In practice, Mexican American children are
frequently relegated to classes for the Educa-
ble Mentally Retarded simply because many
teachers equate linguistic ability with intel-
lectual ability. In California, Mexican Ameri-
cans account for more than 40 percent of the
so- called mentally retarded."

Fluency in EnglishLittle information is avail-
able indicating the extent of language difficulties
experienced by the Mexican American child in the
schools of the Southwest. Until the Commission's

uSanchcz, George I., "History, Culture and Education,"
Chapter 1 in Samora, Julian ed. La Raga, Forgotten Ameri-
can', University of Notre Dame Press, South fiend, 1966,
p. 15.

"Ortego, Philip D., "Monteruma's Children," Center Mag
agine, NovemberDecember, 1970.

3 16
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Spring 1969 Survey, few, if any, facts had been
gathered which indicated the proportion of Mexi-
can American children who spoke only Spanish
or who spoke some English but for whom Spanish
remained the first language. The Commission's
survey sought to fill this gap by collecting infor-
mation on the number of Mexican American first
graders in each school who did not speak English
as well as the average Anglo first grader in the
schools."

As can be seen in the tabulation below, school
principals estimated that nearly 50 percent of the
Mexican American first graders in the five South-
western States do not speak English as well as the
average Anglo first grader. In Texas, three out of
every five Mexican American school children
do not speak English as well as their Anglo
counterparts.

ra

State
Percent of First Grade
Mexican American
Pupils who do not
speak English as well
as the average Anglo
first grade pupil 30 36 27 36 62

O

0

8

Z 8

47

Fluency in English varies depending on the
socioeconomic status and ethnic composition of
the school. The lower the socioeconomic status of
the students in a school and the more Mexican
Americans in the school, the less likely the Mexi-
can American first graders are to be able to speak
English as well as their Anglo peers. In poor and
segregated barrio schools, only 30 percent of the
Mexican American children speak English as well
as Anglos. In contrast, in high socioeconomic
schools where Mexican American children are in
the minority, more than 80 percent possess Eng-
lish language skills equal to that of Anglos. (See
Figure 1).

"See Appendix 0, Principals' Questionnaire, Question 25, P.62
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Figure 1Percent of First Grade Mexican American
Pupils Who Do Not Speak English as Well
as the Average Anglo First Grade Pupil by
Density and Socioeconomic Status

Socioeconomic Status

Percent of School
that is Mexican

American High Middle Low Total

0.24.9 19.4 32.4 41.0 28.4
25-49.9 34.4 38.0 50.2 40.7
50-74.9 26.4 36.9 51.0 42.8
75.100 28.3 46.0 70.0 62.3

"No Spanish" Rules

The lack of appreciation for knowledge of a for-
eign language as well as concern over a deficiency
in English have resulted in several devices by
school officials to insure the dominance of the
English language in the schools nf the Southwest.

Some of the more significa ustifications for
the prohibition include:

I. English is the standard language in the
United States and all citizens must learn it.

2. The pupil's best interests are served if he
speaks English well; English enhances his
opportunity for education and employment
while Spanish is a handicap.

3. Proper English enables Mexican Americans
to compete with Anglos.

4. Teachers and Anglo pupils do not speak
Spanish; it is impolite to speak a language
not understood by all.

Significant data concerning the "No Spanish"
rule were gathered by the Commission in its
Mexican American Education Survey. Each dis-
trict was asked about its official policy regarding
the prohibition of Spanish." Each sampled school

in these districts also was asked if it discouraged
the speaking of Spanish in the classroom and/or
on the school ground.

Few districts reported an official prohibition of
Spanish either on the schoolgrounds or in the
classroom. Only 15 of the 532 districts which
responded to the survey said that they still had a
written policy discouraging or prohibiting the use
of Spanish in the classroom. Twelve of these dis-
tricts were in Texas, one each in Arizona, Cali-
fornia, and New Mexico. Ten Texas districts also
forbid students to speak Spanish on the school-
grounds as does the one New Mexico district. All

"See Appendix A, Superintendents' Questionnaire, Ques-
tion 11, p. 54
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but three of the surveyed districts which had a
"No Spanish" rule as a policy also had an enroll-
ment that was 50 percent or more Mexican Amer-
ican. There was no apparent relationship between
the size of the district and the existence of the
policy.

The following statement of board policy exem-
plifies the "No Spanish" rule:

Each teacher, principal, and superintendent
employed in the free-schools of thls state
shall use the [English] language exclusively
in the classroom and on the campus in con-
ducting the work of the school. The recita-
tions and exercises of the school shall be
conducted in the English language except
where other provisions are made in compli-
ance with school law.

This statement, following the Texas Penal Code,
was enclosed with the Superintendents' Question-
naire and mailed to the Commission from a school
district in Texas. It is an example of the near-
total exclusion of Spanish by insistence on the
exclusive use of English in school work. Texas
continues to go so far as to make it a crime to
spook Spanish in ordinary school activities. As
recently as October 1970 a Mexican American
teacher in Crystal City, Texas was indicted for
conducting a high school history class in Spanish,
although this case was subsequently dismissed."

Another district in Texas which recently "re-
laxed" its rule against the use of Spanish enclosed
this statement:

Effective on September 1, 1968, students
were allowed to speak correct Spanish on
school grounds and classrooms if allowed by
individual teachers. Teachers may use Span-
ish in classroom to "bridge-a-gap" and make
understanding clear.

It should be noted that the school district only
allows the use of "correct" Spanish; this often
means only the Spanish that is taught in the Span-
ish class. Many educators in the Southwest regard
the Spanish spoken by Mexican Americans as
deficient. Such comments as "the language spoken
at home is"pocho", "Tex-Mex", or "wetback

n Interview with Jesse Gomez, San Antonio. Texas, attorney
for the defendant.

Spanish" were often found in the principals re-
sponse to the questionnaire.

The principals' questionnaires al 3 indicated
that a relatively large number of schools, regard-
less of official school district policy, discouraged
the ine of Spanish in the classroom and on the
schoolgrounds. Based on the survey findings, it is
estimated that of a projected total of 5,800 schools
in the survey area the policies of approximately
one-third discourage the use of Spanish in the
classroom. About one-half of these schoolsI5
percent of the projected totaldiscourage the use
of Spanish not only in the classroom but on the
schoolgrounds as well.

Figure 2 presents the results for elementary and
secondary schools in each of the five Southwestern
States. The prohibition of Spanish, whether in
the classroom or on the schoolgrounds, occurred
to a similar extent at the elementary and secondary
levels, even though the need to draw on knowledge
which can be expressed only in Spanish is greatest
in the lower grades.

A comparison among States presents sharp
differences in the freequency of the use of the
"No Spanish" rule. In both elementary and sec-
ondary schools, in the classrooms and on the
schoolgrounds, Texas leads in frequency of ap-
plication of the "No Spanish" rule. Two-thirds of
all surveyed Texas schools discouraged the use
of Spanish in the classroom and slightly more than
one-third discourage its use on the schoolgrounds.
In the classroom it was applied with at least twice
the frequency of most other States. In California
there was very little use of the "No Spanish" rule.
It was rarely found on California schoolgrounds,
and fewer than one-fifth of California schools indi-
cated its use in the classrooms. In all other States
about one-third employed it in the classroom and
one-tenth on the schoolgrounds.

Figure 3Percent of Elementary and Secondary Schools
Which Discourage the Use of Spanish In Claw
rooms(by Density and Socioeconomic Status)

Percent of Socioeconomic Status
Enrollment that

is Mexican High Medium Low Total
American

0.24 15.2 30.6 31.2 24.5
25.49 27.3 36.4 45.2 37.2
50.74 41.7 41.4 50.0 45.3
75.100 25.0 34.9 53.1 46.6
Total 17.3 33.5 46.3 32.2

3i8
82-425 0 - 72 - 21
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Percent of Schools in Southwestern States Which Discourage Use of Spanish
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There appears to be a relationship between the
use of the "No Spanish" rule, the proportion of a
school's Mexican American enrollment, and the
socioeconomic status (SES) of the school. Figure
3 shows the relationship between ethnic composi-
tion, SES, and the frequency of the use of the "No
Spanish" rule in the classroom in Southwest
schools. Overall, the higher the proportion of
Mexican Americans, the greater the probability
that the school will have the "No Spanish" rule.
Five in every 10 schools serving poor barrios
responded that they have a "No Spanish" rule in
the classroom. By contrast, in schools where chil-
dren come from families of high socioeconomic
status and where Mexican Americans comprise a
low proportion of the enrollment, only about 15
percent of the schools responded that they had a
"No Spanish" rule.

Enforcement of the "No Spanish" Rule
In addition to collecting data on the existence

of the "No Spanish" rule in the schools of the
Southwest, the Commission also sought informa-
tion on the means used to enforce the rule. Listed
below are school responses on some of the more
frequent means of discouraging the speaking of
Spanish in the classroom and on the schools'
grounds. The percentage of schools with "No
Spanish" rules which employ them is also given."

Methods of Correction* Percent of Schools**
Suggesting that staff correct those who
speak Spanish 48
Requiring staff to correct those who
speak Spanish 12
Encouraging English 10

Advising students of the advantages of
speaking English 9
Encouraging other students to correct
Spanish speakers 7
Punishing persistent Spanish speakers .. . 3
Miscellaneous means of correction 11

"See Appendix B, Principals' Questionnaire, Question 20.

The methods of correction or ways to discourage use of
the Spanish language listed here and those given in Question
20 of the Principal? Questionnaire differ because a large
number of respondents listed methods other than those given
in the questionnaire.

Schools nay have answered that they employed more
than one of the methods listed so that any school may be in-
cluded in more than one of the categories. Therefore, it is

not possible to combine or add Percentages given.
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Approximately one-half of the schools with the
"No Spanish" rule suggested that the staff correct
pupils who spoke Spanish. Twelve percent re-
sponded that they required staff members to cor-
rect students. Of the other reported methods used
to discourage the use of Spanish, none was em-
ployed by more than 10 percent of the schools
who had a "No Spanish" rule. However, a number
of schools admitted to punishing persistent Span-
ish speakers or using other students to correct
them.

None of the school principals or staff who
responded to the survey admitted to using corpo-
ral punishment as a means of dealing with chil-
dren who spoke Spanish in school. However, at
least 3 percent of the schools did admit to actual
discipline of the pupils involved. In one case
pupils who violated the "No Spanish" rule were
required to write "I must speak English in

School".
At the San Antonio Hearing one principal testi-

fied that in his schoola highly segregated Mexi-
can American school in El Paso, Texasstudents
who were found to be speaking Spanish during
school hours were sent to Spanish detention class
for an hour after school." Figure 4 is a repro-
duction of the violation slip used to place a child
in the detention class.

Other forms of punishment arc revealed in the
following excerpts from themes of one class of
seventh grade Mexican American students in

Texas. They were written in October of 1964 as
part of an assignment to describe their elementary
school experiences and their teachers' attitudes
toward speaking Spanish in school."

If we speak Spanish we had to pay 54 to the
teacher or we had to stay after school. . . .

In the first through the fourth grade, if the
teacher caught us talking Spanish we would
have to stand on the "black square" for an
hour or so....

When I was in elementary they had a rule
not to speak Spanish but we all did. you
got caught speaking Spanish you were to
write three pages saying, "I must not speak
Spanish in school". .

"San Antonio Hearing. p. 161.
"Communication to the USCCR from Alonzo Perales

Texas teacher, 1965.



In the sixth grade, they kept a record of
which if we spoke Spanish they would take it
down and charge us a penny for every Span-
ish word. If we spoke more than one thou-
sand words our parents would have to come
to school and talk with the principal. . . .

If you'd been caught speaking Spanish you
would be sent to the principals office or
given extra assignments to do as homework
or probably made to stand by the wall during
recess and of ter school. . . .

Although the survey did not uncover instances
in which school officials admitted to administering
physical punishment for speaking Spanish, allega-
tions concerning its use were heard by the Com-
mission at its December 1968 hearing in San
Antonio.

Figure 4Reproduction of Violation Slip Used to Place
Child in Spanish Detention Class, Texas, 1968

VIOLATION SLIPSPANISH DETENTION

was speaking
(Student's name and classification)

Spanish during school hours. This pupil must
report to Spanish Detention in the Cafeteria on
the assigned day. (The teacher reporting should
place the date on this slip.)

(Dates to report) (Teacher reporting)

Return this slip to Mr
or Mr. before 3:30 p.m.
9/66

Two San Antonio high school students told of
being suspended, hit, and slapped in the face for
speaking Spanish." Another young Mexican
American, a junior high school dropout, revealed
that one of the reasons he left school in the seventh
grade was because he had been repeatedly beaten
for speaking Spanish."

The reasons administrators and teachers give
for prohibiting or discouraging the use of Spanish
are numerous and varied. Here is one principal's
answer to the Commission recorded on the survey
form:

San Antonio Hearing, pp. 188.189.
San Antonio Hearing, pp. 206-209.
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Our school population is predominantly
Latin American-97 percent. We try to dis-
courage the use of Spanish on the play-
ground, in the halls, and in the classrooms.
We feel that the reason so many of our
pupils are reading two to three years below
grade level is because their English vocabu-
lary is so limited. We are in complete accord
that it is excellent to be bilingual or multilin-
gual, but in our particular situation we must
emphasize the correct usage of English. All
of our textbooks are in English, all the test-
ing is in English, and all job applications are
also in English. We do a lot of counseling
regarding the importance of learning correct
English. We stress the fact that practice
makes perfectthat English is a very diffi-
cult language to master, Our pupils speak
Spanish at home, at dances, on the play-
ground, at athletic events, and at other places
they may congregate. We feel the least they
can do is try to speak English at school as

19



much as they possibly can. The problem is a
very human onethey express themselves
much better in Spanish than in English so
they naturally take the easiest coursl. About
two-thirds of the school administrators in this
school district are Latin American and there
is a demand for more who can handle the
English language properly. We try to point
this out to our students.

The reasoning that motivates administrators
and teachers to prohibit or discourage the use of
Spanish is not always strictly related to the educa-
tional needs of the child. At one San Antonio
Independent School District junior high school,
which had a 65 percent Mexican American enroll-
ment, the Anglo principal testified that he would
not be in favor of bilingual instruction past the
third grade because:

I think they [Mexican Americans] want to
learn English. And I think that they want to
be full Americans. And since English is the
language of America, I believe that they
want to learn English,.

During the course of an interview with a staff
attorney prior to the hearing, the same principal
stated that he would "fight teaching Spanish past
the third grade because it destroys loyalty to
America."

Some evidence of a change in traditional atti-
tudes toward the speaking of Spanish, however,
was provided at the San Antonio Hearing by Dr.
Harold Hitt, Superintendent of the San Antonio
Independent School District. He testified that his
district had changed its policy toward the use of
the Spanish language just 3 weeks prior to the
hearing. His testimony, in answer to the questions
of the Commission's Acting General Counsel, is
quoted in part below:

Mr. Rubin: Mr. Hitt, what kind of programs
have you adopted or do you plan to adopt to
overcome the negative attitudes toward Mex-
ican American students which have been
suggested by testimony at this hearing?

Mr. Hitt: . . . We have atteruped to clarify
the use of the Spanish language in the

°Staff interview, De:. 5, 1968.
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schools. . . . I think that we are very con-
cerned with the development of bilingual
education. We do have a developmental pro-
ject and I see this as high on the priority list
because I think that our youngsters who '19
come to school that have some facility with
the speaking of Spanish, that by developing
the English language, gives them perhaps an
edge in terms of their value economically in
a profession, or a vocation. And certainly I
think that San Antonio offers a real opportu-
nity for us to move toward a multicultural
approach, and a bilingual approach both for
all the children.

Mr. Rubin: I think you mentioned that there
was a change in your policy with respect to
the use of Spanish in the school, on the
school grounds. When did that change occur?

Mr. Hitt: In reality I think theyou under-
stand I am having to talk from hearsaythis
has been in the process of being changed in
practice for some time. However, there was a
good deal of confusion, apparently on the
part of the staff, in that there were divergent
practices within different schools, and also
reactions from parent groups that I have
been meeting with. And abont weeks ago
or a little more, we issued a directive to the
school principals trying to establish what we
felt was a reasonable relationship in this
instance. . . ."

Faced by the fact that 47 percent of all Mexi-
can American first graders do not speak Eng-
lish as well as the average Anglo first grader,
many educators in the Southwest have responded
by excluding or forbidding the use of the child's
native language in the educational process. In ess-
ence, they compel the child to learn a new lan-
guage and at the same time to learn course mate-
rial in the new language. This is something any
adult might find unusually challenging.

The next section will discuss the three most
important approaches educators use to remedy the
English language deficiency of the Mexican Amer-
ican child. These are Bilingual Education, English
as a Second Language, and Remedial Reading.

"San Antonio Hearing, p. 273.
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II. PROGRAMS USED BY SCHOOLS TO
REMEDY LANGUAGE DEFICIENCIES

Bilingual Education

In a few places Spanish is now trickling into the
schools as a language for learning and the concept
of bilingualism is gaining respectability. The' U.S.
Office of Education has defined bilingual educa-
tion as follows:

Bilingual education is the use of two lan-
guages, one of which is English, as mediums
of instruction for the same pupil population
in a well organized program which encom-
passes part or all of the curriculum and
includes the study of the history and culture

324
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associated with the mother tongue. A com-
plete program develops and maintains the
children's sell-esteem and a legitimate pride
in both cultures.25

Bilingual education is a vehicle which permits
non-English speaking children to develop to their
full potential as bilingual, bicultural Americans.
At the same time, it permits English-speaking
children to benefit by developing similar bilingual
and bicultural abilities and sensitivities.

There is a great deal of confusion about the

Programs under Bilingual Education Act (Title VII,
ESEA), Manual for Proles! Applicants and Grantees, U.S
Office of Education, Mar. 20, 1910, p. 1.
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goals, content, and method of bilingual education.
For example, the fundamental differences between
bilingual education programs and programs in
English as a Second Language are very often mis-
undersood. In a bilingual program, two languages
arc used as media of instruction. But a program
does not qualify as bilingual simply because two
languages are, taught in it. It is necessary that
actual course content be presented to the pupils in
a foreign ianguagc, e.g., world history, biology, or
algebra. In addition, there is (or should be) in all
of the programs an emphasis on the history and
culture of the child whose first language is other
than English. For maximum effectiveness, a bilin-
gual program should also be bicultural, teaching
two languages and two cultures.

In Fiscal Year 1969, the Department of Health,
Education, and Welfare (HEW) committed $7.5
million for 76 bilingual education programs. (See
Figure 5). Sixty-five of the 76 funded programs
were for the Spanish speaking and 51 of these
were in the Southwest. A breakdown shows that
the per pupil expenditure ranged from $188 in
Texas to $1,269 in Colorado, where only one
program was funded. (Sec Figure 5A). California
received the most money, $2.3 million, but in-
volved only about half as many students as Texas,
which received about $2 million."

The figures for Fiscal Year 1970 show a trend
toward more bilingual programs, not only for the
Spanish speaking but for other language groups
as well. There are 59 new programs; all but four
of the 76 original ones are still in operation. The
total funds almost tripled, showing an increase of
$13.7 million, including $7.9 million new money
for programs for the Spanish speaking in the five
Southwestern States. Per pupil expenditures in
these States range from $272 in Texas to $1,110
in Colorado. An important fact is that per pupil
expenditure for programs in languages other than
Spanish is more than twice that of programs for
the Spanish speaking. (See Figure 5B).

With the exception of a few districts in Texas,
almost all bilingual education today is offered in
small, scattered pilot programs. The Commission
estimated that out of well over a million Mexican
Americans in districts with 10 percent or more
Mexican American enrollment," only 29,000

Division of Plans and Supplementary Centers, ESEA, Title
VII Branch, U.S. Office of Education, May 1970.

"See Appendix E.6 for exact figures.
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Mexican American pupils, as well as about
10,000 pupils of other ethnic groups, were
enrolled M bilingual eduzation classes when its
survey was taken. The breakdown shows the fol-
lowing distribution of students:

Mexican NonMexican
American American
Students Students

Elementary School 26,224 7,784
Secondary School 2,776 2,372

While 6.5 percent of the schools in the survey
area have bilingual programs, these are reaching
only 2.7 percent of the Mexican American student
population. In three StatesArizona, Colorado,
and New Mexicothey are reaching less than 1
percent of the Mexican American student popula-
tion. California has programs in more schools, 8.5
percent, but reaches only 1.7 percent of its Mexi-
can American students whereas Texas serves 5.0
percent of its Mexican American students with
programs introduced into 5.9 percent of its
schools. (See Figure 6).

Figure 6Peent of Schools Offering Bilingual Educa
Lion and the Percent of Mexican American
Pupils Enrolled in Bilingual Education Classes
by Slate

Slate
Percent

Of Schools

Percent of
Mexican American

Pupils Enrolled

Arizona 0 0
California 8.5 1.7

Colorado 2.9 .7
New Mexico 4.7 .9
Texas 5.9 5.0
Southwest 6.5 2.7
Less than one-half of I percent

While some of the programs have a good bal-
ance of Spanish speaking and English speaking
students, programs also exist whose enrollments
are nearly 100 percent Spanish speaking. These
are mostly at the elementary school level. This
disturbs many of the programs's long-time advo-
cates, who did not envision bilingual education as
a new device to segregate Chicano students nor as
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Figure 5FUNDS OBLIGATED BY THE U.S.
. DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH, ED-

UCATION, AND WELFARE FOR
BILINGUAL EDUCATION FY
1969

Spanish
Speaking $6,690,314 23,788

Other 777,152 1,749
Total $7,467,466 25,537

65 $281
11 444
76 292

Figure SASTATE BREAKDOWN OF FUNDS,
PARTICIPANTS, PER PUPIL EX-
PENDITURE, AND NUMBER OF
PROGRAMS FY 1969*
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California $2,298,025
Texas 2,028,170
New Mexico 333,559
Arizona 224,802
Colorado 101,500

Total $4,986,056

Division of Plans and Supplementary Centers, ESEA,
Title VU Branch, U.S. Office of Education, May 1970.
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5,680 23 $ 405
10,790 19 188
1,370 4 244

757 4 297
80 1 1,269

18,677 51 $ 267

FIGURE 513FUNDS OBLIGATED BY THE US. DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH, EDUCA-
TION, AND WELFARE FOR BILINGUAL EDUCATION FY 1970

New
Programs

Total
Number of
Programs

Funds
Awarded

Estimated
Number of
Participants

Average
Per Pupil

Expenditure

Spanish Speaking 45 108 $17,731,731 47,482 $ 373
Southwest 34 85 12,883,075 33,485 385

Arizona 1 5 641,845 1,285. 499
California 18 41 6,467,028 12,457 519
Colorado 1 2 260,823 235 1,110
New Mexico 2 6 636,398 1,570 405
Texas 12 31 4,876,981 17,938 271

Remainder of Country 11 23** 4,848,656 13,997 366
Other 14 23** 3,449,801 4,436 778
Total 59 131 $21,181,532 51,918 $408

Two programs in each discontinued.
Information by Division of Plans and Supplementary' .

Centers of ESEA, Title VII Branch, Office of Education,
October 1970,
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a "compensatory" project for non-English speak-
ing pupils.n

Dist, 's throughout the Southwest report a
growing need for bilingual teachers for these pro-
grams. The Commission estimated the percent of
teachers involved in bilingual education programs,
as well as the number in in-service training for
bilingual education. (As shown in Figure 7).
Survey statistics show that only 1.2 percent of
Texas' teachers participate in bilingual education
program in that State. The other four Southwest-
ern States show one-half of 1 percent or less.

In all States, many of the teachers working in
these programs have had less than six semester
hours of training for their assignments. None of
the States showed more than 2.0 percent of their
teachers taking in-service training for bilingual
education during the 1968-69 academic year. Col-
orado showed no teachers taking in-service train-
ing.

An evaluation of the principal features of the
first 76 bilingual schooling projects supported by
grams under the Bilingual Education Act indi-
cates that "the in-service training components of
the 76 projects in most cases consisted of a brief
orientation session before the fall term began"."
The report went on to explain that here is evi-
dence that the "other medium" teachers (those
expected to teah some or all of the regular school
subject areas through the children's mother
tongue) are not adequately prepared to teach in
bilingual education programs. In most of the pro-
gram descriptions, the qualifications for the staff
are carefully set forth. Forty-nine of the 76 pro-
grams called merely for "bilingualism" or "con-
versational ability" in the second language. Six
.stipulated "fluent" bilinguals, while only one or
two specified the ability to read, write, and speak
the two languages. Some simply state that teachers
would be "hopefully" or "preferably" bilinguals.

"Dr. Albar Pena, Director of Bilingual Education Pro.
grams, U.S. Office of Education. Status Report on bilingual
education programs given to the Task Force de la Rasa at its
Albuquerque, N. Mex. conference Nov. t9, 1970.

"Gaarder, B., "The First SeventySix Programs", U.S.
Office of Education, Washington 1970, p. 18.
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The evidence indicates that bilingual programs
have had little impact on the total Mexican Amer-
ican school population. Despite verbal support
from school principals and district superintendents
and economic support from the Federal Govern-
ment, bilingual education reached only 2.7 per-
cent of the Southwest's Mexican American stu-
dentsabout one student out of every 40.
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Staff Resources Allocated for the Teaching of Bilingual Education by State
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English As a Second Language

English as a Second Language (ESL) is a pro-
gram designed to teach English language skills
without the presentation of related cultural mate-
rial. It is taught for only a limited number of
hours each week, with English presented to Span-
ish speaking children in much the same way that a
foreigu language is taught to English speaking stu-
dents. The objective is to make non-English
speakers competent in English and, by this means,
to enable them to become assimilated into the
dominant culture. Programs in ESL are very often
utilized as a compensatory program for Mexican
American students. ESL, a purely linguistic tech-
nique, is not a cultural program and, therefore,
does not take into consideration the specific edu-
cational needs of Mexican Americans as an
unique ethnic group. By dealing with the student
simply as a non-English speaker, most ESL
classes fail to expose children to approaches, atti-
tudes, and m-terials which take advantage of the
rich Mexican American heritage.

A variant of the standard ESL program is the
Spanish-to-English "bridge" program. This
method uses the child's mother tongue for pur-
poses of instruction as a "bridge" to English, to be
crossed as soon as possible and then eliminated

entirely in favor of English as the sole medium of
instruction. With these the special quarrel is that
the bridge very often seems to go only in one
direction0° Furthermore, because this program
deals exclusively with non-English speakers, it
provides an invitation for ethnic segregation to
occur in schools.

In its survey the Commission found that an
estimated 5.5 percent of Mexican American stu-
dents in the Southwest are receiving some type of
English as a Second Language instruction. This is
more than twice the proportion receiving bilingual
education. A breakdown by Statos (see Figure 8)
shows Texas offering ESL to the highest percen-
tage of Mexican American students-7.1 percent
with Colorado offering it to the lowest-0.9
percent. California has the greatest number of
schools offering ESL, 26.4 percent, but the pro-
grams reach only 5.2 percent of its Mexican
American students.

The study also found that there w is a strong
correlation between the ethnic composition of
schools and the percent of schools and students

26
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Figure 8Percent of Schools Offering ESL and the Per.
cent of Mexican American Students Enrolled
In ESL classes by State

State

Arizona
California
Colorado
New Mexico
Texas
Southwest

Percent of Schools
Offering ESL

9.3

26.4
1.9

15.7

15.8

191

Percent of Mexican
American Students
Enrolled In ESL

3.8
5.2

.9
4.5
7.1

5.5

participating in ESL programs. (See Figure 9).
A distinct rise is found in both the proportion

of schools and the number of Mexican American
students participating as the Chicano enrollment
increases. However, these programs are much
more likely to be found in the institution than
to be reaching the Mexican American student.
That is, a comparatively large number of schools
may be providing the program, particularly where
the concentration of the Mexican American pupils
is the greatest, but these programs are serving only
a small proportion of students. Thus, in the South-
west nearly 50 percent of all schools with an en-
rollment that is 75 percent or more Mexican
American have adopted an ESL program, yet less
than 10 percent of the Chicanos enrolled in these
schools are served by this type of program. It
will be recalled that principals in these same
schools reported that almost two-thirds of the
first grade pupils fail to speak English as well as
their Anglo peers.

Staff resources for ESL are limited. Less than 2
percent of all teachers are assigned to ESL pro-
grams, and many of these have less than six
semester hours of relevant training. (See Figure
10). In the 1968-69 school year only 2.4 percent
were enrolled in ESL in-service training.

Remedial Reading

Remedial reading is a long-established educa-
tional concept created to help all students whose
reading achievement is below grade level. In the
Southwest, low reading achievement has been one
of the principal educational problems of the Mexi-
can American student. By the fourth grade, 51
percent of the Southwest's Chicano students are 6

.Gaarder, op. cit., p. 2.
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Figure 9Percent of Schools Offering ESL and Percent of Mexican American Students Enrolled In ESL Classes
by Percent of Enrollment that is Mexican American

Percent of Mexican Percent of Schools
American Enrollment Offering ESL

Percent of Mexican
American Students
Enrolled In FSL

0-24.9 9.4 2.5
25-49.9 27.1 4.0
50-74.9 29.1 4.7
75-100 46.0 9.7

Figure 10
Staff Resources Allocated for the Teaching of English as a Second Language by State
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months or more below grade in reading. Seven-
teen percent are two or more years behind. By the
eighth grade, 64 percent of the Chicano students
are 6 months or more behind. Finally by the
12th grade, 63 percent of all Chicano students
those "elite" who are left after an estimated 40
percent have already dropped out along the way
are reading 6 months or more below grade
level, with 24 percent still reading at the ninth
grade level or below."

Using a strictly monolingual approach, remedial
reading receives much better acceptance in prac-
tice by educators than either bilingual education
or ESL. Many Southwestern schools are providing
some form of remedial program to improve the
ability of the Mexican American children in the
language arts. However, the Study shows that
although more than half of the Southwest public
schools offer remedial reading courses, only 10.7
percent of the region's Mexican American stu-
dents are actually enrolled in these classes. There

is little variation among States. (See Figure 11).
Compared to the number of Mexican American
students who are experiencing significant difficul-
ties in reading, a figure which surpasses 60 per-
cent in junior and senior high school, the num-
ber receiving attention is quite small. Compared
to the number who are receiving Bilingual Edu-
cation (2.7 percent) or English as a Second
Language (5.5 percent), however, the figure is
more impressive.

Figure 11Percent of Schools Offering Remedial Read.
lag and Percent of Students Enrolled in
Remedial Reading Classes, By Slate

Slate
Percent of

Percent of Percent of Mexican American
All Schots All Students Students

Arizona 55.8 8.6 11.4
California 65.3 6.5 10.0
Colorado 58.1 7.1 11.7
New Mexico 40.9 5.7 8.1

Texas 51.5 8.4 11.8
Southwest 58.2 7.0 10.7

Remedial reading is provided to secondary as
well as elementary school students and its availa-
bility to Mexican Americans is nearly equal at
both levels. Elementary schools are providing
remedial reading to 10.7 percent of the Chicano

a See Report II of this series, p. 25.
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students; in secondary schools the figure is 10.6
percent. In each case, it is reaching only one out
of every five of these minority students who, by
school measurements, need it. Forty-four percent
of the Southwest's elementary schools offer no
remedial reading at all, while 32 percent of the
region's secondary schools fail to offer it.

A look at staff resources (see Figure 12)
shows that 3.9 per nt of the Southwest's teachers
teach in remedial reading programs, with 3.2 per-
cent of them having had six or more semester
hours of relevant training. In 1968.69, slightly
more than 3 percent were receiving remedial read-
ing in-service training.

In general, remedial reading programs for the
Spanish speaking are no different from those
addressed to other "disadvantaged" children. Few
special programs significantly modify the school;
most are intended to adjust the child to the expec-
tations of .. school. Remedial reading focuses on
achievement which, in a real sense, is not the
problem, but rather a symptom of the broader
problem of language exclusion in the schools.

4"!.. r`

; a 31
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Figure 12

Staff Resources Allocated for the Teaching of Remedial Reading, by State
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III. EXCLUSION OF Mlle-HISPANIC HERITAGE

It would be erroneous to assume that there
exists a single, distinct, and definable Mexican
American "culture". There are significant differ-
ences among Mexican American students in the
Southwestdifferences that reflect variations in
geographic area, in socioeconomic status, in levels
of acculturation, and in individual personality.
Nevertheless, Mexican Americans share common
traits, common values, and a common heritage,
which may be identified as components of a gen-
eral Mexican American cultural pattern that set
them apart as a distinct and recognizable group. If

30
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they are to benefit from the overall educational
experience, these qualities must be recognized in
educational practices and policies.

A somewhat different type of cultural exclusion,
more subtle and indirect than the prohibition of
language, is the omission of Mexican American
history, heritage, and folklore from the academic
curricula. In spite of the rich bicultural history of
the Southwest, the schools offer little opportunity
for Mexican Americans to learn something about
their rootswho they are and where they came
from and what their people have 'achieved, The
curriculum in general, and textbooks in particular,
do not inform either Anglo or Mexican American
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pupils of the substantial contributions of the
ludo-Hispanic culture to the historical develop-
ment of the Southwest. As one history teacher at
the San Antonio Hearing commented:

1 think Latin Americans of San Antonio talk
so much about their Latin American heri-
tage, their Latin American history, but they
actually know very little about it. There's no
opportunity that they could possibly learn
anything. The Texas history that is taught on
the seventh grade level is done within a
semester and they have to race through it."

And Marcos de Leon, a founder and past presi-
dent of the Association of Mexican American
Educators, has charged:

Textbook after textbook supports the notion
that the early settlers of the Southwest
Spanish and Indian and mixed-blood
pioneers who came from Mexico, as well as
Indians native to the regionwandered
around in confusion until the Anglo-Saxon,
with Isis superior wisdom and clearer vision
vaulted the Rocky Mountains and brought
order out of chaos."

Beginning in the early 1960's, Mexican Ameri-
can organizations have become active in protest-
ing against the effect that such degrading text-
book distortions make on the minds of Chicano
students and their Anglo classmates. Texas was
recently the target of a report by its own State
Board of Education's Committee on Confluence of
Texas Cultures. This group - charged the State's
public schools with using textbooks containing
"an inexcusable Anglo American bias". "This is
not a conscious prejudice," the Committee said,
"but simply an ignoring of the significance of roles
played by people other than those from the
United States. The fact that it is not consciously
done does not lessen its impact."

The Commission heard testimony at the San
Antonio Hearing on the cultural bias of history
courses in Texas schools. According to Josh Vas-
quez, a former student of Lanier High School in
San Antonio:

Having been under this teaching of Texas

San Antonio Hearing, p. 134.
"Address given at the third annual convention of Mexican

American Educators, 1968.
"Report submitted by Consulting Committee on Conflu-

ence of Texas Cultures to Texas Stale Board of Education,
April 1970.

82-425 0 - 72 - 22

history, to me it is not true Texas history, I
am given the impression that the Texas his-
tory that is being shown to Me is the Texas
history of the Anglo here in Texas, not the
Texas history of the Mexican American or
the Mexicano. It is to show that the Anglo
is superior."

A history teacher in San Antonio High School
testified that:

Generally speaking, most Texas history
courses that are offered are Anglo oriented in
regard to that Texas history begins with the
Battle of the Alamo, or 1836. I focus on the
other extreme of Texas history, the Hispanic
period. We begin in 1519 and we go up and
through 1836."

The Anti-Defamation League of B'nai B'rith
has conducted a national study of junior and
senior high school social studies textbooks and
concluded that it had failed to find a single text
presenting a "reasonably complete and undis-
torted picture of America's many minority
groups." It characterized the Mexican American
as having replaced the black as the Nation's
"invisible man"."

In order to obtain factual data in this area, the
Commission asked both elementary and secondary
school principals if their schools offered any spe-
cial Mexican American "units" in their social
studies classes. Only California showed a better
than 50 percent positive response in school dis-
tricts 10 percent or more Mexican American.
(See Figure 13). Arizona's secondary schools
responded with the lowest figure of 18 percent.

Statistics on schools offering and students
enrolled in courses in Mexican American history
are even lower. (See Figure 14). Only 4.3 percent
of the Southwest's elementary schools and 7.3
percent of the secondary schools include Mexican
American History in their curriculum. In Texas
only 2.1 percent of the elementary and 1.1 percent
of the secondary schools offer this as a course. The
Southwest figures for total pupil enrollment in
Mexican American History is 1.3 percent for ele-
mentary , and 0.6 percent for secondary schools,
respectively. (See Figure 14 A)

"Testimony, San Antonio Hearing, p. 199.
"Mid, P. 133. For other reference see pp. 134, 138.
"New York Timm May 10, 1970.
"Unit here is defined as a specific content area of instruc

lion.
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Figure 13

Does Your School Provide for Special Units in Mexican, Spanish American, or Hispanic History
in Social Studies Classes? Percent "Yes" Responses by State
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Percent of Elementary and Secondary Schools Offering
Mexican and Mexican American History by State
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Percent of Pupil. Enrolled in Mexican and Mexican American IHatory by State
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The elementary pupil enrollment is almost negligi-
ble in Arizona, Colorado, and New Mexicoless
than one-half of 1 percent.

One explanation for the negligence with which
schools treat the Mexican American heritage is
that the curriculum is based on the assumption of
complete assimilation and acculturation of "for-
eign" groups. In the view of many who run our
system of education, the principal function of the
school "is to teach Americanism, meaning not
merely the political and patriotic dogma, but the
habits necessary to American lifea common
language, common tolerances, a common political
and national faith. " 'a

Thus, even though two cultures co-exist in the
Southwest, acculturation is essentially a one-way
process in the schools. As one commentator has
pointed out, the minority group must embrace the
Anglo-American society in its totality, while the
majority group is free to "pick and choose" those
aspects of the minority heritage which it

fancies." The result of this process is "cultural
selectivity"another facet of cultural exclusion.

The "fantasy heritage"" exemplifies cultural
selectivity in action. It embraces the mythical
charm of early California: Spanish food, Spanish
music, Spanish costumes, the rancheros, caballe-
ros, and senoritas with gardenias behind their
ears. The main trouble with this view of Mexican
American life is that it bears no relation to reality,
past or present."

Carey McWilliams recalls that for many years it
has been a custom in southern California cities
like Los Angeles, Santa Barbara, and San Diego
for the modern rich and selected descendants of
the Californiosearly Californiansto polish
their silver spurs and mount their white horses
and relive the State's idyllic yesterday with round
after round of parades and fiestas. Then he points
out that early California, as recollected by the

"Brogan, 13, W., The American Character. New York:
Alfred A. Knopf. 1950 pp. 135.36.

"Dr. Rudy Annul, Culture in Conflict, Charter Books,
Anaheim, Calif., 1970.

"The term used by Carey McWilliams in North from
Mexico, Greenwood Press, Westport, Conn. 1948.

"The fantasy heritage idealizes tile in the Far West as a
gay pageant of kisurely pleasures, guided by kindly mission
padres and rich benevolent ranchers (all with Spanish pedi-
grees) whose generosity, paternal love, and regularly ached-
ukd fiestas endeared them to the humble, somewhat shiftless
Indians and Mexicans who tended their crops and rounded
up their cattle.

3

romanticists, is more fable than fact, and that the
original settlers of Los Angeles were two Span-
iards, one mestizo, two Negroes, eight mulattoes,
and nine Indians. He comments:

When one examines how deeply this fantasy
heritage has permeated the social and cul-
tural life of the borderlands, the dichotomy
begins to assume the proportions of a schizo-
phrenic mania."

The executive director of the Mexican Ameri-
can Opportunity Foundation, Dionicio Morales,
spoke before the Los Angeles City Human Rela-
tions Commission in October 1970, and said:
"We're tired of wearing costumes on your city hall
steps. Let us wear ties at your city hall desks."

The Commission found many vestiges of the
"fantasy heritage" in the classrooms of the South-
west. The questionnaires asked school principals
what activities they provided relating to Mexican
Americans. Their answers indicate that the
schools are making efforts to involve the students'
culture, but most responses made direct references
to the manifestations of culture which stereotype
Mexican Americanseating tacos, dancing, hold-
ing fiestas, playing guitars, wearing colorful cos-
tumesand to activities which are not Mexican at
all, but SpanishFlamenco dancing, Spanish foods
and music, and the like.

Two hundred and forty-eight school principals
provided information concerning specific activities
in addition to those listed which they considered
relevant to Mexican American parents and
students."

Some of the activities listed in the answers
reflect a sincere and conscious effort on the part
of the schools to provide informative and timely
cultural opportunities of high quality for Chicano
students and parents:

1. PTA brochuires printed in Spanish and Eng-
lish, and parent education groups in Span-
ish.

2. Ballet Folklorico de Berkeley, the history of
Mexico in song and dance, presented bilin-
gually for parents on three TV stations.

3. School dismisses early to permit pupils to
join with the people of the community in
the celebration of 16 de septiembre.

"McMillian, Carey, North from Mexico, p. 36.
"See Appendix B for full presentation of the results to

question 23.
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ih 4. There are approximately 1,000 books rela-
tive to Mexican American culture in the
school library.

5. Mexican American youth organization on
campus to promote better relations among
the ethnic groups, with 60 members this
year.

On the other hand, some schools boasted of
activities of dubious value either to the school in
general or to Mexican Americans in particular:

I. Mexican dinners every 2 years.
2. The holidays of Mexico are observed in the

same way as St. Patrick's Day, holidays of
Sweden and Bastille Day and the like.

3. To a limited degree we discuss the war
between California and Mexico.

4. There is a program every year for non-Eng-
lish speaking children. This program is

done in English.
5. The PTA usually has one Spanish program

by natives of Mexico.
The stress is clearly on the exotic rather than

the fundamental cultural value system of Mexican
Americans. The information does not imply that
the schools have incorporated these and other
more basic aspects of the culture into the total
fabric of the school's curriculum.

Many educators, Mexican American parents,
and students are demanding that textbooks and
curricula be revised to give a more authentic rep-
resentation of Mexican American history and
culture. In fact, in the last 2 years, a series of
confrontations between schools and the Mexican
American community has taken place as a result
of these grievances. Demonstrations have taken
place in the Midwest in Chicago and Kansas City,
and in the Southwest in Los Angeles, Denver,
Abilene, San Antonio, and Edcouch Elsa, Texas.
The lists of dunands vary little and always stress
the same three factors:

I. Revision of textbooks and curriculum to
show Mexican contribution to society;

2. Compulsory teacher training in Mexican
cultural heritage;

3. Right to speak Spanish in school.

"Hearings on Bilingual Education by the Senate Subedit.
mince on Education, May 1967.
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IY. EXCLUSION OF THE MEXICAN
AMERICAN COMMUNITY

Community involvement, a powerful concept
which has strongly influenced educational pol-
icy, holds that the school must actively shape
its own policies and programs to the interests and
needs of the local community. There are a variety
of communications techniques available to schools
by which they can involve the community in
schools affairs:

Notices sent home
Citizen participation in school study and
advisory groups
Newspapers, radio, and television speakers'
bureau

Community relations specialists
Parent-Teacher organizations

In order to determine the extent to which the
schools are seeking to involve the Mexican Amer-
ican community this study looked at four specific
areas of community involvement.

Community Relations Specialists
The community relations specialist is a rela-

tively new breed of public servant designed to
make government more responsive to the needs of
the people. Whether he works for a school dis-
trict, a police department, a mayor, or a Gover-
nor, his powers are generally limited to those of
persuasion. He works with all segments of society,
the status quo adherents and the militants, the
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establishment reformers, and the community
activists. He is described, depending on the point
of view of those describing him, as a "buffer, an
ombudsman, a revolutionary, a sellout and an
apologist for the system"." He is an essential
middleman in most Mexican American communi-
ties today, for in these times of social tension it is
the community relations specialist whose job it is
to keep the lines of communication open."

The employment of a community relations spe-
cialist is an indication of awareness by the educa-
tional institution of its need for communicating
with the Mexican American population to inform
and involve it.

The Commission's Study, using 1968-69 school
year figures, shows that very few districts employ
community relations specialists. According to the
Survey results, 84 percent of the districts did not
employ them. Such positions have been estab-
lished almost entirely in large school districts. In
the 271 surveyed districts with less than 3,000
pupils, only 10 employed community relations
specialists. In those surveyed districts with 3,000
students or more, there were 113 community re-
lations specialists: 50 were Anglo; 36 were Mexi-

"Statement of Arturo Franco, Community Relations Spe-
cialist; Rio Hondo College, Calif., December 1970. Los
Angeles State College Conference of EOP Directors.

"The role of the community relations specialist has gen-
erally been defined by superintendents to include the follow-
ing functions:

I. Does school-community liaison work requiring know'.
edge of all segments of the community as well as school
organization. school goals and policies and other agen-
cies that deal with students or parents through the
school organization.

2. Has talent for use of diplomacy and tact M defining
specific social problems and in bringing them to the
attention of the proper school officials, community alien-
cies, or individuals involved.

3. Assists in resolving problems in the best interest of the
student, consistent with policies of the district and
forwarding gond community relations.

'4. Assists individual schools in organizing parent advisory
groups.

5. Should be bilingual and/or a member of the minority
group to be served.

6. Disseminates information relating to bilingual.bicultural
programs, their intent and directives and objectives.

7. Demonstrates cultural awareness features, techniques,
and services of program through audio-visual aids to
parents and other members .1 the community.

8. Is familiar with community services available for infor-
mation of the program participants and the community.
These services include such items as recreation facilities,
educational radio and TV programs, adult education
centers.

9. Organizes in-service awareness programs.
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can American; and 27 were black. Figure 15
shows the distribution of community t clations spe-
cialists by State.

Figure 15Number of Community Relations Specialists
In Districts with 3,000 Pupils or More By
State

Number of
Community

Relations
acres Specialists

Number of
Districts

Arizona 6 16
California 84 133
Colorado 5 10
New Mexico 6 17
Texas 12 85
Southwest Total 113 261

Despite the need, most school systems have not
established this type of communication with the
barrio. In fact, Figure 16 shows that only 10 are
found in predominantly Mexican American school
districts.

From these data it can be ascertained that the
schools are excluding the Mexican American com-
munity from the type of communication and in-
volvement that a community relations specialist
can provide.

Contacts With Parents

On May 25, 1970, HEW notified all school
districts in the Nation which have more than 5
percent national origin-minority group children
that:

School districts have the responsibility to
adequately notify national origin-minority
group parents of school activities which are
called to the attention of other parents. Such
notice in order to be adequate may have to
be provided in a language other than
English!"

How do the Southwestern public schools
attempt to communicate with the Spanish speak-
ing parents of their students? In its survey the
Commission sought information on two common
contacts which parents have with the teachers and
administrators of their children's school: notices
sent home and PTA meetings.
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"See Appendix D for complete text.
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Notices Sent Home

Schools maintain a constant flow of information
to parents concerning school activities, Informa-
tion is provided to the parents most often through
the mail or through notices sent home with the
children. Notices sent home deal with such items
as changes in the school lunch program, modifica-
tion of the dress code, disciplinary action against a
child, and curricular changes or rules and regula-
tions.

According to preliminary estimates by the U.S.
Bureau of the Census, there are more than four
million persons in the Southwest who identify
Spanish as their mother tongue. At least 60 per-
cent of these report that Spanish is still the princi-
pal language spoken in their home." Yet only
about 25 percent of the elementary schools and
11 percent of the secondary schools send notices
in Spanish to parents. (See Figure 17-18).

Parents who have children in schools with a
high concentration of Mexican Americans arc
much more likely to receive written notification of
school activities in Spanish than are those parents
whose children attend less segregated schools. In
elementary schools, 65 percent of the schools with
75-100 percent Mexican American student popu-
lation send notices in Spanish, while only 9.1
percent of those schools with 0-24 percent Mex-
ican American students send notices in Spanish.
(Sec Figures 17). Yet almost 170,000 (22
percent) of all Mexican American elementary
pupils are to be found in the survey area schools
with 0-24 percent Mexican American enrollment.

Figure 17Percentage of Elementary Schools in Dis-
tricts 10 Percent or More Mexican American
Which Send Notices in English Only or to
Spanish and English by Percent of School
Population That Is Mexican American,
Southwest.

English Only Spanish & EngiLsh
0-24 90.9% 9.1%

25-49 65.1 34.9
50-74 64.7 35.3
75-100 35.2 64.8

Total Southwest 75.2 24.8

"U.S. Bureau of the Census, Persons of Spanish Origin.
November 1969. PC-20, No. 213, February 1971, Tables 9and 13.
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Secondary schools reveal a similar pattern.
While approximately one-third of the secondary
schools with a 75.100 percent Mexican American
enrollment sent notices home in English and
Spanish, less than 6 percent of the secondary
schools 0-25 percent Mexican American did so.
(See Figure 18.) Nevertheless, these schools con-
tain more than 30 percent (90,000) of the Chi-
cano pupils in the survey area.

Among the States only in California and Texas
do as many as 25 percent of the elementary
schools send out notices in Spanish rnd English.
In Colorado less than 7 percent (about one in
15) send out such notices. At the secondary
level, proportions are much smaller. In two
States, Arizona and Colorado, none of the sec-
ondary schools surveyed reported that they send
out notices in both languages. (See Figures 19A
and 19B.) These data indicate the failure of the
Southwest schools to communicate in Spanish
with a large proportion of the Spanish speaking
parents. The HEW memorandum of May 1970

Figure 18Percentage of Secondary Schools In Districts
10 percent or More Mexican American
Which Send Notices In English Only or In
Spanish and English, by .Percent of School
Population That Is Mexican American, South-
west.

English Only Spanish & English

0-24 94.1% 5.9%
25-49 86.8 13.2
50-74 66.7 33.3
75-100 64.7 35.3

Total Southwest 88.6 11.4

points out that failure to communicate with Span-
ish speaking parents in a language they under-
stand has the "effect of denying equality of edu-
cational opportunity to Spanish-surnamed pupils."
The Department defines this as a practice which
violates the Civil Rights Act of 1964. (See
Appendix D.)

PTA Meetings

Patent- Teacher meetings provide another op-
portunity for the flow of important information
regarding the school and the students. Parents
who do not understand English may find them-
selves excluded from full participation in parent-
teacher meeting.: where only English is used.
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The Commission found that about 8 percent of
the surveyed elementary schools and about 2
percent of the secondary schools use Spanish in
conducting PTA meetings. In fact, none of the
secondary schools in Arizona, Colorado, or New
Mexico reported using Spanish in PTA meetings.
(See Figures 19C and 19D.)
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Figure 19A

Percentage of Schools in Districts 10 Percent or More Mexican American Which
Semi Notices Home in Spaniel' as Well as EnglishElementary

19.8

25.2 24.5

6.7

Arizona California Colorado New Mexico Team Southwest

Figure 19B
Percentage of Schools in Districts 10 Percent or More Mexican American Which

Send Notices Home in Spanish as Well as EnglishSecondary

<.5

Arizona*

19.1

California

<-5

7.9

11.0

Colorado New Mexico Texas Southwest

Although none of the schools surveyed reported that they send notices home in Spanish, some schools not surveyed In
these States may follow this practice.
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Figure 19C

Percentage of Schools in Districts 10 Percent or More Mexican American Which
Conduct PTA Meetings in Both Spanish and EnglishElementary

2%

5%

Arizona California

2%

Colorado

9%

17%

8%

New Mexico Texas Southwest

Figure 19D

Percentage of Schools in Districts 10 Percent or More Mexican American Which
Conduct PTA Meetings in Both Spanish and EnglishSecondary

1%
G. 5%* < . 5% <. 5%

Mil:ISELSECI EIEMZEMMIN
Arizona* California Colorado' New Mexico'

3%

Texas

2%

Southwest

'Although none of the schools surveyed reported that they hold PTA meetings in Spanish as well as English, some of the
schools not surveyed In these States may follow this practice.
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Community Advisory Boards

The community advisory board is another tech-
nique available to educational systems for involv-
ing the Mexican American barrios of the South-
west. Normally, such boards are comprised of per-
sons chosen for their ability to reflect and articu-
late community needs and views. School districts
generally establish their own criteria for selecting
and approving the members. Usually, persons
selected reside and work in the community. These
boards are frequently used to assist school officials
in such areas as school building programs, new
curricula, dress and behavior standards, and joint
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community - school narcoticsnarcotics education and pre.
vention programs. The Commission, in its Survey,
sought to determine the extent to which school
districts utilized community advisory boards to
deal with problems of Mexican American educa-
tion.

The results indicate that only one district in
four actually has a community advisory board on
Mexican American educational affairs. Moreover,
those few districts that choose this type of com-
munity involvement usually hold infrequent meet-
ings. Less than 7 percent of the advisory boards
met more than five times during the school year
1968-69. (See Figure 20).
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Figure 20-Utilization by School Districts of Advisory Boards on Mexican American Educational Affairs

Category

10-23%

School Districts by Percent of .

Enrollment which is Mexican American

24.37 % 38.49% 50.100% Total%
No Advisory Boards 74.9 78.2 66.9 73.9 74.9
Advisory Boards met 1 time 2.4 4.6 1.4 3.1 2.9
Advisory Boards met 2 to 5 times 15.2 13.8 23.0 15.5 15.4
Advisory Boards met 6 to 15 times 6.6 3.3 8.6 6.4 6.0
Advisory Boards met more than 15 times 0.9 1.0 0.7

TOTAL 100.0 99.9 99.9 99.9 99.9

Oi the five States, California has the greatest percentage of districts with community advisory
boards on Mexican American Educational Affairs (See Figure 21). However, only 30 percent of
such boards in California met more than five times in 1968-69. In New Mexico and Texas, less than
one district in 10 has an advisory board of this type.

Figure 21-Percent of Districts by Slate Which Recognize, Appoint, or Elect Advisory Boards on Mexican Ameri-
can Educational Affairs, by Stale

Arizona California Colorado New Mexico Texas Southwest
29.0 42.2 18.0 8.5 9.3 25.1

Figure 22 shows that the smaller the school district,
the less likely there is to be an advisory board.

Figure 22-Districts by Size Which Do Not Have Ad-
visory Boards on Mexican American Educa-
tional Affairs

Size of District Percent Without Boards

3,000 students or more 62.1
1,200-2,999 students 75.2
600-1,199 students 82.6
300-599 students 86.4

The districts with advisory boards were also
asked to indicate what recommendations the advi;
sory boards had made to their superintendents.
Seven possibilities were listed, with space to indi-
cate any additional recommendations.

1. Change the curriculum to make it more rele-
vant for Mexican Americans (recom-
mended by 45.2 percent of the community
boards).

2. Provide in-service teacher training in Mexi-
can American history or culture or in bilin-
gual education or English as a Second Lan-
guage (recommended by 38.2 percent of
the boards).

3. Employ Spanish surnamed teachers or
administrators (recommended by 34.2 per-
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cent of the boards).

The importance given to these three recom-
mendations demonstrates widespread community
concern over the failure of the schools to include
adequately the cultural and linguistic backgrounds
of the Mexican American child.

In districts which are predominantly Mexican
American, the community representatives listed
the in-service training of teachers in Mexican
American history and culture as their chief con-
cern. Fifty-seven percent of the community advis-
ors in the large [3,000 students or more] districts
mentioned relevant curriculum as a major
priority.''°

Almost half of the 155 districts with advisory
boards Psted recommendations in addition to
those spczified in the questionnaire. Among those
which were mentioned more than a few times
were use of teachers' aides, expanded early child-
hood education, improved school-community rela-
tions, and better physical facilities.

Some other specific recommendations were:

Dissemination of information relative to
the availability of scholarships.

"See Appendix F for additional information on advisory
board -recommendations.
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Bilingual summer programs using bilingual
high school students as tutors.

Use of culture-free tests.

Utilization of community aides in guid-
ance services.

Development of suitable instruments for
accurately measuring the intelligence and learn-
ing potential of Mexican Americans.

In view of the value of the recommendations, it
is particularly unfortunate that most school dis-
tricts exclude the resource of barrio participa-
tion in determining solutions and in assessing
community needs.

Educational Consultants

When school districts lack competence in a
field, they seek out consultants. They hire them
from private firms and universities to supplement
specialists provided by the county and State for
specific interest areas. For availability on matters
ranging from school finance to sex education, con-
sultants are as close as the telephone on a superin-
tendent's desk.

In their continuing effort to improve the quality
of education, school districts spend hundreds of
thousands of dollars annually for the services of
consultants. In recent years a growing number of
specialists in Mexican American education has
developed in the Southwest. A district preferring
to use a private consultation firm can, generally,

,take advantage of funds available under tht 1965
Elementary and Secondary Education Act to get
part or full reimbursement of the expenses."

Yet, in spite of their availability, specialists on
Mexican American educational affairs are seldom
employed by school districts in Southwest, accord-
ing to figures gathered in the course of the Com-
mission's study. During the 1968-69 school year,
82 percent of the Southwest's districts with Mex-
ican Antrican enrollment ranging from 10 to 100
percent employed no consultants on Mexican
American affairs. (See Figure 23). Paradoxically,
those districts with less than 50 percent Mexican
Amerim, student enrollment were more receptive
to hiring consultants than were those with majority
Mexican American enrollment, where the educa-
tional crisis is most severe. Only 5 percent of all

"See Section 116.7c of Elementary and Secondary Educa
lion Act Regulations, Title I.
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districts hired consultants for more than 10 days
per year.
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Large districts relied on consultants to a much
greater degree than smaller ones. Thirty-five
percent of those districts with 3,000 or more stu-

dents employed consultants while less than 5 per-
cent of those districts with fewer than 600 pupil:
employed them. (See Figure 24).

Figure 24-Uti fixation by School Districts of Educational Consultants on Mexican American Affairs by Size of
District Enrollment Southwest 1968.69

Category Size of School District Enrollment
more than 3,000 1,200.2,999 600.1,199 300.599

No Consultants Employed 65.5 83.6 90.7 95.3 81.8

Consultants employed 1 day 5.8 5.0 1.2 2.3 3.8

Consultants employed 2-4 days 9.7 5.0 4,7 2.3 5.9

Consultants employed 5-7 days 3.5 0.7 1.2 - 1,6

Consultants employed 8-10 days 4.7 2.9 - - 2.2

Consultants employed more than 10 days 10.9 2.9 2.3 - 4.7

TOTAL 100.1* 100.1* 100,1* 99.9* 100.0

Sum of column does not add to 100 percent due to computer rounding.

Figure 25 presents by State essentially the same
conclusion: that school districts arc not availing
themselves of experts who can help them deter-
mine and resolve their serious educational failures
in educating Mexican Americans. California has
the best record with 29 percent of its districts em-
ploying consultants on Mexican American edu-
cational affairs.

Figure 25-School Districts Not Employing Educational
Consultants on Mexican American Affairs by
State, School Year 1968.69.

State Percent of all Percent of school
school districts districts with enrollments

which employed SO percent or more
no consultants Mexican American which

employ no consultants

Arizona 90.0 74.4
California 71.2 81.4
Colorado 87.4 62,5
New Mexico 89.3 96.8
Texas 89.3 86.5

The spotty use of experts on Mexican American
educational affairs reveals that educators are prac-
ticing still another form of exclusion of the barrio
community.
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SUMMARY

The basic finding of the Commission's study is
that school systems of the Southwest have not
recognized the rich culture and tradition of the
Mexican American students and have not adopted
policies and programs which would enable those
students to participate fully in the benefits of the
educational process. Instead, the schools use a
variety of exclusionary practices which deny the
Chicano student the use of his language, a pride in
his heritage, and the support of his community.

The suppression of the Spanish language is the
most overt area of cultural exclusion. Because the
use of a language other than English has been
cited as an educational handicap as well as a
deterrent to Americanization, schools have
resorted to strict repressive measures. In spite of
the fact that nearly 50 percent of the Mexican
American first graders do not speak English as
well as the average Anglo first grader, they are
often compelled to learn a new language and
course material in that language simultaneously
during the first years of their educational experi-
ence.

One-third of the schools surveyed by the Com-
mission admitted to discouraging Spanish in the
classroom. Methods of enforcing the "No Spanish
Rule" vary from simple discouragement of Span-
ish to actual discipline of the offenders.

There are various programs which may be used
by schools as a means of meeting the English
language difficulty encountered so frequently
among Mexican Americans. Each reflects a dis-
tinct attitude and methodology for remedying
English language deficiencies. The three most
important programs are Bilingual Education, Eng-
lish as a Second Language, and Remedial Read-
ing.

Bilingual Education is the only program which
requires a modification of the traditional school
curriculum. It is also the program which best uti-
lizes both the bilingual and bicultural aspects of
the children involved. In Fiscal Year 1969, HEW
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committed $7.5 million for 76 bilingual programs,
51 of which were for the Spanish speaking in the
Southwest. Bilingual Education holds great prom-
ise for both the Mexican American and Anglo
students, yet it is the most infrequently used. Only
6.5 percent of the Southwest's schools have bilin-
gual programs, and these are reaching only 2.7
percent of the Mexican American student popu-
!allot only one student out of nearly 40.

Programs in English as a Second Language
(ESL)are much more limited in scope than Bilin-
gual Education and also less effective for Mexican
Americans. The sole objective of ESL is to make
non-English speakers more competent in English.
No effort is made to present related cultural mate-
rial.

Unlike Bilingual Education, ESL requires no
modification of the school curriculum. An esti-
mated 5.5 percent of the Mexican American stu-
dents in the Southwest receive some kind of
instruction in English as a Second Language. This
is about twice as many as are receiving Bilingual
Education.

Of the three program discussed, Remedial
Reading is the most limited in scope. It requires
no change in the school curriculum and the least
training of teachers. Using a strictly monolingual
approach, Remedial Reading has been much more
accepted in practice than either Bilingual Educa-
tion or ESL. This program addresses itself to just
one aspect of the language problempoor read-
ing achievement. By the 12th grade, 63 percent of
all Chicano students read at least 6 months below
grade level. More than half of the Southwest's
schools offer Remedial Reading courses, yet only
10.7 percent of the region's Mexican American
students are actually enrolled in these classes.

A close examination of the nature and use of
these three programs reveals several interesting
facts. The frequency of use of each program is
inversely proportionate to the degree of curricu-
lum change involved and to the extent of teacher
training required.

ESL and Remedial Reading do not significantly
modify the school; they are intended to adjust the
child to the expectations of the school. These pro-
grams focus on academic achievement which is
not the problem itself, but rather a symptom of
the broader problem of language exclusion. Bilin-
gual Education has the greatest potential for
Anglo and non-English speaking students as well,
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but it requires a great deal of curricular change
and, consequently, is used only infrequently.

Furthermore, none of these programs reaches a
substantial number of Mexican American stu-
dents. Even Remedial Reading, which is offered in
the largest number of schools, is reaching only one
of five Chicano students who, by school measure-
mspts, need it.

'Suppression of use of the Spanish language in
schools is the area of cultural exclusion most
easily identified and documented. A second exclu-
sionary practice is the omission of Mexican Amer-
ican history, heritage, and folklore from the class-
rooms of the Southwest. Exclusion of heritage is
generally manifested in two waysthrough the
textbooks and through the omission of course
material and school activities relevant to Mexican
Americans. The Study found that the curricula in
most schools fail to inform either Anglo or Mexi-
can American students of the substantial contri-
butions of the Indo-Hispanic culture to the his-
torical development of the Southwest. Only 4.3
percent of the elementary and 7.3 percent of the
secondary schools surveyed by the Commission in-
clude a course in Mexican American history in
their curricula.

In addition to course content, exclusion of heri-
tage is also manifested in the cultural selectivity of
schools. School and classroom activities, to the
extent that they deal with Mexican American cul-
ture, tend to stress only the superficial and exotic
elementsthe "fantasy heritage" of the South-
west. This results in the reinforcement of existing
stereotypes and denies the Mexican American stu-
dent a full awareness and pride in his cultural
heritage.

The exclusion of the Mexican American com-
munity is the third area of cultural exclusion
examined in the Commission's Study. To deter-
mine the extent of community involvement or
exclusion, the study examined four specific areas:
contacts with parents, community advisory
boards, community relations specialists, and con-
sultants on Mexican American education.

Teachers and administrators utilize notices sent
home and PTA meetings most frequently as meth-
ods of communicating with parents. While an esti-
mated 4,000,000 persons in the Southwest iden-
tify Spanish as their mother tongue, only 25 per-
cent of the elementary and 11 percent of the sec-
ondary schools send notices in Spanish to Span-

ish speaking parents. This automatically excludes
a large segment of the population and has "the
effect of denying equality of educational opportu-
nity to Spanish surnamed pupils," according to a
Health, Education, and Welfare memorandum.
The study also revealed that 91.7 percent of the
Southwest's elementary schools and 98.5 percent
of its secondary schools do not use Spanish as
well as English in conducting their PTA meetings.

Community advisory boards are an untapped
resource which could serve to activate community
needs and opinions. Only one district in four
actually has a community advisory board on Mex-
ican American educational affairs. Furthermore,
of the advisory boards which are recognized by
school districts, fewer than one in four met more
than five times during the 1968-69 school year. In
districts which are predominantly Mexican Ameri-
can, the emamunity representatives listed in-serv-
ice traiMag of teachers in Mexican American cul-
ture and history as their primary concern.

Contact; with parents and community advisory
boards are ::-.:thods by which the schools can
communicate directly with the Mexican American
parents and community. When these methods
prove unsuccessful in the establishment of free
communication, a community relations specialist
may be called in to serve as a link between the
people and the power structure. Schools often rely
heavily on this individual to bridge the communi-
cation gap with the linguistically and culturally
different community. The study demonstrated that
84 percent of the surveyed districts did not use
community relations specialists at all. Thus, in
spite of the need, most school systems have not
established this type of liaison with the barrio.

The data concerning the use of Mexican Ameri-
can educational consultants are very similar;
school districts are not availing themselves of
experts who can help them determine and resolve
their serious failures in educating Mexican Ameri-
cans.

Cultural exclusion is a reality in public schools
of the Southwest. This report has documented
exclusionary practices in the vital areas of lan-
guage, heritage, and community participation.
Until practices and policies conducive to full par-
ticipation of Mexican Americans in the educa-
tional process are adopted, equal opportunity in
education is likely to remain more myth than real-
ity for Mexican American students.
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Dear Sir:
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Appendix A

UNITED STATES COMMISSION ON CIVIL RIGHTS

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20425

In accordanoe with its responsibilities as a factfinding agency
in the field of civil rights, the United States Commission on
Civil Rights is undertaking a study of the educational status
of Mexican American youths in a random sampling of school dis-
tricts in Arizona, California, Colorado, New Mexico, and Texas.
In the course of this study, about 500 school districts and
some schools within those districts are being surveyed. The
study will provide a measure of the nature and extentof edu-
cational opportunities which Mexican American youths are
receiving in public schools of the Southwest and will furnish,
for the first time, extensive information on Mexican American
education.

The attached questionnaires call for data which are or can be
compiled in your central district office and school plants. If
your records or those of your principals do not contain all the
information requested, however, you may obtain figures from
other available sources.

Please have the principals of the schools designated on the
Principal Information Forms complete the appropriate question-
naire and return it to your office. In addition, we ask that
you complete the Superintendent Information Form and forward it
at the same time with the Principal Information. Forms using the
enclosed official envelope which requires no postage. Extra
copies are enclosed for each respondent to use in completing
the questionnaires and to keep for his records. All question-

naires should be returned by May 9, 1969.

It must be emphasized that criteria used in drawing a sample of
schools and school districts were based on geographic repre-
sentation and enrollment characteristics. In no case were
complaints of any kind about discrimination a factor in selecting
either schools or school districts.
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If you have any questions, call collect or write to Henry K.
Ramirez, Chief, Mexican American Studies Division, U.S. Commission
on Civil Rights, Washington, D. C. 20425 (telephone: Area Code
202, 382-8941). Please indicate you are calling in reference to
the questionnaire.

Thank you for your assistance in this most important study.

Sincerely yours,

Enclosures

B2 -425 0 - 72 - 24

Howard A. Clickstein
Acting Staff Director
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MEXICAN AMERICAN EDUCATION STUDY

Superintendent Information Form

Grunt Instructions

A. The person completing this questionnaire should be the superintendent or his official delegate.

8. Answers to each question should be given as of March 31,1969 unless some other time period is requested. If informa-
tion is not available for March 31,1969, give it for the time closest to. or encompassing, that date. Pupil membership and
personnel data may be given on this questionnaire as they were reported on the Title VI Compliance Forms (Forms OVCR 101
and 102, Fall 1968 Elementary and Secondary School Survey, required under Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, due
October 15,19681. If a date other than March 31,1969 or a time period other than that requested is used, please indicate which
dateor time period is used in the spice provided or in the left hand ma-gin next to the question.

C Use additional pages where necessary.

D. INSTRUCTIONS FOR DETERMINING ETHNIC AND RACIAL GROUPINGS: Wherever ethnic and racial data are
requested, it is suggested that viwal means be used to make such identification. Individuals should not bo questioned or singled
out In any my about their racial or ethnic lineage. For purposes of this questionnake, please usa the following classification,:

I. SPANISH Persons considered in school or community to be of Mexican, Central American, Cuban,
SURNAMED Puerto Akan, Latin American, or other Spanishpeaking origin. This group is often referred
AMER IL AN: to as Mexican American, Spanish American, or Latin American: local usage varies greatly. In

this questionnaire, the terms "Mexican American" and "Spanish Surnamed American " are
used interchangeably.

IL NEGRO: Persons considered in school or community to be of Negroid or black African &tin.

lit. ANGLO: White persons not usually considered in school or community to be members of any of the
above ethnic or racial categories.

iv. OTHER: Persons considered as "nonvAnglo" and who are no: classifiable as Spanish Surnamed American
or Negro. Include as "Other" such persons as Orientals or American Indians.

E. If *question is not applicable, if Infoimation is not available, or if you must estimate, plecse use the common, standard
abbreviations printed on the bottom of each page.

OFFICIAL DISTRICT NAME

DISTRICT MAILING ADDRESS
Street Peden or P.O. Box Number

TELEPHONE NUMBER )
Aro ova.

Town County Suite Zip Code

Number

NAME OF SUPERINTENDENT OF SCHOOLS

SIGNATURE DATE

NAME AND TITLE OF PERSON RESPONSIBLE FOR FILLING OUT THIS QUESTIONNAIRE IF OTHER THAN
SUPERINTENDENT

SIGNATURE

LEGEND: UnknormUNK.; PuenteEST .; Not ApplicableNA.: Not Arelleble-7; None-0
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Budget Bunco No. 115469001: Approval En pints February 78, 1970

MEXICAN AMERICAN EDUCATION STUDY

Stiorsiottodent Information Form

1. List all the schools in this district. For each school, giro the average daily
attendance for the month of October 1968. Round answers to the nearest
whole number. Time period it Mho' than October 1968
Use additional pages where necessrry.

School Name For USCCR use only Atoms Dilly Attendance.

Al

Rope daily attendance ta the ablaretato of the attendance for oche( the Airs during the naiad reporting period dalded by the number of Ayr

the school ass Nullify in senion during the: peeled Only days on tahkh pupils Aro under the guidance and directional beechen should in

considered as dertin accohln

LEGEND: Unknown-UNK.; Ealnute-EST Not Applicable -NA.; Not Available-1; Nono-0
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Questions 2 and 3 Instructions: If there is only one secondary school in this district, do not answer questions 2 and 3.
Proceed to question 4.

2. A. Name the secondary school in this district which had the highest percentage of its 1968
graduates enter two or four year colleges.

FOR USCCR USE ONLY

B What percent of that school's 1968 graduates ensued two or four year colleges?

C. What percent of that school's 1968 Spanish Surnamed graduates entered two or four year colleges?

3. Name the secondary school in this district which has had the highest dropout rote so far
this year.

FOR USCCR USE ONLY

Question 4 instructions: If there is only one elementary school in this district, do not answer question 4. Proceed to
question 5.

4. Name the elementary school in this district whose pupils had the highest average reeding I FOR USCCR USE ONLY

achievement test scores in the 1967.1968 school year.

5. fI since Jur 1968 this district has conducted, sponsored or paid for any in.service teacher training forany course in column

01, enter the appropriate data about that training in columns (ii) through fv1. If this district has not conducted, sponsored or
paid for any such training since June 1968, check here and proceed to Question 6.

111

Como

1111 MO IM N1

Total numbeff el
hours this counr
me, per tmchsf -

summer 1988

Total naming of
hours this course
mot poi lather -

node lc year
19681969

Nurnbts el
tafthen In

Inmgyks training
In summts 1968

Nurribts of
tonhers In

In-smite Wining
in Bowdon* year

19681969

A. English as second language for dr: Spanish speaking
(instruction in English for tho;:who know little or
no English)

D. Bilingual education (instruction in both Spanish and
English so that the mother tongue is strengthened
concurrent with the pupil learning a second language

.

C. Mexican or Spanish history or culture

D. Mexican American, Spanish American, or Hispanic
history or culture ..--

E. Remedial reeding

F. Other subjects relative to Mexican Americium

affecily.1

LEGEND; Unknown-UNK.: &amino-ES T.; Nor Applicable-NA.; Alor Available-7i Noro-0
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O. List the professional personnel for this district as of
March 31, 1969, by ethnic and by educational backgruuna.
Give data about these individuals in as many (vertical)
columns as requested. Do not assign any Individual to
more than one (horizontal) row. Although It is recognized
that a person's activities may fall under more than one
category, each person should be assigned in accordance wish
his major activity. Exclude personnel assigned to schools

ETHNIC 0110UP EDUCATION

(0 III) IIII) IIv) Iv) toll fall)

i
Al
14

illa

.
g.

1

sr
a
a

I
O

i

3

P. 0
C.

II>2mi

w

Pa

S'iP4 3.
' 1 Sr,I.

.4
g',,3

I
'F. aIta
b ''lia

A. Superintendent of schools for acting)
B. Associate Superintendents of schools
C. Assistant superintendents of schools
O. Psychologists or psychometrists
E. Social workers
F. Attendance officers
0. Federal programs directors
H. Curriculum directors
I. Community relations specialists
J. All others not 'Waned to schools

7. Using one line for each Board of Trustees member, list the pr ndpal occupation of each by code number. Refer to the list
below for code. II you cannot ascertain which code is appropriate for a given Board Member, specify his occupation. Indicate
ethnic group, the number of years each has served on the Board, and years of education.

Occupation it cods numb*
is not known

GI IIII GIG 11.1 Iv) toll bill
Occupation

coda
number

Spanish
townsmen
Anwrican

Negro Anglo Othsr
Numbs, of
yaws served
on Board

Narrow of yawn
of school tompkrtild

of Nemo dogs* attained

1.

2.

3.

4.

5_-_,
B.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

1. Cosiness °woes. nd mangers
2 Professional sod technkal servkw
a rimers

Soles and thrice,
& Skilled craftsmen, other skilled worker and known

a:

C Semiskilled opererors rd wukilkel workers
J. Sark. workers
C Houwwiwrs
9. Rorke

8. Has this district employed consultants on Mexican American educational affairs or problems this school yearnCheck one
only.)

A. No
B. Yes. for a total of one day only
C. 1:1 Yes, for a total of two to four days
D. Yes, for a total of five to seven days
E. Yes, for a total of eight to ten days
F, Yes, for a total of more then ten days

LEGEND: UnknownUNK.:EeknereEST.: NorapplimbieNA.; Nor Available 7: NOIII 0
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9. Has this district appointed, elected or recognised a districtide volunteer advisory board (or committee) on Mexican American
educations) affairs or problems, which ha held meetings this school yeernCheck one only.)

A. No

B. Yes, it has met only once this year.
C. Yes, it has met for a total of two to five times this year.
D. Yes, it has met for a total of six to fifteen times this year.
E. Yes, it has met fora total of more than fifteen times this year.

10. If you onward "Yes" to question 9, what actions, programs or policies has the committee neommended during the 1968
1969 school yeer?(Ched all which apply.)

A. Ethnic balance In schools
B. Inervice teacher training in Mexican American history or culture, or in bilingual education, or in English as a

second language
C. Employment of Spanish Surnamed teachers or administrators
D. Pupil exchange programs with other districtsor schools
E. Expanded PTA activities relative to Mexican Americans
F. Changes in curriculum to make It more relevant for Mexican Americans
G. Silingualicultural organization in a school or the school system
H. Other (Specify)

11. Does this district have a written school board policy discouraging the use of Spanish by Mexican American pupils

A. On the school grounds? Yes Of No 2
B. In the classroom (except Spanish clasped? Yes CIS No 02

If you answered "Yes" to A or B above (question I11, please attach a copy of that policy and
one us the date it was made effective

FOR USCCR USE ONLY

12. As of March 31, 19139, what was the total school district membership, by ethnic group, in the following grades:

Cl) Oil luil IM Id
Number Spanish

Surnamed Amnion Number Negro Number Anglo Number Other Total Nunn*

A. Fird Grade
B. Fourth Grads
C. Eighth Grads
0. Twelfth Grads

13. Omen following space and additional pages, if necessary. to give us further comments Marne to this questionnaire.

LEGEND: Unknown-UNK.; Estimate- EST.: Not Applicable-N14.; Not Available -7:None-0
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Dear Sir:

359

Appendix B

UNITED STATES COMMISSION ON CIVIL RIGHTS

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20425

_J

In accordance with its respomibilities as a factfinding agency F. ,he field of civil rights, the United States Com
minion on Civil Rights is undertaking a study of the educational status of Mexican American youths in a random
sampling of school districts in Arizona, California, Colorado, New Mexico, and Texas. In the course of this study,
about 500 school districts and some schools within those districts are being surveyed. The study will provide a
measure of the nature and extent of educational opportunities which Mexican American youths sue receiving in
public schools of the Southwest and will furnish, for the rust time, extensive information on Mexican American
eduation.

The attached questionnaires all for data which are or can be compiled in your central district office and school
plants. If your records or those of your principals do not contain all the infornution requested, however, you
may obtain figures from other available sources.

Please have the principals of the schools designated on the Principal Information Forms complete the appropriate
questionnaire and return it to your office. In addition, we ask that you complete the Superintendent Information
Form and forward it at the same time with the Principal Infotmation Forms using the enclosed official envelope
which requires no postage. Extra copies are enclosed for each respondent to use in completing the questionnaires
and to keep for his records. All questionnaires should be returned by May 9,1969,

It must be emphasized that criteria used in drawing a sample of schools and school districts were based on geo-
graphic representation and enrollment characteristics. In no case were complaints of any kind about discrimination
a factor in selecting either schools or school districts.

If you have any questions, all collect or Wile to Henry M. Ramirez, Chief, Mexican American Studies Division,
U.S. Commission on Civil Rights, Washington, D. C. 20425 (telephone: Area Code 202, 382. 8941). Please
indicate you are tailing in reference to the questionnaire.

Thank you for your assistance in this most important study.

Enclosures

Sincerely yours,

Howard A. Glickstein
Acting Staff Director

360
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MEXICAN AMERICAN EDUCATION STUDY

School Principal Information Form

General Instructions:

A. The person completing this questionnaire should be the school principal or his pillar! delegate.

8 Answers to each question should be given at of March 31,1969 unless some other dine period is requested. If informa-
tion Is not available for March 31, 1969, give it for the time closest to, or encompassing, that close. Pupil membership and per.
tonne/ data may be given on this questionnaire as they were reported on the Title VI ComPlance Forms (Forms OS/CR 101 and
102, Fall 1968 Elementary and Secondary School Survey, required under Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, due October
15,19681. II a date other than March 31, 1969 ors time period other than that requested is used, please indicate which data or
time period is used in the space provided or In the left hand margin next to the question.

C. Use additional owes Wier, necessary.

O. Instructions for dtainnining mimic nnti racial iyoupingt Wherever ethnic and racial data is requested, it 'suggested
that visual means be used to make such identif ;titian. Individuals should not be questioned or tingled out in any nay about their
racial or ethnic lineage. For purposes of this ques'ionnaire, please use the following classifications:

I. SPANISH Persons comic ered in school or community to be of Mexican, Central American, Cuban,
SURNAMED Puerto Rican, ahn American or Spenishapeaking origin. This group is often referred to as
AMERICAN: Mexican, Spanish American, or Latin American; local user widespread's". For the purposes

in this questionnaire the terms "Mexican American" end '5Penish Surnamed American" are
used interchangeably.

NEGRO: Persons considered In school or community to be of Negroid or black African Origin.

HI. ANGLO: White penons not usually conskkred in school or community to be masthead any ol the
above ethnic or racial categories

iv. OTHER: Persons considered "nonAnglo" and who are not classifiable as Spanish Surnamed American
or Negro. Include as "Other" such persons as Orientals or American Indians.

E. II question isnot applicable, if information is not available, or if you must estimate, please use the common,
standard abbreviations printed on the bottom of each page.

F. After completing all items In this questionnaire, please return the questionnaire in accordance with your svporinten
dent's instructions.

SCHOOL NAME

MAILING ADDRESS
Sow Address or P.O. Box No.

Town county sore &code

TELEPHONE NUMBER
Any Cods Numbs,

NAME OF SCHOOL DISTRICT

NAME OF PRINCIPAL

SIGNATURE DATE

NAME AND TITLE OF PERSON RESPONSIBLE FOR FILLING OUT OUESTIONNAIRE IF OTHER THAN THE
PRINCIPAL

SIGNATURE DATE

LEQENOt Unknown-MK.: rafmale-EST.; Not Aoolkabl-NA.; Not AnNable-TiNona-0
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13u0oft Donau No. 119689001; Amoral ExpinoFsbnury 28, 1970.

MEXICAN AMERICAN EDUCATION STUDY

Sthooi Principal Information Form

1. If this school has received ESEA, Tide I funds burins the current (19694969) sthool year, died( here

2. Is this school: (Check no more than one)

A. A social adjustment school primarily for children who have disciplinary problems?
B. Primarily for the physically handicapped?
C. Primarily for the mentally retarded/
D. Primarily for the emotIonelly disturbed?
E. (California only). A continuation school?
F. Oratnizad primarily as soma oanbination of A, B, C, 0, or E7 (Specify.)
If you checked any of the Above (A, EC, D, E, orFin question 2), do not ansow any further questions; return this Auer
domains in accordance with your sufwrintendenee instruction

3. What was the daily ettendsnot for this school In the month of October 1968 or, if not avellsbis for that month, for
the time period nearest to or Including October 1968? (Round answer to nearest Mole number.)
Time period It not October 1966

Ouestion 3 instructions: Awrage Daily Attendance is the aggregate of the attendance for each of the days during the
elated reporting period divided by the number of days school was actually in session during that period. Only days on
whkh pupils an under the guidance and direction of washers should be considered a drys in session.

4. Which best deerIbie the locality (incorporated or unIncorporstsd) of this school? (Check one only)

A. Under 5,000 Inhabitants
B. 5,000 to 49,999 inhabitants
C. 60,000 to 260,000 inhabitants
D. Over 250,000 Inhabitants

6. Which bed dawdle. the attendance was of this school (the ens from which the mo(ority of pupils come)? (Check one
only.)

A. A rural area
B. A suburb
C. A town or s city

I. How many saws het of outdoor ploy area (including athletic arse) date this school here? (Round ennvw tothe nearest
thousand sown feet)

7. Is lard any 'MOO in this school hxdudine kindergerten1 on bootie sessions? Yes Of No 2

LEGEND: Unknown-MI(4 Ettinseat-IST 4 Not Afpliable-NA4 Not ANON. 4; Abet-0
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List fulitime staff by ethnic group and professional
background as of March 31, 1959 'intendant are unavailable
for that date. In that case follow General Instructions, ham li,

Page 2.

Wyoming data II not March 31 1969

Ethnic Group Edualien Emerforam

10 WI Bail WI IN Nil NW Win lie) in)

iililli
.5

i
1

2
§iiii

2 ) 2

z
S

1
-I'

8

S

2

§

2i
5l

lillifg
21

I
c

0
5

i

e

11I
3.F.fAIST

2 r.

fi
111.:

Z

g;E

k

E

DO NOT assign any individual to more than one horizontal
row; assign each In accordance with his major activity. Assign
individuals to as many columns as am applicable.

NOTE: Columns hi) through iv) should tots, column (1),

A. Full.time professional nonteaching staff: 12-'s jr,w,A

II) Principal
(2) Mice (assistant) Principals

(31 Counselors
(4) Librarians

(5) Other fullime professional nonteaching staff
B. FulltIme professional Instructional staff (teochen)
C. Seamarks, stenographers, bookkeepers and other

clerical staff
D. Custodians, gardeners, and other maintenance staff
E. Full.tImel teacher aide On classrooms/

9. How many people as employed partlme In the following
capacities In this school?

Ill III)

Numbs, of people Fullilme equInionce

A. Professional nonteaching staff
B. Professional instructional staff (teachers)

Question 9 instructions: Fulime equivalence is the amount of employed time required in a partime position expressed
In proportion to that required Ina fulitime position, with "1"rrpresenting one fultIme position. (Round F.T.E. answers
to the nearest whole number.)

10. What Is the principal's annual salary? (Round answer to the nearest hundred dollars) $

11. For how many years has the present principal been principal of this school?

12. Indicate for epproximately how many months the principal is ritulsely at work in the school plant. (Check the alternative
which Is mut accurate.)

A. Eleven months or more, fullime
B. Ten months, fuliIme
C. Nine months, full.tIme
D. Eight months or fewer, fulltime
E. Parttime (Explain.)

64

LEGEND: Unknown -UNR.; Estimate-EST.; Not Appl lcsbie-NA.; NotAblimbie-l; Non-0
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13. What number of the fullsime professional instructional staff ( teacherd In this school earn the following salaries? Do not
include exam Pay assignments.)

A. Less than 54,000 for school year
8. $4.000 to $5,999 for school year
C. $6.000 to 57.999 for school year
D. $8,000 to $9,999 for school year
E. $10,000 to $11,999 for school year
F. $12,000 or above for school year

14.

15.

Question 13 instructions: The total of lines A through F should equal the number of fullime teachers in this zhool (See
question 8, line B. column HI.

Give the number of pupils in membership In the following
classes and grades as of March 31, 1969 by ethnic group. If
data are unavailable for this date, refer to General Instructions,
item 8, page 2. Do not include kindergarten, prekindergarten
or Head Start as the lowest grade. Start with grade 1.

Reporting date H not March 31 1969

Ill tel gin Dv) It)

3
12

is
§Q

4

1

iz ia
1

f.
o

1

A. Lowest grade in this school (specify. )
B. Highest grads in this school (specify. I
C. Classes for the mentally retarded

If this zhool housed grade 12, In the 1967.1968 school
year, answer A. 8, C. and 0 of this question. Otherwise,
proceed to question 16.

III fill (III) 110

§

ei

111
LI

i
1
2

i
4-
f.

1

1

z
A. How many pupils were graduated from this school from .t

July 1,1967 to June 30,1968?
B. Of "A" above, how many entered a two or four year

college by March 31,1969?
C. Of "A" above, how many entered some post high school

educational program other than a two or four yea college
by March 31, 1969? (For example, beauty school,
vocational school, or business school. Do not include
military service./

D. Of "A" above, how many entered military service prior
to March 31, 1969?

LEGEND: Unknown -UNK.; Ettfinoto-ES74 Nor Applicable-NA.; Not Available- 7; Nona -0
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364

For
columns
more

facilities listed below, give the information requested in
fil through (v). Do not include any given facility on

III HI fin) IM iv)

..

z
7.
s

L

bil
&

fa
r..x.

'5'
.F. Z

gil
g

i -
Ei.

I:6klEhi
1,,

.,.
P.2
P;.2
i!..;
ag
). at

than one horizontal line. Count facilities only by their
most frequent designation. te.g., a room which is used pre
dominagdy es a science laboratory should not be counted as a
classroom.) .

A. Cafetoriums (multi- purpose rooms designed for use as e
combination cafeteria, auditorium and/or gymnasium)

B. Cafeterias
C. Auditoriums
D. Gymnasiums
E. Central libraries
F. Nurses offices (Infirmaries)"
G. Electronic language laboratories
H. Science laboratories
I. Shop rooms
J. Domestic science rooms
K. Portable classrooms (Do not include any rooms counted

In A through J.)
L. Regular classrooms (Do not include any rooms counted

In A dsrough K.)
M. Swimming pools
N. Books in library (Round answer to nearest hundred Do

not countperiodicals.) ,...,

.1111 If WM capacity Is not *avow, wort the number of pupllt 6.1to cp7 &sated or can comfortably um Willey.
Pupil capac ity means numbe of beds.

17.

66

Answer "Yes" or "No" to fine A french column. If you
answer "Yes" to "A" for any column, please complete the
questions in the rest of that column.

II) lid lag lief Iv)

...6.c -e.2 =§=1.".E.'4.;:g
t14412.1412itl
pti212
u.._ouf...6

Si %.
cs6§1 fi a
12" g.1.41
3gigat.-
..nzur
To=infrs a32

..
icCii

.4g.igl
<.tf,

11 B
2tniB

'd

t g
gl
11E'422:08

2

3
1
a

A. Does this school offer this subject or course?
B. For how many years has this subject or course been

taught at this school?
C. flow many pupils are taking this subject or are

enrolled In this course this year? (Include pupils of all
othnk backgrounds)

D. How many Spanish Surnamed pupils are taking this
subject or era enrolled in this course this year?

E How many clock hours a week does this subject or
course meat. per pupil, in the following grades:
Kindergarten and/or Prekindergarten?

... .

1st grade?

2nd grade?

3rd grade?

Ash grads?

5th grade?

LEGEND: Unknown-UNK.; Est/mato-EST. NotApplicable-NA.;NotAvelsblo-7: None-0
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(continued) II) NI 100 Its) tot
...t ,

2 =Vs'
11 --g1E1E111ts,..=o-v-2!011tw
OOP
....u. a

0141§0141
1.0s.-2-2
g.c.:07 w; 8goi,..3
-2. .5'.WHEN.aioW
in..="or-lia2.2

Ob
. 3 z-cgs
c era'
44'
121§e

l'ia22ini a

i
o

p
2

gi22nd

a

7A

1

6th grade?
7th grade?
8th grade?
9th grade?
10th grade?
11th grade?
12th fade?

F. How many of the teachers who teach this subject or
or course have had two or more courses (6 semester hours
or more) in applicable subject matted

G. How many teachers teach this subject or course?

18. (Elementary school: only) As of March 31,1969 by
ethnic grout,, how marl pupils were:

III lid gig In)

§

uk

111
Zw<

2

Z

2

-9.
F<

z

5

z
A. Repeating the first grade this year?
B. In the first grade, but two years or more overage for

the first grade?

19. Does this school discourage Mexican American pupils from speaking Spanish:

A. On the school grounds?
B. In the classroom (except

Spanish class or Spanish Club)?

Yes Or No 07
Yes Or No 07

20. If you checked ''Yes" to A or B above (question 19) in what way does this school discourage the speaking of Spanish?
(Check all Khk:h apply.)

A. Requiring staff to correct those who speak Spanish
B. Suggesting that staff correct those who speak Spanish
C. Encouraging other pupils to correct those who speak Spanish
D. Providing pupil monitors to correct those who speak Spanish
E. Disciplining persistent speakers of Spanish
F. Utilizing other methods (SpecilY.)

21. Is there uurently a written policy for this school regarding the use of Spanish?
yes 1:1? No 2 If yes, please attach copy ol that policy and eve us the
date it became effective.

FOR USCCR USE ONLY

LEGEND: Unknotwe-UNK.:Es0n0N-EST.; Not Applicable-NA.; Not Aveneble-7; None-0
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22. If you checked "No" to A or B in question 19, does this school encourage the speaking of Spanish (outside Spanish dass or
Spanish dub)) Yes Or No 02

23. Does this school provide for (Check all which apply.)

A. 0 School wide celebration of 16 de Septie mbre7
B. Classroom celebration of 16 de Septiembre7
C. A unit or more on Mexican cooking in home economics classes?
D. 0 Special units on Mexican American, Spanish American or Hispanic history in social studies programs)
E. Special assemblies dealing with Mexican or Spanish culture)
F. 0 Other activities relative to Mexican Americans? (Specify.)

24. The following is a list of possible reasons for suspension:
A. Violation of dress code or grooming code H. Drug use
B. Use of foul language I. Tardiness
C. Disrespect for teachers J. Consumption of alcohol
D. Destruction of school property K. Fighting
E. Truancy L. Dther (Specify.)
F. Speaking Spanish

G. Smoking

For each ethnic group, list the letters of the five most common reasons for suspension in order of their Importance.

Spanish Surnamed
American

Negro Anglo Other

1. 1 1 1

2 2 2 2
3 3 3 3
4 4 4 4
5 5. 5 5.

25. (Elementary schools only) In this school, what number of Spanish Surnamed first graders speak English as well as the average
Anglo first grader)

26. (Secondary schools only) List the number of pupils In the following
offices and activities by ethnic group as of March 31,1969, unless
otherwise specified.

iii MI MI (iv)
A

I
ill
za

o

z..
i
z

i
1
z

1

1
§z

A. President of student body (highest elected or appointed student
office/

B. Vicapresident of student body (second highest elected or appointed
student office)

C. Presidents of freshman, sophomore, Junior, and senior clangs
D. Editorial staff of school paper
E. Homecoming queen (or f ootball queen), 1968.
F. Homecoming queen's (or football queen's) court, 1968
G. Cheer leaders (or song leaden)

27. At which of the following times does this school normally hold PTA meetings? (Check one only)

A. Morning B. 0 Afternoon C. 0 Evening

'LEGEND: Unknorm-UNK.; Estimate-EST.; Not Anpnceble-NA.: NenAreneble-7: None-0
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28. How often does the PTA meet? (Check the one vAkh most accurately applies)

A. Weekly B. Monthly C. Quarterly O. Annually

29. How many Spanish Surnamed adults attended thelast regular PTA meeting (not a special program)?

30. How many adults (include all ethnic groups) attandad the last regular PTA mooting (not a special program)?

31. In what language are notices to parents written? (Check one only.)

A. English
B. Spanish
C. English and Spanish
O . Other (Explain

32. In what language are PTA meetings of this school conducted? (Check one only.)

A. English
B. Spanish
C. English and Spanish
O . Other (Explain

33. Which one of the following best describes the practice for assigning pupils to this school? (Check one only.)

A. Pupils residing in this attendance area attend this school with no or few transfers allowed.
B. Pupils residing in this attendance crea rnerally attend this school but transfers are frequently allowed.
C. Pupils are assigned to this school on the basis of intelligence, achievement, or their program of study.
0. Any pupil residing in this school district may attend this school.
E. Some other practice is followed. (Describe briefly.)

34. What percent of the Spanish Su monied pupils in this school come from families with total annual income of: (Estimate.)

A. Below 53.000? B. Over 510,000?

35. What percent of the Anglo pupils In this school come from families with a total annual income of: (Estimate.)

A. Below 53,000? B. Over 510,000?

36. What pwcant of the Negro pupils in this school corns from families with a total annual income of: (Estimate.)

A. Below 53,000? B. Over 510,000?

37. What percent of the Other pupils In this school come from families with total annual income of: (Estimate.)

A. Below 83,000? B. Over 510,000?

38. What percent of the Spanish Surnamed pupils In this school come from families in which the highest educational attainment
level of the heed of the household is: (Estimate.)

A. 0 to 5 years?
B. 8 to 8 years?
C. Some high school?
0. High school graduate?
E. Some college?

F. College graduate? 96
G. Total 100

LEGEND: Unknonn-UNK4 En/mop-EST.:Nor A,opllable-NA.; Nor Avell.b4-7; None -0
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39. What percent of the Anglo pupils In this school some from (milieu In which tht %Oast educational attainment level of the
head of the household Is: (Estimate,)

A. 0 to 5 years?
B. 8 to 8 years?
C. Some high school?
D. High school gredu ate?
E. Some college?

F. College graduate?
G. Total 100 96

40. What percent of the Negro pupils in this school come from families in which the highest educational attainment
level of the heed of the household is (Estimate.)

A. 0 to 5 year'?
B. 8 to 8 year'?
C. Some high school?
D. High school graduate?
E. Some college?
F. College graduate?

G. Total 100

41. What percent of the Other pupils in this school come from families in which the highest educational attainment
level of the heed of the household in (Estimate.)

A. 0 to 5 year')
B. 8 to 8 years?
C. Some high school?
D. High school graduate!_
E. Some college?
F. College graduate?
G. Total 100

42. Does this 'shoot practice grouping or tracking? Yu Of No 02

43. If you answered "Yes" to question 42, for how many years has this school practiced grouping or tracking?

44. you answered "Yes" to question 42, at what grade level does this school start grouping or tracking?

45.

70

Rate each of the following critetia for grouning, tracking,
or promotion according to Its Importance In this school.

Ill lid Iiiil livl

Important "Pc".", 1:5: cierti,.. tms?of gem.

A. Scam on standardized achievement tests
B. 10 test results
C. Reading grade levels
D. Student ectiolestic performances Irides)
E. Emotional and physical maturity
F. Student Interests and study habits
G. Parental preferences
H. Student preferences
I. Teacher referrals
J. Other aped fY.1

Questions 46 thru 48 Instructions: Complete the following questions for grades 4, 8 and/or 12. If none of these grades are
housed, complete these questions for your highest grade and In the space available Indicate the grade for Mich date are
supplied

LEGEND: Unknown -UNK4 Estimate- EST.; Not ApplkablrNA.: Nor A...WON -7; Non-0
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47. Does this school group
or track students
aco3rding to ability
or achievement In
this grade?

Grade 4 of spectfy Grade 8 Grob 12

A.0 Yes, for all students

8. 0 Yes, for highest
achieving students only

C. 0 Yes, for lowest
achieving students only

D. D Yes, for highest and
lowest achieving
students only

E. 0 Yes, some plan other
than the above is

followed. (Specify.)

A. 0 Yes, for all students

8. 0 Yes, for highest .

achieving students o fly

C. 0 Yes, for lowest
achieving students only

D. 0 Yes, for highest and
lowest achieving
students only

E. 0 Yes, some plan other
than the above is

followed. (Specify.)

A. CI Yes, for all students

B. 0 Yes, for highest
achieving students only

C. 0 Yes, for lowest
achieving students only

D. 0 Yes, for highest and
lowest achieving
students only

E. 0 Yes, some plan other
than the above is

followed. (Specify.)

F. 0 No F. 0 No F. 0 No ...,f

48. If you checked A, B, C,
D.or E above (question
47) on any grade, check
which of the following
best describes the sr.
tem of grouping in
that grade.

A. 0 Pupils are placed in a
particular group and
attend all classes within
this group.

8. 0 Pupils may be in differ..
ant groups for different
subjects depending on
their ability In that
subject.

A. 0 Pupils are placed Ina
particular group and
attend all classes within
this group.

8. 0 Pupils may be in differ.
am groups for different
subjects depending on
their ability in that
subject.

A.0 Pupils are placed in a
particular group and
attend all classes withir;
this group.

B. 0 Pupils may be in differ-
ent groups for different
subjects depending on
their ability In that
subject.

49. Use the following vase and additional pages, if necw,sary, to give us further comments relative to this questionnaire.

LEGEND: Unknown-UNIC.; Estimate-EST.; Nor Applkabk-NA.: Nor Ave I sble-7; Non. -0
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Appendix C

A LEGAL AND HISTORICAL BACKDROP

The thrust for the exploration and early devel-
opment of the Southwest came from Mexico.
During the 1500's, a handful of Spaniards,
moving north from Mexico, probed the region. In
1598, Juan de Onatc, one of Mexico's wealthiest
men, took 400 soldiers and several thousand head
of cattle to colonize New Mexico. Before the
United States achieved independence, soldiers and
colonists from Mexico had established settlements
in California, Arizona, and Texas, as well as New
Mexico.

When Mexico ceded these lands to the United
States following the war of 1846-48, an estimated
75,000 Spanish speaking people lived in the
Southwest: 60,000 in New Mexico, 7,500 in Cali-
fornia, 5,000 in Texas, 1,000 or so in Arizona,
and 1,500 in Colorado, as these States are now
comprised.

Spanish was the dominant language and a com-
bination Spanish-Mexican-Indian culture domi-
ated the region's life style.

The Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo, signed on
February 2, 1848, and ratified 3 months later, gave
United States citizenship to all Mexican nationals
who remained in the ceded territory. Only a few
less than 2,000left. The treaty also guaran-
teed certain civil, political, and religious rights to
the Spanish speaking colonists and attempted to
protect their culture and language.

With the California Gold Rush as the principal
impetus, streams of Anglos began flowing West.
As they achieved sufficient population majorities,
the treaty's guaranteesexplicit or impliedwere
sometimes circumvented or totally ignored. With
two cultures at conflict and new political powers
at stake, a series of legal actions started which to
this day affects the treatment Mexican Americans
receive from our institutions of law and learning.

A look at the five Southwestern States of con-
cern in this report shows:

California: At the end of 1848, there were
8,000 "Americans" and 7,500 "native Californi-
ans" in the State. Then in the next 12 months,
spurred by the Gold Rush, the State's population
boomed to nearly 95,000mostly Anglo-Ameri-
cans. Nine thousand Mexicans, nearly all from
Sonora, joined the migration. But they, like many
Chileans, Peruvians, and Chinese, became victims

76
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of the Foreign Miners' Tax Law, passed by the
first California Legislature in 1850. (The law's
avowed purpose, according to historian Royce in
the text, "California", was "to exclude foreigners
from these mines, the God-given property of the
American people.") The State repealed the law in
1851, but not until after it had succeeded in driv-
ing away thousands of miners of minority ethnic
and racial backgrounds.

The same year, the State passed another law
providing that "every written proceeding in a
court of justice or before a judicial officer, shall
be in the English language."

In 1870 a statute was enacted which provided
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that "all schools shall be taught in the English
language."' In 1920 this statute was repealed? It
was re-enacted in 1943,1 and is still in force
today? Simi liar statutes on court proceedings and
records,' juror qualifications,° and voter qualifica-
tions' are also in force today'

NEW MEXICO and ARIZONA: In 1850, the
Territory of New Mexico (which included the
present State of Arizona) was added to the
Union. Thirteen years later New Mexico and Ari-
zona were separated as territories, but in 1906 the
United States Congress passed a joint statehood
bill for them, stipulating that rejection of joint
statehood by the voters of either territory would
prevent it from taking place?

New Mexico was roughly 50 percent Spanish
speaking, while estimates of Arizona's Indian and
Mexican American population ranged from 5 to
nearly 20 percent.

After introduction of a similar bill the year
before, the Arizona Legislature passed a resolu-
tion of protest, stating that joint statehood "would
subject us to the domination of another common-
wealth of different traditions, customs and aspira-
tions." The Arizona Territorial Teachers Asso-
ciation passed a resolution opposing joint state-
hood. Arizona schools taught all classes in
Eng lish;" Ncw Mexico schools used interpreters.
The resolution stated that union of New Mexico

' Calif. Stat., Ch. 556, Sec. 55 (1870),
'Calif. Slats. and Amdts., Ch. 23 (1929).
'Merinos' Calif. Codes, Ed., Div. 4, Ch. 3, Art. I, Sec.

8251 (1943).
'Calif. Educ. Code Sec. 71, (1968).

Merinos' Calif. Codes Ann. 1954, CCP 185.
Id. at CCP 189.

'Calif. Const., Art. II, Sec. 1 (1879). The Voting Act.
Amendments of 1970, 84 Stat. 314. Suspend any requirement
that a voter be able to speak, read, or understand the English
language for a 5-year petiod. This suspension was upheld by
the U.S. Supreme Court in U.S. v Arizona (1970, 39 U.S.L.W.
4027).

'Calif. Educ. Code Sec. 71 (West's Ann. 1967) provides
that Bilingual Education is authorized to the extent that it
does not interfere with the systematic, sequential, and regular
instruction of all pupils in the English language.

'Pep low, History 01 Arizona, Vol. 2 at 16 (1958).
Pep low, Id at 12.
The Arizona Legislature required that classes be taught

in English. Revised Statutes of Arizona (organic law), Ch.
X, Sec. 80, (1887).

"Testimony of R.E. Morrison of Arizona, Hearings of the
House Committee on Territories on Statehood Bill at 18

(t906).
"U.S. Senate Document 216, 59th Congress, 1st Session,

Feb. 12, 1906.
Id. at I.

and Arizona would disrupt the Arizona school
system."

Arizona's fears were summarized in a "Protest
Against Union of Arizona with New Mexico" pre-
sented to Congress by the delegates from Arizona
on February 12, 1906:11

"The decided racial difference between the
people of New Mexico who are not only different
in race and largely in language, but have entirely
different customs, laws and ideals and would
have but little prospect of successful amalgama-
tion. ."

"The objection of the people of Arizona, 95
percent of whom are Americans, to the probabil-
ity of the control of public affairs by people of a
different race, many of whom do not speak the
English language, and who outnumber the people
of Arizona are two to one...."

Further in the document, the delegates
explained that New Mexico courts and the State
legislature were conducted through interpreters;
that New Mexico published its statutes in two
languages; that New Mexico derived its law from
the civil law system, while Arizona law stemmed
from the common law system; and that the Span-
ish speaking New Mexicans would not consent to
the loss of their right to serve on juries. The
proposed statehood bill gave 66 votes in the
Constitutional Convention to New Mexico and 44
votes to Arizona. The "Protest" prophesied that
New Mexico would control the Constitutional
Convention and impose her dual language condi-
tions on Arizona."

On January 16-20, 1906, the Committee on
Territories of the House of Representatives held a
joint statehood hearing?' The hearing explored
the objections of the Arizonans. The use of the
Spanish language was an issue in the areas of
education, State government, and the conduct of
trials."

In 1903, the Governor of Arizona had praised
the English literacy of the Mexican population of
his State, testifying during a statehood hearing:

"Nearly all of the younger generation of the
Mexican population read and write English. The
Mexican children are all in schools today where
English only is taught and almost all of the adult

.Id. at 2.

.1d. at 14-15.
Hearings supra note 46.
Hearings supra note 40 at 4.
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Mexican population speak English well. ""
Now, in 1906, a Governor's Report on Com-

pulsory Education states that the school attend-
ance law was generally obeyed, with the exception
of the Spanish speaking population," and that, of
the 1,266 "white" illiterates in Arizona, "practi-
cally all were of Mexican descent.""

Joint statehood won in New Mexico, 26,195 to
14,735.

It lost in Arizona 16,265 to 3,141.
In 1910 the Senate Committee on Territories

considered separate statehood for Arizona and
New Mexico. An Arizona delegate sought to
amend the statehood bill by inserting a provision
that "nothing in this Act shall preclude the teach-
ing of other languages" in public schools. He was
opposed by the Committee Chairman, Senator
Albert Beveridge of Indiana, and other Senators.
Beveridge declared that:

The purpose of that provision, both with
reference to New Mexico and Arizona, and
particularly the former, is to continue the
thing that has kept back the speaking of
English and the learning of English, to wit:
that because they may conduct the schools in
other languages, in many of those Spanish-
speaking communities, particularly in New
Mexico, they will do so."

Beveridge said:
"Everybody knows . . . one of the difficulties

down there . . . the curious continuance of the
solidarity of the Spanish-speaking people. It would
be well if at least the men who make the laws
could speak the language which all the rest of us
speak.""

On June 20, 1910, Congress passed an enabling
at which provided for the calling of constitutional
conventions. The act required the constitutions to
include two provisions which would limit the use
of the Spanish language as an official language."

First, the public schools must be conducted in
English:

"That provisions shall be made for the estab-
lishment and maintenance of a system of public

"Committee on 'ref f 110f in, U.S. House of Representatives,
Hearings on Statehood Bill at 70, Testimony of Governor
Brodie of Territory of Arizona, Dec. 18, 1903.

"Arizona Governor's Report on Compulsory Education,
Hearings supra note 46 at 28.

s, Id. at 13 as quoted in Id. at 33.
"Congressional Record, vol. 45 et 109, 61st Congress, 2nd

Session, Feb. 25, 1910 (Dec. 6, 1909 to June 25, 1910).
"Id. vol. 45, part 8 at 8225 (June 16, 1910),
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schools, which shall be open to all children of said
state and free from sectarian control, and that said
schools shall always be conducted in English.""

Second, knowledge of the English language was
a prerequisite for holding State offices and posi-
tions in the legislature:"

"That said State shall never enact any law
restricting or abridging the right of suffrage on
account of race, color, or previous conditions of
servitude, and that ability to read, write, speak,
and understand the English language sufficiently
well to conduct the duties of the office without the
aid of an interpreter shall be necessary qualifica-
tion for all State officers and members of the State
legislature."

The draft of the New Mexico Constitution was
completed on November 21, 1911. It contained
three provisions which protected the rights of the
Spanish speaking.

One related to voting:
"Sec. 3. Religious and racial equality protected;

restrictions on amendments. The right of any citi-
zen of the state to vote, hold office, or sit upon
juries, shall never be restricted, abridged, or
impaired on account of religion, race, language or
color, or inability to speak, read or write the Eng-
lish or Spanish languages as may be otherwise
provided in this Constitution; and the provisions
of this section and of section one of this article
shall never be amended except upon the vote of
the people of this state in an election at which at
least three-fourths of the electors in the whole
state, and at least two-thirds of those voting in
each county of the state, shall vote for such
amendment.""

The other two related to cducation:
"Sec. 8. Teachers to learn English and Spanish.

The legislature shall provide for the training of
teachers in the normal schools or otherwise so
that they may become proficient in both the Eng-
lish and Spanish languages, to qualify them to
teach Spanish-speaking pupils apd students in the
public schools and educational institutions of the

""An act to enable the people of New Mexico to form
a constitution and State government and be admitted into the
Union on an equal footing with the original States; and to en-
able the people of Arizona to form a constitution and State
government and be admitted into the Union on an equal foot-
ing with the original States." Act of June 20, 1910, ch. 310,
36 Stat. 559 (1910).

"Id, sec. 2(4) at 559 and sec. 20(4) at 570.
"Id. sec. 2(5) at 559 and sec. 20(5) at 570.
"N. Mex. Conn., Mt VII, Sec. 3, (1912).
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State, and shall provide proper means and meth-
ods to facilitate the teaching of the English lan-
guage and other branches of learning to such
pupils and students."

"Sec. 10. Educational rights of children of
Spanish descent. Children of Spanish descent in
the State of New Mexico shall never be denied the
right and privilege of admission and attendance
in the public schools or other public educational
institutions of the State, and they shaU never be
classed in separate schools, but shaU forever enjoy
perfect equality with other children in all public
schools and educational institutions of the State,
and the legislature shall provide penalties for the
violation of this section. This section shall never
be amended except upon a vote of the people of
this State, in an election at which at least three-
fourths of the electors voting in the whole State
and at least two-thirds of those voting in each
county in the State shall vote for such amend-
ment."

The Constitution also preserves all rights
granted under the Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo:

"The rights, privileges and immunities, civil,
political and religious, guaranteed to the people of
New Mexico by Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo
shall be preserved inviolate."

On January 12, 1910, New Mexico ratified a
constitution" and forwarded it to President Taft,
who approved it on February 24, 1911." The
Senate, however, did not approve the constitution
because of the provision which made amendments
far too difficult."

Arizona also ratified its constitution, but it was
rejected by the President."

A resolution was adopted by Congress requir-
ing New Mexico to resubmit to the electors a less
restrictive provision for constitutional amend-
ments," and Arizona to resubmit an amendment
on recall of officers." This resolution also deleted
the provision of the Enabling Act which required
State officers and legislators" of New Mexico to
have a comprehensive knowledge of the English
language." Representative Legare said:"

"Id., Art. XII, 44 B, 10.
"Id., Art. III, Sec. 5.

Donnelly, supra note 33 to 50.
° Id. at 433.
. 471h Cong. Rec. 411B -4141 (1911).
O Supra note 47 at 4229.
.37 Stat. 39, 40 (1911).
"Id. at 42.
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"These people come to us from New Mexico,
both Republicans and Democrats and say that in
the Enabling Act passed last year we have taken
them by the throat and told them that they must
enact an irrevocable ordinance whereby no Span-
ish-speaking person can hold office in their State.
They tell us, both factions, that some of the best
people of their State and some of their most bril-
liant men are Spanish-speaking people."

Representative Humphreys stated that the pro-
vision:"

. . was a plain, direct and . . . unwar-
ranted attack on the Spanish American citizens of
New Mexico, whose patriotism and whose loyalty
has never been found wanting in time of great
public stress."

On November 7, 1911, the electors of New
Mexico approved a substitute provision on the
amendment process. On January 6, 1912, Presi-
dent Taft signed the Statehood Proclamation."

Arizona approved an amendment on recall to
its constitution and the President signed the State-
hood Proclamation on February 14, 1912.0

New Mexico: The Mexican Americans of New
Mexico succeeded in protecting their heritage by
inserting provisions in their constitution which
made Spanish an official language, equal to the
English language. The constitution also provided
that, for the following 20 years, all laws passed by
the legislature be published in both Spanish and
English, and thereafter as the legislature should
provide."

Prior to 1967, notices of statewide and county
elections were required to be printed in English
and "may be printed in Spanish."42 Additionally,
many legal notices today are required to be pub-
lished in both English and Spanish.

In 1925, the legislature provided that:"
. . in every high school with fifty (50) or

more pupils, one (1) special teacher in addition
to those already provided for, may be employed
providing that such teacher is qualified to teach
both Spanish and English and does teach classes

.37 Slat. 39, 42 (1911).
^47 Cong. Ree. 1251 (1911).
"Id., 1364.

Donnelly, supra note 33 at 50; 37 Stat. 1723 (1912).
"37 Stat. 172B (1912).
"N. Mex. Coast., Art. XX, Sec. 12 (1912).
"N. Mex. Slat. Ann. Art. 3-11.15 and 3.3.1 were repealed

in 1967. N. Mex. Laws 1967 Ch. 98. Sec. 30.
"N. Mex. Stat. Ann. 73.12.7 (1953).
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in Spanish...."
This law was repealed in 1962."
In 1943, the position of State Supervisor of

Spanish was created "to bring about an improve-
ment in the teaching of Spanish in the schools of
the State, and in order to insure the retainment
and the development of the Spanish language,
with a view of future Inter-American relations.""
This law was repealed in 1967."

A 1941 Act required all public grade schools of
the State rural or municipalhaving at least
three teachers and a daily attendance of 90 pupils
to teach Spanish in the fifth to the eighth grades,
except where the governing board of education by
resolution relieves a school from teaching Spanish
during any scholastic year."

In 1969, the legislature authorized any school
district to establish in any level of instruction a
bilingual and bicultural study involving a culture
in which a language other than English is spoken
in the home."

Arizona: In 1864, the first territorial legislature
of Arizona provided that an understanding of the
English language was a necessary qualification for
jury duty. The requirement was repealed in
1875," but enacted again in 1887." It is a
necessary qualification today."

In 1887, the legislature provided that all
schools be conducted in the English language."

The Constitution of 1912 required that all
public schools be conducted in English" and that
all State office holders and members of the State
legislature must know English" "sufficiently well
to conduct the duties of office without the aid of
an interpreter."85

In 1912 the legislature required that every
voter be able to read the Constitution of the
United States in English "in such a manner as to
show that he is neither prompted nor reciting
from memory. . . ."56 The ability to read Eng-

"14. Mex. Laws, Ch. 21, Sec. 41 (1962).
"14. Mex. Stat. Ann. 73.4 -1 to 73-47 (1953).
"N. Mex. Laws, Chapter 16, Sec. 301 (1967).
"Id. 73-17.2. This law was repealed by Laws. Ch. 16, Sec.

301 (1967).
"14. Mex. Stets. Ann. 77.1142 (1969).
"Ariz. Howell Code 1864, Ch. 47, Sec. 4 at 294.
"Ariz. C.L. 1864.1877, Ch. 47 (2404), Sec. 10 at 404.
"Ariz. R.S. 1887, Ch. 2, Title 39, para. 2169, Sec. 7 at 384.
"Ariz. R.S. Ann. 1956, Ch. 2, Art. I, Sec. 21.201
"Ariz. R.S. (Organic law), Ch. X, 1552 (See. 80), (1887).

(Now Ariz. R.S. 15.202).
"Ariz. Const. Art. XX, Sec. 7 (1912)
"Id., See. 8.
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lish was tested when electors registered."

In 1969, Arizona acted to permit bilingual
instruction in the first three grades by permitting
the districts in which there are pupils with English
language difficulties to provide special programs
of bilingual instruction."

Colorado: Histories of Colorado make little ref-
erence to Mexican Americans in their coverage of
the 1800's. There were only a few thousand Mexi-
can Americans in the State before the turn of the
century." By 1930, there were 30,000 Mexican
Americans in a population of over 1,000,000.°°

In 1877, the legislature passed a law requiring
that public schools be taught in the English
language." This was amended in 1919 to pro-
hibit the teaching of any foreign language as a
course to children who had not completed the
eighth grade.sz

Laws pertaining to use of languages other than
English in court proceedings and as a qualification
for jury duty have been Changed several times
since the 1887 territorial legislative requirement
that English be used in all written court proceed-
ings." Present law provides that the inability to
speak or understand English disqualifies a person
from jury duty."

Today, Colorado law encourages local school
districts to develop bilingual skills and to assist
pupils whose experience is largely in a language
other than English to make an effective transition
to English, with the least possible interference in
other learning activities. This section authorizes
the establishment of bilingual programs."
Another section provides for the inclusion of
instruction in the "history, culture and contribu-
tions of minorities" in the teaching of the history
and government of the United States."

"Ariz. R.S. Ch. III, Sec. 2879 (1913). (Now Ariz. RS.
16.101).

"Id., Sec. 2885 (1913). There is some doubt as to the
validity of such requirements. See Castro v California 266 P.
2d 244 (1970).

" Ariz R.S. 15-202 (1969).
"Adamic, A Nation of Nations, p. 47 (1944).
"U.S. Bureau of Census, Census: 1960, P. 7.
"Colo. GI-, Sec. 2523, p. 835 (1877).
"Colo. Laws, Sec. I, p. 599 (1919). The statute is still in

force. Colo. R.S. L23.21.3 (1953). It has not been subjected
to judicial interpretation with respect to whether it would pro-
hibit the operation of a private school in which subjects might
be taught in a language other than English.

"Colo. Civ. Code, Ch. Xi. Sec. 404 (1877).
"Colo. R.S. 78.14 (1953).
"Colo. RS. Sec. 123-21-3 (1953).
"Id. 123.24.4.
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Texas: In 1845 Congress passed a joint resolu-
tion in favor of incorporating Texas into the
Union, and on October 18, 1846, Congress rati-
fied the State Constitution. At that time, there
were 75,000 inhabitants, of whom 4,000-5,000
were Mexican s.68

In 1918, a statute was adopted which required
that the public schools be conducted in English,
except that elementary grades could be conducted
in Spanish in border counties with a city or cities
of 5,000 or more inhabitants.68 This law was
revised in 1969 by the Education Code."

On October 1970 a Mexican American teacher
in Crystal City, Texas was indicted, under this
section, for teaching a high school class in Span-
ish. The case against the defendant was subse-
quently dismissed.

In 1919, two statutes were passed involving aid
to voters. One requires that all such aid be given
in the English language, and the voter, if he needs
aid, must explain in English for whom he wishes
to vote:" The other provides criminal penalties if
aid is rendered in any language other than
English.72

In 1925 a statute was enacted allowing courts
to appoint interpreters "when necessary".88 In
the case of Garcia v. State, an accused who did
not understand English asked that testimony be
translated into Spanish. His request was denied.
On appeal his conviction was reversed, because
the refusal to make the testimony understandable
amounted to denying the accused his constitu-
tional right to be confronted by the witness
against him."

In other Texas cases, it has been held that the
systematic exclusion of persons of Mexican
descent for service as jury commissioner, grand
jurors, and trial jurors is a violation of the equal

" History of Texas 78 (Lewis Pub. Co., Chicago 1895).
"Texas Acts, 4th CS p. 170 (1918). Vernon's Anno. Tex.

Slats. P.C. 288 (1925).
" Vernon's Anno. Tex. Stats. Education Code Sec. 4.17

(1969) provides that any teacher, principal, superintendent,
trustee. or other school official who tails to comply with
English Language requirements is guilty of a misdemeanor
and shall be subject to a fine/or removal from office.

Interview with Jesse Gomez, San Antonio, Tex., attorney
for the defendant.

Vernon's Ann. Tex. Stats. P.C. 224.
"Id. P.C. 225.
" Vernon's Anno. Tex. Slats. Code of Criminal Procedures,

Sec. 773 (1925),
"210 SW 2d 574 (1948).
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protection clause of the 14th amendment of the
Constitution of the United States 76

In all of the Southwestern States, Spanish was
the dominant language prior to the cession of ter-
ritories to the United States (1848) and the
admission of Texas to the Union (1846). As the
population balance shifted, the dominant and
official language shifted from Spanish to English.
A knowledge of English became essential to
acquiring an education, to conducting official busi-
ness, and to exercising rights of citizenship.

New Mexico alone did not follow the pat-
tern of abrupt change. There, Mexican Americans
as a group were sufficiently strong to preserve the
use of the Spanish language by constitutional safe-
guards.

rY

Hernandez v. State of Texas. 347 U.S. 475 (1954). Other
cases involving the same issue: Sanchez v. State, 243 S.W. 2d.
700 (1951); Rogers v. Stale 236 S.W. 2d. 141 (1951); and
Gonzales v. State. 278 S.W. 2d. 167 (1955).
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Appendix D

May 25, 1970

MEMORANDUM

TO : School Districts With More Than Five
Percent National Origin-Minnrity
Group Children

FROM : J. Stanley Pottinger
Director, Office for Civil Rights

SUBJECT: Identification of Discrimination and
Denial of Services on the Basis of
National Origin

Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, and the
Departmental Regulation (45 CFR Part 80) pro-
mulgated thereunder, require that there be no
discrimination on the basis of race, color or na-
tional origin in the operation of any federally
assisted programs.
Title VI compliance reviews conducted in school
districts with large Spanish surnamed student
populations by the Office for Civil Rights have re-
vealed a number of common practices which have
the effect of denying equality of educational op-
portunity to Spanish surnamed pupils. Similar
practices which have the effect of discrimination
on the basis of national origin exist in other loca-
tions with respect to disadvantaged pupils from
other national origin-minority groups, for example,
Chinese or Portuguese.

The purpose of this memorandum is to clarify
HEW policy on issues concerning the respon-
sibility of school districts to provide equal educa-
tional opportunity to national origin-minority
group children deficient in English language skills.
The following are some of the major areas of
concern that relate to compliance with Title VI:

(1) Where inability to speak and understand
the English language excludes national origin-
minority group children from effective participa-
tion in the educational program offered by a school
district, the district must take affirmative steps to

379

rectify the language deficiency in order to open
its instructional program to these students.

(2) School districts must not assign national
origin-minority group students to classes for the
mentally retarded on the basis of criteria which
essentially measure or evaluate English language
skills; nor may school districts deny national
origin-minority group children access to college
preparatory courses on a basis directly related to
the failure of the school system to inculcate
English language skills.

(3) Any ability gmuping or tracking system
employed by the schoiff system to deal with the
special language skill needs of national origin-
minority group children must be designed to meet
such language skill needs as soon as possible and
must not operate as an educational dead-end or
permanent track.

(4) School districts have the responsibility to
adequately notify national origin-minority group
parents of school activities which arc called to the
attention of other parents. Such notice in order
to be adequate may have to be provided in a
language other than English.
School districts should examine current practices
which exist in their districts in order to assess
compliance with the matters set forth in this
memorandum. A school district which determines
that compliance problems currently exist in that
district should immediately communicate in writ-
ing with the Office for Civil Rights and indicate
what steps arc being taken to remedy the situa-
tion. Where compliance questions arise as to the
sufficiency of programs designed to meet the
language skill needs of national origin-minority
group children already operating in a particular
area, full information regarding such programs
should be provided. In the area of special language
assistance, the scope of the program and the
process for identifying need and the extent to
which the need is fulfilled should be set forth.
School districts which receive this memorandum
will be contacted shortly regarding the availability
of technical assistance and will be provided with
any additional information that may be needed
to assist districts in achieving compliance with
the law and equal educational opportunity for all
children. Effective as of this date the aforemen-
tioned areas of concern will be regarded by re-
gional Office for Civil Rights personnel as a part
of their compliance responsibilities.
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Appendix E

Additional Selected Tables on Mexican American Education

El-Percent of Advisory Committees Making Selected Recommendations by State*

CATEGORY ARIZ. CALIF. COLO. TEX. TOTAL

Ethnic Balance in Schools 15.5 13.0 16.5 12.7

In-Service Teacher Training In Mexican

American History and Culture or in Bilingual
Education or in ESL 58.6 41.0 9.3 27.9 38.2

Employment of Spanish Surnamed Faculty 15.5 39.5 43.8 22.8 34.2

Pupil Exchange Programs With Other Districts
or Schools 6.0 9.4 4.7

Expanded PTA Activities Relative to Mexican
Americans 32.8 26.8 28.0 25.3 28.1

Changes in Curriculum to Make it More Rele-
vant for Mexican Americans 46.6 45.5 40.6 49.4 45.2

Bilingual-Bicultural Organizations in a School
or the School System 12.2 25.8 9.4 22.8 23.5

Other 29.3 42.4 50.0 50.6 43.6

New Mexico has not been included because of the extremely small number of advisory committees in that State.

E2--Percent of Advisory Committees Making Selected Recommendations by
Mexican American Enrollment in the School District

CATEGORY 10-23% 24.37% 38.49%

Ethnic Balance in Schools 15.5 12.7 14.1

In-Service Teacher Training in Mexican Amer-
ican History and Culture or in Bilingual Edu-
cation or in ESL 36.2 40.7 29.3

Employment of Spanish Surnamed Faculty 44.8 33.0 10.2

Pupil Exchange Programs With Other Districts
or Schools 5.6 7.6 6.5

Expanded PTA Activities Relative to Mexican
Americans 27.6 13.6 28.3

Changes in Curriculum to Make it More Rele-
vant for Mexican Americans 45.7 39.0 63.0

Bilingual-Bicultural Organizations in a School
or the School System 26.3 18.6 22.8

Other 39.6 50.0 40.2

S.W.
50.100% TOTAL

7.9 12.6

42.4 38.2

14,6 34.2

4.6

37.1 28.0

36.4 45.2

22.5 23.5
46.3 43.5
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E3-Percent of Advisory Committees Making Selected Recommendations
by Size of District

CATEGORY More than 1,200.1,299 600.1,199 300.399 TOTAL
3,000

Ethnic Balance in Schools 22.2 2.9 6.7 12.6
In-Service Teacher Training In Mexican His-
tory and Culture or in Bilingual Education or
ESL

43.4 20.0 40.0 50.0 38.2Employment of Spanish Surnamed Faculty 47.5 20.0 26.7 16.7 34.2Pupil Exchange Programs With Other Districts
or Schools

8.1 2.9 4.6
Expanded PTA Activities Relative to Mexican
Americans

30.3 25.7 33.3 16.7 28.0
Changes in Curriculum to Make it More Rele-
vant fur Mexican Americans 57.6 37.1 40.0 16.7 45.2
Bilingual-Bicultural Organizations in a School
or the School System 31.3 8.6 26.7 16.7 23.5Other 41.4 51.4 46.7 33.3 43.5

DISTRIBUTION OF SCHOOLS
E4-Number of schools with pupils of high, medium, and low socioeconomic

status, by percent of enrollment which is Mexican American
Percent High Medium Low Unclassifiable TotalLevel Mexican
American

0-24 1,072 1,264 176 48 2,56025-49 112 596 300 24 1,032Elementary 50-74 48 240 308 20 61675-100 12 152 408 12 584Total 1,244 "2,252 1,192 104 4,792
0-24 192 384 88 16 68025-49 20 184 72 4 280Secondary 50-74 0 40 28 4 7275-100 4 20 44 0 68Total 216 628 232 24 1,100
0-24 1,264 1,648 264 64 3,24025-49 132 780 372 28 1,312Total 50-74 48 280 336 24 68875-100 16 172 452 12 652Total 1,460 2,880 1,424 128 5,892
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DISTRIBUTION OF TOTAL PUPILS
ES- Number In schools with pupils of high, medium, and low socioeconomic status,

by percent of enrollment which is Mexican American

Percent High Medium Low Unclassifiable Total
Level Mexican

American

0-24 651,520 677,472 86,600 23,384 1,438,976
25-49 68,728 323,716 125,964 11,312 529,720

Elementary 50-74 19,324 109,160 123,492 10,004 261,980
75-100 5,748 83,664 192,544 8,108 290,064

Total 745,320 1,194,012 528,600 52,808 2,520,740

0-24 297,128 419,536 99,960 41,368 857,992
25-49 19,624 196,416 60,832 4,068 280,940

Secondary 50-74 0 52,436 20,816 904 74,156
75-100 960 26,316 46,588 0 73,864

Total 317,712 694,704 228,196 46,340 1,256,952

0-24 948,648 1,097,008 186,560 64,752 2,296,698
25-49 88,352 520,132 186,796 15,380 810,660

Total . 50-74 19,324 161,596 144,308 10,908 336,136
75-100 6,708 109,980 239,132 8,108 363,928

Total 1,063,032 1,888,716 756,796 99,148 3,807,692

DISTRIBUTION OF MEXICAN AMERICAN PUPILS
E6-Number in schools with pupils of high, medium, and low socioeconomic status,

by percent of enrollment which is Mexican American

Percent High Medium Low Unclassifiable Total
Level Mexican

American

0-24 59,632 94,928
25-49 22,640 114,580

Elementary 50-74 11,968 65,288
75-100 4,740 73,484
Total 98,980 348,280

0-24 18,408 54,096
25-49 8,228 71,276

Secondary 50-74 0 30,308
75-100 720 22,108
Total 27,356 177,788

0-24 78,040 149,024
Total 24-49 30,868 185,856

50-74 11,968 95,596
75-100 5,460 95,592

Total 126,336 526,068
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9,352 3,472 167,384
47,124 3,472 187,816
75,408 6,228 158,892

176,936 7,556 262,716
308,820 20,728 776,808

11,312 7,080 90,896
25,908 1,780 107,192
13,152 528 43,988
43,484 0 66,312
93,856 9,388 308,388

20,664 10,552 258,280
73,032 5,252 295,008
88,560 6,756 202,880

220,420 7,556 329,028
402,676 30,116 1,085,196


